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PREFACE

The present volume was compiled by the AAPT Committee on Apparatus
for Educational Institutions and by the AAPT-A1P Center for Educational
Apparatus in Physics to assist physics departments in the never-ending
task of keeping their undergraduate laboratories up to date. It contains
reprints of experiment notes in physics. The experiments were selected
by members of the Apparatus Committee from laboratory manuals and sets of
laboratory notes submitLed by over one hundred and thirty colleges and
universities in the United States. Eighty-one experiments are included
from the various areas of experimental physics usually treated as a part
of an undergraduate major in physics. No attempt has been made to sepa-
rate experiments designed for advanced laboratories from those usually
performed as a part of elementary courses.

The purpose of the book is to_put before physics teachers for their
consideration new experiments or interesting ways of doing well-known
experiments. The Committee decided to do this in the most detailed and
convenient way possible - by photo-offsetting the actual experiment
sheets that are given to students. The only modification in these ma-
terials has been the addition of a few notes tp refer the reader to other
sources of information about apparatus or experimental procedures.

This book is for the teacher and not the student. It is in no
sense an "official" or comprehensive manual of experiments and will have
missed its mark if it is so treated. Many good experiments - ones that
should be a part of the laboratory work of the physics student are not
included since many are already well known. The goal of the Committee
was to select experiments that seemed interesting in themselves, instead
of attempting to determine the best experiment in any group or covering
any given topic. Rather than treat this collection as a description of
a complete laboratory program, the physics teacher should regard it as
a source of ideas for the possible modification of existing programs,
selecting ideas that seem interesting and applicable. The experiments
cover a wide range, both in the difficulty of the theoretical topics
treated and in the sophistication of bhe equipment used. Some experi-
ments could be easily adopted by any college; others involve almost
"irreplaceable" or highly elaborate equipment and have been included as
an indication of what is possible rather than as a model for duplication.
If the present book proves useful to teachers, the Committee will attempt
to compile similar volumes from time to time as new experiments are de-
vised in physics departments. Comments from users of this book will be
welcome.

The Committee thanks the physics departments that provided copies
of their laboratory manuals, especially those that kindly consented to
having some of their experiments reprinted here. We wish that it were
possible to give the names of the many physicists who contributed to the
development of the eighty-one experiments included here. We have had to
be content with giving the name of the institution at which the experi-
ment was developed. All of the members of the Committee on Apparatus in
1963-64 helped with this project, but special acknowledgment is due
Walter French, John King, H. Victor Neher, and Howard Stabler who, with
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the undersigned, carried out the initial review of the experiments being

considered for this book, and W. C. Kelly, who supervised all phases of

the preparation. The project was coordinated by F. E. Christensen,
Director of the AAPT-AIP Apparatus Center, which is supported by a grant

from the National Science Foundation. Mrs. Margaret T. Llano of the AIP
Department of Education and Manpower saw the book through the 2ress.

Publication of this book is a part of the overall program of the
AAPT Committee on Apparatus to promote the development of new equipment

and to assist physics teachers in obtaining new instructional apparatus.

Among other projects sponsored by the Committee are the AAPT-A1P Apparatus
Drawings Project, Apparatus Notes and Apparatus Reviews in the AMERICAN

J0pRNAL OF PHYSICS, national surveys of apparatus needs, meetings with
manufacturers to encourage the production of new educational equipment in

physics, and Apparatus Competitions at New York meetings of the AAPT. The

Committee serves as the advisory committee for the Center for Educational
Apparatus in Physics, which provides staff support and implem-mtation for

the work of the Committee. Further information about these activities can
be obtained from the Center at 335 East 45 Street, New York N.Y. 10017.

Allan M. Sachs Chairman

AAFT Committee on Apparatus
for Educational Institutions

April 10, 1964
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MEASUREMENT AND EXPEPIMENTAL ERRORS 1

Columbia University

References: (1 ) S -tistical Treatment of Ex -imental Da_a by Hugh D.
Young, McGraw-Hill paperback); (2 Probability and Experiment 'Errors
in Science by Lyman G. Parratt, Wiley.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The Laws of Physics are based on measurements obtained in experimental
observations. The results must include not only nimerical values
(expressed in appropriate units) but also estimates of the reliability
of the measurements. Strictly speaking, we can never measure any
quantity "exactly"; we obtain only an approximate value. The degree of
uncertainty, however, can be indicated by assessing that there is a
certain probability that the true magnitude will lie within definite
limits. The separation of these limits from the measured value is
referred to as the "uncertainty" or "error" of the measurement.

Errors may be classified into two general categories, systematic and
random.

Systematic Error . These include prejudice on the part of the Observer,
improper use of or adjustment of equipment, inherent defects in the
equipment, or neglect of such effects as temperature,pressure, humidity,
etc. Careful attention to and elimination of major sources of systematic
errors are, of course, basic to good experimentation. After minimizing
the systematic errors, an estimate of the residual uncertainties should
be included in the result of each experiment. Note that for a series of
similar measurements, the net systematic errors will tend to be of one
sign; that is, the main result will not be a spread in values obtained
but a shift of the mean value in a given direction.

2 Random Errors. A series of measurements in which the systematic errors
have been minimized will still contain variations due to causes that lie
beyond the control of the observer. The presence of such errors is made
evident by discrepancies among individual Observations made under appur-
ently identical conditions. Into this category fall:

(a) Variations in instrumental readings in measuring a well defined
quantity. For example, variations due to parallax and human judgment in
interpolating between marks on a ruler used to measure the length of a rod.

(b) Variations known as statistical fluctuations, which arise not from
errors in observation but from the element of chance associated with the
sampling of a population or of any random distribution. For example,
variations in recording counts from a random source of radioactive
particles over equal lengths of time.

Both types of random errors are subject to the same kind of analysis,
and both will be studied in this experiment.

2
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_Illustrative Example I. (EXample of Random Error, type a)

The table lists, n=16 measurements.of the length of a single
brass rod. Eaah measurement is made by interpolating by eye
between 0,5 mm divisions on a ruler.

Measurement Length

MM

22.1
22.0
22

4, 21

5. 21.8
6 21.7
7. 21.9
b. 22,0

9. 21.9
10, 22.3
11. 21.9
12. 22.1

13.
214. 211.3

15. 22.0

Deviation

+ ,17
+ .07

.03
- .13

.13
- .23

.03
+ ,07

- .03
+ .37

.03
+ .17

03 .001
.13 .017

+ .07 .005

d = d2

,062
005
.001
,017

.017

.053

.001

.005

,001
,137
.001
.062

16, 21.8 1-
'21(112-Z-1g1., = 50.9 "El i

2

21.93 a.d. = n76- = 0,11 s,d.In Eldi
71/2Idt2

-16 1 OP

preferably
1/2

= 0.16
5

Average deviation_of mean: Standard dev a ion of me

.11a4 = -1-- a.d. = 0.03 S.D. = A-LCk- . 0 04

Jr6
Final Result: L = 21.93+ 0.04 Wm.

The data may be represented by the histogram, indicated by the
solid lines in the figure below.

---Theoretical
Normal Curve



STATISTICAL ANALY IS

Distribution,

It is obvious that the histogram in Example I can not be repre-
sented accurately by a simple mathematical curve. However, as
n, the number Of measurements, is increased, the histogram will
approach the shape of a symmetrical bell-shaped curve (assuming
that the measurement error is in fact random). An example of
such a curve, the so-called Gaussian or Normal Error distribution,
is Indicated by the dashed curve in Fig, 1. A detailed statistical
'analysis makes use of the properties of this curve, or of a similar
aPolssonu distribution. (e.g see reference sections 8 and 9.)
In this experiment, we vill omit the details of the statistical
distribution, limiting the discussion to apparently arbitrary
measures of the deviations of the data about the mean.

Mean, For a symmetrical distribution, the stmost probable" result
is identical with the mean, i.e. the arithmetical average of the
n individual measurements, (L in the table.) The best single value
from the set of measurements is thus the mean; what remains is to
estimate the error.

Averae and _Standard Deviation, The dispersion of an actual set
of n measurements about their mean value is an experimental
indication of the random errors involved in the measurement. The
simplest index of this dispersion is the 0average deviation", a,d4
which is defined as the average of the absolute values of the
deviatiom, of the measurements about the mean, (See column 3
of the table.)

di = Li a.d, = (1") 1E:

A more widely used index of dispersion is the root-mean-square or
ustandard deviation"3 8 d a ) 3 : _culated in colvmn 4 of the table:alc _ _

n
ts,d.)2 m (1/n) (d4)2.

i = 1 J-

In order t
mean from
ia usually
definition

account for the inaccuracy of locating the "true',
single set Of measurements, this measure of precision

increased by replacing n by n - 1. The conventional
is thus:

(B.d.)2 = F./(zi-3.)J 7E (:11)2.

For large values of n, of course, the difference is negligible.
The standard deviation assigns more weight to large deviations,
since the deviations are squared before averaging.

The standard (or average) deviation of a set of measurements
provides a numerical guess as to the likely range of values into
which the next measurement may fall. For a Gaussian distribution,
68% of the measurements fall within_a region of (i= or -) one
standard deviation from the mean. (For a Gaussian distribution,

14
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a.d. = 0.8 el.d..0 and 58% of the measuremento lie within one
average deviation of the mean.)

Standard De tion for a Distribution of Random Events.
For random errors cf type a, as in the example of measuring a length
the Bid, of the distribution of a set of measurements depends On
experimental detalle, such as the inaccuracy of the instrument, etc.
For random errors of type b, as in the meaSuring of the number
random counts recorded in a time interval, the s,d, of the dis-
tribution of a large set of such measurements can be predicted on
a statistical basis solely from m, the mean number of counts in
each interval. The distribution will approach a "Foissonlidis-
tribution function, which has the property that:

s,d, JE

(See reference 1, section 8.)

Standard Deviation of the Mean.
The precision of th,i mean, which depends on a set of n measurements,
is, of course, grf,eater than the s,d., which indicates a probable
range for a single measurement, If we were to record a second set
of n measurements, the va7,ue of the second mean would in general
differ from the value of the first; but the difference would be
expected to be less than the s.d, of eithcr set. In principle, we
could make N sets of n measurements, find the distribution of the
N means, and compute the standard deviation of the means ( which
we will call, S.D.) about the overall mean of all of the measure-
ments. The above procedure is fortunately not necessary, since
from statistical theory we can actually predict a value for S.D.
from the 8,d, of a single set of n measurements, namely:

S.D. = s.d. 44fri

We then use this value of S.D. as
or Aerror") of the measured mean

the illustrative example,

(See Reference 1, section 12.)

the best estimate of the precision
- e.g. see the final result of

Propagation of Errors.
When a result of interest involves some combination of measured
quantities, the precision or s.d., of the result can be computed
in terms of the measured values of the S.D. for each quantity.

Addition and Subtraction. When the means of the measurements of
two different quantities are added, the S.D. of the sum may be
expected to be less than the sum of the two S.D,ts, since there is
as much chance of two random deviations being of opposite sign as
of the same sign. It can in fact be shown from statistical theory
see reference 1, section 14) that for addition or subtraction:

mean of (x ± y) = mean of x ± mean of y,

and D.D. of (x ± lid 2 = LS.D. of xj2 + [S.D. o

1.e. S.D. S are added "in quadrature".

2.



MUltiplication and Division. In multiplying two quantities, the
precision of the product depends on the fractional (or percentage,
uncertainty in each factor rather than the absolute uncertainties.
More precisely, again it can be shown that:

mean of xy . (mean of x) (mean of y)

13.D. of Zsrle filiaLJIEJAls (S.D9 of:z
`mean of xyl `mean of x/ `mean ot y

Similarly,

mean of Wy = (mean of x) (mean of y)

fS14_ or x/ 12 flat.4EA12 A. 1S.D. Of Yle
`mean of yi `mean of x1 `mean of y/

i,e. fractional S,D.ta are added elin quadrature More generally,
it can be shown that:

S(alo_ cd
[i

SpD. ofi [ or 1:1
`mean of 2:1111 mean- of j mean a- y

PROCEDURE

.EarLipparamentattitenatofaBrasscer,
Apps.ratus: Ruler, Micrometer, vernier calipers balance, and a
machined cylinder of brass,

Manipulations: Using the ruler, make a seriee of Independent men-
surements of the length and diameter of the cylinder. To insure
that these are independent, i,e. to minimize the influence of each
readiag on the following one, the ruler should be shifted after
each reading and the positions of both ends should then be record-
ed.

Use the balance to measure the mass of the cylinder.

Use the micrometer and vernier calipers to make a single, more
accurate measurement of the diameter and length of the cylinder

Computations: Compute the mean, s.d and S.D. for each set of
Measurements, Irrom these, find the mean and S.D. for the volume
and density of the cylinder,

Compute the volume and density of the cylinder for the more accurate
measurements and compare,

Part_Cbl_Measurement_of the Counting Rate of_: Geiger Counter.

Apparatus: Geiger counter with high voltage supply and scaling
circuit, stop watch, and radioactive source with long half-lifer

Manipulations: The Instructor will turn on the counter and make
the necessary adjustments. Do not change the setting on the voltage
control. Record the number of counts registered by the geiger
counter in a 15-second interval Repeat this measurement as many
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as 50 times.

Computations: Compute the mean a.d., s.d., and S.D, from the
measurements,

Plot a histogram of the measurements, indicating o_ it the computed
values.

Compare the results with those predicted by a statistical theory
for random events,

QUESTIONS

1. How does the computed precision of the measurements in par (a
compare with a reasonable estimate of the error in reading the
ruler?

2. How does the s.d. of the distribution of measurements in part (b)
compare with the what would be expected statistically in a large
set of measurements of the mean number of random counts?

List possible systematic errors in this experiment.

4. If you wish to measure the flux of particles/(i.e. counts ce/sec
in part (b), how carefully would you have to.measure the area of
the counter in order not to limit the accuracy of the result?

How many counts are required in a elngle measurement to give a
statistical precision of l ?

17



TIME INTERVAL MEAEMTT

University of California, Berkeley

Purpose: To measure a small time interval by electronic counting.

Principle of operation: This experiment consists of a precision measurement of "g".

The measurement is effected in the following vny. A metal sphere falls in vacuum
past three pairs of slits. (see fig. 1). The interruption of the light beam to
photomultiplior tube #1 causes the gate-forming circuit to prcduce a positive voltage,
on its channel A output. The interruption of the light to P.M. #2 causes the gate-
forming circuit to terminate the channel A output pulse and to start a similar pulse

output B. PM #3 terminates the channel B pulse. Cutput A of the gate-forming
circuit is fed into the channel A gating tube on the oscillator chassis. This gates

the oscillator into the channel A scaler. Channel B operates identically.

Description of components

a. Slit system and tower

The tower can be evacuated. There is in the top, an ele tromagnet to hold the
sphere until dropped. The three forwerd slits are fixed in position. The three

after slits may be moved vertically, The slit widths may be adjusted. The Pm chas
maY be removed by remcving the retaining screws, The PM tube is a type 931A. The
circuit diagram of the PM chassis is shown in fig. 2. The circuit diagram for the
lamps and magnet are dhown in fig. 3.

b. Oscillator chassis

The circuit diagram of the 100 KG crystal oscillator and the gate tube (with
asscciated amplifier ) are shown in fig. 4.

c. Gate fcaming circuit

A block diagram ef the gate forming circuit is shown in fig. 5, and a detail
diagram of each block in figs. 7, and 8. The non-overloading amplifier ("long-tail
pair") is essentially a cathode follower driving a grounded grid amplifier, The
Schmitt trigger circuit is used as a discriminator. It prcduces an output pulse whose
height is independent of the input pulse hajght, provided the latter is sufficiently
great. The scaling pair (also called "flip-flce) is a bi-stable multivibrator.
The Schmitt circuit and the scaling pair are described in Elmore and Sands, uElectron
les- Experimental Techniques."
d. Scaling circuit

The block diagram of the scaler is shown in fig. 9. The scaling pairs are trig-
gered only by negative pulses. Thus they pass on one pulse for every two put in.
The scaler records the number of pulses put into it and presents this number in the
binary system.



Procedure: Remove the PM chassis. uith the cathetometer align each slit pair and

its light source to lie in the same horizontal plane. Measure the vertical distance
between slit pairs -with the cathetometer. Thu current through the lamps should not
exceed 3.5 amps. Replace the PM chassis, and turn the knobs (PM vc1,age controls)
counterclockwise to their limit. This places the smallest voltage across the tube.
Turn on the PM high voltage. Adjust the slit inidths and voltage controls until the
attached meter shows less than ten micrc-amps across the tip jacks on the PM chassis
(The meter reads a fraction of the PM anode current). The slits should be as narroW
as possible. Check that biosos on the gate tubes, the gate forming circuit and scale-
are correct. Interrupt the light with a card to determine that the apparatus is work-
ing properly. Evacuate the tower. Lift the ball with the magnetron magnet. Release.

the ball and take the count. Repeat at least twenty times.

Report:

1. Very brief abstract

2. Very brief description of what you did.

3. Tabulation of-results.

4. Statistical anraysis of error including the computation nf the standard
deviation of your value of g. (See Michels, yAdv. Elect. Meas." or Beers
uTheory of Error"

Complete analysis of syatematic errors. Use this to assign an estimated
uncertainty to your results.

Derive the formula which gives g as a function of the two measured distanues
and times.

7. Explain the operation

a. PM circuit

b. Long-tailed pair

c. Gate tube

d. Scaling pair. Valet limits the speed at which it can count?
Approximately how fast can the pair in fig. 8 count?

e.it- Schmitt trigger circuit. For the circuit in fig. 7, at what grid #1
voltage will the regenerative action occur? Mat is the expected
magnitude of the output pulse? Explain clearly how the circuit acts
as a discriminator (i.e. how it is used to trigger at a given voltage.)

* Elmore and Sand's circuit uses different parameters. The-4'0r- a passage copied
from them is not considered a c*atisfectory answer.

19
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-VELOCITY WBEEL -TEE STUDY OF INSTANTANEOUS VELOCITY

University of Maryland

Special Note

This experiment, the one following, and the experiment on rotational
dynamics beginning on page 73 are part of a sequence of four interrelated
and interdependent laboratory experiments at the University of Maryland.
The purpose of these experiments Is the demonstration of most of the prin-
ciples of mechanics covered in an introductory course. All of the
experiments are carried out with the same apparatus. The student develops
a sense of continuity and also Is not troubled by having to face unfamiliar
equipment at the beginning of each laboratory session.

The apparatus consists of an inclined par of rails and a wheel.
The axle of the wheel is of small diameter while tne wheel itself has a
large moment of inertia. Tbe result is a rather small acceleration and
velocitieb which are small enough to be accurately measured with a stop
watch.

The first three of the four experiments deal with such kinematic con-
cepts as the position vs. time function, instantaneous velocity and the
time derivative, and acceleration. The final experiment deals with the
dynamical analysis of the motion and the calculation of acceleration. In
the final experiment the moment of inertia is determined from its oscilla-
tion frequency in a torsion pendulum.

The importance of error analysis is stressed throughout. Errors are
determined for the di_rectly measured acceleration and for the acceleration
calculated from the laws of motion. The comparison between these
acceleration values is made In the light of their errors.
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In'the first velocity wheel experiment the position vs. time
function, x(t)T was determined. In the present experiment, me
ill measure the velocity of the wheel at a single point x along
the incline by a process analogous to the mathematical operation
of dIffventiationw

When we speak of the velocity at a partlaular instant of time
we are of course referring to the n t "_ta_e velocity at that
instant of time. Oa the other hand the coaventional measurement
of velocity Involves the determination of the finite time A*
required for the wheel to traverse a given distanceAx. The
ratio of these two numbers, namely IW/M-Is the averarre
velocity of the wheel in the tine intervalA1E-. Oae must bear
in mind the fact that the velocity is continuously Increasing even
airing the time IntervalAt, In arriving at the instantaneous
velocity at a time t (or more precisely for this extoteriment, at
a particular position x).one must employ a method analogous to taking
tho derivative. That is, to consider the limit of the ratio 44)01t
asANf shrinks to zero. BxperimentIly it is impossible to measure
an infinitesimally small2W, or 25.* However,- the following procedure
can be used to deduce ratioza4ein the limit of,A4 0 from
its values for measurably largedews.

2p
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We will attempt-to determine the velocity of the wheel at a
particular position xy corresponding to a certain time t* The time
corresponding to the choice of x can be quickly read off of the x vs.
t plot determined in Experiment II, Indicators are sot at the position x
and at a second position a distanceAx further down the
incline.- The time At- y renuired for Passage between these two points
can be dete rmined with a stop whatch as an-average of at least five
trials. The ratio4x/At is the average velobity in the time
intervalAt The process in repeated only now for smaller
intervals 40( Thesevalues can be plotted vs their
corresponding A-1.4 and a amooth curve (straight line) fitted to
the plotted pointso Maj,nstantaneaus vel c t at t 1 n to

A typical plot of this sort is Illustrated in figure 1. The
error In the velocity is obtained from the intercepts of the uextreme"
curves (dashed) drawn so as to have Intercepts of the maximun, and miniman
possible values and yet be contained within the error bars of the
plotted pointso

The velocity' determined in this fashion should be equal to
the slope of the tangent line to the x(t) curve at the corresponding
time to To test this, construct a line of slope = v and passing
through corresponding x and t point on the x(t) plot (Experiment 2).
This procedure is illustrated in figure 2,

-2t
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Make sure yau have the same equipment that you usedfor riment 2* First level tho incline in the usual way andthen set it .up on the second step of the supporting block.,1. Set the 1st marker at point about 1/3 to 2/3 down theincline. This is the point at which the instantaneous velocity %Till
be determined* Record the meter reading x of this point and deter-
mine the corresponding time t from the x(t) curve obtained in Expert.
ment 2*

2. Set the 2nd marker a distance 4toc =.3.6 cm. further downthe incline. Starting the wheel - at rest at the top of the incline
and determine the time ae.k required to traverse the distance between
the markers averaged over at least five trials. Compute the standard
deviation =0 error in the mean for these data,-

Repeat the above procedure for x .121 8, 1+ crag
Compute the ratios AVAtfor each setting and plot Ax/Atvs. At as in figure 1, .The error bars for At are the errors in the

mean, The error In4V4tdue to the &t error is 1W.e.r
where 144Vtat is the fractional error in A to.5,Fit the best straight line to these points. The instan-taneous velocity v is the intercept of this line with the axis.6. Construct the tangent line to the x(t) curve from Experi-
ment 2 in the manner descrived in figure 2.

27



VELOCITY WHEEL-THE DETERMINATION OF TEE VELOCITY AS 19
A FUNCTION OF TIME, AND THE ACCELERATION

University of Maryland

In the a cond velocity wheel experimentl (EX.F.ZRI:A-i= I I), the

instantaneous velocity was determined at a particulal time t by

It turned
ZN)e_extrapolating the functior of to tn-e

out that this was a &near runction That 189 the 4-2f VS. LAt
C)t

points could be fit d tv a utraight line Th a la by no means

true for all motions. This feature of the wheel'a motion enables

us to de-wermine inr amt/Aneous velocities with re:Lative ease, Thuse

the instantaneous velocity at a partic lar time -4 is the same as

the 222Eam_ygkally between the times t t and t L\t,

independent of the choice 0J, 62, . In order to show that this 18
6xtrue, we Imagine that the average velocity --- is measured between

the times t 6t and t, and t 4- L;t and t. The resulting )4 Ye
e_Nt.

ZNAt plot is illustrated in figure 1
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'net two plotted points are connected by a straight line In

accoreAnce with the results of X4P.TRIMENT III. Furthermore, the
694intersection of thia line with the --- axis gives the instantaneous
ZYt

rlocity v(t) at t. But this intersection also corresponds to the

average of the two values which in turn is the averase

velocity in the interval t - At and t .6 t. We will come baok

to this point laier.

The purpose of this experiment is to determine the function

v(t) and from it, the acceleration. One must measure the instantaneous

velocities at various times and plot v va t. You will observe that

these plotted points can be fitted by a straight line, the slope of

which is the acceleration.

The function v(t) can, therefore be represented as:

Irft)== t

where v ls the wheel's velocity at t m 0. We have, therefore, a

case of unidirectional or rectilinear motion with cOnstant accelerat on.

The fun tion representing the wheel's position as a function of time

1st :..6 2 74- 1);t X
where x., is the wheel's position at t m 0. The position of the

wheel corresponding to t 0, as determined in 17:KPMRIMMT II, is

m 0 and thereforu the function x(t) is given by:

(Le ) e 4 ÷ --14; e
We return to the question of equating the instantaneous velocity

at a time t to the avere velocity between the times t Qt and

-t t

The instantaneous vel

by diffarentletion. Thus,

ity at t is derived from ttie functiOn x(t)

,0-66) cr.5t/t)
c.kee
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The ave veloc:Ity between t -iit and ti,At is by definition

7.11>I11.=14_4±2L0 ZZ,Jt:LItl=2L(J:IL2,11
1-23.0 *M-

at t 6t and t at aro:

(fr- Yt IA 4- A-t)

t +1" +-)4-6 Cott-tV1)

-4-

The val7es of x(t)

a -+ Iro ' -60
_Ct. 4, - (ct t 4-A);;) 6t-

Substituting those values into the expression for 17-c0. 9 one o7-)tains

--117

(a& 7'14)
Gt-6 if;

This is the same as the derivative of x(t) at the tine t*

Pr119...0147-g--

10 Determine the instantaneous velocities at four pos tions

along the Incline. -For the first measurement, set markers at 10 ama

ahd at 20 cm. Measure the tine bt for traversing the interval

AX = 10 cm five times. Calculate the mean andthe error in the

mean. The ratio0is the instantaneous velocity at the tine
- Bt-4/0 4 where tus is the tine reauired to move from x = 0

to x Tz 10 cm. The time to, can be read off the x(t) curve obtained

in Experiment II, or call be quickly remeasured durin, the present

experiment Calculrte the error in (see Experiment III).

Repeat the above procedure for settings 25 cml - 35 cm.,

50 cm. 60 cm., 75 am. - 85cm0 Calculate the velocities v and

their corresponding times t and clot these points ( and error bars)

on millimeter graph paper. Plot t along the abscissa and v along
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the ordinate. Fit a straight line to the plotted points and deter..

mine the acceleration (slope) and the initial velocity (v intercept)

174.
cp

ct=*4 6

44L=

The errors in v and a, due to errors In the plo-:;ted points,

can be estimated by drawing "extreme" curves 1 and 2 through the

plotted points as illustrated in figure 2.

The acceleration a is taken to be the slope of the "best" fitted

line, The error in the acceleration may be taken as the average of

the absolute deviations between a and the slopes of the two extreme

curves. Thus, Ao. &44k ":vt17., * tti440
..t.

The error in va can be likeise taken as the average of the absolute

deviations betueen va and the inuerceptS of lines 1 and 2.

) Plot the functiaa )(a:1'z ..rzi-2.7'7Z

using values for a and va as determined in part I Superimpose on

this plot points for the x: vs. t values as determined in Experiment II.



CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM

Cornell University

For an isolated system of particles the total momentum of all
the particles is a constant. We will study this law in a fairly
well isolated system of steel spheres. We can observe elastic
and inelastic collisions.

piscussion
We will observe collisions between spheres. The velocities of

the spheres before and after the collisions can be measured. In
all of the collisions observed one particle will be initially at
rest and the other will be moving with a well determined velocity.
The apparatus is shown in the figure.
3ect1e rni

tarqet

Wec Ske.et-

Figure 1.

The particle ml rolls down the track and collides with m2 which
is on an adjustable pedestal. The trajectories of the two particles
after the collision are shown in the Figure L. The spots where each
particle lands on the horizontal record sheet are determined with
the aid of a carbon paper on top of the record sheet. The point 0
is directly below the pedestal on which m2 rests before the collision.
Point 0 can be determined with the aid of a plumb bob. Prove to
yourself that the distance between point 0 and the lanc_:,,g spot for
one of the particles is proportional to the velocity of that particle
just after the collision if the collision occurs in a horizontal
plane. Figure 2 is a diagram of the collision as seen from above.

Before After

Figure

32



The law of cnnseryati-,n
vector sum must hold,

v m1v 1
+

o 2

m.--ntum stats that the following

Equation (1) can be expressed in terms of components of momenta
patallel and perpendi:ular to vn.

my =m1 v
i

cose< + m2v2 cos/g
o

rn
1

s in

The angles o< and
Figure 2.

Consider three types of co11isi6ns,

M V- sin/12 2

are r eaTaci. as positive angles as defined in

,Case A. "Perfectly elastic" Co
mass,au== m.

nion etwe en 12heres of 2gmal

=A
From equarion I 1 it follows that
The relati-nship 1-.)2tween the magnitude
of v, and the magnitudes of vl and v2
is giQven by the law of cosineS.

v02 v22 2 'iv
2
co

For a perfectly elastic ccllision, the mechanical energy is conserved.

1
1117

1

2 1 2
Imv0

2 = =-1
2 InIA72

2 2
17

2 , + v.
'1 2

Compare this with the law of cosines equation and you conclude
that

cos 4 ' 0

= 90

We can then conclude that the loos Of a landing spot, for
collisions of different QC aod /9 , will be a circle of diameter
v
o

. This is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure

Case B. "Perfectly elastic" collision- between particles of
unequel mass.

For this case, it can be shown that all landing spots of the
target

2
are on a circle of diameter = 2m

1
vo and that all

ml u2
landing spots of the projectile, (mi) are on a circle of diameter_
2m2v These circles are concentric and the target circle passes

(m111112)
through point 0. See Figure 4.

f 1111

Point 0 7.\ Projectile Circle

f___
\ . "(2- Target Circle

1.( /N

Figure 4.
> 'rvk

The center of mass of mi and 111,1 is at the center of both circles
at the instant the parttcles htt the record sheet.

Case C. Completely inelastic _collision. Projectile sticks to
target efter impact.

Study of this event should further emphasize the importance of
the conservation of momentum law in predicting the motion after
impact'.



Procedure: Record vertical distance between top of pedestal and
box floor.

Case A. Make sure that the end of the accelerating track is
horizontal. Set the pedestal so that the target is at the same
vertical height as the projectile as it comes off the track. Try
a few collisions to position the box that will hold the record
sheet. The record sheet can be held to the box floor with tape
Or thumbtacks. Locate point 0 with the plumb bob. Cover the
record sheet with carbon paper and locate the landing spot for
the projectile with the target removed. Make records of landing
spots for 20-30 collisions for mi m2. After each collision
identify each pair of spots with a symbol different from that used
for other pairs.

Case B. Choose spheres of unequal mass using the smaller
mass as the projectile. The level of the pedestal will have to be
carefully re-adjusted. Use a new record sheet. Establish point0
and the "velocity" of the projectile on the record sheet. Make
a record of collisions on the record sheet. Identify each pair
of collisions. Record the diameter and mass of each sphere.

Case C.

Use the wooden sphere as the target in this part of the
experiment. Adjust the pedestal so that when this sphere is
placed upon it, the opening is aligned with the anticipated
projectile path. Use the 3/8" diameter projectile. When the
projectile hits the sphere, it should stay in it until the two
hit the record sheet. Locate point 0 on the record sheet. With
the balance determine the mass of the projectile and the mass
of the sphere.

(Definition: The Impact Parameter is the perpendicular distance
between the velocity vector of the projectile and a line parallel
to vo

passing through the center of the target sphere.

441471Er-



Re ort:
1. What is the momentum of the projectile just before the

collision in each of the above cases, A, B, C?
2, From positions of four different collisions (differing

impact parameters) of A determine whether momentum and mechanical
energy (KE) are conserved. Compare magnitude and direction of the
total momentum of the system before and after the collision. If
mechanical energy is not conserved, what fraction of the initial
KE of the projectile was lost to heat, etc. in each coalision under
consideration. (Clearly indicate which collisions are used.)

3. Repeat 2. for case B.
4. Compare final total momentum of both particles of the

inelastic collision (part C.) to initial momentum of_projectile.
Compare initial and final kinetic energies. From the known masses
of target and projectile in C. calculate from theory the fraction of the
initial KE of the projectile that is converted into heat in this
cothsion. Compare with experimental results.

5. Optional: Starting from laws of conservation of momentum
and KE (for a perfectly elastic collision) prove the statement
made under case B. above concerning the diameters of circles of
target and projectile of unequal mass.



CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM 29

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

In the lectures it was demonstrated that when two objects
moving along the same straight line collide, their total
momentum is the same before and after the collision, provided
no external forces act on either of the objects. In other
words, in this one-dimensional experiment the total momentum
of the two objects is conserved. In this experiment we will
try to find out if momentum is also conserved for collisions
which take place in two dimensions, i.e., in a plane. The
main difficulty associated with such an Investigation is the
isolation of the system from eXternal effects, particUlarly
friction. In this experiment we attempt to reduce the effects
of friction b- floating the colliding bodies on a thin cushion
of air.

I. Description of the Apparatus; The apparatus consists of
two heavy circular pucks and a flat glass plate covered with
a sheet of gray Teledeltos paper and a sheet of plain white
paper. Compressed air is supplied through plastic hoses
suspended from the laboratory ceiling and extending to the
bottoms of the pucks. It escapes by flowing between the
underside of the puck and the supporting surface, providing
a thin film of air upon which the puck can slide with
negligible friction. Also available are metal disks for
changing the mass of one of the pucks.

The data is recorded using a sparking mechanism. A
spark from the steel point at the center of one of the pucks
jumps across the air gap and through the white paper, flows
along the conducting surface of the Teledeltos paper to the
other puck, where it jumps the air gap to the second spark
point. The current density is high enough to chnr the white
paper at the first gap but too low to do so at the second.
Thus the white paper will be marked at the position of the
center of mass of the first puck. After an interval of
1

rff-ff of a second a spark flows in the opposite direction

marking the position of the second puck. In this manner the
position of each of the pucks is recorded sixty times a
second, and the velocity of the pucks is proportional to
the displacement between successive spark marks.

II. Ex erimental procedure: Level off the supporting
surface so that un esira le gravitational forces are
negligible. Adjust the air hoses and the rate of air flow
so that friction and the effects of the air hoses are at a
minimum. Perform and record a collision between two pucks
of different masses. Construct x-and y amiss on the white
paper at right angles to each other. Find the x-and y -
components of the velocities of each of the pucks before and
after the collision.
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Before the collisfLon: cm see sec

vly
cm/sec + see

v^ = cm/sec + see

cm/sec + cm/secv2y

After the collision: vi ! =x

v, =ly

vl2x
v, y =
2

/sec + cm/sec

cm/sec + cm/sec

cm ec +

cm/sec +

Measure the masses of the two pucks.

ml gm -I-
gm ; m2 = +

cm/sec

cm/sec

Compute the X- and y-components,of the momenta of each of the pucks_
before and after Ghe collision.

Before the collision: Plx
= g - m/sec + gm-cm/sec

Pl_ gm-0111/ + gm-cm/sec
y

pEx = -gmcm/sec + gm-cm/sec

g cm/secP21 = gm-cm/sec +

After the collision: p' = gm-cm/sec + gm-cm/sec
lx

-+p gm-cm/sec + gm-cm/sec
ly
,

P2x
gm-cm/sec + gm-cm/see

P! = gm-cm/see + gm-cm/sec
2y

Be sure to include the accuracy or experimental uncertainty in each
of your measurements. Remember that when you perform a calculation
the uncertainty usually increases; the experimental uncertainties of
two numbers add when the numbers are added or subtracted, and the
relative or percentage uncertainties add when the numbers are multi-
plied or divided. Now, to the experimental accuracy of your meas-
urements - was the total momentum conserved during the collision?
On a sheet of graph paper draw the vector momentum before and after
collision and attempt to explain differences.



Motion of the Center of Mass. Physicists sometimes prefer
to describe the motion of a system of particles, not by specifying
the motion of each of the individual particles, but by specifying
the relative motions of the individual particles and the motion of
the center of mass. Thus we may describe our two-puck system not
only by giving the velocities of both of the pucks at all instants
of time, but also by giving the velocity of the center of mass of the
two pucks and their relative velocity. From Newton's laws of mo-
tion one obtains that, for a system acted on by no external forces,
the velocity of the center of mass is constant.

On your data sheet, find the center of mass of your two-puck
system at several instants of time. Do these points lie on a
straight line? Find the velocity of the center of mass before and
after the collision. Are they equal?

The relative velocities play an important role in classifying a
collision as elastic or inelastic. If the relative velocity of the
two bodies after a collision is equal but opposite to what it was be-
fore the collision, the collision is said to be perfectly elastic.
If the relative velocity after the collision is zero, the collision
is said to be perfectly inelastic. From your data find the relative
velocities before and after the collision.

You may think of many other interesting experiments which may
be performed with these pucks. If you desire to try one, discuss
it with your instructor. He will help you obtain the necessary
equipment.

Re-er ces: Ingard and Kraushaar, In'roduction Mechani r,
and Waves pp. 88-96.

Marcley, R.G., "Air-Suspended Pucks for Momentum Ex-
periments" American Journal of Physics,28,1960,
pP. 670-674.

.39



LINEAR AIR TRGUGH

California Institute of Technology

I. Introduction: The eight-foot air troughs in the Physics 1 laboratory

can be used for a multitude of interesting and important experiments. The

nearly complete absence of friction combined with the nearly complete

elasticity of the bumpers, makes it possible to attain considerabl pre-

cision in dynamical measurements even if the friction and loss of velocity

at collision is ignered altogether. Ftrther, the losses due to these two

effects may be exToerimentally determined and corrections thus made for any

particular experiment, thus permitting even greater precision to be attained.

The following list of experiments is by no means exhaustive. It should

serve as a point of departure for original experiments of the students'

own invention. The experiments are listed approximately in the order of in-

creasing sophistication, in terms both of the measurements that must be

made and the theory that is needed to analyze the motions. This is not

necessarily the same, of course, as the order of interest or importance.

Indeed, some of the simplest experiments are the most interesting.

A ORD OF CAUTION: THESE AIR TROUGHS AND GLIDERS WILL OPERATE

WELL ONLY IF THEY ARE CLEAN AND SMOOTH. USE CARE IN HANDLING THE

GLIDERS AND IN PLACING THEM IN THE TROUGH. THEY WILL DEMT EASILY.

TREAT THEM AS Your VOULD YOUR WATCH. AVCTD HIGH VUOCITY IMPACTS,

ESPECIALLr BETWEEN THE HEAVIER GLIDERS.

Some suggestions on the use of the air troughs:

1. Before using, wipe the groove of the air trough with a tissue

paper wiper wet with xylene. Also wipe the surfaces of the

gliders

2. There is a small effect of the air jets at the ends of the gliders.

To minimize this use a minimum of air pressure.

4 0



To get a feeling for the way in which the gliders behave, you

should try a nuriber of simple experiments such as: (a) Note the

effects of the jets on the ends of both the heavy and light

gliders. CO Find the approximate variation in slope of the

trough that produces the least detectable acceleration in each

direction. Do this for both the aluminum and steel gliders. (e )

Note the relative slowing down of the two kinds of gliders when the

trough is horizontal. (d) Vary the air pressure and repeat the above

flbsc.rvations.

II. Experiments Not Requiring a Time Measurement

If one ignores the loss of speed through frictional effects a number of

important experiments can be performed which do not require the use of a stop

watch or timer. One assumes that the relative speeds of two dbjects are pro-

portional to the distances traversed in the same (unknown ) time into val.

Thus if two gliders start simultaneously from known points along a level

trough and also r ach the two ends simultaneously, their relative speeds can

easily be found.

A. ActiotI-r_Leis.tents

1. Gliders are available which repel each other by spring pressure

and expansion of gas. Using equal gliders one can establish

that the acquired velocities are always equal and opposite.

2. By tying together various numbers of equal gliders, and by using

the above interactions, one can establish that the acquired

velocities are inversely proportional to the respective numbers of

masses tied together; e.g. if two masses are repelled by three

masses, the acquired velocities ere in the ratio 3:2.

. 41
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By adopting one glider as a "standard" and proceeding as

above, one can define and measure relative inertial mass in

terms of the relative velocitie acquired in mutual repulsion

interactions. One can also check the consistency of such

measurements: If the ratio of the mass of one body to that of

the standard is mi: mo, and a second body to the standard is

112: n Ls,
do the two bodies have a mass ratio (measured directly

in the same way) of mi: m2 Does this depend on the material?

Imact experiments

The steel bumper springs on the gliders and at each ond of the trouah

arc almost perfectly elastic, so that the properties of elastic as

well as inelastic impacts may be studied. A typical impact will in-

volve the collision of two gliders of masses m and M0 moving with

initial velocities v
1
and V

1,
while after impact their velocities

will be v
2
and V

2
respectively.

If one assumes that the bumpers are perfectly elastic, one can

measure the ratio of mass of the colliding gliders by allowing the

lighter mass to hit the heavier one, with the latter initially at

rest. The student should derive the following formula for the

relative velocities of the two masses after such a collision.

= (1-14 ) .
(1)

Can one also perform this experimcnt wIth the lighter mass initially

at rest?



In such a collision as above, you will be able te find a position

along the trough where after collision, the two gliders strike

the ends at the same tine. The ratio of these two distances

traveled Is, of course, also given by Eq. (1) above.

Suppose that instead of a steel bumper at the end of the trough, a

jet of air were used to retard, stop and reverse the direction of

the glider. Would this make a satisfactory "bumper" at the end?

Experiments Using a Stop-timer

A wide variety of experiments may be performed using a stop-clock or a stop-

watch. Some of these possibilities are as follows:

A. The acceleration of gravity can be determined by tilting the trough

a known amount and measuring the acceleration of the glider. TOO

procedures arc suggested:

1. Release a glider from rest at known distances along the track

and measure the times lequired to reach the end.

How and why does the calculated value of g depend upon the

tilt of the trough? The distance of travel? The mass of

the glider?

Is there an optimum value of the slope of tho track which

gives maximum.accuracy? If so, what is it?

c. Can one avoid having to level the track very precisely

initially?

d What factors contribute to the uncertainty in value you

find for g and how was their influence minimized in your

experiment?
43
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Release a glider from any point along the trough and let it

bounce at the lower end. Measure the elapsed time between

successive bounces and the maximum distance traveled up the

trough. Vary the glider, slope, air pressure and the i_itial

Consider the same questions as in 1 ab ve.

b. Which method should give the more reliable value of g

and why?

B. The effects which cause the glider_tp slow down can be determined

quantitatively. These effects are two in nudber; (a) the slowing

down due to viscous drag between the glider and the trough surfaces

and (b) velocity lost at the end bumpers. One way of separatng

the two effects is as follows: Measure the velocity as a function

of the distance traveled as the glider bounces back and forth be-

tween the end bumpers on a level trough. In this kind of

measurement, it is desirable to use two stop-timers, starting

you stop the other.

one as

You should then plot a curve of the average velocity for a trough

length vs distance, or trough lengths traveled. It is suggestcd

-that you go from say, 30 cm sec-1 down to a few cm sec 1 You can

study the slope of such a curve as a function of air pressure and

kind of glider.

If you now clamp another glider rigidly In the trough so that the

test glider travels only 1/4 of a trough length between end bumN

4 4
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the effect of the bumpers will be 4 times as important as before for

the same distance traveled. Another curve may then be plotted or

velocity vs distance. Be sure to label each curve you plot.

The distance may again be reduced by a factor of 4 so that now the

effects of the bumps becomes 16 times as important for a full

trough length.

Proceed in this manner as far as you can, plotting appropriate curves.

From these data you should be able to draw a curve of velocity vs

distance for no bumps.

If it is assumed that the viscous drag along the trough is due to

the vIscosIty of the air film, the differential equation that

needs to be solved may be written as follows:

(1)
ds m

where s is the distance, A the area of conta t of glider and trough

m the mass of the glider, d the thiekness of air film and n the

viscosity of the air. The solution of Eq. (1), putting in the

condition that the initial velocity at s = o is v
o
, one finds,

V = V - (2)

where r= md and is called the "characteri ic" time of the motion.

From the slope of your curves, find the characteristic time for your

rarticular conditions.



Eq. (2) predicts that the velocity should decre e linearly iith

distance. Do you find this to be true?

If one desires to have the least slowing down of the glider due to

viscous forces, what conditions izouid need to be s tisfied?

What can you say about the change of velocity per bump? Does it

depend on the velocity? Is the percentage change of energy per

bump independent on the velocity?

If you wish the two effects of slowing down of the glider to be small,

would you use high or law velocities? It may be helpful to find the

percentage change of velocity, using the above data due to each

cause for a trough length, assuming certain velocities such as 30 cm

-1 -1sec and 5 cm sec .

C. Another method of deterijnj the characterstie t as follows:

With a tilted trough, you will find that as the glider rebounds, it

stops and reverses direction of motion at continually decrensing

distances up the trough. Obviously, for no 1oses, this reversal

point would remain constant. Hence this from one reversal point

to the next is a measure of the viscous drag, (neglecting losses

at the bumpers. Is this justified from your previous results?)

The solution of the appropriate differential equation shows that,
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418 (3 )

\rgi715-

where 2'.is the characteristic time as defined prev!ously, GI is the

tilt of the trough and the other quantities have their usual

meanings. Experimentally then, one d termines the reversal points

for a given slope of the trough. Eq. (3) suggests that the Ls's be

plotted vs s on log-log coordinate paper. Draw the best straight

line through your points. Eq. (3) predicts that the slope should

be 1.5. Is your line consistent with thin value? From your plot,

you should be able to write down an equation like (3) with an

appropriate constant. Assuming this constant anethat in Eq.

(3 ) t be equal, you can solve for the characteristic time

Compare this with your previously determined value.

D. The mass of the air trough itself can be found by suspending it from

the ceiling in a slightly tilted position, and letting a glider,

which starts from rest, collide with the end bumper. The trough will

then swing like a pendulum. Using the known time and distance of

travel of the glide its velocity, as it strikes the bumper, may

be found. Measuring the amplitude and period of the swing of the

trough immediately after impact permits the velocity acquired by

the trough to be calculated. Conservation of momentum and energY

then give the mass of the trough in terms of that of the glider.

IV. Experiments Tjslnga Spark-timer

The motion of gliders can be analyzed in greater detail by using a spark



timer and waxed paper tape. Collisions, the accelerat on of gravity and action-

reaction experiments can all be performed using this method of time vs

distance measurement. (Note: to minimize the randomness of just where the

spark gees through the paper, the pointed electrode should be as close to the

paper as pos ible).

In addition to the above experi ents others, which arc most conveniently

carried out using a spark timer are as foil

A. The effects of track irregularities upon the motion can be

analyzed by letting a glider move very slowly along a level or

slightly inclined track.

B. Motion with a strong damping force may be analyzed. A bar magnet-

embedded in a glider, generates electr al "eddy currents" in the

aluminum track. These eddy currents produce a drag force which is

precisely proportional to the velocity. This is just the same kind

of damping that results from the air film between glider and

trough, but in the case of these eddy currents is much more pro-

nounced.

Suppose the glider starts from rest on an inclined plane. A

solution of the appropriate differential equation shows that, at

any time t the velocity is given by,

v v
o

(1 e ) CIO

uhere v is the so-eallod toxvinal velocity of the glider, and t".-

is the characteristic time, which in thi., ca e is very small

compared with the case with no magnet in the glider.

4 8
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Eq. CO suggests that you use semi-log pape7- when you plot

your data. From your curve you should be able to find both

C. The sparker and waxed paper may also be used to find a value

of the cha acteristic time with the usual glider with no magnet.

In this case you w uld ue Eq. (2) and find the velocity as a

function of distance. The characteristic time you find can

be compared with other -values you have found provided you have

used the same conditions.

nd. v
0.

Experiments to find the acceleratIon produced on a gtven mass by a

definite force may be performed with the spark timer and waxed

paper tape. A light spring and scale may be fastened to the

heavier steel gliders. A calibration of the spring may be made

either by using known nasses or by knowing the mass of the glider

and finding the extension of the spring for various tilts of the

trough. On a level trough you may then determine whether a known

force produces the acceleration required by Newton's laws

motion. (With a little practice you will find that you can keep

the spring extended to a given point by pulling with your hand

and walking along the trough).
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The construction and operation of a linear air trough, a device for floating small rectangular
blocks (called gliders) on an air film, is described. The apparatus is useful for demonstrations
and laboratory study of one-diniensional particle mechanics. The very small friction that is
present is due to the viscosity of the air film, and causes the speed of a glider to decay with a
time constant of the order of a few hundred seconds. A type of bumper has been designed
which yields a coefficient of restitution greater than 0.99. Ten of these air troughs have been
used in a student laboratory for a year, arid have proved quite successful in experiments
involving Newton's laws, collisions, damped harmonic motion, and motion on an incline.

I. INTRODUCTION

pUCKS that float on a film of gas have been
described in the literature,' and have been

widely used to demonstrate and study motion in
two dimensions. For qualitative measurements,
the gas-supported puck is a very suitable and,
indeed, a very striking device. Two methods for
admitting the gas to the base of the puck have
been used. One of these uses a small tube from an
overhead supply of gas. The other uses a supply
of gas carried along by the puck itself. In the
latter case, the gas supply may consist of a com-
pressed gas like a small carbon dioxide capsule,
or a supply of solid carbon dioxide may be carried
in a container and the gradual subliming of the
solid Iurnishes the required gas supply. Rubber
balloons have also been used.

There are obvious limitations imposed by the
use of all of the above systems of supplying the
necessary gas. A much better arrangement would
be to inject the gas through numerous holes in
the plate on which the pucks are to float. How-
ever, this system would become involved, from a
mechanical point of view, especially if the flat
surface were very large.

Injecting the gas through holes in the surface
on which the puck glides does become practical
for a linear device, 'and such a device is herein
described. We shall adopt the name air trough for
such a piece of apparatus, and shall call the
moving blocks gliders. While it is true that some
features of collisions of objects are lost if only the
one-dimensional case is studied, many phe-
nomena may be studied with precision and ease

Robert G. Marcley, Am. J. Phys. 28, 670 (1960).

with the linear system. It seems unlikely that, in
an introductory laboratory, very much time
would need to be spent on collisions in two
dimensions if the characteristics of collisions in
one dimension had been studied quantitatively
with an air trough.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS

The trough is conveniently made with plane
sides with a 90° angle between them. To supply
the gas (e.g., air) at regular intervals along the
trough, two rows of equally spaced inserts with
small holes are placed along each side. These tap
the air supply in the two manifolds that run the
full length of the trough.

While the original models were fabricated by
welding together commercially available "U"
and right-angle aluminum extrusions, later
models were made with a special aluminum
extrusion. To maintain the necessary straightness
and rigidity, the extrusion is fastened to an
aluminum I-beam by means of screws and epoxy
resin. For an 8-ft-long trough, a 4-in. I-beam
provides sufficient rigidity, while a 12-ft trough
requires a 6-in. I-beam. A cross section of the
extrusion and I-beam is shown in Fig. 1.

Also shown in Fig. 1 is a cross section through
four of the numerous inserts which feed air from
the common manifold to the surface on which the
glider moves. These inserts are 0.063-in.-o.d.
stainless steel tubing and have a 0.006-in.-diam
coaxial hole. Such tubing is cc mmercially avail-
able. These inserts are spaced along the trough at
intervals of one inch. They are staggered in the
four rows so that, with the proper length of
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FIG. 1. A cross section of the special aluminum extrusion
and the Ibeam to which it is fastened. Also shown are
cross sections through the stainless-steel inserts with their
small holes throug'a which the air flows from the two
manifolds.

glider, only one jet of air at a time is uncovered
as the glider moves along the trough. This is
desirable because of a small Bernoulli action on
the end surface of the glider.

Because of the rather large number of inserts
that are required, the following method was used
to make them in quantity :

(1) A suitable length of steel tubing, e.g., k in. i.d., -1 in.
o.d., is plugged at one end and partly tilled with zinc. While
the zinc is molten, suitable lengths of the stainless steel
tubing are forced down into the liquid. If the whole is kept
hot, the molten zinc will rise up around the small tubing.
Some 70 pieces of the stainless steel tubing may be so in-
serted into a i-in.-i.d. steel tube.

(It has been reported to the authors by Professor
Malcolm Correll of the University of Colorado that epoxy
resin may be substituted for zinc for holding the inserts in
place. The epoxy may be removed with acetone. This pro-
cedure avoids the possibility of the inserts being attacked
by the acid when the zinc is removed.)

(2) The steel tubing, filled with zinc and small tubing,
is next cut into wafers about -12u in. long.

(3) A surface grinder or abrasive wheel is then used to
smooth the wafers. A grinding wheel with loose grit should
not be used as the small holes are apt to become closed.
Most of the 0.006-in, holes, at this stage, should be open
at both ends.

(4) To clear out the burrs from the remaining holes a
0.005-in.-diam tungsten wire may be used, or, if a minia-
ture sand blast is available, this may be effectively
employed.

(5) The zinc is now etched out of the wafers to free the
stainless-steel tubing, using hydrochloric acid. Care should
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he taken to be sure that the inserts are not also attacked
by the ac;d.

(6) To round the edges on the inserts and thus make it
easier to force them into holes in the aluminum, they may
be tumbled. One may place a large number in a jar lined
with carborundum paper and rotate this slowly about a
horizontal axis. Tumbling for a period of 12 to 24 h at 1 or
2 rps should be sufficient.

Before the inserts are put into the holes, the
trough should be well fastened to a suitable
1-beam, after which the sides of the trough are
planed. it is found that the gliders, when floating
on an air film and nearly stationary, are sensitive
to slopes of 1 part in 20 000. Thus, the require-
ments on the variations of the planed surface are
-J.-, a few thousandths of an inch in the length of
the trough.

The holes for the inserts are conveniently
drilled with a jig either before or after the trough
is planed. These holes should be slightly sm- ler
than the inserts so that the latter will be neld
firmly by the aluminum.

The manFolds in the extrusion are closed with
suitable end plates. Air is admitted to these
manifolds by connections to an air line furnishing
a pressure of 5 to 40 psi. The air should be
filtered to avoid stoppage of the small holes.

It is convenient for many experiments to have
stops with suitable bumpers for the gliders at
each end of the trough. If the I-beam is made
several inches longer than the trough, space will
be available at each end to fasten an aluminum
block in which a spring bumper, shortly to be
described, may be mounted.

t is desirable to have a means of changing the
inclination of the trough by a definite amount.
This may be done by equipping one end of the
trough with a screw on which is mounted a dial
with a scale. A stationary scale indicates the
integral number of turns. Near the other end of
the trough a cross piece is fastened which in turn
can rotate in two metal blocks that may be
rigidly clamped to a bench or table. A suitable
choice of pitch of screw and length of lever arm
gives a change of slope of 1 in 1000 for one rota-
tion of the screw.

III. AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

(I) The gliders may be made of materials such
as aluminum, brass, and steel. The two faces
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that fit in the trough should be ground straight
and have the proper angle with respect to each
other. The top corner of the gliders is best
truncated by milling a flat surface. This not only
serves the purpose of easily identifyi ,g the proper
orientation of the glider but, also, serves as a
convenient surface on which to fasten various
auxiliary devices. It is desirable also to provide
a means of lifting the heavier gliders to make it
easier to place them in the trough without caus-
ing damage. A bail type of handle is easily
mounted at each end.

Suitable bumpers on the ends of the gliders as
well as at the ends of the trough are very desir-
able. A satisfactory design is shown in Fig. 2. The
spring material used in the bumper is available
commercially as clock spring stock. Plug C
(Fig. 2) has two flat places to take the double
leaf springs D, when C is forced into B. The two
springs thus take on the shape of a "U- with the
thinner material (0.006 X0.37.5 in.) being backed
up by the thicker spring (0,016 X0.437 in.) which
in turn is backed up by a screw. The spar 'ngs
should lie such that the thin spring can distort by
about 2 mm before touching the thick spring,
and this can distort about 11 nun before bottom-
ing on the screw. This combination avoids dis-
torting the springs beyond their elastic limit at
hard impacts.

The energy loss at the ends is very much less
for the thin spring material than when the thicker
spring is used. With the steel glider (2.1 kg), and
using 0.016-in.-thick springs on the glider and
stops at the ends of the trough, the loss of energy
on impact with a velocity of about 30 cm see-'
was about 12%. Changing all bumpers to the
0.006-in.-spring material reduced the loss at the
ends to less than 1%.

(2) For studying the motion of a glider, it is
often desirable to have a spark record. A surface
for holding the paper, that runs the full length of

FIG. 2. Design of the bumper used in ea end of most of
. the gliders as well as in the stops at the ends of the trough.
Using these bumpers, collisions are more than 99% elastic.

,

FIG. 3. The arrangement fc,r using the insulated rails for
making a spark record on waxed paper, is here shown. Also
attached to the gliders is a pointer for visual determination
of the position of the glider. Note also the double-leaf
spring used as a bumper.

the trough, as well as an electrically insulated
rail are easily mounted on the base of the extru-
sion as shown in Fig. 3. An insulated metal probe,
mounted on the glider, carries the high potential
from the spark rail to its pointed end which
moves along just above the waxed paper.

A convenient rate of sparking is 1 per half-
second. This may be achieved with a cam,
operating a microswitch, and driven by a small
synchronous motor. An automobile high tension
coil is a convenient source of high voltage.

(3) On the side of the angle piece on which the
waxed paper is mounted, a suitable metric scale
may be fastened. A pointer mounted on the
glider provides a means of determining its
position : (See Fig. 3).

(4) For studying damped harmonic motion,
long helical springs may be used to fasten to each
end of a glider, the other end of the springs being
fastened to the ends of the Lrough. With a period
of about 5 scc, the logarithmic decrement is
about 0.02 for a steel glider. These springs may
be wound on a lathe from piano wire.

(5) To study forced, damped simple harmonic
motion, a variable speed, geared motor ma 3. be
used. An amplitude of about 1 cm is convenient.
A crank on the motor is attached to one of the
gliders. Wires from this glider connect to a similar
glider near the other end of the trough. This
second glider is fastened by means of a spring to
the end of .the trough. Long helical springs then
connect ftom these two driven gliders to the
third glider at the center of the trough. Thus the
end gliders are driven with a definite amplitude
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at a variable frequency. The motion of the driven
glider may then be studied.

(6) The driven glider, in 5 above, may be
provided with a damping proportional to its
velocity by mounting on a glider, made from a
piece of aluminum angle, a horse-shoe shaped
permanent magnet. It is desirable to place soft
iron inserts into the aluminum to produce a
strong magnetic field that links the aluminum of
the extrusion. Means may also be provided for
raising and lowering the magnet on the glider,
thus changing the damping. By such means, the
Q of the system, with suitable springs, may be
changed from about 2 to 120.

(7) To study action and reaction, gliders may
be provided with a mechanism to blow them
apart with powder caps used in some toys. One
may obtain such caps with sticky adhesive on the
back at toy stores. Phenolic insulated pieces, in
the form of piston and cylinder, are substituted
for the bumpers in the gliders. An 0-ring,
mounted in the piston provides a convenient seal
for the firing ,,,amber. The piston contains a
pointed metal rod with a suitable connection so
that a high potential may be applied externally
which will pass through and thus ignite the
powder of the cap. The cap is stuck over the end
of the pointed rd which in turn is flush with the
end of the phenolic. The cylinder contains a
metal screw in its base to which the spark jumps
after passing through the cap. Suitable adjust-
ments may be made so that after the cap is
exploded and the gliders start off in opposite
directions and return after bumping off the ends
of the trough, they stick to each other when they
come together.

(8) To study random motion of particles, a
variable speed, sinusoidal drive may be provided
by a crank-and-flywheel driven piston mounted
at one end of the trough. A number of short
gliders are placed in an inclined trough and they
are kept in motion by this source of "heat" at the
lower end. The frequency of drive should be a
few strokes a second, and a large moment of
inertia should be provided to minimize loss due
to collision with the gliders. This piece of aux-
iliary apparatus could be combined with that in
(.5) above to provide a source for forced simple
harmonic motion.

(9) To study normal modes and other coupled

systems, it is desirable to have a spring that may
be extendeci some distance and yet behave
properly when compressed. Such a spring may be
made from the same clock spring material as is
used to make the bumpers. A section of the
0.006 X0.375-in. leaf spring, cut about 24-in.
long, bent into the shape of a semicircle gives a
period of a few seconds when attached to the
3-in, long aluiiiinum gliders. To attach this spring
to the gliders, holes are drilled, say, a quarter
inch from each end, then the last half inch of the
spring is bent at right angles. The spring is then
screwed down to the tops of the gliders. Two
equal gliders so attached may be made to proceed
along the trough in a "measuring worm" kind of
111,,Lion.

(10) To study damped motion as such, the
usual glider is not satisfactory because of the low
damping. While the glider described in 6 above
may be used, it may be desirable, especially for
demonstration purposes, to embed a magnet in a
glider. This may be done by using square alum-
inum tubing, 11 in, on the outside, with a 1-in.
wall, and placing a !lar magnet inside, say 1-in.
in diameter and 8 in. long. On a slightly tilted
trough, such a glider soon reaches its terminal
velocity.

(11) Accelerated motion may be studied when
the trough is level by pulling a glider, say the
2.1-kg mass, with a calibrated spring. A spring of
this sort is described by one of us (H. V. N.)2 as
used with the Maxwell top. Such a device may
be fastened to the top of the 12-in, steel glider.
The student may either pull the spring to a cer-
tain point, or it may be pulled by a Hero type
engine working with air pressure.

IV. USE AND CARE OF THE APPARATUS

Experience in using 10 of these troughs, almost
every day for a period of six weeks, has shown:

(1) With common air filters in the building
compressed air line, no trouble was found in the
small holes becoming stopped.

(2) Because of the small clearances (approxi-
mately 0.003 in. between trough and glider) it is
necessary to have the surfaces clean. It was found
sufficient to clean both gliders and trough at the

H. V. Neher, Am. J. Phys. 30, 503 ('.962).
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beginning of a laboratory period with paper
tissue and xylene.

(3) If the smooth surface of a glider is dam-
aged, it may be readily ground flat again by
rubbing it on fine carborundum paper backed by
a flat surface. (We have had our aluminum
gliders anodized, and those made of steel, plated
with chroniium. This treatment not onfy pre-
serves the surface, but probably results in a
surface less likely to be damaged by scratching.)

V. SOME GENERAT, PROPERTIES OF
THE AIR TROUGH

(1) The frictional forces retarding the motion
of the gliders in the trough seem to be entirely
due to viscous damping of the thin air film be-
tween the glider and the trough surfaces. As such,
the frictional drag goes to zero at zero velocity.
Further, the forces required to give the gliders a
small velocity are extremely minute. As a con-
sequence, the light aluminum gliders wander
slightly due to disturbing influences, such as the
Bernoulli forces arising from the jets of air
blowing by the end faces. For this reason, brass
or steel are more satisfactory materials from
which to make most of the gliders. As is shown
later, however, it is best in all cases to use reason-
able velocities in experimentsup to 30 cm see'
for steel gliders, and up to 60 cm sec°' for those
made of aluminum.

(2) The amount by which the gliders are lifted
by the air film, as a function of air pressure, may
be determined by means of a dial indicator. In
the case of the steel glider the results in Table I
were found.

The figures in the last column were calculated
from the data in the second column. The mass of
the steel glider was 2.131 kg, and it was supported
by 47 jets.

(3) With the help of the above data, the
damping of the glider due to viscosity may be
calculated. For a damping proportional to the
velocity, the equation of motion, when the trough
is horizontal, is

rn (nA / d);c= 0, (1)

where 77 is the coefficient of viscosity of the air, A
the area of the surfaces, and d the spacing. The
solution of Eq. (1) in terms of x and t is

=voeu7,

TABLE I.

Pressure Vertical distance Surface clearance

5 psi 0.0010 cni 0.0007 cm
10 0.0025 0.0018
20 0.0048 0.0034
30 0.0066 0.0047
40 0.0079 0.0056

where T m d/n A is the characteristic time of the
[notion, or the time for the velocity to drop to
1/e of its initial value.

Data were taken with waxed paper and sparker
for the steel glider going both directions, with
an air pressure of 23 psi. Lsing the data in Table
I, the characteristic time was calculated to be
233 sec. The measured T from the tape, averaging
the two directions, was found to be 275 sec.

The characteristic time for the 3-in, aluminum
glider is about 60 sec.

(4) Equation (1) may also be solved for v in
terms of distance traveled. Thus,

mv(dv/ dx)+ (77A /d)v 0,
or

v==--vo.-1/rx. (2)

This predicts that the velocity should deer ase
linearly with the distance traveled.

To test this, and also to find the losses due to
the collision of gliders with the stationary ends,
a second glider was clamped rigidly in the trough
to vary the distance traveled between bounces.
The velocities given in Fig. 4 are those found
from stopwatch measurements between collisions,
or for a number of collisions where the distance
traveled between bounces was small.

It is seen that the velocity does really decrease
linearly with distance traveled, even when many
bounces or collisions occur. Thus in curve H
where over 300 collisions took place, the velocity
changed linearly with the distance. The behavior
of curve A, taken with H indicates not only that
the change of velocity is due to a damping pro-
portional to the velocity, but the change of
velocity is also propbrtional to the number of
bounces. Thus the change of velocity at a bounce
is independent of the velocity, and has a constant
value. This change in velocity per bounce is
found to be approximately 0.04 cm sec-1. It is
thus possible to construct a new curve (A') which
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FIG. 4. Shown above is the velocity of the glider vs
distance traveled for different numbers of collisions of the
bumpers per unit distance traveled. The change of velocity
with distance, due to the viscosity of the air film, is con-
stant. Also, the change of velocity per bounce is constant,
i.e., independent of velocity, The dotted line, A', gives the
expected velocity of the glider vs distance traveled in a
very long, horizontal trough.

would represent the velocity vs distance for no
bounces.

This curve A' has a slope of 0.0036 sec-I or
7-280 sec. This value should be compared with
the value of T 275 sec found from measurements
made on a wax paper, using one trough length.

(5) As pointed out above, the change of
velocity per bounce is independent of the velocity
and has a constant value of about -0.04 cm sec-I
bounce-I. Now the relative change of kinetic
energy is AE/E Hence AE/E per bounce
is not constant, but has a value of about -0.31%
per bounce near the beginning of curve A and
about -1.6% per bounce at the lower velocities
of about 5 cm sec-I.

Thus, where experiments are being performed
in which losses due to damping or collisions are to
be minimized, the larger velocities should be
used. For example, at 30 cm sec-I, it requires a
glider about 7 seconds to travel the length of the
trough. Yet, the change of velocity in going this
distance is only 0.83 cm sec-I, and yv !ten the
glider collides with the end, it changes its
velocity only 0.04 cm sec-I. On the other hand, if
a velocity of S cm sec-I were used on the full
length trough, the change of velocity would be
the same due to damping but would amount to a
decrease of 16 to 17% of the initial velocity. The
velocity change due to the bounce at the end
would, however, still be less than 1%.

LEIGHTON

VI, SOME EXPERIMENTS

The number of experiments that may be per-
formed with the device, herein described is
limited only by the ingenuity of those who have
worked with such a piece of apparatus. It has its
fascinations for faculty as well as students.

Some of the experiments that have been found
instructive are as follows:

1. One may equip the gliders with various
means of repelling each other. The use of leaf
spring bumpers has already been described. One
may also use horseshoe magnets mounted in the
ends. A bar magnet should not be used because
of the eddy currents induced in the aluminum
extrusions. One may also use the expansion of gas
as described earlier in connection with the ex-
ploding gun powder in toy caps. Thus one may
establish experimentally that, with equal gliders,
the acquired velocities are always equal and
opposite, and independent of the kind of force
involved.

2. Inertial Mass vs Gravitational Mass. Let one
mass m2 strike a stationary mass mi (mi> m2)
somewhere along the trough, which is horizontal.
There is one location of m1 such that, m2 and mi,
after collision, strike the ends at the same time.
If the collisions are all nearly elastic, the return-
ing masses will again collide close to the location
of the original collision. Furthermore, m2 will
stop while m1 will rebound with nearly the same
speed it had originally. The process will repeat
itself a number of times, if the system is not
disturbed.

Assuming no loss of energy, it may be shown
that the ratio of masses in the above experi-
ments is

1/m2=-- (212/l1)-1-1,

where /I and 12 are the distances traveled by nil
and In2, respectively, before colliding with the
ends. Using steel and brass gliders whose respec-
tive gravitational mass ratio was 3.905, the
inertial mass ratio found from Eq. (3) was 3.84.
This difference is in the direction to be expected
from the losses along the track suffered by the
two masses.

3. The acceleration of gravity. If the trough is
tilted at a small angle 0 to the horizontal, there
are two obvious methods for determining th
acceleration due to gravity. One, is to time the
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glider in going dow n the inclined plane, starting
from rest. The ot,ter, is to allow the glider to
rebound at the end bumper and measure the time
for the glider to go back up the trough, reverse
its direction, and strike the bumper a second time.
This latter method is to be preferred since, to a
first order of approximation, the effect of losses
on the trough cancel out. Thus the time required
to go to its turning point is less than it would be
without losses. On the other hand, the time to
return to the bumper is greater than it would
have been without losses.

The following data were found with a tilt of
the trough of 0=0.00200, using a steel glider:

Distance of rebound Time up and down Calculated g
1.950 m 19.82 sec 9.93 msec-2
1.495 17.43 9.84
1.004 14.30 9.83
0.790 12.75 9.72
0.474 9.88 9.71

4. Further measurements to determine the
characteristic time. With an inclined trough, one
may observe the successive points of reversal of
the motion of the glider as it continues to re-
bound from the lower bumper. Were it not for
losses, these points would, of course, all be
identical. Hence the differences must be a rneas-

me 4 6 8 10 2 moo 4cm 6
x= DISTANCE UP TROUGH

Fm. 5. For repeated bouncing-off the end bumper, with
an inclined trough, the distance of reversal of motion of the
glider decreases with each bounce. This constitutes another
method of finding the characteristic decay time of the
glider due to the air film.

7- 62 cm
- 1.25 sec-.

40 60
DISTANCE UP TROUGH

cm
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FIG. 6. On an inclined trough, a motor driven bumper,
having a repetitious motion in a longitudinal direction at
the lower end would be expected to give a random motion
to the glider as it is repeatedly struck. The data in this
figure were taken by dividing the length into uniform
intervals and counting the number of times the glider
reversed its motion in each interval. Randomness is indi-
cated by the fact that the semilog plot gives a straight line.

ure of the losses. By solving the appropriate
differential equation one finds that this Ax, to a
first order of approximation, may be expressed as

Ax=E8/3 (20)11(.0 / r), (4)

where x is the distance the glider travels up the
trough, r the characteristic time, while g and e
have their usual meaning.

The experimental values of Ax vs x are plotted
in Fig. 5 in loglog coordinates. Here the tilt was
0=0.00200, the glider was of steel, and an air
pressure of 18 psi was used. The equation of the
curve is

Ax=15.05 X10-3X1.45. (5)

Taking the two constants of (4) and (5) to be
equal, the value found for the characteristic
time is

T 224 sec.

This should be compared with the two values of
275 and 280 sec found previously. The difference
may be accounted for from the difference in the
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air pressure used. The larger previous values of
characteristic time were obtained with an air
pressure of 23 psi. Using the data in Table f , the
air film for this case was 3.84 X10-3 cm thick. For
the 18 psi used in the present experiment, the air
film was 3.15 cm thick. Assuming a damping
inversely proportional to the air film thickness,
the value of 224 sec reduced to the same thick-
ness of air, would become 274 sec. A high pre-
cision in the determination of this characteristic
time should not be expected as differences in
gliders, air pressure, foreign matter, etc., can all
change the experimental value slightly.

5. If the variable-spePd-motor-driven end-
bumper described in Sec. III (8), is available, it
is instructive to examine the energy distribution
law for gliders which are in statistical equilibrium
with this "heat source." A single glider is placed
in the trough and the trough is tilted steeply
enough to prevent the glider from reaching the

high end, except rarely. Then, with the drive
motor going at some convenient speed, the
"heights" of successive bounces of the glider are
measured, and tallied in, say, 10 cm intervals. A
semi-log plot of this distribution should exhibit
a straight line relation. Such distributions for
two motor speeds, in approximately a 2:1 ratio,
are shown in Fig. 6.
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Harvard University

Part I -- Theory

1. Derivation of Basic Equations: The apparatus shown in Fig. I
corsists of a long '6:05-which has a fairly long downward incline,
then curves and ends in a short, straight section. The tube is
pivoted at point P and the inclination of the tube may be set by
adjusting the turnbuckle. A small steel ball, released at the high
end, rolls down the tube and emerges from the open end traveling as
a free projectile. Once the ball has left the tube, its motion is
determined only by Vo, the velocity with which it left the tube,
and 0, the angle of elevation of the exit section of the tube.

Turn-
buckle

Figure 1.

Suppose that the ball slides through the tube and that the
energy loss due to friction is negligible. Then, by concervation
of energy,

potential Energy at.] . [Potential Energy al Einetio Energy at.]

h2 h2

or mg mgh2 imV2o'
Eq. (1)

*Reprinted from Experimental Physics by D. Miller- G. Holton, and M. Hendersholt,

Harvard University, Copyright 19.16.
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or V
o

= 1/2g(hi-ha ). Eq.

The components of velocity at the end of the tube are
therefore

and

Vhoriz cose -2g(hi-h
)

Vvert = sine 1/2g(111-h2 ). Eq.(2)

If the ball is in flight for a time t then

R (Vhoriz)( )

H = igt2 (Vver )

Solve Eq. 4 for t;

t ?z7, pv

and sLthstitute into Eq.

Eq.(3)

Eg.(4)

/11Vvert) + 2gH Eq.(4a)

also making use of Eqs. (2), to find

R = 2 co 0
[ sine(hi-ha

f(sin20)(111-h2)2 + H(hl-h2)1-1- Eq.(5)

Question 1: a) Does the value of have any effect on R?
-(by By the quadratic tormula, Eq. ( ) could have been
written as

t =
[

1 V
t
+

g ver VVert)2 + 2g1-q21

Explain, in 25 words or less, why the plus sign was chosen.

The two simplifying assumptions made in writing Eq. (1) are not
realistic and Eq. (5) consequently cannot be expected to yield use-
ful predictions of R,'even though the remaining steps leading to
Eq. (5) are all valid. It is much more appropriate to assume that
the ball rolls down the tube without sliding. This, however, means
that the ball not only moves along its path once it has left the
tube, but it also rotates as it travels. The total kinetic_energy
of the ball at exit must therefore be written as ImVg + 114 where
I is "Ole moment of inertia of the spherical ball about its center
and wois the angular velocity of the ball.

Question 2: (a) Look up the moment of inertia of a homogen-
eouS-Sphere of mass m and radius r about its center.
(b) The angular velocity wo.of the rolling sphere about its
center is simply related to the velocity Vo with which the
center of mass moves: Vo = wor.

Write a concise and convincing explanation of this
ship, alming'your presentation at someone who does
the equation.
(c) Now show that the final kinetic energy of the
ball is (7/10)mq.

relation-
not believe

rolling
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uestion . If the ball rolls dowr the tube, will it emerge
om the exit end with higher or lower velocity than if it

had slid down the tube? Answer briefly but sketch your reason-
ing.

Question 4: The ball also looses an appreciable amount of
energy-to friction and air resistance while rolling through
the tube. Designate this energy loss as Ef and rewrite Eq.(l
to take into account both this frictional energy loss and the
non zero component of rotational kinetic energy.

Ef may be measured experimentally. If the inclination of the
tube so adjusted that the ball, released from the high end (at height
hlf), just comes to rest at the low end (at height hal-) of the tube
with zero velocity, it will be found that the difference in height
between starting point and exit end is not zero. Indeed, by conser-
vation of energy, the potential energy difference corresponding to
this difference in height must just equal the loss to friction E.
Therefore

Ef = mg (hif h2f). Eq. (6)

Question 5: Why is no mention made of kinetic energy in the
above discussion of the determination of Er?

Question 6: Substitute Eq. (6) into your result from Question
4-and-FELTE derive an expression for Vo analageus to Eq. (la
Employ the abbreviations

Ah = h1-h2 and Ahf = hlf-h2f.

111 and h2 will not appear separately in this result.

Question 7: Use the results of Question 6 to write'new'ex-
pressions f or Vvert and v-horiz corresponding to Eqs

Question 8: Use the results of Question 7 to derive a new
TaFEUM-75r the range R, analagous to Eq.(5). Are you goin
be able to use Eqs. (3), (4), and (4a) unaltered?

The correct answer to Question 8 may be written as

R
[

= kAh-Ah ) ( sin0 cose) +cos -2 (Ah,Ah
-f 1
)rsin207 7

10 ,

2

2 li[11(LSh-Aht,)] Eq. (7)

Chances are that your answer to Question 8 did n t come out in
exactly this form, However, the terms in Eq. (7) are arranged in a
form which is particularly suited for numerical computation.

2. OrgInization ofCalculations: Calculations involving a formula
as compl cated aITT5T.T7TREFFFF carried out very systematically if
confusion and wasted time are not to be the main results. First,
use your _aw data to calculate the quantities
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A = 10/7 (Ah-Ahf) B = sin 0

C = cos 0 H = H

together with percentage uncertainties (Percentage because these
quantities appear multiplicatively in Eq. (7).)

Now A, B, C and H may be subatituted into Eq. (7) to yield

R = ABC a-C.VA2B2 2HA Eq. (7a)

The necessary error computations may be done mentally, since the
final quotation of error is invariably rounded off to the nearest
percent or tenth percent in our work here.

Part_II Experiment

a. Clean the tube as well as you can by drawing the swab through
the tube several times. You may want to repeat this during the ex-
periment to insure smooth rolling. Listen to the sound which the
ball makes as it rolls through the tube; jarring noises may indica e
the presence of dirt obstruations.

b,) Devise an experimental procedure for measuring Ahf and outline
it briefly, The apparatus incorporates some aids; Pins have been
located on the sides of the tube and these mark the position of the
center of mass of the ball at their levels. There are three pins:
one at the point from which the ball is released, another at the-
exit end of the tube, and a third one at an intermediate point on
the final straight section of the tube. The actual adjustment of
height differences is made by a turnbuckle. This feature permits
very small differences to be set with ease.

After deciding on your procedure for measurfaag Ahf, decide
also how the uncertainty in Ahf is to be determined and explain the
method briefly.

c,) Take all data necessary to find Ahf, together with uncertainty.

d.) Set the inclination of the tube so that the starting point is
about 40 cm above the baseboard, Do not readjust the tube for the
remainder of the experiment, Take all data necessary to calculate
R. Is it necessary to measure 0 itself? Do not forget the radius
of the ball in measuring hi and h2. Where should hi and h2 be meas-
ured from? Use Eq. (7a) to predict R, together with uncertainty.

e,) Now check your prediction by seeing if the ball hits a quarter
placed at the predicted landing point, Note the spot on the floor
where the ball lands. Over this spot place an open page of your
lab report ferm0 fastened firmly to the floor with masking tape. On
top of this, place a sheet of carbon paper (carbon side down) and on
top of the carbon paper place a protective cover sheet (provided,
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Allow the ball to roll down about ten times. If the scatter in
landing points is more than two or three centimeters, check for the
presence of dirt in the tube. Measure the horizontal distance from
the end of the tube to any convenient point on the taped down sheet
and then mark on the taped down sheet a scale'with 5 cm intervals
that shows the range from the end of the tube. When you take up
this sheet, you will be able_ to read the range for each shot
directly from it.

f.) Tabulate the v rious values of R and calculate a mean range,
with uncertainty.

g.) Compare the results of parts (c) and (f). What is the percent-
age discrepancy? Do the results overlap within the ranges of uncer-
tainty? Does a systematic discrepancy appear or are all variations
apparently random? To what physical process would you attribute any
systematic discrepancy? (One 'Doss Ility involves Ahr and the possi-
bility that frictional resi6tance not the same at all speeds.
There are other's which you should be able to think of.) Briefly
describe each such process and state what additional measurements
would have to be made to decide whether the process really is a
significant source of systematic error. Can the random variations
in R be traced, in part at least, to any single physical process?



TEE VELOCITY OF A BULLET

California Institute of Technology

Principles: Suppose a bullet is shot into an object and stops therein.

If the dbject is initially at rest with respect to the laboratory,

but free to move, the velocity of the bullet may be determined pro-

vided the rasa of the bullet is known together with the mass of the

object and its velocity immediately after impact. This velocity

may be determined if the object is suspended as a pendulum and the

height to which it swings is measured. Such an arrangement is

called a hAliistic pendulum.

The velocity of the bullet may also be determined by measuring

the time required for it to go a known distance. This may be done

with an electrical circuit by letting the bullet break two conduc-

tors. The time between the breaking of the conductors may be

measured by determining the extent to which a capacitor is discharged

during the time interval in question.

Let a battery,,E, mniztain a

potential, Vo, across a resis-

tor R (Fig. 1). The key, Ki,

permits the capacitor, C, to be

charged. by the battery and dis-

charged through the galvano-

meter.

Fig. .4.,

The electrical charge from the capacitor flows very rapidly

through the galvanometer and gtves a sudden impulse to its coil.

A galvaaometer so used is called a ballistic galvanometer and is

analogous to the ballistic pendulum, the chief difference being

that tie energy in the case of the pendulum is stored in the gra-

vitational field when the displacement is a maximum, while in the

case al* the galmmcneter the energy is stored in the torsion wire

suspension.
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The key, K,, is used to damp the galvanometer motion.

If K1 is first m ved to the left and then to the Fig.

1), the galvanometer will give a maximum deflection pro.portional

to the full charge on the capacitor. Let K, now be to the left.

Let the bullet first breL..k the circuit at "a" and a small time later,

break the circuit at "b". In this time interval C will discharge

through R. The reL:aining charge on C may then be compared with its

initial charge by means of the galvanometer deflections.

If a capacitor with nriginal charge Qo discharges for a time

t through a resistor R, the remaining charge Q, will be

-t/RC
Q Qoe

R is in ohms and C in farads if t is in seconds.

14seussion: Compare you_ two determinations of velocity by discussing

the sources of error and decide whether the disagregment is con-

sistpnt with the expected errors. Do not just list the errors but

give a reason for thinking each has a certain expected value.

Do you have a strong preference for o e method over the other?

Why?



A. CENTRIPETAL FORCE, B. CONSERVATION OF ANG LAR MOMENTUM

C -nen University

Your experiment and observations will involve conservation of
energy, centripetal force, and conservation of angular momentum. You
are already familiar with the first two concepts at this time of the
term and the experiment will introduce you to the third concept listed
above.

A. Consider the simple pendulum bob mass mi on a light (negligible
mass) wire. When the pendulum swings the tension in the wire is a
maximum at the instant the bob is at the bottom of the swing. At
this instant the tension is greater than the weight of the bob by
an amount equal to the centripetal force needed to keep the bob
moving in its circular path.

A force diagram of the bob rt this instant is shown in Figure 10

= frAl6L

F 7-

Vise.n+ a I

v&ocky =-"

-v-

(1)

Measurements of T at this instant for various values of v will
determine the centripetal force acting on the bob.

To facilitate measurement of T you have an "equal" arm balance
with the pendulum suspended at the end of one arm and a weight hange
is suspended at the other end. Two metal pins limit the amount of
rotation of the beam to a few degrees. In operation, the bob is drawn
back a given distance in the vertical plane of the balance arm and
allowed to swing as a pendulum. Figure 2 shows the apparatus with the
pendulum about to be released. Sufficient weights are placed on the
weight hanger until the hanger end just fails to lift off of its
stopping pin. When this condition obtains, and with equal arms for
the balance, the total weight on the hanger side, mo, equals the
maximum tension, T, in the pendulum wire.
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ax s sco
Erwm miuM

Fig 2

If the mass ml starts from rest at height y above its equilibrium
positioii the velocity of mi as_it passes through its lowest position
can be obtained from the Law of Conservation of Energy.

1 2
7111, m1g37

v2 = 2gy

Since, T = m2g = mig

then, m2g m1g + 2gyml/R

and,

(r,

m2 ' ml 2m1 37'

R

(2)

A plot of measured valties of m2 vs. y is predicted, by Equation (2)_

to be a straight line with a slope of 2m4JR.

Procedure:

The first step is to determine the mass of the sphere used as
the pendulum bob. Measure R, the length from the point of support to
the center of the sphere. The bracket should be mounted so that the
aluminum balance ai-m is horizontal when the arm rests on the stop pin
closest to the weight hanger.

Next the marker (See Fig. 2) is brought up until the vertical
side of the marker just touches the hanging sphere. This "zero"
position of the marker is read on the meter stick which defines
the x axis. The marker is then moved back to some new position on
the x axis and clamped there during the ensuing trial measurements.
Take data for 3 or 4 values of Zx without exceeding 50 cm displace-
ment of the marker.
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Keeping the wire taut. the bell is drawn back until it touches
the marker. It is released and allowed to swing. In repeated tiials
the load on the weight hanger is increased until the swinging pendulum
just fails to raise the balance arm off of its pin. This total load,
m2, is recorded for each determination.

B. Elliptical Conical Pendulum.

You have seen the conical pendulum demonstrated in lecture,
(See Fig. 4). If the initial velocity of the ball isn't just right,
the ball will move in an approximately oval or elliptical path.
Looking down on top of the pendulum, a plot of the position of the
ball at equal time intervals, At, looks like this:

-TOP VIEW

The instantaneous velo,ity of th- ball is tangent to the curve
and approximately equal to the distance covered between points As
divided by the time interval t ii e look at the figure can tell
You that he instantaneous velocity 4,.1Xt) radius-f, and the angular
velocity .t.&k, are all functions of imeThe problem looks very
complicated 5ut there is also some order evident in the motion. After
you have had more experience in mechanics you will recognize that the
forces acting on m exert zero torque about point 0 as seen the
Figure 3, and that, since the torcut is zero, the angular momentum
must be a constant. That is: the angular momentum of m about a
vertical axis through 0 does not cllange, even though-1Y, f, andidoido
change as the point moves about.

What is meant by angular momentum? Consider the point mass m
which has momentum mv = V and is located T. away from O.

6'7



The angle between vector-1 and the vector'l is+ . The component
of p that is perpendicular to r aquals p sinO. The angular momentum
of m about axis 0 is defined as the product of the perpendicular
corOonent 07E76 and-r. That is,

'Angular momentum

or,

(p sin 51' )

r p s in .

We use the symbol L for angular momentum. It is this quantity, L,
which is a constant of the motion in the elliptical conical pendulum.

The term =sue, used above, is defined in the Appendix of this
experiment along with the theory for the mechanics involved. The
appendix is, at this part of the semester, optional reading. You are
not expected to understand the theory for this experiment, and you
will take an empirical point of view in studying angular momentum.
Is the angular momentum a constant of this motion? Measure and see.

Camera

Procedure (B).
Fig. 4

p Vi e

Ca," rf:L

You will photograph, with the strobe shutter, the elliptical
conical pendulum from a point above the point of suspension. Try
several "orbits" before exposing the film. You should keep the
shutter open for just approximately one complete orbit. If the shutter

is kept open for more than one orbit, the exposures will overlap
and be difficult to distinguish. A small overlap or a gap is not

serious. Take pictures of two orbits of different eccentricities.
The negatives can also be used for data records. Record the length,

1, of the pendulum used.



Report:

Part A. Centripetal Foroa:

Plot a graph of m2 vs. y. Compare the slope and the
m2 axis inLercept at y = 0 to the values predicted by
equation (2). For one value of y calculate the speed of
ml at the bottom of the swing, and them compare thç exce s
weight on the hanger to the centripetal force, mlv R.

No estimates of uncertainty need be made.

Part B. Conservation of Angular Momentuw.

For at least six time inteIvals at various parts of
the orbit of each photo, calculate the velocity during each
interval from v = das/&t. Using the definition of angular
momentum given above, find the angular momentum during each
time interval. What is the average angular momentum of the
intervals you have examined for each orbit? What is the
relative variation of each determination of angular momentum
from the average value for each orbit?
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Introduction

In this experiment we will investigate the relationship between
work and energy in an isolated system consisting of a puck and two

springs. (See Figure la.)

RIR
PUd14

0

Figure la Figure lb

If we displace the puck to a point 0 (Figure lb) and release it with
zero initial velocity it will follow a path such at; the one shown.
This IralpsIory is recorded on teledetos paper in the usual fashion
by means of sparks occurring every l/6(nh of a second, From the
spark dots we can also find the velocity of the puck at any point
along the trajectory.

Hari
-r,71,1e

With this data in hand we can determine whether the total
energy of the system (puck plus springs K1 and K2) is conserved,
i.e,t whether it is constant in time, (An equivalent statement
would be te determine whether the total energy is the same with the
puck at 0 as it is at any other point,P, on the trajectory.) In
order to do this it will of ceurse first be neoessary to carefully
define what we mean lpy the tetal energy of the spring-mass system.
This will involve both the kinetic energy of the puck at any
point, E = imv2, and its potential energy V which it p assesses at
this point.* These concepts will be more fully discussed below.
Our first experimental investigation will be to determine whether
the total energy, H = E + V, is conserved.

* Actually, the kinetio energy of the sp ings, which are obviously
in motion as the puck moves on its trajectory, should also be
added into the total energy of this spring-mass system. We shall,
however, neglect this rather small contribution in this experi-
ment.
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Our data will also allow us to look at the relationship be-

tween the work done on the puck by the springs and the corresponding

increase_in_kinetio engv of the puck. (Note that in this part

of the analys:l_s of the data we consider the puck our system and the

springs as external forces acting on this system.) Thus, by care-

fully defining (and then measuring from our data) the work done on

the puck as it moves from 0 to point P under the influence of the

two spring forces, we shall be able to ascertain whether the total

work done on the puck equale the change in kinetic energy of the

puck, i.e., whether W = 6E.

A. Kinetie_EnergX

A moving body, such as the puck in our experiment, has a kinet-
ic energy E = imv2, where m is the mass and v the speed of the body.
In our experiment we may measure this energy as a functionosition
of the puck along its trajectory by simply measuring the puck ve-
looity at various points. We will see later that it is convenient
to plot E versus S, the distance along the tra ectory from the
point e, instead of versus the time, t.

It should be noted that kinetic energy, as well as all other
types Of energy, is a scalar, i.e., it has magnitude but no direc-
tion associated with it. Hence, if a system poseesses various
forms of energy a simple algebraic sum of these gives the total
energy of the syStem, This is quite different, of course, from
the vector addition which you needed in Experiment #2 to find the
total momentum of the two-puck system.

B. Work and Kinetic Energy

Before oonsidering potential energy it is useful to define the
wovk done by a force F on an objeot such as our puck as it moves

along its trajectory, (See Figure 2.)
The work done by in a small vector puck

wtot Wi

displacement of as is simply given by

W = F = FBAS

where Fs is the average component of the
force along the direction A and 4S
is a short, straight line segment, along
the trajectory. Since the entire curved
path can be approximated by such straight
line segments, we can find the total work
done on the puck as it moves from 0 to some
point P , say, simply by adding the succes-
sive contributions:

= F As), + Ps tXS2 + 0 = s

It should be noted here that, in general, the tangential force com-
ponent FSi will be different for each segment 6Sir Also, it may

be noted that if more than enee force is acting, as we have in our
experiment since there are two spring forces being exerted, then it
is merely necessary to find the tangential component of eaoh force,
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add these algebraically (some may be ne tiv - i.e., point in the

- 6s direction), and then multiply by 4 s to obtain the work AW.
-.4

Now we wish to relate the work done F5 .6 S over the short seg-

ment to the change, in kinetic energy of the puCk. We can obtain
di7) -P

this from F as follows. If v is the average velocity of
(IT

the puck ovel, the short s segment, then ts = v t. Thus

Fs At As/v As

and in the limit as sO we have F
s
=

I
°P which can be seen

2

ds
d mvto equal ---
ds

(
,

ds
(E), Hence F

s
ds = dE or the increase

2
in kinetic energy just equals the work done over the small dis-
placement. In the particular case of our experiment this means
that the kinetic energy of the puck at P could be found by con-
necting points 0 and P. by a set of short, straight-line segments
approximating the trajectory, finding the average tangential force
for each segment and adding the corresponding work increments.
This, of course, would be tedious and, instead, we make use of the
mathematical fact that from a plot of these tangential forces
versus displacement we know the area under the curve from s = 0 to
S = Sp equals the sum of the infinitesimal work increments.

C. Potential Energy

We can often "store work" in a system and we then say that it
possesses potential energy. Thus, suppose we attach our puck to
a single spring. Let us do work on this system by applying a force
on the puck so as to (slowly) stretch the spring by an amount r-ro
where r_ is the unstretched spring length. (Note that the puck
is at rest after the stretching, so that we have given it no net
kinetic energy.) The change in potential energy of this system is
then defined as the negative of the work done in the stretching,
i.e

V2 - V1 W.

V2 is the potential energy of the system with the spring having
length r and V1 is that with a spring length ro. if we now release
the puck this stored work will go over into kinetic energy and,
since the work equals the change in kinetic energy of the puck, we
have

V2 ,* V% -(E2 El)

or VI El = V2 E2 = const. = H.

This quantity, kinetic energy plus potential energy, is called the
total mechanical energy of the system. It is conserved (i.e., a
constant) in all systems where no dissipative or non-conservative
forces are present. (Frictional forces are non-conservative.)
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Hence, if we measure the total energy of our system at poi t 0,
1.0., if we measure the kinetic energy by measuring the puck ve-
locity and measure the potential energy by determining the elonga-
tion of each of the springs, then at any later point on the puck's
path the total energy will be the same as it was at point O.

Not- that the potential energy of a stretched spring is given

by V = (r - r
d

)
2
while the force exerted by such a spring is

-K(r r
o

) The total potent al energy of our system for any

given position of the puck is merely the scalar sum V VI -I- V2
tot

of the two springs. (See Sections 7-2 and 7-4 in your text.)

Answer the following questions before studying the experi-
mental details which follow. If you are unable to answer these
questions you should study the text, Ingard and Kraushaar, Chap-
ters 6 and 7.

Consider Figure la. What can you say about th speed of the
puck at the point at wilich the trajectory crosses itself? What
can you say about the Jerk the springs perform on the puck as it
travels the entire closed trajectory?



I xrerimentl Prooedure

To test the ideas presented in the erevicms secticn. 7:,u will

onalyze the motion of the euck-spring system. Because
compliceted nature of the exneriment you should study the followiog

instructlons carefully.

A. It will be necessary to know the forces exerted by
the two springs as well as the eotential energies at several
points along the puck trajectory. To minimize comeutation the
procedure will be followed of measuring these quantities for
several elongatione of the two serings, then Plotting four
graehs from which Yi, F2, 171, and V2 can be read directly for
various total spring lengths.

To obtain the force curve for spring 1, for example, merely
hang the spring from a sueeort and recordedirectly on a sheet of

grenh paper the total length r1 for various weights. Draw
a smooth curve through the points and rroeerly label it. It will

be necessary to do this also for s;ring 2 since the two will not

be identical.

In order to obtain the energy of the spring versus its

extension, we will "graphically Integra e" the force curve. You

will remember from the seotion on work, that the work, and hence
the potential is the area under the force curve. This point is
discussed more fully in ,ppendlx II. Perfcrm this integration and
then elot potential energy versus se)ring length fer each of the

springs. DO this immediately, as you will be needing these graphs.

B. Release the puck so that it follows a pa b on the
teledeltos paper which crosses itself. Pick ten to fifteen points
along this trajectory. To determine the number and spacing of the
points apply the criterion that a straight line between any two
successive points approximates the puck trajectory between the

points.

C. Measure the kinetic energy of the puck at each of
your chosen points. Do this carefully since lines which will be
drawn on the teledeltos peper in sections D and E will obliterate
park dots and you will heve difficulty "re-checking" your kinetic

energies later. Plot the kinetic energy as a function of position.
Note that eosition values, S, can be measured with the flexible
plastic scales since they can be bent to follow the contours of

the trajectory.

D. Find the net t ngential force Fs at eech of your
joints and plot it as a function of S. The procedure for doing
this is outlined in Figure 3 in Appendix I. Then, using numerical
integration as outlined in Anpendix II, find the work performed on
the puck by the springs. This should be plotted as a function of S.

E. Find and plot the potential energy of the puck at each
point along its path versus S. ,Remember that the total eotential
energy Is just tbe sum of that due to each of the springs.
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F. You now have three im7ortant graphs: kinetic energY,
work, and potential energy, each )7lotted as a function of the
distance traveled by the puck along it6 ?path. How accurate are your
points? Make a plot of the total energy as a function of distance.
Is it a constant? Compare the three gra-711s, remembering the
definitions of these qtantities. What is the relationship between
work and kinetic energy, for example? What is the relationshin
between work and potential energy? Compare your graphs, taking
into account any experimental inaccuracies.

To reduce the amount of calculation involved in this
experiment, we have suggested that you take much of your data
directly on graph paper. You should thus bring a supply of
rectilinear graph paper and a slide rule with you. In addition,
you will be drawing many lines on the teledeltos paper, so bring
a few colored pencils with you.

\LD.

Le cjeAvio. aji
p,)th u pudk

ElgUre_3 We measure the force parallel to the path of
the puck. Drew lines from the origins of the two springs to the
point of interest. Draw arrows along each of these lines
representing the string forces. Use your triangle to draw the
perpendiculars to the tangent line; this will yield the eomponents
of the forces perpendicular and parallel to the path_ of the puck,
as indicated above. _The total force parallel to the path may now
be found by adding (F1)11 and (Fa) lia The entire calculation
should be done on the teledeltos paper, using colored Pencils to
prevent confusion. The magnitude of the spring forces may be read
from your graphS'of s,.)ring forces vs spring lengths.
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Numerical Integration We are interested in calculating the
work performed by a force acting on a body which moves some
distance. If this distance is very small, we remember thnt

W=F-AS F11A S
F1 1 is the force parallel

If the body makes many sniall disrlace _ents \Si,
see that the total work done in the movement is

F, (Si)AS1

This is the area under the graph of F11 vs S (S is the total

length along the path). See Figure 4

Fu L. S is the shaded area under t e above granh. If the
particle moves from SI to 52, the int g_al of 7.ds is the total
area under the curve between S1 and S2*

We may perform numericl integration by olotting F, versus S
on graph Paper, and determining the area under the curve. If the
figure is a simple geometric curve, eg. a straight line, calculate
the area in as simpie a way as possible If'thc curve is com7licated
count the squares under the curve.

Be careful with units, Wh t are _tha units of work and
energy? How muOh work does each square on your grarh re'cresent?
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VELOCITY WHEEL-DYNAMICAL ANALYSIS

University of Maryland

The preceding experiments with the Velocity Wheel apparatus dealt with the
kinematics of the wheel's motion. In EXeriment IV we found that tha acceleration

was constant. This acceleration was measured directly by measurements of length

and time.

he purpose of this experiment is to obtain a value for the accelaration
as predicted by Newton's laws of motion. We will use the second law and the known

forces and torques acting on the wheel to predict its acceleration. A comparison

of the directly measured acceleration and the acceleration predicted by NIwton's

laws would constitute a test of the validity of these laws.

I. De ivation of the Acceleration Formula

The acceleration formula can be derived directly from the equation of molUon
(Newton's second law), or by use of the principle of energy conservation. The

quantities affecting the acceleration areg

The moment of Inertia of the wheel about _he turning axis.
The mass of the wheel, M
The radius of the axle, r
The angle of the incline, 8

m
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There are two forces acting upon the wheel. There is the force
of gravity, frio , which has a component, iy9 .ciAJ in the direction
of motion. The direction of motion will be taken as positive. There
is also a frictional force f, acting to impede the motion. The net
force is the difference between these two. Then, according to Newton's
2nd law

The frictional force must necessarily aet at the point of contact
between the rail and the axel. It therefore acts at a perpendicular
distance r from the turning axis and produces a torque, r x fp on the
wheel. In accordance with Newtons 2nd law for rotational motion

2)1A = 2 =C =

Solving for f, in equation 2) and introducing the result ini:o equation 1)
we have

/16 si.k -- I
a

Solving for a, wh have for our final result,

3 ) =
44.1.1..

/ 4-
The same result can be arrived at by making use of energy conservation.
The wheel starts at rest. It drops through a distance h in moving a
distance x along the incline and acquires a kinetic energy

M (42- = /19

co
where

Solving for v, we obtain

gA-
4) NI" =

New we make use of the fact the wheel is in constantly accelerated
motion. Then,

Upon substitution into equation 4) we have

5)
/ r/m

or

Ct.

II. Determination of the Moment of ine ia

e

We will determine the moment of inertia of the wheel by
measuring its frequency of oscillation in a torsion pendulum.
In this arrangement, the axel of the wheel is rigidly coupled to
a steel wire and is suspended by the wire OD that it can rotate
in the horizontal plane. In accordance with Hooke's law, the mire



produces a torque on the wheel,-ce
where C in the rorsional constant of the wire and 0 is the angular

displacement. Then, According to Newton's 2nd law

04.i,J= t9
or dLe

The wheel will execute simple harmonic angular motion with a frequency

6)

Thus, if me knew C we could immediately calculate T. Rather than
determining C directly we can calibrate with 'a disc of 'mown manent

of inertia. "le will use a solid disc of uniform thickness. The

moment of inertia of our standard is given by

7)id
A 2..

Ko IThere
1. Hass of disc

fio rad, us or disc

The frequency of the torsion pendulum with the standard is

TE-
8)

Dividing equation 7) by equation 8) and squaring, we have

4--

Using equation 9) we can calculate the mament of inertia of our wh el
from measured values of ro 9 f and fa

III. Procedure

0

Obtain the smne wheel and rail set used for the previous experiments
A. Measure the angle .9 . Measure the distance between front

leveling screws and rear contact point. The height of the step
is exactly 2 centimeters. The appropriate ratio of these distances
is the tangent of 4) . Estimate the error in 9 .

B. Measure the radius of the axel with ' micrometer. The
teaching assistant mill instruct you in the use of the micrometer.
Use the precision of the micrometer as an estimate of the error.

C. Weigh the wheel and the standard disc and determine the
sensitivity of the bala-ce in each weighing. Measure the radius of
the standard disc.



D. Determine the frequencies 4: and 4 of the torsion pendulum
for the wheel and the standard disc respectively. Measure the time
for 25 complete oscillations and from this, calculate the frequencies.
Make at least two trials for each determination.

Calculate the moment of inertia of the wheel using equat ons 7)
and 9). The error in I is given by

Lk A T. qt-.) (*k 71- a Ai. A kJ)

The Emors in the frequencies should be negligibly small.
Substitute vnlues of I, r, Ms and e) into equation 3) and

compae the acceleration in centimeters per second per second.
Conmute the error in a as follows:

9-

where the errorsAe, 4,4) 21.4., and isaare taken as the esti-
mated error in each measured quantity. Compare this result

2t AeNcr,

with the result obtained in Experiment IV. Comment.



Purpose:
To stud

discs of differen
will utilize both
tion of Energy.

The Florida State University

he rotation 1 motion of two geometrically identical
ass under the action of constant torque. The study

-nts Second Law and the Principle of the Conserva-

App_ratus:
Rotational dynamics apparatus with steel and alu: inum discs;

60 cycle alternating voltage supply for the impact timers; red-pressure-
sensitive tape for recording time intervals; string, weight hanger and
weights; six-inch ruler. A pan balance and weights should be available.

The basic apparatus consists of two discs mounted coaxially
within a rugged frame; two impact timers mounted on the frame so the
hammers strike the discs; and two pulleys, one mounted on the frame,
and one on which the lower disc rides. The lower disc is easily changed:
to remove it, lift the top disc and remove from beneath. The upper disc
will not be used in the first part of the experiment.

Pressure sensitive tape can be mounted on either disc by push-
ing one end into the slot on the edge of the disc with the help of a card
or piece of thin plastic. Wrap the tape around the disc, red side out,
and force the other end into the slot.

One of the two buttons on the 60 cycle supply box will activate
the lower impact timer, producing red marks on the "white" side of the
tape at intervals of 1/60 sec. With practice you will be able to obtain
records of rotational position versus time for almost exactly one revolu-
tion. Be sure not to take records extending over more than one revolution.
(If the apparatus is adjusted so that the falling weight strikes the floor just
before the disc completes one revolution, the noise may help you time the
switch. )

A knot in the end of a string will catch in the slot of the pulley
holding the lower disc, so that the string can be wound up on this pulley,
extended out over the small nylon pulley on the frame and used to support
a weight hanger and weights.

Part I:

For a range of different masses, m, on the weight hanger, take
records of rotational position versus time for tlm steel disc. Plot the
curves of the linear velocity and the position ve.r6us time; lable the curve

1
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carefully so it is obvious exactly what physical quantities are being
plotted. Plot these points in such a way that the velocity and position
points actually correspond in time.

Questio
I) How can the plotting be done so that velocity and position

points correspond?
2) What is the slope of the velocity curve, physically and

numerically (with errors)?
From these results, plot a curve of 1/m versus l/a, where a is the
acceleration.

Questions:
3) What is the slope of this acceleration curve, physically

and numerically?
4) What is the intercept on the a axis?
5) If this curve is not a straight line- does it curve in a

direction consistent with the assumption that friction is
present? If so, what part of the curve should be used to
obtain an estimate of the moment of inertia of the disc?

6) Find the moment of inertia of the disc and estimate the
error.

Part II:

From the data in Part I, plot distance versus the square of the
velocit . Answer 3, 4, and 5 of Part I with regard to this curve. Be
sure to state carefully the principles used in any calculations you use.

Part III:

Repeat Part I with the upper disc resting on the lower and then
with the aluminum disc alone.

Que stion:
Is moment of inertia an additi e property? If the geometry is

fixed, is it proportional to the mass?

WARNING:

Be sure you take all auxiliary measurements necessary for the
interp etation of these experiments.
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SPHERICAL PENDULUM: ANGUIAR MOMENTUM 81

University of Minnesota

Object : To study the motion of the bob of a spherical pendulum by obtaining a space-time record of
this motion. To analyze this space-time record and then show : (1) that angular momentum of the pendulum
about its vertical axis is conserved and (2) that the orbit of the pendulum bob is an ellipse, provided that the
maximum angular displacement of the pendulum is small ( <Se).

Apparatus: A pendulum consisting of a long suspension wire (6-8 ft) attached to a spherical bob
(I-2 lb), with a sparking electrode attached to the bottom of the bob; an adjustable plane table with leveling
screws, recording paper (Teledeltos), spark timer, and connectors.

Theory: A simple pendulum is usually constrained to move in a fixed vertical plane. The path of the
bob is, therefore, a circular arc whose radius is the length of the suspension. In this case the pendulum is said
to have one degree of freedom, i.e., to describe its position requires the use of only one variable. If we remove
the constraint of motion in a fixed vertical plane for the simple pendulum, it then becomes a sphQrieal pendulum.
The path of the bob is now some sort of a curve on a
spherical surface whose radius is the length of the suspen-
sion. The pendulum has two degrees of freedom, i.e., to
describe its position now requires the use of two variables.
You should convince yourself of the validity of these state-
ments by finding the position variables in each of th,,.
above cases. There are many ways of doing so, but no
matter how it is done, one finds that it requires
position variable for the simple pendulum and two position
variables for the spherical pendulum.

Motion about a center of force. The motion of the
pendulum bob in this experiment is a particular example of
a more general type of motion, one of great importance in
many branches of physics and astronomy. This is the motion
of a particle about a center of force.

Suppose a particle of mass in moves under the
action of a single force F that is always directed toward or

71

Figure 15.1
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away from a fixed point 0 in space. The magnitude of the force may be any function of the distance ..-
etween the fixed point 0 and the instantaneous position P of the particle. Let the instantaneous velocity of the

particle at point r be v. This velocity will be directed along the tangent to the path of the particle. See Fig.
15.1. What can we say about the motion of the particle moving under these prescribed conditions? Newton's
laws of motion --!nable us to draw two conclusions about the motion. They are:

1. The path of the perticle must lit in the plane defined by the radius vector r and the velocity vector v,
t.e., a plane through point 0 that. includes both r and v. If the velocity vector v happens to lie along r, then, as a
special case, the path of the particle must lie along the line OP. The validity of these statements is based on the
observation that the acceleration of the particle must lie along the line OP. You should supply the additional
details of the proof.

2. The angular momentum of the particle mr2i..) about an axis through point 0 and perpendicular to the
plane of motion must remain constant. Here, w is the angular velocity with which the radius vector r is turning
about the axis through 0. The validity of this statement is based upon the observation that the force F. acting
upon the particle, never exerts any torque on the particle about the axis through 0. Here, again, you should
supply the additional details of the proof.

Figure 15.2

by trigonometry, is equal to .-1(r
ir2AO_ Therelore

Ar)(r) sin O.

Since the mass of the particle is constant, we
conclude that the particle must move in a plane about
the point 0 in such a manner that r263 remains constant.
This is equivalent to saying that the particle moves so
that its radius vector r sweeps out equal areas in equal
times. The proof of this is given in the following
section.

In Fig. 1.5.2 let P be the position of the particle
at time t. At this time, its radiuc vector is r, making an
angle 0 with some base line in the plane of motion. At
time t + At, the position of the particle is Q. Its radius
vector has increased in magnitude to the value r ± Ar,
and makes an angle 9 ± A0 with the base line. We
assume that the time interval At is sufficiently small,
thus the actual path of the particle in this small time
interval very nearly coincides with its displacement
PQ. The area AA swept out by the radius vector in
time At is thus the area of the triangle OPQ. This area,

For small values of Ar and AO, this expression reduces to

AA I AO 1
r 26.1 constant.

At 2 At 2
(1.5.1)

This result will be recognized as Kepler second law for planetary motion. Actually, it is a much more general
law and holds for the motion of any particle moving about a center of force.

Orbit of the particle. It is impossible to determine theoretically the actual path of the particle (orbit)
until we know how the force F on the particle depends on the distance r. In a great many eases (gravitational
and electrical) the force is inversely proportional to the square of the distance r. In these eases it may be proved
(the proof requires a knowledge of differential equations) that the orbit is a conic section (ellipse, parabola, or
hyperbola) with the point 0 at one of the foci.

In another set of cases (elastic and mechanical) the force F is directly proportional to the distance r,
and is a force of attraction. In these eases the orbit of the particle is always an ellipse (or one of its-degenerate
forms) with point 0 at the center. The motion is periodic; the period of the motion T is even by the well known
relation

T Qv Af-li
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where K is the force constant, i.e., F/r. Thus if the motion of the particle in its elliptical orbit is projected onto
any straight line lying in the plane of the ellipse, the projected motion will always be simple harinonie motion.
And finally, if rectangular coordinate axes are chosen so that they coincide with the major and minor axes of the
ellipse, then the coordinates of the particle at any time t may be written

(15.3)

Equations (15.3) are the parametric equations of an ellipse with semi-major axis a and semi-minor
axis b. The period of the motion is T, i.e., the time for the particle to make one complete circuit around the

ellipse. The angle er is the eccentric angle of the ellipse. By eliminating this angle in Eqs. (15.3), we obtain

the standard equation for the ellipse
x2 y2

721 +
(15.4)

The bob of a spherical pendulum has the motion just described, provided that its maximum angular
displacement from the vertical is not too large. The argument is the same as that for a simple pendulum, i.e.,
the displacement must be small enough to make the restoring force on the bob very nearly proportional to its
displacement. It follows that the period of the spherical pendulum is equal to the period for the simple pendulum
of the same length. Furthermore, its orbit is essentially a combination of two linear harmonic motions of the
same period at right angles to one another. Equations (15.3) arc merely matheno ttical statements of these facts.

Space-time record. In this experiment we verify the theoretical conclusions concerning the motion of a
spherical pendulum. To do this, we obtain a space-time record of the motion of the bob (its center) on a sheet of
recording paper placed just below it. The record produced by the spark timer consists of a set of dots, equally
spaced in time, whose locus is the orbit of the bob.

An analysis of this record should show (1) that the motion of the bob is essentially motion about a
center of force, and (2) that the orbit of the bob is an ellipse.

Method: Place the tray (table) containing the conducting paper in its bottom immediately below the
bob of the spherical pendulum. When the bob is at rest, the sparking electrode on the bottom of the bob should
clear the paper by about 1 mm and should be near the center of the paper. Level the table. Make the necessary
electrical connections and turn on the power for the spark timer so that it may warm up before being used.

Make a trial run without using the spark timer. Pull the bob of the pendulum back near the edge of the
tray. In releasing the bob give it a moderate lateral push so that it moves over the paper in an elliptically shaped
path, not a circle. The minor axis of the orbit should be about one-half to two-thirds that of the major axis.
The bob should move smoothly around its orbit without any wobbling motion. At no point in the path should
the sparking electrode actually touch the paper. Once you have succeeded in putting the bob into a satisfactory
orbit, depress the sparking switch on the 6park timer for one complete revolution of the bob. A small amount of
overlap is not serious. Without moving tray or paper, bring the bob to rest, allowing it to hang in its normal
equilibrium position. Again, use the spark timer to get the center of the orbit, a matter of considerable impor-
tance in the analysis. Repeat the above procedure with a new sheet of conducting paper. Each student will then
have one space-time recoie to analyze.

There arc several different ways of analyzing the data. We give one possible method. You may wish
to use a different method, and may do so with the instructor's permission.

The record of motion of the bob in one complete period of motion is given on the paper as a set of dots
lying along the orbit of the bob. The dot intervals correspond to equal time intervals (usually r sec). In
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addition, the center of the orbit is given. The method of analysis that we describe requires the use of a nirticular
set of rectangular axes; namely, one that has the x axis lying along the major (long) axis of symmetry of the
orbit, and the y axis along the minor (short) axis of symmetry. These are not given directly on the record and
therefore must be constructed. In order to construct the x axis draw a circle about the center of the orbit that
has ft diameter somewhat smaller than the approximate major axis of the orbit. This circle will intersect the
orbit at four points, two of which lie hear the right end of the major axis. Draw two lines from the center to
these two points of intersection. Bisect the central angle formed by these lincs. Use this bisector as the x axis.
It should (very nearly) coincide with the major axis. Draw the y axis perpendicular to the x axis at the center
of the orbit (the origin). This work must be done with great care since the verification of the elliptical nature of
the orbit amounts to checking Eq. (15.4), which in turn assumes that the coordinate axes coincide with the
major and minor axes of the ellipse. If they do not coincide, then Eq. (154) is transformed (by rotation of the
axes) into a much more complex equation.

On the other hand, we need not worry about the orientation of the axes so far as areas are concerned,
since these will be invariant under any rotation of the axes.

After ha;.-ing drawn in the axes, the next step is to choose convenient pairs of points on the orbit that
represent equal time intervals, but that are still close enough together so that the orbit between any two points
forming a pair is essentially a st raight line. Of course, the original dots on the record satisfy this condition, but
they are usually so close together and so numerous that an analysis using all of them would be exceedingly
tedious. Further, it is only necessary to use pairs of points in the first quadrant since the orbit should be
symmetrical with respect to the x and y axes. A convenient choice of pairs of points in this ease may be 4-, .5-, or
6-dot intervals. start near the end of the major axis (there may be no dot at the end). Choose a well defined dot
on the orbit as a starting point.. Label it 1. Make the chosen count (4, 5, or 6) along the orbit and label the last
dot 2. Repeat the process, starting at dot 2 and labeling the last dot 3. Continue this process until you have
virtually covered that part of the orbit lying in the first quadrant (see Fig. 15.3).

Figure 15.3

Determine the x and y coordinates of each of the labeled dots by direct measurement. For this pro-
cedure, it is most convenient to use a drawing board with a T-square and right triangle. Tabulate the results.

In order to verify the equal areas in equal times theorem, determine the area of each of the alternate
triangles 012, 034, 056, and so on as shown in Fig. 153. Note that these triangles are completely independent,



i.e., they have no common side. The area of each triangle, e.g 056, may be computed most conveniently by use
of the expression I xfiye x6yr, I where afi, yfi are the coordinates of dot .5, and ae, yfi the coordinates of dot 6.
Tabulate the areas of these triangles. They should be the same within the limits of experimental error. Estimate
the approximate indeterminate error in at least one of the area determinations.

In order to verify the.elliptieal nature of the orbit, calculate the value of

x2 y2

for each of the labeled dots. The value of this expression should be 1 for any point on the orbit, if the path is an
ellipse and if the axes are properly chosen. Estimate the indeterminate error in the expression for one of the
labeled dots.

Record: Tabulate your data and results in a systematic manner, using whatever method of analysis
you wish. Do this directly on the recording paper if sufficient space is available.

QUESTIONS
1. Estimate the determinate error introduced into the value of the expression

x2 y2

b2

if the coordinate axes are out of alignment with the axes of the ellipse by 10.

2. Show that the theoretical area of any one of the elliptical secto, that you have determined directly should be

At
?rub

where is the chosen time in erva a/calm required). Coinpute this value and compare it with your measured
values.
3. A more detailed analysis of the motion of a spherical pendulum shows that the orbit of the bob is not precisely
a stationary ellipse, but rather one whose major and ...7,E7or axes slowly rotate about the point 0. How would you
explain this in terms of the dependence of the period of a simple pendulum upon its amplitude of vibration?

OPTIONAL EXPERIMENTS

1. There are graphical methods of showing that the orbit iii this experiment is an ellipse, methods that do not re-
quire construction of the major and minor axes. One of 'these methods is to draw six tangents to the ellipse so
that a six sided polygon that circumscribes the ellipse is formed. The polygon need not be a regular one of equal
sides. If the vertices of this polygon are labeled consecutively 1, 2,3,4,5,6, then lines drawn between points 1 and
4, e and 5, 3 and 6 will intersect at a common point. Try this construction.
2. Let major and minor auxiliary circles be drawn about point 0, the former having radius a and the latter radius
b. Project the recorded dots on the orbit, vertically (parallel to the y axis) onto the major circle and horizon-
tally (parallel to the x axis) onto the minor circle. These projected points should be distributed uniformly
around each circle. Explain.

8



Purpose:

Procedu-

MECHANICAL RESONANCE

Stanford University

To investigate the phase and azro34tude of forced harmonic motio,
as a function of drivin frequency and dampin.

The apparatus is illustrated
support of a pendulum is
moved horizontally by
an eccentric connected to
a variable speed motor.
The damping may be varied

%an:ing the depth
to lieh the small rod
(on the bottom of the
pendulum bob) is imme_sea
in the oil teal:. The
variable speed drive unit
is composed of a constant
speed motor and a variable
speed motor coupled to-
rether by a differential
unit. The output shaft
speed is the algebraic sun
of the speeds of the
individual motor units.
The maximum speed variation

_matically in The

aL the output is about 5. Provision
hau been made for accurately neasurinG the rotation frequency of

variable speed unit, while that of the constant speed unit
is Given. The oscillation s2aplitude is measured by a mirror on
the pendulum, a lIcht beam and a scale. The relative phases of
the pendulum and tlie excentric drive can also be compared.

Ileasure the amplitude ana phase on a function of drive frequency
fer the cases of the small rod out of the oil, and Itrmiersed in

the oil.

Derive the equation of motion of the pendulum for small
amplitude oscillations) and solve for the equilibrium amplitude
and phase as a function of the drivinG frequency and amplitude,
the frequency of free oscillations and the dampinG' constant.
Compare your results with your theoretical predictions.

With the Small rod out of the oil, and for one drive frequency close to
resonance, measure the oscillation amplitude as a function of time starting
with the pendulum at rest. The Oscillation amplitude will vary with time in
a manner which:depends on the drving frequency, the resonant frequency, and
the dapping cOnstent. Derive the transient equation of motion for the
amplitude and. determine the resonant frequency and damping constant. Compare
these results with those obtained by measuring the equilibrium amplitude versus
frequency.

If you have time, measure the amplitude-time relation with the rod in the oil.

8 9
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COUPLED LINEAR OSCILLATOR

University of Minnesota, Duluth Branch

Object: to test the solution for the principal modes of oscillation of coupled
linear oscillators and to study the phenomenon of beats.

89

Apparatus. A small stand with a mirror scale and a weight pan is used for the de-
termination of the force constant of each coil spring. The springs come In sets of

3 in each set. A set of springs is marked by a set of red dots on the loop at one
end of the spring. The springs of a set each have the same number of red dots.

Two alr puckq are set up with coil springs as shown below. When the air is turned
on, the pucks are supported by a film of air and move in a friction-free manner.

"

Theory. The equations of motion for M1 and M2 are:

(1) M1x1 + k1x1 + k(x1 - x2) = 0

(2) M2x2 + k2x2 + k(x2 - xl) = 0

WItere (x) represents the linear displacement of the masses and (k) the force
constant of the respective springs.

The solution of these two linear homogeneous second order differential equations
m111 be greatly simplified by taking the special case where Mi = N2 = M and kl= k2-

k0.1'2 This is a very symmetrical case for which the equations of motion are:

(3 ) M 1 koxl k(xl

(4) M + koxl + k(x2 - xl) = 0

By addition and then subtraction of equations ( and 4) the following equations
are obtained:

(5) M
,

xl -I- x2) + k + x2) = 0

(6) - ;2) + (ko + 2k)(x1 - x2) = 0

These two equations may be simplified by introducing new coordinates:

Yl= I -I- x2)
y2= (x1 - x2) and substituting these into equations (5)

and (6).

(7) m ;1 koy1 = 0

(8) m Y-2 (k0 + 2k)y2 = 0

Since the restoring force will be governed by Hook's law; i.e., F = kx, MI and M2

may be expected to execute simple harmonic oscillations. Therefore let:

yi = Alain wlt + Bicos uit and y2 = A2sIn w2t + B2cos u.2t for a solution

Of equations (7) 7--nd (8). The substitution of yi in equation (7) yields an ex-
plicit expression forwi:
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-M wi (Aisin wit + Bloc's wit) + ko(Aisin cij_t +

2-M + ko = 0; thus

lc°s w1t)

This is the case in which Mi and M2 each move in the same direction; i.e., in phase,
with equal amplitudes and the coupling spring (k) Is not elongated. The substi-
tution of y2 in equation (8) yields in a similar manner an explicit expression for
w2: thus = VU0 + 2k)/M

This is the case in which Mi and M2 move in opposite directions; i.e., 180° out of

le, with equal amplitudes. The two angular frequencies, ui and w2, are known as

t-- ,rincipal modes of oscillation for coupled linear oscillators.

A brief intuitive consideration of the general solution for this special case, where
Mi = M2 and ki = k2, leads right into the phenomenon called "beats." Let the oscil-

lations of the system be established by an initial displacement of M1 from its equi-

librium position a distance xo. The general solution of the system vill be:

xi = RAisin wit + Bicos t1t + A2sinw2t + B2cos w2t)

x2 = i(Aisin wit + Bicos (Lit - A2sinw2t B2cos w2t)

At t = 0: xi = xo, x2 = 0, ki = 0, x2 = 0 which reduces the general solution to:

xi = ixo(cos wit + cos w2t) = xocos Rwl +(02)t cos "ff (W1 W2)t

x2 = ixo(cos wit - cos tit) = xosin + (02)t sin 4'1 w2)t

These equations show that xi and x2, under these particulsr initial conditions, will

be a function of two angular frequencies, (wi + (02) and (wi w2); and that there

will be a 90° phase difference in the motion of M1 and M2. The amplitude of the

higher angular frequency, (wi +w2), will vary at the rate (401-X2). This particular

type of motion of the masses is known as "beats."

Procedure.

Springs ki and k should be the most identical of the three springs. Place a 2 kg

mass on each puck and check to see that M1 = M2 to within,1% of Mi. The bottoms of

the air pucks and the surface of the plate glass must be CLEAN.
1. Carefully measure the force constants of each of the springs: k1, k2, and k3.

Use the method of differences to find the average values of the spring constants.
2. Carefully measure the frequencies of oscillation of the principal modes of
oscillation, fi and f2, and if time permits the frequencies of the rbeats" fb.

Writeup_.

Compare the values ofwi and utobtained from the measured values of fi and f2
with the values of wi and W2 computed as a function of (M) and (k). If you measured
fb, then compare wb with (col - w2).. A complete analysis of the probable errors in
the results should be made and compared with the deviations between the directly
measured and the computed values.

1. Pipes, L. A.; Applied Mathematics for Engineers and Phy icists; pp. 172-177.
2. Broxon, J. 14. Mechanics; pp. 367375.



MOTOR DRIVEN GYROSCOPE

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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1. What the Gyroscope is: The gyroscope is a rotating wheel which
is mounted in a set of supports called gimbals so'that its axis of
rotation is free to point anywhere in space. It is pictured in
Figure 1. The wheel, or rotor, is driveft at a constant angular
frequency of 150 revolutions per minute by an electric motor (what
is w in radians per second?). The gimbals are free to rotate about
the center lines shown. The angular momentum of the rotor is in
the direction defined by the metal "arrowhead" on the axle (direction
of angular momentum is explained in Section 4). The gimbals are so
constructed that all forces acting on the rotor due to gravity and
the supports pass through center of mass of the rotor and do not
cause any rotation. Any slight unbalance of the rotor can be de-
tected by observing the rotor WITH THE micToR OFF to see if the axle
remains horizontal. If it is not, ask your instructor for aid.
Now, with this adjustment Properly made, line uP the two outer
gimbal rings and tighten the setscrew to hold the inner ring while
starting up the motor. You may release the ring by loosening the
screw when the rotor is up to speed. The motor is now just compen-
sating for the frictional effects on the rotor, and it will'run at
constant speed.

2. What the Gyroscope Does: The gyroscope, as an instrument, was
first developed by Jean Foucalt around 1850. It was also incor-
porated into a geographical north seeking compass by Elmer Sperry
around 1910, and has been recently used for fire control and inertial
guidance by Charles S. Draper in the instrumentation Lab-
oratory.

To dis utss its operation, first let's degress for a moment to
discuss three increasingly complicated examples of particle forces
and motion.

I. 'Then no forces act on a particle, it will move in a straight
line (with resPect to "inertial" space) with constant momentum
(magnitude and direction).

When a particle is acted on by a force of constant magnitude
and direction (such as gravitational force near the earth's
surface) it moves in a parabolic path. Its ii-.omentum is not
constant.

III. When the force is of constant magnitude, but continually
changes its direction, when the body does, so as to remain
aaweys perpendicular to the momentum, we obtain circular motion.
The momentum will be of constant magnitude but its direction
will constantly change in space. An example of such a force
is that provided by a string attached to the mass so as to move

2
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with it and this change the direction of the applied force
appropriately.

When we observe the gyro, we note that when no external forces
act in maintains its axle fixed in space. Foucault used this property
(as well as his celebrated pendulula experiment) to demonstrate the
earthts rotation.

Now, when we wish to discuss the effects of an external force on
the rotor, we will simplify the discussion by considering the effect
of en imPulse of force for a short time. IN TH71. FOLLOWING DIAGRAMS
T1V GIMBALS AND SUPPORTS ARE NOT SHOWN FOR SIMPLICITY ONLYe

Figure 3 shows the rotor, and the momenta of 4 typical mass
elements within the rotor are shown by the vectors pi, At a later
moment these fou*a mass elements will have moved to a new position
in thetr circular path, impelled by the forces from the remaining
elements of the rotor, since it is a rigid bodj. These internal
forces act through the center of rotation of the wheel, and are not
considered in what follows. The axis of the inner gymbal ring is
shown by the center lines in these diagrams.

If we apply an impulse to the axle (by striking it a sharp blow,
for example) an impulse will act on each element off the inner gimbal
axis (why?) and in general these impulses are peralled to the axle.
Two typical mass-element impulses are shown in Figure 4. The result
of this impulsive force in not to lower the tip of the axle (in this
simplified model) but instead, it rotates the direction of the plane
of the rotor. If you actually ao into the laboratory and hit the
tip of the axle, the rotor will not only rotate its plane slightly
as shown, but will also oscillate up and down. This oscillation is
called "nutetion", and we heve not considered it in this simplified
discussion.

Now, note Figure 5, which shows the rotor after the impulse. If
we wish to continue an action similar to Case II of the particle
motion examples, we must give the gyro another impulse AT TH7 SAFE
POINT IN SPACE (close to the point marked a in Figure 5) AND NOT AT
THE TIP OF THE AXLE, WHICH HAS MOVED SINCE THE APPLICATION OP THE
LAST IMPULSE, Note that, since the plane of the rotor has moved, we
are now hitting nearer the gimbal axis end off the spin axle. The
effect of our second impulse will be to rotate the plane of the rotor
somewhat further (although not as far as the first impulse) and also
to increase the spin of the rotor. As we continue this Process the
axle gets closer and closer to a position which is et right -singles
to its original position, and the snin gets fester end faster. Com-
pare this to particle motion, Case II, where the particle velocity
gets closed and closer to being at right angles to its original
direction, and the velocity becomes greater end greater. This process
of applying a force at a point fixed in space even though the gyro
axle tilts, is interesting to contemplate, BUT IS NOT WHAT IS DONE
IN LABORATORY,
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In the laboratory we ,4111 hL,ng a IrY ipht on -bi-] end of the axle so
that when the axle moves, the ,iJieght moves also, and thus the point
of application of the force moves with the gyroscope. This is
analgous to Case III of particle motion, where the string moves when
the particle moves, thus altering the diredtion of the applied force
as the body moves.

Consider Figures 4 and 5 once more. If we move the point of
application of the force so that it is always at the tip of the axle,
the gyro axle ti will c=tinue to move in a circle, at a constant
rate. This mf:..tion is celled Horeoession". mote that the spin of
the rotor ebout its own axle is not altered in this case. This is
analgous to Case III of particle motion, where, since the force is
perpendicular to the velocity ("no-Work" force) it alters the
direction (but not the magnitude) of the momentum.

3. Qpantitative Considerations: Now, let's consider how fast this
precessional motion will be. If the rotor is going at an angular
velocity of w radians/sec., a particle of mess m which is a distance
r from the axle has a velocity wr and a momentum mwr (as shown in
Figure 6). An impulse Fnt is applied at a distancet from the inner
gimbal axis. Because the rotor is a rigid body, the axle does not
bend when the impulse is applied. Instead, the force is trznsmitted
to the particle, mn , which we zre considering. The particle feels an
impulse, proportional to the original impulse Fat, multiplied by .

and the
paper,
rotor

Now, if we_syiew the original momentum 11,
new momentum, p 1% redrawn in Figure 7 in
we see that the angle ofii0, (throu2h which
moves) is given by Fttan ,Ac2n

the impulse, 1,
the plane of the
the plane of the

(1)

Now, we ean consider hitting the tip of the
axle with a su cession of small imPulses, so that the angle 0 is
small at each motion. We can then make the very useful approximation
that

limit tanil 0 . (2)

so we can than rewrite equation (1) for a sucCession of
small changes in 0 (approaching a smooth precession of the axle)

60 tan4 0 = F4t2,./r (a)
.mwr

OR )

(mwra) -14t(15-) = F4
=

angular 13reces- torque
momentum sional

angular
velocity

(b)
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Even though mwr2 is identified as angular momentum, it is only
the angular momentum of one particle of the rotor. However, when
we consider the effect of the 1-mulse upon particles located at other
points in the wheel, we would find that it is legitimate to write
equation 3b with a sum of mwr2 over all the Particles in the rotor,
so that we have the result (defining new symbols)

- IA , --"--- , c
L i mu.r2 j (ag)

. Ft
dt

Spin Angular Precessional = Torque (4)

Momentum Angular
Velocity

4, Vector Formulation and Cross Produetsr

While the statement of equation 4 is correct, it leaves out the
direction of the precessional angular velocity ,_and also becomes
somewhat more elaborate if we attempt to consider a case where the
gyro axle is not initially horizontal.

While it is not neCeSSary to derive the equations of the gyro-
scopets motion using veetor notation, it is more compact, since it in-
cludes information on the direction and sense of the various motions
in a shorter form, once we know what the symbols mean.

The fundamental relation which we will use is writte , in the
vector form, as

= (5)dt

where T is the vector torque and L is the vector angular momentum.
These quantities are defined in terms of linear motion vector
quantities as

and

where

(See

In these e
interest.
and Io is
about its
rotor, 11+2,

the radius
length of

1 = x

. 0 (.1.1

= ur x v
I r I

Figure Et and Figure 9)

quations, it is a vector from' the center to the point of
p is the vector force applied at this point of interest,
the (Scalar, not vector) moment or inertia of the rotor
axle. V is the velocity of a point of interest in the
is a unit (dimensionless, magnitude=l) vector paEpllel to
which points to this position of interest a:ad irlis the
the raditiis to the position of interest .

Think of case whe e we twist the axle of the rotor. Here the
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T and L vectors are parallel. Thus, the torque will not change the
direction of the angular momentum, but only its trignitude. This is
not news, since we know that a torque apolied in the same direction
as the rotation of a rigid body will increase the angular velocity
at a rate given by TI0 dw

dt

Note that here we do not use vector signs because, since the T and L =
I0T) vectors are parallel, we are just considering their mapnitudes
(projeoted along the axis of spin),

When we attach a weight to the end of the gyro axle, hc:wever, we
produce a torque vector which is perpendicular to the angular momentum
vector. Furthermore, since this weight moves when the axle moves
(thus continually altering the eoint of application of force and the
plane of the .P.Pard rvectors) the torque vector remains pernendicular
to the angular momentum vector. When the vector retains a constant
magnitude, but merely has its tip rotate in a circle with an angular
velocity of precession , the rate of change in L can be found from

(9)dt

and dL/dt is the torque vector T, (See figure 10)

5. What to do in the Laboratory: Observe the motion of the gyro-
scope when given Lapulses (by hand) in various directions. Observe
and measure the steady Precessional angular velocity,J7)-, When a
known weight is hung on the axle. From this, Vind the moment of
inertia of the rotor. Does the precessional angular velocity change
if the axle is not rotating in a horizontal plane, but instead moves
in a cone (as in Figure 10). Pccording to the vector formulation,
should depend on the tilt of the axle (for a fixed weight and
spin angular momentum)? Hold the axle steady in space (with a weight
attached) and let go, observing the combination of precession and
nutation oscillationsof the axle. Do the nutation oscillations die
out? Is their frequency dependent on their amolitude or independent
of amplitude?

If you have time, attach a string to the axle arrowhead, stand
a distance away and exert a steady tension on the string. Can you
explain the motions you observe in terms of the vector theory?

Reference: Ingard and Kraushaar "Introduction to echanics, ttei
and 'qaves' Cha.oters 9 and 13.
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THE MAXWELL T P

California Institute of Technology

PRocaPus2 A circularly symmetric body, free to rotate about its axis
of symmetry, but having ono point on its axis at a fixed location, Is
called a Malogell top. It provides an excellent opportunity to study

(1) accelerated angular motion and (2) the gyroscopic behavior of a

spinning body. An air cuahl.on provides a nearly frictionless bearing
and airjete provide a conetant torque at low angular velocities.

(a) There is a close analogy between linear and angular moti n.

One nay list game corresponding relationships ea follows:

Linear

(1) v ds/dt

(2) a dv/dt = d2s/dt2

(3)3=8 +vt+at2/2
(4) T2 yo2 *

(5) v = v + at co .2 coo +at
0

(7)(inv) feat (204 = frdt
(8) T niv2/2 T = 1:02/2

(9) to = 2nsriirk t 12g 211.1171

(10) F ke =

&trailer

Cu = d e/dt
doP/dt = d e/dt

0 (3 +co t +01-t2/2

2 + 2c11.-0
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Conditions

General

General

Constant acceleration
Constant acceleration
Constant acceleration

General

General

General

Simple harmonic notion

Rocks s law

tally by using aThe moment oC inertia, I, may be found experimen
body of known moment of inertia as follows: Let body 1,
Fig. 1, be hung by a torsion rod and let it execute
torsional oscillations. The period is given by (9)

above, namely

t 2n-F/TE

where 11 is defined by (10) above
required to give the rod a twist
body 2, having a known moment of
on 1. The new period will be

(11)

and is the torque
of one radian. Let
inertia, 12, be placed

(12)
Fig. 1
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From (11) and 12)

(13)

siFor a hollow cylinder of mass m, inner radius b and outer radius a, the
moment of inertia about its axis of symmetry is

I = m/2 (a2 b2) (14)

(b) gyroscopic effects are quite complicated to analyze in general.
This Is specially true at low angular velocities. The two principal
motions of the axis of rotation are called precession and nutation. Pre-
cession is the slow conical motion of the axis of rotation about a verticel
lino. Nutation is the rapid variation or "wobble" of the axis of rotation
of the top about the average motion of precession.

For the case where no nutation is present, the rate of precession
is easily calculated. If M is the mass of the top and h is the distance
of the center of mass below the pivot point, then the rate of precession
IA given by,

= Mghtru, (15)

whereto is the angular velocity of the top.

PROCEDDHESI (a) In studying the relationship betneen torque and angular
acceleration, one may compare the angular acceleration, 0,4. calculated
from (6) with that calculated from (3). Thus in (6) the torque,ir p due
to the airjets maybe found from the lever arm and the force. I maybe
found as explained above. To find 04. from (3) one may find the time
required for 1, 49 9, 16 ----revolutions, each time starting from rest.
How closely do your two values of 04. agree? Do you find any systemat
effects entering? Discuss.

(b) TO study precession, it is necessary to
find the distance of the center of mass of the top
below the center of the ball, i.e. below the pivot
point. This maybe done most accurately-by-finding

the position of the sliding massy s4 that gives no
precession. Then from rig. 2, md P.

100
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The angular velocitylgefolinay, be held constant by-adjusting the exhaust

while monitoring the speed of rotation with a stroboscope. You Should

arrive at two values of the rate of precessioni-C1 ; one measured with a

stopclock and the other computed from (15)0 You should also have a good

estimate of the relative errors entering into each quantity. As euplained

in the introduction to these laboratory notes* the agreement of your two

values should be consistent with the errors in each determination. Let

the errors entering into the quantities on the right side of 051 all be

independent of each other. Then* if the relative errors in the five

the relative error* E, in n is givenquantities are El, EV
t

9 EVP

Do ymu think any systematic errors need to be consider If so

point out where and how they-might enter.



THE SYMMETRICAL TOP

Dartmouth College
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The symmetrical top is one of the most interesting and difficult of the
eolutae problems of rigid body dynamics. Mutation is complicated and difficult
to observe experimental:1,y, because it is rapidly damped out by friction.
Precession, however, can he explained by a simple approximate treatment, and is
easily observed experimentally. First, the precessional motion of the heavy
symmetrical top with apex fixed will be studied. Then the behavior of the top,
whose axis is magnetized, will be investigated when an alternating magnetic field
is applied perpendicular to the gravitational field. This behavior is intereuting
because it is exactly analogous to the problem of nuclear magnetic resonance
abeorption, which is currently yielding much information about nuclear magnetic
moments and about electric and magnetic interactions in solids and liquids,

Apparatus Heavy Symmetrical Top, with magnetized axle
Motor Driven Snpport (variable speed), e'sich maintains the qpin

of the top but permits motion'about the apex
HelMholtz Coil8
Alternating Current Supply (variable strength and frequency)
Tachometer (photo-diode, oscilloscope, audio oscillator)
Stop watch, ruler, etc.

Referenges Ro J. Stephenson, Mechanics and Proeerties of Matter (Wiley,
1952), :::56.21

A. Sommerfeld, Theoretical Physics (Academic Press, 1952)
Vol. I, Ch. IV.

F. Bloch, Phys. Rev. 12, 460 (1946).
G. E. Fake, Amer, J. We'S1-129, 18, 438 (1950).
E, L. Hahn, Physics Today, NoV-.S 1953, p. 4.

The actual gravitational field in the z-direction is equivalent, in
effect on the precession of the top, to a constant magnetic field,

z -o
es mgd

where m is the mass of the top, M.its magnet c moment, d the distance from the
center of gravity to the apex, and'g the acceleration of gravity. It will
simpli_fy the cemearisen witi nuclear resonance if H is used in the analysis of
the motion. Measure tha precession frequency for a variety of values of the spin
velocity. The value of H can also be changed (by changing d), but the top is
umetable except for small d. Calculate the theoretical value, and compare with
the observed one,

Caution The Alnico axle of the top is very brittle, so be careful not to drop
the top when putting lt on the support-or removing it.

Now suppose an alternating field of peak value 2Hfis applied in the x-direction.
Write the equations of motion for the top. Two solutions are commonly used. Bloch's
solution

M M tot/(3.

M Mo sin catja
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whore

is useful in describing the nu leer induction experiments. Another, which is
only good at the frequency ca H (the natural precession frequency), is useful
in describing the "spin-echo" exper ment:

where

IB Mo sin wit sin wt.

My we Mo sin wit cos cob

Me
lo cos w 1 t

tir
(Notice that BloWs solution when S PA 0 is different from this - why is that)
Verify that these are solutions, and interpret them, assuming 111<< Ho.

Vow compare these solutions with the behavior of the top when the magnetic
field is turned on.

Caution: Do not turn the SPIN VEICCITY or the FIELD FREQUENCY Controls above "60."

Pay particular attention to the range near reatnance. The produet Mff, cambe found
experimentally by measuring the period of oscillation of the magnettzdd axle when
it is suspended horizontally by a thread in Oe magnetic field. The alternating
magnetic field is actually a square wave, rather than a sine wa7e. To obtain quan,-
titative agreement the first harmonic of the square wave can be calculated,
ignoring higher harmonics (0Y?).

The tachometer for measuring the spin velocity le a photo-diode (RCA 7224),
which gives a voltage proportional to the amount of light falling on it. The
top is painted half black and half shiny, so that when the diode is near the
top an alternating light signal is reflected into the. diode. The reaulting
alternating voltage is 'compared on an opoilloscepe with the variable frequency
output of an audio oscillator. (It may be necessary to calibrate the oscillator
frequency-against line frequency.)

The f eld frequency is measured using an electrical counter'which Is ae lated
every time the field current reverses (by means of a mechanidal Commutator ) . The
number of counts is therefore twice the nuMber of periode.
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SPECIFIC HEAT OF GRAPHITE

University of Colorado

The law of Dulong and Petit says that the atomic heats the product of
the specific heat and the atomic weight) of most substances are constant,
being approximately 6 calories per gram atomic weight per degree centigrade.
Garbon Is an exception te this rule, having a specific heat that ls neitner
constant with temperature, nor does it have the proper value, its atomic
heat being much lower than that of other elements.

The purpose of this experiment is to measure the specific heat of carbon
(graphite) as a function of temperature, and to learn to use thermocouples
for the measurement of temperatures.

A large graphite block hangs in a copper can in a water bath, the can
being a constant temperature environment for the graphite. When the graphite
is at a higher temperature than its surroundings, it will lose heat by con-
auction, convection and radiation at a total rate that is a function of the
temperature of the graphite and of its surroundings. If the surroundings are
maintained et tap water temperature by a circulating bath, and if this is a
constant temperature, then the power loss of the graphite should be a
function only of the temperature of the graphite.

The first part of the meaSurements consists of putting electrical
energy into the graphite by means of a resistance heater that is inserted in
an axial hole in the graphite. The rate of energy input must be measured
electrically, and for any given power input the graphite temperature will
rise until an equilibrium is reached in which the power loss equals the power
input. This temperature should be measured for each of several power inputs,
covering equilibrium temperatures la the range from slightly above room
temperature to about 400° C. (check this with the instructor) The second part
of the work consists of raising the power input to the graphite slightly
above that required for the highest temperature point, allowing the graphite
temperature to rise a few degrees above the highest temperature previously
recorded, and then one quickly,

) Turns off the power input.
b) Carefully removes the electric heater from the graphite
) Puts a cork in the hole in the shield through which the heater was
withdrawn, and

d) Starts at once to take a cooling curve of temperature vs. time of
the graphite, covering the fUll range of temperatures that were
measured in the first part of the experiment.

Special Instructions.

Before coming to the laboratory you should work out the theory of the
measurements so that you can explain to the instructor haw the results of
these measurements will yield values of the specific heat of graphite at
different temperatures.

You will be using thermocouples to measure temperatures so you will need
one of the Type K millivolt potentiometers, a standard cell, a good galva-
nometer, and an ice bath for the reference junction. The ice bath is
prepared from crushed ice or snow mixed with a little water and kept in the

05
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pint thermos bottle. It is important that the bottle be kept full of :.5now or
ice which is wet with water, rather than having water with ice floating in it,
for the reference junction must be at 00 C. not at an unIcnown -emperature
between 0° C. and 40 C.

Data on voltage vs. temperature for the chromel-alumel thermocouple is
available in the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, and in other sources. If
you still feel the need to calibrate the thermocouple, you can get one point
easily by arranging a boiling water bath. Since the thermocouple output is
nearly linear as a function of temperature, one calibration point will suffice.

In addition to the regular items in the report, you should compare your
curve with the measurements of others. Check with measurements in one or
more of the refe-zences given, or compare with the results in the international
Critical Tables.

Optional. If one would like to extend the measurements to lower
temperatures, one may use a liquid nitrogen bath, or a dry ice bath, with the
experimental apparatus being suspended in the large Dewnr flask rather than
in the water bath can-. Check your plans with the instructor before going
ahead with this.

References.
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VISCOSITY OF GASES 107
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Principles: In the Millikan nil drop experiment, one of the important

quantities you assumed as known was the numerical value of the viscosity of

air. You will find tables giving the value of this quantity. The usual value
-

quoted is (0.1813 ± 0.0001) x 10-;) poises = (0.1813 t 0.0001) X 10-4 MKS units

at 20°C.

One of the great triumphs of the kinetic theory of gases was the pre-

diction that, as long as the mean-free-path of the molecules is small compared

with the dimension of the apparatus, the viscosity is independent of pressure.

This would certainly not be expected, a priori if one thinks of a gas as a

perfectly continuous, homogeneous fluid. The apparatus used in this experiment

consists of concentric cylinders whose radii differ by approximately 1 cm., Thus

one would expect from kinetic theory that the viscosity of the enclosed gas would

be constant down to, say, a pressure where the mean-free-path is something
like 1 mm of mercury. Now, the mean-free-path of the molecules for air at room

temperature is given approximately by

-6 vo
6 x 10 - CM

when po is taken as 1 atm. Thus for X = 0.1, we would expect the viscosity

to remain substantially independent of pressure down to a pressure of 50 to
-3100 microns (1 micron = 10 mm of 'lg. A new unit of pressure, called the Torr,

-
Is defined as 1 mm of lig. Thus 1 micron = 10 Torr). Over a range of
pressure of at least 104 in density, the viscosity is predicted by kinetic
theory to remain essentially constant!

Vlscosity, together with conduction _f heat and diffusibn, is one of the so-

called transport phenomena of a gas. In the case of viscosity it is momentum
that is transported.

p.

Let i be the average velocity of the molecules of the gas whose density is

Let X be the mean-free-path of the molecules. Then, a consideration of the

transport of momentum across a surface perpendicular to the velocity gives for
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the coefficient of viscosity,

pa (1)

Now D varies as the squrre root of the absolute temperature. The quantity 06,

for an ideal gas, is independent of pressure. This is the prediction we

mentioned earlier.

When the mean-free-path becomes comparable with the dimension of the

apparatus, the viscous drag of one cylinder on the other, in your apparatus,

begins to decrease. Just how it decreases with pressure depends on the given

apparatus.

Viscosity is measured

Flg. 1 let

the top plate be

moving with a constant

velocity D with re-

spect to the lower

plate. If the area

of the plates is A

and their separation d,

by the drag of one surface on another. Thus

Fig. 1

then the force on the plates will be given by

AD

in

(2)

F

In the apparatus you will usre, the gas is contained between concentric

cylinders. The inner cylinder is suspended on a tersion wire and the outer

cylinder may be caused to rotate at a controllable speed. To eliminate end

effects, the inner cylinder has concentric guard cylinders of the same diameter

as the moveable one, and separated froim it by a small distance. The dimensions of

the parts as well as the torsion constant may be accurately determined so that

absolute measurements may be made.

For the cylindrical case, the coefficient of viscosity is given by,

2 2R R
-2 -1 ktd_

R 16112 iD
2 2

a 2



where:
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R- radiUs t outer cylinder (mean. value)
-2

radius of inner cylinder (mesa value)

torsion c nstant of suspension

t = period of rotation of outer cylinder in r.p.s.

d = scale deflection

= effective length of inner cylinder

(length measured to mid-points of gaps).

D = mirror-scale distance.

A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.

If the outer cylinder rotates too rapidly, turbulence is set up and laminar

flow no longer exists. The speeds necessary for this condition to occur are

much higher than those you will use with this apparatus.
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The torsion constant may be determined in the usual way by adding to the

molable system a mass of known moment of inertia. A measurement of the

torsional period in the two cases, with and without this added mass, then

permits the torsion constant to be calculated.

PROCEDURES: Note: Read carefully the directions supplied w th this

apparatus, noting the details of construction. The dash-pot of oil just below

the inner cylinder gives the necessary damping. Note how you lift the inner

cylinder, thus removing the damping vanes from the oil. A further lifting

engages the mass of known moment of inertia.

Do not work with this apparatus unless you are acquainted with the

internal construction. Ask your instructor.

In operating the apparatus, you will probably find it desirable for the

person observing the deflection to also control the speed of the motor.

Careful control, observation and measurement will pay off in accuracy attained.

There are a number of experimental quantities that you can vary such as

speed of rotation, pressure of the gas and kind of gas.

In plotting viscosity vs pressure, you may find it convenient to use

semi-log paper which allows data for several decades change in pressure to

be plotted on the same piece of paper.
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I. Introduction and Theory
In the field of acoustics one deals with mechanical

waves at all frequencies in all substances. Architectural
acoustics aim to improve buildings and rooms with respect

to hearing conditions and adequate protection against noise.

The subjects of communication acoustics and electroaeoustic
instrumentation have to do with speech transmission through
telephone, radio and intercommunication systems and with

the design of microphones, loudspeakers and apparatus for
m asuring sound. Still other phases of acoustics encompass
the science of musical sounds and instruments, the behavior
of the ear and the properties of speech, and the control of
noise and vibration in machines.

In all of these branches of acoustics one is primarily
concerned with audible sounds. However, it is apparent
that acoustical vibrations can be utilized in many other ways.

Sound waves can be used to sonograph the inner structures
of matter which are opaque to light. Sound waves can pene-

trate many solids and liquids more readily than X-rays
or other forms of electromagnetic energy. This sound can

expose a tiny crack imbedded many feet in metal, where

d tection by any other means might be commercially im-
practic ble if not impossible. By acoustic t chniques we
can measure elastic constants of solids; no,i: ristitropic stresses
and inhomogenieties can be analyzed. The m le ular structure
of many organic liquids can be inferred from sound measure ts.

11
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Rates of energy transfer among gas molecules and chemical
affinity of gaseous mixtures can be determined by using sound

way

From the point of view of sonics, the distincti n
between audible and inaudible frequencies is rather arbitrary.
Some frequencies as low as a few hundred cycles per second

(cps) have been used commercially for homogenization, and
sonic techniques for measuring dynamic mechanical properties
of Yiscoelastic materials have been extend d considerably

below 1 cps. The range from 1 to 10 megacycies per second
(mcps) is used widely in flaw-dete tion equipment, and
laboratory research in properties of metals and liquids has
pushed the upper frequency limit to several hundred megacycles

per second. To the range 104 - 109 cps, one sometimes assigns

the name ultrasonics. "
The present experiment is concerned with ultrasonic

diffraction effects in liquids, and the use of this diffraction
for measuring velocities of sound in liquids.

Light passing through a transparent medium which
carries standing waves of sound is diffracted in a manner

similar to the way it is diffracted by an optical grating. This

effect is caused by the periodic compressions and rarefactions
in the sound field. The amount of interaction between light

and matter is proportional to the number of atoms or molecules
which are present in a given volume element. According to
Fig. 1, a slit S is illuminated by a monochromatic light source LS.

112
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By means of two converging lenses and 1,2 an image of
1

the slit is formed in a plane at A. The lenses are so adjusted
that the light between them is parallel as it passes through
the flat glass walls of a small test cell T. A standing sound
wave repres nted by a thick interrupted line is set up in the
cell between a quartz crystal transducer Q and a reflector,
with parallelism between the optical axis of the system and
the wave fronts of the sound. In order to produce the desired
diffracti n effects, the width of the light beam must be larger
than the wavelength of the sound. This condition can be met
easily at ultrasonic frequencies above 106 cps.

The angles of diffraction are given by

sin en X0A X6 fie
where en is the angle between the direct slit image and the
diffracted image of the nth order; is the wavelength of

(1)

the light; )k the wavelength, c the velo ity, and the

frequency of the sound wave. If F is the normal distance between
lens I.,2 and the plane A, and D is the distance between the

o order and the nth order slit images me sured in the plane
A, we may write, assuming F>

?1/4 f F/D. (2)

Procedure.

The experimental apparatus consists of several lenses,
a test cell, several liquids, an ultrasonic generator (frequency
range -15 mcps), a quartz crystal and a light source

3
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(mercury arc lamp ). In addition, a wave meter is needed
for making measurements on the frequency of the output

of the ultrasonic generator.

References:
1. Der Ultraschall L. Bergrnann, S. Hirzel Verlag,

Zurich (1949)

Sonics T. F. Heuter and R. H. Bolt,
John Wiley & Sons, New York (1955)

Fig. 1 Optical Analysis of Standing Waves
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ELECTROSTATIC FORCES AND THE ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT OF VOLTAGE 117

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

A. Outline of the Experiment

In this experiment you willi

(1) use the electrostatic balance to study electrostatic forces,

(2) calibrate a voltmeter in absolute units without the use of any electrical standards, and

(3) use the calibrated voltmeter to measure the open-circuit potential of a dry cell.

B. Theory of the Parallel Plate Capacitor

The fundamental law of electrostatics is that two point charges,
tance r, exert on one another a force F given by the relation

cit q2F = k

and q2 separated by a dis-

r2
1 is a constant whose magnitude and physical dimensions depend upon the choice of units for the meas-
urement of mass, length, time, and charge. In the MKS system used in this course, F is in newtons, q

1 9 nts m2
is in coulombs, r is in meters, and k = 9 x 10

conl2
. This law was stated by Charles

4-neo

Coulomb in about 1785 after a series of direct measurements on the forces between isolated static
charges. It is difficult to make accurate measurements of this sort on the exposed charge of a torsion
pendulum because of the influence of the charges which are induced around the room by the charges
being studied. Therefore, the best way to test Coulomb's Law is to deiive from it theoretical pre-
dictions which can be tested in accurate experiments.

The Kelvin balance, or absolute electrometer, consists of a parallel-plate capacitor and an equal-
arm balance with which the force on the upper capacitor plate can be measured. The capacitor is
specially constructed so that a simple and nearly exact theoretical analysis can be made of it on the
basis of electrostatic theory. The Kelvin balance, therefore, can be used to test the predictions of
electrostatic theory. If the predictions were not confirmed by measurements within the limits of ex-
perimental error, the theory of electrostatics would be disproved.

The applications of Coulomb's Law to the attraction between two charged discs runs into con-
siderable mathematical complications. We shall first consider the forces which an infinite plane
charge distribution of density a coulombs/meter2 exerts on an element of chacge on the axis of a simi-
larly charged plate a distance x away, as shown in Figure 1.

1 1 7
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d

Figure L

=- ad A2

If the charges on the plates are of opposite sign, the electrical force between them, and at the center,
will be along the x-axis. We have for the x-component of the electrical force exerted by the infinite
plate on dq2 = crciA2

d
adA1 crdA2 x a2dA2

= x
over plate 4 7TE r20 4 77E0

crdA22
2 ee

which may be integrated to give

d Fex

f ada
(x2 +.2)3/2

u2dA2 [ 1_0 2dA2

2 Co 2 e

da . ade
(x.2 +a2)3/2

If we call Fel the force per unit urea which is exerted on the right-hand plate of Figure 1, then

o-2
F 1 - dF"

d A2 2e.

The electric field between the plates is

Therefore, eq. (3) can be rewritten

60E2

2
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or in terms of the potential difference between the plates Vab = E x

6 V 2
p 1 o ah

c 2 x2

Near the edges of a finite parallel-plate capacitor the charge distribution is not uniform and the
electric field lines bulge out and are no longer straight. This makes the force per unit area near the
edges very difficult to evaluate. In the Kelvin balance this difficulty is removed by dividing the top
plate into two parts an inner round plate and an outer annular "guard ring." Only the force on the
inner plate is measured. Since, to a high degree of accuracy, the field lines over the inner plate are
parallel, and uniform in density, the region over the inner plate is almost exactly equivalent to a finite
region within an infinite plane condenser to which the above discussion pertains. We may therefore
use the above expression for Fel, the force per unit area, to evaluate the force over the entire inner
plate which is

(5)

= Fe A.

Actually, there is a slight crowding of charge near the edge of the movable plate due to the pres-
ence of the gap between the inner-plate and the guard ring, Eq. (6) for the total force may be partly
corrected for this effect by including in A the area of the plate plus one half of the area of the gap be-
tween plate and guard ring.

(6)

Figure 2

119

In order to measure the force F., the inner plate is suspended from an equal-arrn balance. Let F
be the force required to balance the charged capacitor, and let W. be the unbalanced weight of the un-
charged plate and associated equipment. Then the electric force F. is

a- hv2 A.

2 x2

(7)

If electrostatic theory based on Coulomb'SLaw is correct, then a plotof F versus (1/x2) for constant
irab should be a straight line intersecting the F-axis at Wo.

119
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Let us suppose that the inverse quadratic relation between F and x is confirmed. We can then
establish an absolute electrostatic measure of voltage. By rearranging Eq. (7) we obtain

vab
2

)
"2

coA

which is an expression for the voltage in terms of measurable quantities and the known constant 0,
whose choice determines the size and physical dimensions of the unit of charge. Once an absolute
standard of voltage has been established, other electrical quantities, such as chge, using Eq. (3), or
current, using the definition i = dq/dt, or resistance, usingOhres law, can be d-termined in absolute
units.

(F W0)1/2 (8)

C. Apparatus

Kelvin balance (Figures 2 and 3)
Set of balance weights
Two precision resistors (20 megohms and 0.1 megohM)
Unknown voltage source
Low-voltage voltmeter to be used as a nullmeter, "G"
Tap switch
Red and black leads of vm-irous lengths
Power Supply

ingsmiorm
i

Figure 3
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The air capacitor of the Kelvin balance is provided with a movable top plate which is centered in
guaid ring as explained in Part B, and illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Three brass screws supported

from the guard ring prevent the top plate from rising. If the capacitor is adjusted correctly, the movable
plate will touch all three retaining screws at the same time, and it will then be in the plane of the
guard ring. The capacitor is provided with a device for setting the separation of the guard ring and the
lower capacitor plate at 0.3 em, 0.6 cm, or 0.9 cm. Each Kelvin balance is provided with a large brass
weight, which almost balances the weight of the movable capacitor plate. The exact balancing weight
at zero voltage can be computed from a graphical analysis of the data.

A high voltage power supply converts A.C. into D.C. at voltages up to 3500 volts. This supply
provides the voltage which is to be measured by the Kelvin balance. The high voltage output is con-
trolled by a coarse adjustment (L) with seven numbered "click" positions, and a fine adjustment (P)
which is continuously variable. There ie a one-to-one correspondence between the reading S on scale
S and the high voltage output potential; one of the purposes of the experiment is to graph this corre-
spondence. The click position of L determines the maximum S which can be obtained by varying P.
The power seuply circuit will explain this operation.

117v A.C. Power
Supply

and
Current Adj.

S is the microammeter whose
reading has a one to one
correspondence with the
true potential V.

Figure 4
(Power supply schematic circuit)

The fine adjustment P varies the current continuously; the coarse adjustment L varies the resist-
ance stepwise. Since resistance is defined as Lhe quotient of potential and current, the coarse adjust-
ment varies the maximum S stepwise.

WARNING: TO AVOID DAMAGE TO THE INSTRUMENT, THE METAL PARTS OF THE
ELECTROSTATIC BALANCE SHOULD NEVER BE TOUCHED WHILE THE HIGH VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLY IS ON.

The electrostatic balance should be touched only after the high voltage is turned off and the
capacitor properly discharged in order to prevent shock from residual charge. Of course, no bare
electrical connections should be touched after the circuit is set up.

1
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PROCEDURE

A. Discussion of the Experiment

We have described quantitatively the operation of the Kelvin balance by Eq (7), involving F, x,
and V h.

The most direct method of testing Eq (7) would be to hold V constant (i.e. hold S con-
a ab

stant) and measure F for various values of x. However, only S can be continuously varied with the
apparatus availethle in the laboratory; therefore, we use an indirect method.

Holding x fixed at one of three possible settings, we measure S for several values of F. The
operation is repeated two more times using the other two fixed va.ues of x. The intercept of each of
these three graphs on the F axis should be the same and equal to the quantity Wo. We can then study
the dependence of Fe on x by drawing a line of constant S (i.e., constant Ved across the three graphs
and noting the relation between the values Fe F Wo and x at the points of intersection.

B. Balancing with an Unstable Equilibrium

The balance condition F =Fe +Wo of the Kelvin electrostatic balance corresponds to an ',instable
equilibrium, like that attained in the measurement of the breaking strength of a rope on a testing
machine. Before the rope breaks the dial of the machine will indicate how much force is being applied,
but after the rope breaks the force can no longer be adjusted. The breaking strength is indicated by
the maximum dial reading before the rope breaks. For precision the critical force must be approached
s lowly.

The force applied to the ropes by the testing machine and'read on its dial corresponds to the con-
tinuously varillble F. Whenever the critical Fe is exceeded it can no longer be adjusted, for the plates
are already moving closer together, decreasing x and increasing F. (See Eq (7).) V-ierefore, the read-
ingof S which corresponds to the balance of the electrical and mechanical forces is its maximum reading
before the capacitor plate starts to move.

Since the balance condition is an unstable equilibrium, special precautions must be taken to permit
accurate measurement of S and reproducible balance readings. A recommended balance procedure
follows:

(1) Be sure thut there is no friction between the movable capacito? plate and its guard ring.
If there is friction, have your instructor adjust the balance.

(2) Turn on the high voltage and wait for S to reach a steady state, turn P to its minimum
position, and set L to what you think is its critical range. Adjust P to just below your guess kr
critical S, and increase S slowly !Luta the capacitor plate starts to fall. Then, remembering the maximum
S, quickly turn P to its minimum and switch off the high voltage. (It is better to avoid changing L near
the critical Peale reading because the shock may vibrate the capacitor plate and cause the plate to full
prematurely.)

(3) Make sure that the high voltage is off, and discharge the capacitor by shorting it out tempo-
rarily. Specifically, remove the lead from the positive terminal of the high voltage, touch it to the post
of the nzgative terminal, and replace it. This will prevent shock to the experimenter from residual charge
on the capacitor.

1 2
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High Voltage
Power Supply

2Orni2

Figure 5

THE EXPERIMENT

Electrostatic
Balance

A. Investigation of Electric Force

(1) Set up the circuit in Figure 5 and have it checked by your instructor. Use the 20-rnegohm
resistor as a protective resistor.

(2) Measure S as a function of F for the three possible values of x. Record your date directly on
a graph of S2 vs F. Follow the procedure given above in "Balancing with an Unstable Equilibrium."
Draw the best curves through the data points and determine We. What does the shape of the curves
indicate regarding the linearity of scale S?

(3) Plot Fe ft F--We vs (1/x2). Is the theory of electrostatIc forces verified?

(4) Drew a calibration curve of S vs Vab.

B. Measurement of an Unknown Voltage in Absolute Units

Allow at least t enty minutes for this part.

Using the absolute calibration of the high voltage source, measure th 'open-circuit" voltage of
an unknown battery and express the results in statvolts and in MKSevolts.

Since the unknown voltage is much smaller than the minimum voltage which can be measured
accurately with the Kelvin balance, provision must be made for comparing the unknown voltage with a
precise fraction-of the calibrated voltik-,e. Two Resistors, RI and R2, are connected in series across
the terminals of the high voltage source, so that, according to the principle of the voltage divider,

RI
V1 =

R1 +R2
. (9)
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(
V is the open circuit potential across RI. Vab is the calibrated potential across the terminals of the
high voltage supply. The only quantity which must be known in order to determine Vi is the ratio

V

of the resistances.

117v A.C. 0

High Voltage
Power Supply

Unknown
Voltage

Figure 6

In order to compare the open-circuit potential of both the known and the unknown voltage, a null-
typc. comparison is made. In the circuit shown in Figure 6, the known and unknown potentials oppose
each other. When the;, are equal no current flows between them, as indicated by a zero deflection on
the voltmeter.

References
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2, J. C. Slater and N. H. Frank, Electromagnetism, Appendix II pp 205-211.
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Supplementary Problems.

From Ohm's law, derive Eq (9) in Part B of the experimental section.

2. What quantities must be measured in this experiment?

3. Why is it better to plot V5b2 versus F rather than V versus F4?
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Reference: Halliday and Resnick, Chapters 33, 34, and 3.

Object: To determine the strength of the field in the gap of a magnet by
measuring, (1) T113 force on a cverent-earrying rode (II) the Change of
magnetic flux through a coil when the coil is inserted into the ..fela and
(IIT) the curvature of a current-cerrying wire kept under fixed tension in
the field.

Caution: (1) Reduce the current to a minimum -- i.e. increase the series
resistance to a maximum before opening the circuit of the magnet coils.

(2) Remove wrist watches before pla -ng hands near magnet gapes.

PART FORCE ON A CURRENT-CPPRYING_WIRE

ee
in a field of megnetic induction B, the force on a straight wire

carrying i amperes of eurrent is

F i x B (1)

where the vector R has magnitude equal to the length of the wire and direc-
tion along that of the current. In this part of the experiment, an electro-
magnet will be used, oriented so that the uniform magnetic field in the air
gap is horizontal. If current is passed through a straight horizontal
conductor which is hung in the gap, perpendicular to the field direction
the resultant force will be vertical and can be measured by meane of a
balance. The balance to be used is illustrated in 71g. 1. (It is a
simplified version of the precision,apparatus used in the Bureau of
Standards experiment described on pages 729 and 730 of Halliday and Resnick.)

The current in the magnet coils is supplied by the circuit shown in
Fig. 2. (Note Caution (1).)

The current in the conductor is supplied by the circuit shown in
Fig. 3.

Measurements: For the maximum obtainable magnet current, determine the
weights needed to bring the balance to equilibriuM for several different
values of current through the conductor. (Rote that it is easier to make
the final adjustmenTe on the current, once weights have been selected for
the approximate current value.) Repeat for two different (i.e. lower)
values of the magnet coil current.

coemutetions: Present the measurements of force vs. current graphically,
1-6-n a siaele sheet of graph pEqer, if you wish), and from these graphs
find the value of B at each of the three values of the magnet coil current.

2 5
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PART II - INDUCED MU ACROSS A COIL

A more common method of measuring nsgnetic induction is to use a
ballistic galvanometer to measure the charge passed through a small search
coil when the coil is inserted into or remOvL from the field. The

instantaeeous emf induced across each turn of the coil egeals det/dt,

i.e. it is proportional to the speed at which the coil is moved. The net
effect, however, integrated over the time during which the coil is moved,
produces a deflection of the damped galvanometer, which depends only on
Lp the net change in flux through the coil, N, the neither of turns in the
coil, and R, the total resistance of the coil and galvanometer circuit.

The "fluxmeter" which is used en this experiment uses a finely sus-
pended galvanometer with no mechantcal restoring force. The motion is
damped only by the induced back emf In the galvanometer coil. The indicatimf
needle remains stationary after each deflection and can be returned to zero
only by passing charge through the coil. For most of the time during which
the galvanometer moves, no current is flowing in the circuit, since the
galvanometer coil moves at such a speed that the instantaneous back emf just
equals the emf induced in the search coll. Since the net charge paased
through the circuit is negligible, the sensitivity is not strongly dependent
on the circult resistance. The deflection of the fluxmeter, however, is
proportional to the net change in flux through the coil - i.e. to the value
of emf integrated over the time of coil motion.

A convenient and accurate method for calibrating the "fluxmeter"
is to measure the _needle deflection for a known change in "flux linkages"
i.e. a known N'a0. At the middle of a long solenoid there is a uniform
field inside the windings and no field outside. If a search coil with NI
turns is wound around the outside of such a solenoid, and the current In
the solenoid ts changed. by Ai amps, the flux linkeges are changed by

Nte, 0 = N'AAB = efon,ei (2)

where A is the area inside the solenoid and n is the nuMber of turns per
unit length.

Since the field in the gap of the iron electromagnet is much greater
than that In an air core solenoid carrying reasonable Current, the same
search coil can not be used for the measurement of the field In the electro-
magnet gap and for the solenoid calibration of the same fluxmeter scale.
Instead, two coils can be connected in series with the fluxmeter, one or
few turns and small area to measure the large field and another of many
turns and larger area to surround the solenoid. If both coils are kept in
the circuit for both measuremeuts, the resistance of the circuit will
remain constant, and the known flux linkages through the larger coil can
be used to calibrate for the measurement by the small coil (of known area
and number of turns) of the field of the-eleetromagnet.
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Measurements: Use the circuit shown in Fig. 4.

(1) Measure the fluxmeter deflection on inserting and withdrawing
the smell search coil from the gap of the electromagnet for the same three
values of magnet coil current used in Part I.

(2) Calibrate the same fluxmeter scale for several values of current
change through the solenoid.

Computation: Cheek to see whether the fluxmeter deflection Is proportional
to &I. through the solenoid, i.e. to Ø. Compute the value of B In the
electromagnet gap for each of the magnet coil currents. Compare the values
of B with those measured in Part I, and indicate whether agreement is within
the experimental errors.

PART FIOATING WIRE_

Consider a light flexible vire held horizontally under a tension T.
One end of the wire is fixed while the other runs aver a pulley to a
weight which supplies the tension as shown in Fig. 5. Assume that there
is a uniform vertical magnetic field, B, over the region of the wire.
If a current, 1, is passed through the wire, then there will be a horizontal
force normal to the wire at every point. As a result, the wire will form
the arc of a circle, as indicated in Fig. 6. Prove ( before coming to
laboratory) that the radius of curvature of the circular arc is

T3i
(3)

In this experiment, B will be determined, by measuring fp , T, and I.
Actually, this "floating wire" technique has a more common application in
determining the trajectory of charged particles in magnetic fields. A
particle of charge e, with horizontal linear momentum equal to p, will
move in a circle of radius P in a vertical magnetic field B, where

Rrove this result.

Pram equations (3) and (4), we see that in purely magnetic fields,
the floating wire will follow a trajectory identical to that of a beam
of charged particles if p/e = It is not necessary to perform a
floating wire experiment to predict the aimpae circular orbits of charged
particles in uniform magnetic fields: but tbe vire measurement is most
UsefUl when the beam of particles passes through non-uniform field regions,
such as those in magnetic lenses.

nor the maximum magnet current used In part I and fmr several
coMbinations of T and i in the wire measure the wire's radii of curvature.
CoMpute a value of B tram each of these measurements. Compare this value
of B with those for the same magnet current made in parts I and II.
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EDDY CIFEHMTS

Harvard Uni-versity

Faraday's Induction Law applies to extended conducting media as well
as to linear circuits. If the marmetic flux linking a closed path in a
conductor is changing, an e.m.f. will be induced and a current will flow
in the closed path. In the core of a transformer, for example, such
eddy currents can cause undesirable losses.

In this exper ment, a conducting cylindrical shell is placed in a
magnetic field perpendicular to its axis. The field inside the cylinder
is unchanged by the presence of the conductor. If the cylinder is now
rotated about its axis, eddy currents flow in the shell, parallel to the
axis of rotation. The magnetic field produced by these currents causes
a rotation of the field direction inside the cylinder. (Fig. 1)

--linder at rest

THEORY

Fig. 1

cylinder rotating about
axis of symmetry

Let the cylinder have radius a and wall thickness da, and
assume that it rotates with
angular velocity Wabout the da

z-axis. The cyliTider is of
infinite length and is
immersed in a field Bo
as shown in Fig. 2. Any
charges in the conductor wilI
experience a force

where v is the velocity of an
element of the conductor. This
is equivalent to an electric field

E= v

a g

Fig. 2 (1)
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For the geometry of Fig. 2, E is directed along the z-az:is:

E
z
= -wa B cos 0

The medium which comprises the cylinder is assumed to obey Ohm's
law:

J = e-E,

so that the current density at any point on the shell is

J = j -rwaB cos 0
z

ie

The ne:ct step in the calculation is to find the magnetic field
resulting from a current distribution of the form (5). This
result is then superposed upon the original field to the problem.
It is most convenient to proceed by using the magnetic vector potential,
defined by

B = curl A (4)

To find the vector potential at any point inside the cylinder, it
is necessary to first find the vector potential dA for an infinitely
long wire carrying a current.

di = J ds = -6-waB
0

cos 0 (ad0 da) (5)
The magnetic field of an infinitely long straight wire carrying a
current i is, in cylindrical coordinates R, 6,

^
B = ue

2rR

In cylindrical coordinates the curl of a vector is
A

u
R Ru

0
u
z

curl A =

0 6
AR RA

0 Az

For the infinite wire this gives three equations:

BR
ft" 0
1 (121z. - .4.1fzLe) - 0

R
,

AR 6B-0 =

2.9 z R 2rR

2--(d (RA0 - d AR = 0.R
e

:1 0



These three equations can be satisfied by pio1ing

AR = 0

A- = oe

Az =

2r

mR

(6)

Returning to the main problem, and using the coordinate system
indicated in Fig, 3, the vector potential nt the point r, 0)

Firs.

is given by

= dAz =
o
4

o
-iW13 a2da

2r

dO inR cos

JO

0 (7)

It is novj necessary to make use of an expansion, valid for r

1nR = ln a lrf_!!_4 1 r_
m=1

(You may derive eq. 8). Hint:

that
ln(l+x ) x 2 x3

2 3

and use the necessary trigonometric identities,
bk._ applied to eq. (7).
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(cos m0 cos m0 4- sin m0 sin mX).(8)

32 ± r2 - 2 ar cos (9-0). Note

131

This expansion may
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A
\

-0 (D :B
o

,2r
111.

2r
lna

0
cos00 - c,. sm cospc odg +

2r
T2

+sinmejc005inmodisl :

:1
f. !2r

2All the integrals vanish except Jr cos Od0 . r. Hence
0

A_ . ./44 0Orcig3 a da r cose Mo0ada
- x (9)

2

The field inside the cylinder, due to the sheet of current
can now be calculated.

z;11BX------ = 0Jy
Az

Ina a dao-

Superposing the original B
o and denoting the,angle rotation of the

field byck'

tan B
40-cua da

a---
c

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The The apparatus for verifying eq. (10) is fairly simple. A small
magnetic dipole is fastened to the end of a soda straw, the other end
of which is suspended by a fine silk fiber. A galvanometer mirror is
attached to the soda straw at the upper end, and the entire assembly
is placed in a glass tube to eliminate air currents. Various size piecE
of copper or brass tubing are slipped around this assembly and rotated
on a phonograph turntable. A pair of Helmholtz coils provide the
original field. A galvanometer lamp and scale are used to measure the
angle of deflection, which is twice the angle of rotation of the
mirror.

The turntable hap three seeds. If one maites measureents
any given oylineier(s) at more than one speed an estiiriate of so;30
the systeiriatio errors may be obtained.
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The angular velocity is obtained with a stopwatch; since the
cylinders vary in weight and are all somewhat heavier than phonograph
records, this velocity should be measured for each cylinder.

If undue difficulty in measuring deflection angle is exper-
ienced as a result of the oscillations of the suspended magnet and
mirror, it might be desirable to partly fill the shielding glass tube .

with water to damp these oscillations. Note also that these oscilla-
tions mean that the suspension exerts a restoring torque on the sus-!:
pended dipole; you may find it interes ing to consider what one does
about this.

Conductivity is determined by measuring dimensions and re-
sistance of the cylinders used. A vernier caliper is available for
dimensional measurements. Resistance is measured with a Kelvin
Bridge; for a discussion of its principle of operation, see Page and
Adams, p. 187, or any book on electrical measurements. The Kelvin
Bridge available for this experiment gives best results when used with
an external power supply rather than the built-in battery; this permits
the use of higher current and results in greater sen8itivity. O'urrent
through the bridge should under no circumstances exceed 10 amperes,
and good results can be obtained with somewhat less current.

In order to minimize drift arising from heating of bridge
components, current should be allowed to flow only while a measure-
ment is being made. Measurements should be made as rapidly as possible
without sacrifice of accuracy.

The cylinders are held in a specially made bracket for the
resistance measurement. One should be sure that all the necessary
electrical connections are well made; it may be necessary to clean the
cylinders where they contact the holder.



riES NANCE PHENOMENA IN ALTERNATING CURBINT CIRCUITS

Columbia University

References Ha liday and Resnick, sections 38-1 through 38-4.

DISCUSSION

The Thysical_Proce.ss--In E;:p. 16 we saw that an RCL circuit can
have oscillatory transients, provided R is small enough. In the
limiting caae of 0 we would have a continuous migration of
energy between the capacitor when it is completely charged, (no
current), and the field in the coil, when ourrent flows through the
coil (capacitor discharges). We have a sinusoidally oscillating
current through the circuit and oscillatory changing voltage across
the capacitor, which oscillates with a frequency:

135

If R is bigger than zero,but small, we have the case of damped
oscillation.

We can now imagine two cases:

(a) The circuit is cut as in Fig. 1 and attached to a generator.

If the A.C. generator is tuned to exactly the resonant frequency
of the circuit, the A.C. voltage of the generator can always be in
phase with the current in the circuit. The generator is pumping
energy into the circuit, either to compensate for the dissipative
losses in the resistance or even to increase the current and voltage
amplitude. The circuit behaves' for this particular frequency of the
generator, as a very low impedance circuit, and we say that the
generator and the circuit are in resonance.

For any other frequency of the generator, its voltage is not in
phase with the current; they are often in opposition (depending on
the difference between the resonant and applied frequencies), so that
the circuit is preventing the current from flowing from the generator.
The circuit shows an increased impedance compared to that at resonance.

6-0-P

Fig, 1

1S4
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V

tc,tri I

Fig. 2

(b) Now the generator is attached as in Fig, 2.
If the generator produces exactly the frequency of the tran-

sient oscillations of the current, the generator voltage will be in
opposition to that across the capacitor, and almost no current will
flow from the generator into the circuit. The circuit behaves like
a high impedance and we have the case of lanti-resonance,.

If the generator changes frequency, its voltage is no longer
always in phase with the capacitor voltage and there is more chance
for the current to flow from the generator through the circuit, Its
impedance decrease*.

The_Mathematical Descri tion

(a) The series_resonant circuitThe vector equation relating
impedance Z, in the circuitthe current I, the voltage V, and vector

shown in Fig. I is:

(1)

The scalar magnitudes are related by the formula:

Z =Vm
where

R2 + X (2)

X (9T, - l/w (3)

and the vector V leads the vector I- by an angle , where tan = X

Consider the way in which I varies as co is increased and V is
held constant. At small values of co, X is large and negative, hence
Z is large, Im is small and I lead* V. At large value* of w, X is

135
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large and positive, hence Z is large, Im is small and I 1ags_behind V.
In the neighborhood of the 'resonant/ value

(4)

I_ changes very rapidly with m. At the critical frequency, CD ,M o
the following relations are true:

1. The vector impedance is a pure resistance: Z = R.

2, The value of the scalar impedance is a minimum,

Z min = R
The scalar current ls a maximum

Im = Vm R

4. The current Is in phase with the voltage, = 0.

The frequency fo
of the circuit,

It follows immediately from equations (2), ) and (4), by
elimination of C, that:

= m
o

/ 27r is called the 'resonant, frequency

Z =xl R2 + (L2 / m2) - a 'cp

.At frequencies in the neighborhood of fo
more w + w az (approximate equality).

Z

(5)
denote CD CD_ = Am. Further-

-o

Therefore

R2 + (2LAw 2 (6)
A measure of the behavior of the circuit, as far as the resonance is cpn7

cerned, is the ratio of the width of the current curve at height I = Ira /4-77,-I
to the frequency at the peak of the curve, and is called the 'sharpness' of
the resonance.

This width is obtained as follows: when R 2L AU., , T - 0.707 In,
Therefore: A0.7 = R / 21,, and the width is:

width = 2Lif

36

(7)
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The Isharpness-:

2Af R R 1 8)
f

is the reciprocal of the Q factor of the circuit, introduced in Exp.
16. A high Q circuit, therefore, has a very narrow resonance curve,

(b) The parallel_resonant circuit--In order to analyze the
parallel LCR circuit shown in Fig. 2, it would be possible, but
overwhelmingly complicated, to use direct trigonometric methods
analagous to those used to analyze the series circuit in Expe 17.
Instead, we introduce complex numbers as a method of representing
vectors in a plane, In reference to the vector diagram, where re-
sistance is plotted on the horizontal axis and reactance vertically,

we define'vector impedance as a complex
number, f R + jX, where j - -1 and

= R jX
X = -1/wC, That is, )7/ = (R2 + X2)14/2

and tan G = VR. Voltage and current
which are also vector quantities with

amplitude and phase angle, can similarly be considered as complex
numbers, with a real value corresuonding to phase angle of zero
and a purely imaginary value corresponding to a phase angle of
+ 90 degrees. For an A.C. circuit, we then have,

I 7

In the parallel circuit of Fig.

total 1

(9)

(io)
-

where 71 = R + jwli and 2 = -j(1 wO ). The reciprocal of a cplex
number can be found by multiplying through by the cemplex conjugate:

Therefore

(R jw1i) (R + jwL

-total
R2 a)21,2

R 2 + u2L2 )

(R w21,2
) 01)
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1) Phase
the applied vol

01'
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the parallel circuit can be defined in two ways:

Resonance, where the total current is in phase with
age, i.e the imaginary part of equation 11), vanishes:

wl"-
R2 w2L2

phase
a /o

0

R2
(fk L2

(12)

(2) Amplitude Resonance, where the amplitude of the total
current is a minimum for a given amplitude of applied voltage. In
order to find the relationship among a), L, C, and R for amplitude
resonance, the derivative of the amolitude of equation (11) (with
respect to 03) can be set equal to zero. Solving for co, (after
considerable computation), we have

m

For a well made inductance.
for which it is designed. Under
and (13) both reduce to equation
both types of parallel resonance

1resonance, fo =

(di+ 2R2CYjal -
LC L2

(13)

R 4f_< (1)1, over the frequency range
this approximation, equations (12
(4); that is, the frequencies for
approach the frequency for series

PROCEDURE

Determination_of_phase relations:_

In this experiment, the voltage
across one portion of a circtuit will
be applied to the vertical deflecting
plates and the voltage across another
portion of the circuit to the horizon-
tal deflecting plates of an oscilloscope.
The resultant pattern is a LissajouS
figure and may be analyzed to give
infOrmation concerning the relative
phase of the two voltages, Thus,
if Vi = V costot and V2 =01
V
02

cos(mt + 9) represent the two

voltages, an elliptical figure will
be obtained as is indicated in Fig.3.

AI
6

Fig. 3

In Fig, 3 the point 0, the geometric center of the ellipse, is
taXen as the origin of a coordinate system. At the points 1, 4, 5,
and 8 the ellipse crosses the coordinate axes, and at the points
2, 3$ 6, and 7 the tangents are vertical or horizontal-. If (xl, yi)
represent the position of point 1, etc then the student may show,
as an exercise, that;
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and

- x8
sin 0 -

Y2 Y6

YA - Y7 2
tos 9 -

x x6

(14)

Y2 Y6 2c3 x7

If 0 is nearly 900 the ma or axis of the ellipse is alaost

vertical and the expression for cos G is the most useful. If 0 is

nearly 0° or 1800 the ellipse is very narrow and the expression for
sin 0 is the most useful, Note that when the two voltages are In
phase, the Lissajoue figure becomes a s(lraight line

PART I - Serie Res na. Circui

Connect the series CLR circuit shown in Fig. 4, where C z= .01
microfarad, L is a small R.F. choke, R is a 47-ohm resistor, and the
A.C. source is a variable frequency sign 1 generator.

C)scillo-
scoPE

))

-)19

1

Fig.

Measurements

Vary the frequency of the signal generator and take data for
resonance curves, by measuring both the amplitude and phase of the
voltage across R, (i.e. the current), compared to the applied voltage,
as a function of frequency, Note that the voltage output of the
signal generator can be kept constant by adjusting the generator
amplitude for constant horizontal deflection of the oscilloscope at
each frequency. Take closely spaced points in the most interesting
region of the curves.

For a larger value of R, take data for a resonance curve of
amplitude vs. frequency. (Do not bother with phase measurements.

Reconnect the oscilloscope to measure the phase and amplitude
difference between VL and V at the resonant frequency using the

C
smaller value of R.

Measure the D.C. resistance of the coil with a Simpson Ohm-meter,
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Plot the resonance curves on
Explain briefly.

Find the value of L from the
Determine the Q of each of t

amplitude resonance curves.
Calculate the resistance of
Calculate the resistance of

measurement of phase-difference b

determined values of L and m
-o

Calculate the resistance of
(known resistance) at resonance.

Compare the calculated value

a single sheet of graph paper.

value of the resonant frequency.
he circuits from the widths of the

the coil from the Q-values.
the coil independently, from the
etwean V-L and V

0' using the previously

the coil from the voltage across R

of the coil resistance.

Fart 11 - Parallel Resonant Circuit

Connect the parallel resonant circuit shown in Fig. 5 with thesame L and C as in Part I, but with R = 1000 ohms.

Sc o pe

Fig. 5

Take data for resonance curves, measuring both amplitude andphase of V
R compared to the applied voltage.

Add a variable resistor in series with L. Measure the frequencynot the whole curve) for amplitude resonance and phase res nance atseveral interesting values of the resistance.
Plot the resonance curves and explain your results.
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THERKEONIC KMISSION

Mas-achusetto Institute c,f TechnoloRy

Part I: Construction of vacuum tube.

1)0

A. The basic design for the tube is as shown by the tube an
display.

The main features are:

Reader "A" Phillips Gauge and getter

Header "B" Diode - note that more than one filament
is used, in case of burnout.

Composition:

Header "A" - Phillips Gauge - plates - cut from sheet
nickel - wire loop - nichrome wire

Getter - Barium
Header "B" - Diode - plates - cut from sheet nickel

filaments - thoriated tungsten

Remarks

I. One should become familiar with the use of the spot-welder
before working with the headers, finding the appropriate Variac
setting for the thickness of wire to be welded.

2. Care must be taken in working with the headers that th3 glass
seals do not crack as this may introduce leaks.

3. The plates of the Phillips Gauge should not be too near the
cathode ring, as shorting will occur.

4. For the Thermionic Emission experiment it is important that
the entire filament(s) be easily visible.

5. Do not kink the tungsten wire, as this will cause rapid
burnout of the filament.

B. After the tube is built, assemble with so?der glass and leave
it to be baked In the oven.

C. Once the tube is baked, seal-off procedure is as follows:
1. Close off one end.

2. Evacuate as low as the vacuum system will go.

3. Outgas the filaments and the getter. (Heat till a dull red
glow is visible for about two minutes. Do not fire the getter!
If metallic deposit forme on the side of th5Tube, the getter is
too hot).

4. Seal off the other end carefully.

5. Fire the getter. (Heat till it glows bright red and leave
it till it burns out, leaving deposit on the side of the tube).

Final pressure should be (as read by Phillips Gauge) less than
10-5mm Hg.
Note in connecting Phillips Gauge that the black lead goes to the
plates.

142
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Thermionic Emission Part II

References: 1. Born, M. - Atomic Ph ales, pp 267-270, 273-276,
_ 9

2. Harnwell and Livingood, Experimental Atomic Physics

3. Sears, P. W. - An Introduction to Thermos moles
The Kinetic Theo
Me ap.

4. Handbook of Chemi
r g në8s o

d r _pies. Data on
40th Edition

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the temper-
attra dependence of the thermionic emission from thoriated tungsten.
The bhermionic current of a vacuum diode will be weasured as a
function of the filament temperature. The temperature of the
filament is measured with an optical pyrometer.

QUantum statistics yields the following equation (Richardson's
Equation) for the thermionic current, I, in the absence of space
charge.

OR
I = AT2e

In this eqnation A is a dimensional constant, T is the absolute
temperature, q is the magnitude of the charge of the electron, OR is
the Richardson work function, and k is Boltzmann's constant.

In cases where the exponential term outweights the T2 dependence
Not Ingham has proposed the following revision of Equation (1):

e-q12f kT

In Equation (2) a is an empirical constant (a function of
temperature which varies much more slowly than does the exponential
term) and, 0 is the work factor.

For further details see the references and most any good
book on physical electronics or atomic physics.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A circuit diagram is shown in Figure 1. The diode constructed
should have a thoriated tungsten filament which is easily viewed
for temperature measurement purposes. Alternating current is used_
to heat the filament since no precise measurements of the potential
between filament and plate have to be made.

The tube filament should not be taken over 3300°K (a brightness
temperature - as read by the pyrometer - of 2640° Centigrade)
since the filament melts at 3643* Abs.

Na



The filament temperature is read with the Leeds and Northrup
optical pyrometer provided. In using the pyrometer to measure
temperatures we must be aware of the following impediments:

(a)

145

The filament temperature is not constant along its leng h
rHt loses heat by conduCtion through its ends).
ow would you propose to investigate this?)

(b) The pyrometer used in this experiment is designed to
measure the temperature of a "black body" - a "black
body" being any system at equilibrium at a definite
temperature, T, with all surrounding radiation. The
filament is not a "black body" since it radiates much
more energy than it absorbs. In addition, it loses
energy in the form of kinetic energy of emitted electrons.
For further details see Reference 2 above. There are
tables available with which one can translate from the
apparent "black body" temperature the pyrometer sees to
the actual temperature of the filament. See Reference 5.

It is left to the student to decide on the particular procedure
to be followed.

REPORT

Your report should include the following:

ciData, including both brightness and actual temperatures.
Semi-log plots of both I/T2 and I versus 1/T.
Discussion of results and errors.

OPTIONAL:

Plot the filament current (RMS), voltage (RMS and ..-esistance
versus temperature for comparisbnnwith published data.

QUESTION:

What is the difference between a "space-channe Limited" and
a "temperature-limited" plate current? Illustrate graphically.

Special Note

The reader is referred to the booklet Homemade High Vacuum Techniques,
prepared by the Science Teaching Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts, for detailed information about the techniques of
using solder glass and achieving a high vacuum by comparative2y simple means.
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Thermionio Emission
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0-5v

Diode

0 - 300v

40 Weston
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TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS 147

University of Delaware

REFERENCES: Jerrard and McNeill, Theor. & Exp. Phys., pp. 576-581 (experAmental)
Shea, Prim. of Traps._Circ., Sec. 2.2.4, 3.1, 3.2, 3.8 (theoretical)
Chirlian & Zemanien, Electronica, pp. 185e189, 193-198 (introductory)

OBJECT: An introduction to transistors; to attain a feeling for the orders of
magnitude of the currents and voltages involved in typical transistors; to measure
the static characteristics of several transistors and to determine from them the
current-amplification factor, input impedance, and output impedance of the
tranoistor in very simple circuits.

APPARATUS: Power transistor and audio transistorysockets, two ma-meter
pa-meter, VTVM, dry celb) Rico power supply, decade resistor box 1 ohm to 1 Meg.

THEORY: See references for details. The transistors used in this lab are PNP
germanium junction transistors. They consist of a wafer of germanium doped with
traces of arsenic and indium to form three regions called the emitter, base, and
collector regions, with the base sandwiched between the others. Three wires are
attached to these three regions as shown
(in the 2N554 the collector terminal is

base region is doped negatively, e (th e
the metal case of the transistor0 The

others gpsitively, hence "FNR"; the surface 0 0
between the emitter and base is thus a otb_lowl View, N5L"/

PN junction and the surface between base
and collector is also a PN junction. Thus there are effectively two junction
diodes which share a common Neregion.

In a semiconductor both electrons and holes serve as charge carriers
these carriers are produced in pairs either by thermal excitation or by electrical
injection (see next paragraph) of an electron into the conduction band from the
valence band thus producing both an electron free to move in the conduction band
and a hole free to move in the valence band. These holes and electrons will
recombine when they diffuse close enough together and consequently an equilibrium
condition is set up which obeys the law of mass action: pn constant, where
p and n are the concentrations of positive carriers (holes) and negative
carriers (electrons), respectively. In a PNP transistor the base region Is doped
with arsenic and so this region has more negative carriers than positive
carriers, that is the majority carriers are electrons while the minority carriers
are holes (n > p) in the baseeregion; current in this region consists then
predominantly of electron flow but since pn = constant a small change in p
produces a large change in n which means that if one m_n_jEast.Aiectsas

holes into the base-region, this produces alarechearrent:
this is current amPlification.

In order to produce this injection of holes into the base, the transistor
is manufactured with one P-region of lower resistivity than the base-region (by
doping the P-region more heavily) which results in efficient injection or
"emission" of holes into the base by this region; this P-region is therefore
called the emitter. Also, relatively light doping of the other P-region produces
efficient collecting of the carriers that diffuse toward it from the base; this
P-region is called the collector.

4 6
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Transistor action is further facilitated by biasing the emit er-base
junction forward and the base-collector junction rip,"re-P*

=:17backward. To see the advantage of this consider

is connect between emitter and base while the
the common-base circuit in which the input circuit

ed
1Y,

output circuit is connected between base and 0
collector (the base is "common" to both input and
output circelea..-hence the name "common-base circuit"), Since II) << le and
b << le in general, lc Ic_and the circuit has about unity current gain but
the output circuit has much higher impedance than the input circuit...hence the
whole circuit has considerable voltage and =I,
power gain. In the common.emitter circuit,
an increase in impedance levels also exists, a
together with the current amplification
mentioned before, so this circuit has great
powex gain as well as considerable current tO 044..0 vi-

and voltage gain. Finally, in the common collector_eircuit,
increase mentioned above is now turned around and
just offsets the considerable current gain, yield.T_

%ing approximately unity voltage gain and may Alf21

moderate power gain; however, the impedance de-
crease with no loss in voltage has some important
applications such as matching impedances of
transmission lines. circ

1. Vey t

the impedance

In this experiment the static characteristics of a transistor mill be
measured in the common..emitter circuit with Vc. and Ib treated as independent
variables and with I and Vbe as dependent variables; this choice is very
practical and is welt adapted to an intuitive understanding of the circuit. The
curves yield directly the hybrid parameters defined by the matrix equation

11-rb41 rbb hb1[1_15

Ltc hcb hcc vc

ale

et

es
hcc

cc

avbe
hbb 317

aVbe
be 117-

V "4.vee
ce

The most important of the hybrid parameters, 0, is called the "common-emitter
cerrent amplification" and can be in the range from ten to several hundred;
1/hee is called the "common...emitter output impedance with open input" ("open
input" means 1in = constant) and is typically within a decade of 3K; hbh is
called the "commonemitter input impedance with shorted output" (shorted for AC,
not DC) and is an order of magnitude smaller than the output impedance; hbc is
usually of little intereet and not accurately measurable....it is called the common-
emitter feedback factor and may typically be 10"3....it is occasionally needed to
anticipate the stability of a circuit.

The range of currents and voltages to be measured is limited on the high
side primarily by the danger of overheating the transistor: the 2N554 can
dissipate about 1 watt safely without a heat sink while the audio transistor can
handle only 50 Milliwatts; also the junctions will break down at 40 volts and
10 volts respectively. On the low current end the usefulness of the transistor

ssentially limited when the portion of the output eurrent due to thermal
injectien in the base is comparable to that due to injection of signal from the
emitter; consequently we will meaeure Ice the collector current at zero base
current,to determine the order of magnitude of this lower useful limit, and will
investigate its dependence on temperature qualitatively.

4 7



$4CEDUR4: Wire the circuit shown, being
Apecially careful about polarities. Using
he mmall audio transistor, set Rb a 100 K
md V = 6 volts, then reduce Rb until

cc
o.zp 5 ma; set II, to a convenient round

mmber via Rb, then observe le (Vce) at

znstant I down to V = .2 volts T
b ee

note that Vee = V,, except for the voltage
rop across the miniammater of about 1/10 volt full scale). Then observe Vbe
t two Vce values, say 6 v and 3 v--the mall change in V, is important and (if it
an be seem at all) should be recorded explicitly becauseuft is more accurate than
Ither Vho value separately: Vbe is very small and requires careful zeroing
1 the VTVM. Repeat for smaller ib values in convenient uniform AIh steps.
len Lake two more sets of Ie(Vce) with very low lb--say 1/100 and 1/200 times
le first Ib value To determine how small an input current can compete with
hermal injection, make Rb = to and observe the collector current Ie0 with a
dcroammeter. Hold a finger on the transistor case and observe the effect on

Study the commow-base circuit in a
anner similar to the above procedure:
woo milliammeters will now be needed:
irst compare them by placing them in
Aries in the collector circuit and
acord any difference in their calibration,
arefully noting which meter is to be used
m the emitter circuit. Again, start with Re a 1 K and Vne = 6 volts and use

'toreack"-I'-"11""Qbseille"113"f"afialluedemiellues
'e e - c'''' c c 2 e Vcc
md several le values (below 5 ma); then obgerve Veb(Vcb, !Le) for two Vee values
md a half-dozen Ie values; in the common base circuit the change in V b with
h should be measurable. Finally make Re infinite and observe Ieo ( th

dEroammeter), again checking the effect of hand temperature.

To see the different order of magnitudes possible with large power
ransistors, replace the small transistor with the large one and replace the
lower supply with several dry cells. With a modest heat sink the 2N554 can
dasipate several watts, so the collector current may be made as large as 1/2 ampere
t Vce _ 3 volts. Make reasonably complete c

(Vces lb) observations (helf..a..
bozen V values and Ih values) for the common...emitter circuit, but the common-

ce
lase measurements may Be omitted if time is pressing.

LESULTS: Make graphs of (1) kvs V_e with Ib as parameter and (2) lb vs
dth Vee as parameter for the commo&emitter circuit; (3) le vs Veb With
:e as parameter and (4) Ic vs Veb with Veb as parameter for the common-base
Arcuit. From the common.-emitter graphs determine p, hbbs 1/hc0, (and if
possible hb ) at a point near the center of the curves. Do these quantities
mbviously vary significantly at other points on the graph? From the common-
ase graphs determine the analogous "input" and l'output impedances" for the
ommon-base circuit; compare these impedances with the common..emitter values.
letermine 0 azd 1 thec for the rather low Ib values suggested and compare with
:he values of these parameters at the more typical currents first measured.
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In Part A of this laboratory we limited ourselves to what are called passive

circuits. We studied the transient decay of a charged capacitor and found that

the electrostatic energy of the capacitor was ultimntely dissipated as heat in

the circuit resistance. Similarly in the decay of an inductive current the

energy associated with current flow through the inductor was ultimately dissi-

pated in re.,istance. In the case of damped oscillations, although the energy

was periodically exchanged between capacitor and inductor, it finally was de-

graded into heat. Put another way, whether we look at electrostatic energy or

magnetic energy, or the sum of the twos there is an exponential decay of the

form:

where the characteristic time T depends on the process involved. We can look

at the sane problem in torms of the response to a periodic signal. Let us

imagine that we introduce a signal into some kind of network as shown below.

We have a voltage V = Vo cos tn t and a current Io cogs) t - mo) at the

input terminals.

(cos w t

V cos w t e Network

I cos () t
-1

If the network is t rminated in a load R then the current flowing into the

load may be given by cos T1). As long as the network is composed of

Copyright 19 Educational Services Incorporated. No part of this manuscript
CLJ,

may be reproduced with,v-itten permission of Educational Services Incorporated.
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to the load is smaller than or equal to the input power:

10V0 cos cp
o

g

That is, a passive circuit contains no eneigy sources which in the transient

case could lead to an exponential increase in stored energy or in steady state

could lead to an increase in power transfer. If the circuit contains non-

linear elements the output will appear not only at the fundamental but also

at harmonics of the input signal. But the criterion of power transfer remains

the same.

A circuit for which the transfered power exceeds the input power or

which under certain circumstances can lead to an exponential increase in

stored energy) is called an active circuit. In its simplest form such a

circuit contains an amplifier. Of course we believe in conservation of the

total energy in the system. But this only means that the energy which is

added to the signal at frequency a3 must come from some other source, normally

a battery or some other energy source. Until very recently the most common

form of electr cal amplifier was the vacuum tube. In such a device the

current flowing from a heated cathode to an anode is controlled by the

potential on a wire grid through which the electrons must flaw. As long as

the grid is at a potential which is negative with respect to the cathode,

there will be no electron current flowing onto the grid. This means that

with a negligible amount of power one can control a sizeable electron current.

One may vary the grid voltage sinusoidally, developing a large signal power in

the output of the vacuum tube. Such devices are largely being replaced by

transistors, where the function of th- ,;_id is taken by an emitter junction

and the functiOn of the anode by a collector junction. The advantages of

transistors over vacuum tubes are considerable. They are extremely small
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and reliable and do not require thermionic emission for the generation of charge

carriers. For the purnoses of this laboratory vacauni tubes have the advantage

that a knowledge of the motion of charges in electrostatic field- is nearly all

that is required in order to understand the behavior of a vacuum tube. We

were able in Experiment A-1 to understand precisely the acceleration and

deflection of an electron beam. Although the electrode configurations of a

vacuum tube a e more complex, the problems (at least in principle) are no

different. If one is to really understand the behavior of a transistor o e

must know a good deal of quantum mechanics. Nevertheless we choose the

transistor as the realizati n of an amplifier principally because it is--

replacing the vacuum tube and we should begin early to get an easy familiarity

with its operation. FUrther since our emphasis here is on function rather than

the mechanics of operation you should not be too distressed that much of

transistor behavior you will have to take on faith. With the study of quantum

mechanics, and particularly the behavior of electrons in periodic lattices,

you may learn the principles of semiconductor behavior.

In particular yoll will have to take on faith that within a semiconductor,

current may be carried by either electrons or holes. By chemical treatment of

the semiconductor one may insure an excess of electrons or holes. The p-n

junction diode,Erhose properties we studied in A-10 is formed from a single

rystal Of semiconductoi3one half of which has an excess of electrons

(n-type) and the other half an excess of holes (p-typ ) . The "forward"

direction is the direction in which electrons drift across the junction into

the p-region and the holes drift in the opposite direction, their currents

adding. The reverse direction is the direction for which the majority

carriers drift away from the junction. The behavior of an electron in a

solid is not very different from its behavior in vacuum and we need not be

too surprised that it will drift opposite to the field. But what really is

a hole? If it is a missing electron shouldn't it drift along with the other
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drift
jelectron

Semiconductors have two kinds of
carriers: electrons, which have
negative charge,

junction

A sem conductor junction separates
an n-type region, in which the
majority carriers are electrons,
and a p-type region, in which the
majority carriers are holes.

-+11Irtf!

If we apply a negative potential
to the p.type region_we draw only
a very light "reverse" current.

.752.

and holes, which are fiction for
a deficit of electrons. Holes
act as if they have positive
charge.

If we apply a positive potential
to the p-type region we draw a
heavy "forward" current across
the junction. Electrons flow to
the right and holes to the left.

Thus a p-n junction is a
current rectifier.



A transistor is formed from a
pair of p-n junctions with
either the n-type region in the
center....

emitter base collector

00a
0
0 0

0
Ilt

o
ii

oo
0
0 0
00

-tD

If we bias the one junction in
the forward direction, we inject
minority carriers.into the base
region.

emitter base collector

et
0 0 0 .

.0 00

0 0 0 .

[

If we place a resistor in the
collector circuit we obtain A
Noitage proportional to the emitter
current. The collector is biased
in the reverse direction to
prevent injection across the
collector junction.

or with the p-type region in
the center.

emitter base collector

These carriers diffuse to the
second junction, where they are
collected. Ideally all the
injected carriers are collected
and there is no base current.

emi_ e_ base collector

i. 11
L---

In the usual transistor amplifier
we introduce a signal at the base
and take the amplified signal
from the collector.
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electrons and thus opposite to the field also. One often finds a hole compared

with a bubble in a glass of water, which moves in a direction opposite to the

flow of water; or to an empty space in a line of cars which moves back as ea h

successive car moves forward. We must caution you that both of these analogies

are incorre t; that a hole In a semiconductor is a child of quantum mechanics,

and that you will have a s ti factory understanding of holes only aftei: your

study of quantum mechanics.

A transistor contains a pair of p-n junctions either in the sequence

n-p-n or the sequence p-n-p. We will discuss primarily the n-p-n transistor,

simply because we can talk mostly about electrons. But if one were to change

the word el:2.ctron where it appears to hole (and change the signs of all the

potentials) one would have a description of the p-n-p transistor.

If we bias the emitter junction of n-p-n transistor in the forward

direction (the base positive with respect to the emitter), electrons will be

injected into the base. These electrons will drift across the base. If the

collector junction is biased is the reverse direction (with the collector po -

itive with respect to the base) most of the electrons injected into the base

will be collected. Under optimum conditions the base current, which represents

those electrons which do not make it all the way to the collector, is only a

few percent of the collector current. Thus Lhe base is a high impedance control

electrode and is analogous to the grid in a vacuum tube.

We may regard a transistor as a particular exarn.ple of a general three-

terminal network, which may be characterized by the clarrents and the potentials:

V
1
0 a, V

2

I
3 V

3
Since we are only in erested in the relative potentials, and. since we can be
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sure that I
1 1- 12

and two potentials:

157

. 0 we can characterize the network by two currents

vi

FOr the tr -sistor it will be convenient to take all potentials with respect to

right
the emitter- Shawn above is the usual schematic representation of a transistor.

If we establish the potentials of the base and collector, Vb and Ire the

currents must be determined. Tbus of the four variables Ib, Ic, Vb,

only two of the variables need be considered as independent and the other

two are dependent. Similarly for the vacuum tube the grid and plate currents

are determined by the grid and plate potentials with respect to cathode. For

the transistor it is usually convenient to think of the base current and

the collector potential Vc as independent variables and the collector current

I and the base potential Vb as dependent variables. One may exhait the
c

characteristics of a transistor by plotting ic or Vb as a function ib

various values of V as sl own below:

One normally establishes a central operating point and introduces a signal as

a variation in base current, which we will write as lb Depending on the

operating point and the external circuitry the e will be associated changes in

collector current i
c

, in collector voltage v, and in base voltage vb.
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dependent variables so that we may expect two relations connecting the

variation in currents and potentials. may write these relations in the form:

v =
-b

p j_b

+ Rb

The resistances Rb and R
e

are the apparent internal resistances in the

base and collector circuits. Since there will be a load resistance RL
is

the collector circuit we have the additional relation:

We can solve for i v , and vb in terms of lb to obtain:

le f[ Re/ (Re + RL)] Lr

ve = P[ReRi/ Re + RL)] ib

vb = [Rb + 014)ReRLAR

Normal values of the paraneters are:

2700 OHMS 50 R 70 x l0 OHMS 3000

If we take RL small compared wi h Re we may make the following simplifi-

cations:

The signal input powe

is thus given by:

lb

v
c RL lb

vb 1110

and the output power is ieve. The power gain
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P = v /
c c

v
_2RL/Rb

With RL of the order of 15000 OHNIS we may expect a power gain in excess

of 10,000.

Using the circuit shown below obtain the static characteristics of the

2N -1302 n-p-n transi tor, for several values of V C . From the character-

istics determine Rb
and R

e
for 1 = 1 MILLIAMP and V

c
=

VOLTS. Compute the expected current gain.

100K

J!.

159

10 K 100 R

The potentials may be read directly with a vacuum tube voltmeter grounded to

the emitter. The base and collector current may be determined from the voltage

drop a -oss the fixed resistors.

Assemble the transistor amplifier shown below and measure the voltage and

current gain. Compare with the values expected from the r' cdc charaeteri tics.

22i

0.1 KFD



P=MbUZe 1.5= bal.n Ub U I11.11UUll Ul 11-eql=l1Alys UgLe -6=le irequancy a5 wrucil

the gain begins to drop off. What do you think may be responsible for the drop

in gain? How would you check youx explanation?

Is a mechanical amplifier possible? Can you invent one?



FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND NEGATIVE FEEDBACK 161

In Ex gerlment _

University of California, Berkeley

the static ch aoterstica of the 2N1302,

vhich is a typical low power ge, Ium traneiRtor. In addition we observed the

transistor as an amplifier in the audio range of frequencies.

If we apply an input signal at a frequency-well above audio fre uencies we will

find that thm apparent rTexit gain drops with increasing frequency. This

behavior is especially striking when a square wave of current is introduced into

the base and the voltage at the collector is °beery d. The signal at the collector

looks very much like the current in an TA circuit as observed in Experiment A-5.

We will-first develop a simple phen menologloal theory to describe the high

frequency behavior of a transistor. will investigate the way in which

one can compensate fer the drop in gain with frequency by feeding some of the

output signal back into the input.

The analogy between the high frequency behavior of a transistor and the LR

circuit suggests that something within the transistor inhibits the buildup In

collector current. One can maNe a simple model of the high frequency behavior of

a transistor by considering in addition to the currents :Eiji and Ic, the

Cop a fcé corporated. . No part of a manusor pt

may be reproduced with itten pemissiork of Eduleational Services Incorporated.



minority charge density lot hin the base region Q. AB we have seen, minority

carriers are injected into the base across the emitter junction. Most of these

carriers diffUse across the base and are received at the collector junction. How-

ever, same small fraction of the minority carriers (about 2 percent) recoMbine

with majority carriers and never reach the collector. We can write an equation

for the rate of change of minority charge within the base in the form:

dQb/dt - le + Ie - Qb/T

The first two terms on the right represent the flaw of min° ity carriers into

the base region. The third term represents the disappearance of minority carriers

as a result of recombination. Remesibering that the total current into the transis-

tor is zero:

Ie + Ib + Ie = 0

we can write our equation in the form:

dQb/dt = Ib Qb/T .

Finally ve wish to make a connection between Qb and the collector current:

c - qbh v /R
C C

vhere ve have used lower case letters to indicate small signal currents and

voltages. In steady state dQb/dt = 0 and

c P ib

which is the circuit equa ion used in Experiment B-1, But for frequencies of the

order of the cut-off frequency w = 1/T or higher, transient effects will be

important and ve must work with the full equations. Eliminating Qb in the

above equations we obtain:

T ei
c

Rd/dt ic vc/R =

T.ritheresistancein the collector circuit we have the relation:EL

1 0
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which leads to the equation:

di dt + i =

or:

T dv /dt + v - 0 ib ReRd(Re +

This equation has a simple cIrcuit analog which is sketched below;

We imagine a curr nt generator 0 ib. The current fram this generator flows into

a capacitor of magnitudeL'

C = (1/13.14 R
c

in parallel with the resistors Rt and Re. Of course C is not a real physical

capacitor. However it is often helpful to represent a physical phenomenon like

recombination by a circuit element.

Assemble the transistor amplifier of Experiment B-1 as shown below and

examine the transient response to a square wave. Using techniques similar to

those described in Experiment A-5 measure the recombination time T. Also

introduce a sinusoidal signal and note the frequency dependence of the gain to

1Mc sec. Plot your data on log-log paper. Compare T as measured from the

transient decay and 1/2nv where v is the frequency at which the gain drops to

0.707 of the law frequency value.



One often wants a much higher frequency :esponse than is available with the

conventional amplifier as we have used It. if one is willing to accept a lower

over-all gain per stage in order to acl,ieve the higher frequency response, there

is a very simple solution to bhe problem. One can introduce a fraction f of

the output signal degenerativel7 into the input. As we see fram the general

analysis below this negative feedback tends to hold the gain constant at a value

1/f as long as the original gain iE high compared with 1/f.

We first consIder the following very simple problem: An amplifier has a

voltage gain ak, which may be a fUnction of frequency. We feed back a fraction

of the output signal fv2 into the input:
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This gives us the expression:

v2 f v2

or

v2 = [A (1 + fA)] vl

Now as long as fA is much larger than one, the effective gain is simply l/f.

A very simple way of introducing negative feedback into a transistor amplifier

is shown in the circuit below:

470K

We have simply introduced a resistor Rf

series capacitor avoids any modification in the de operating point. If this

resistor is large compared with the bast! resistance Rio go 2700 R we can consider

thattheresistor-Er injects a current -f i into the base independent of any

between the collector Smd base. The

165

additional base current. We should now modify the equation:

T di /d +
c

= + Re)

by letting

fi
c
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where i is the signal current and - fi is the current fed back from the

collector. The circuit equation now takes the form:

di /dt
1 4- + c

The low frequency gain is given by:

p + Re)

+ Thei(EL + R) s

P netc/(RL R )v
c 1 + 13 fRe/(R1

and the p cut-off frequency is given by

ti + p fR /(RI, Re))/T

Assuming that is much greater than one and for RI, smaller than R
c
, the

collector voltage is given by:

ve isRI/f

and the p cut-off frequency is approximately

= (1 00/T

Note that the response to a transient is still of a simple expcnential form with a

reduction In gain and an increase in ut-off frequency.

A resistor R
f.

= 68 IC will feed back a fraction of the collector current

r Pd 1/5 into the base. The factor pf will then be of the order of ten, raising

the cut-off frequency by an order of magnitude. The low frequency gain should

correspondingly drop by about a factor of ten.

Neasure and plot the gain as a function of frequency with a feedback resistor

R = 68 K. Compare the reduction in low frequency gain and the increase in cut-

off frequency. Observe the transient response to note that its expenential character

has been preserved.



ix a operational Amplifie

ye seen in Exrirtent B-2 that ve can improve the frequency response of

an ampli her by negatIve feedback through a resistive network. We can in a similar

way simulate a non-linear ree?onse or develop a desired frequency characteristic

through the use of fteque cy-dependent feedback. In particular we can make a

network which differentiates or i tegrates an input signal by employing an

appropriate feedback network. Amplifiers -ith this kind of structure are called

operational amplifiers because they perform some specified mathematical operation

on an input signal.

As a simple example of an operatlo al amplifier consider the following

circuit, whi h is the basic transistor amplifier supplemented by a capacitor

from base to collector2

The capacitor C V111 introduce an additional current into the base proportional

to the rate of change of collector voltage. To be more precise the base current
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will be given by:

lb - is + Cd (v- vb)/tit .

Since v is only dbout 1 percent of ve ve may safely ignore v and write:

SUbstituting into the expression*

ve obtain:

+

- Rtp di /d_

611./dt p to.

Rec/(Rt + Re)] dic/d i P ibReARL

The amplifier now shows an apparent cut-off frequency:

1/Fr + cRed(Ri + R

For frequencies dbove this eut-off we can vrite:

For

and

P PORI, + Re)

CaLRI(EL Rc

P CRL >T ve have the simple relation,

c
(1/ELC) f ib dt

v - (1/c ib dt .

dt .

Thus the collector voltage is the integral of the base current. With a capacitor

C 0.1 MFD we may expect to observe the integral of the base current for fre-

quencies dbove 20 ec. introduce a square wave into the base mid note the

triangular integral signal observed at the collector.

There is of course nothing remarkdble dbout Obtaining the integral of a current

by Introducing it-into a. capacitor. The function of the operational amplifier is to

develop across a moderately low load resistance a signal that is to a large extent

independent of the characteristics of the amplifier.
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In this experiment one nea3ures the produt/h00 . The theory

of propagation of electromagnetic waves shows that the velocity of such
waves if yi:A ; hence the title of the experiment.

4. 0 0

A small magnetic dipole is attached to a suspended rotor assembly
which includes the grounded plates of twci condensers(Fig. 1). A
second magnetic dipole is placed at right angles to the first and a
distance L above it. The 72esulting torque is cancelled by applying
a voltage V to the condensers. The magnetic dipole is now rotated
near a coil of wire, and magnitude of the voltage induced in the coil
is compared with the voltage V which was applied to the condenser.
How this leads to the product can best be seen by carrying through a
careful analysis.

THEORY

The expreosiOn for the electrostatic torque is the same as that
derived in the instruction sheet for the wave impedance experiment.
To recapitulate, there is an electrostatic force

dif Tr2 deF = = -r v
dy dy

in the direction tending to increase the amount of overlap, y, of the
condenser plates. The torque is the product of this force and the
distance from the suspension axis to the middle of the plate. Since

dO 2C 0(d._e)
dy

2f

this means that the magnitude of the torque due to the two sets of
condensers is

IT1 (d-e)V2 2 d
2f

o(d2-c2)1/2 (1)
4f

It is now necessary to know the magnetic field of a dipole.
This is discussed in sections 8.2 and 8.3 of Scott. The result is

2,41m cos 0
-r

kirr

_Arm sin 0

kTr3

where m is the magnetic dipole
moment.
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To calculate the torque on th suspended dipole, one calculates
the field at tho firet dipole duo to the second. The tor ue is then

given br (3cott, ibid.)

- 4t:flx.
The dipoles are at right angles to one another and to the line
joining them, and are
separated by a distance
L. At the position of
the lower dipole, the
field due to the upper
is

B_ = 0

Be = .A4

4TTL

in a direction oppoqi.te
to the direction of ME.
The torque is then

(2)
4nL3

in the direction shown. If this toroue is balanced by the electro-
static torque (1), then one obtains the relation

4n-L

The dipole is now stlun with a constant angular velocity near
a pickup coil. The instantaneous induced e.m,f. is given by

6
E =

3 t
The apparatus used employs two coils connected in series. The
dipole is attached to a rotating shaft which passes between the

coils, in such a manner that its moment is always perpendicular
to the axis of rotation (Fig. 2), This axis of rotation ie perpend-
icular to the common axis of the coils. The calculation may be done
for one coil, and the results doubled. The first step is to cal-
culate the instantaneous flux linking the coil when the dipole is
at an arbitrary angle (Fig. 3). Rather than calculate the flux
through the surface I, it is somewhat simpler to calculate the flux
through the spherical cap, II, bounded by the coil and with the
dipole at the center. If the azimuthal angle, 0 is measured from
the plane in which the di.00le rotates, ancl if a unit normal to tIle

-surface at the point (0,0) is deneted by then

B B = 2 A4.44_

41.rq
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Let c< repre2ent the anR:le th ouEn 1-hich the dipole rotE,tes.

In rectangular coordinates

in = m( cosoc i + sin iat,

A
n = i. sine cos0 j sine sinO k cose,

-sto that

m'n - m(cos 0( sine cosi)

The flux is the efore given by

74
)3.0 pi dO

'211

de
7 0 0

1- sing' cos

r= 44m sinaLA
32?

The em.f1 induced
and taking N times

E
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cosoi(sin OcosO sintimosesin

2(A2+1D

n the Nturn coil is obtaIned, by letting - wt,
he time derivative of he flux;

(e+b2)3/2

(Can You calculate the error int oduoed by not considering tLe length
of the winding?) Finally, with he two coils connected so that
the induced voltages add,

cos w t

E AmN coA2 cos t = Eacoswt.

(e7h1o)-/.

This voltage is then fed through a commutator switch, so that
the output voltage is always of the same si,gn:

Eo

before c mut tor after commutator

The average of this voltage le compared with the condenser voltage V
by usIng a galvanometer whose respqnse time is longer than the period
(Fig. 4 ).

The average' of the rectified voltage is

r/w

(E
E 0 sin wt
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The ratio F is

r- R,
d = KE

HI -I-R2 R1 4.11p 2249mNwe

V(A2+12,2)3/21.

This ratio is measur d separately for each magnetic dipole.
Hence

MIM2 (41 +b2

4 ,(02N2w2 A4

where
111

F1 d
D RI R2 1. (5)

Finally, combining eas. 3) and (4) gives

A 3 ,-2 2.
4N2 _Id o (6)

0 IT (4-12 f FIFR

EX2ZRIMENTAL TECHNIQU4S

Fig. 5 gives the circuit used to apply voltage to tha condensers
and to balance the rectified voltage from the spinner. The condensers
are connected between the COND and COMON terminals0and, with the
dipole separation fixed, R3 and So are adjusted to give null. When
this condition is obtained, the dtal on R3 is looted so that the value
of R3 will not be altered. The spinner and galvanometer leads are
Connected to the COMNON and GAIN terminals as shown in Fig. 4. The
resistance Ri is adjusted for null, with each dipole in turn, to give
the Fi of eo. (5).

Connect the rubber drive belt from motor to ap nner only when
the apparatus is actually in use. This avoids undue stretching of the
belt.

A'etrobotac is provi3ded for measuring rotational

The commutator is a switch arranged as shown in Fig. 64 directly
coupled to the spinner shaft. One pair of contacts may be rotated to
obtain the correct phasing, as shown in FIg 7. (Use oscilloscope).

Coition: 3o not to CLamacie the galvanometer set the ,Lyrton
shunt initi!lly for minimum 5q41vpnometer sensitivity pm". :-C.just
Ri for,null. Then ,7ro:-.ressively increase the sensitivity of the
galv21oJ:Leter readjust al until full sensitivity has been
obtained.
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TO DETERMINE THE REFRACTIVE INDEX OF
A. GLASS, B. WATER, BY BREWSTER'S LAW

Iona College

Brewster was the first to discover that when light is reflected from a transparent
substance the reflected beam is partially polarized parallel to the surface. The
polarization is complete when the angle of reflection reaches a value 'flown as the
Brewster angle. Theory and experiment show
that at the Brewster angle the reflected
beam and the refracted beam are at right
angles. This condition may be used to
determine the refractive index of the
material as seen from the diagrams.
If the Brewster angle of reflection is
la then the angle of refraction is 900 b

Since the refractive index is sin i/sin r
the value in terms of b will be tan b.

The apparatus consists of a parallelogram
frame with pivots A,B,C,D exactly 50 cm apart.
The points B, D ars carried by sliding
collars mounted on a vertical bar. The
arm AD carries a small lamp and lens to
produce a parallel beam of light to the
point D. On the arm CD is mounted a metal
holder carrying a polaroid which can be
rotated about the axia CD. The arrangement
is such that a reflecting surface mounted
HORIZONTALLY with D lying in the plane of
the surface will reflect light from the
source to the polaroid viewing aperture
so that angles i and r are automatically
equal. This saves a lot of adjustment
troubles.

To use the instrument set the glass block
on the black velvet lying on the wooden
block and level it carefully with a spirit
level using plasticene balls under the block
of wood. Lower or raise the point D so that
D lies in the plane of the upper surface of the glass. Clamp it firmly. Look into

the polaroid through the viewing aperture and rotate the polaroid to give minimum
light. Raise or lower B to reduce the light through the polaroid and obtain the
'null' condition mentioned above as closely as possible. Carefully raise B until
the null condition is just percepti.bly off. Measure AC with a meter stick.
LowerB until the null condition has been perceptibly passed and remeasure AC.
Get three such pairs of readings and average them. This will give the best value for

AC. Since sin i is LAC/50 it will also be AC/100. Look up the angle with this value
as sine and this will be the Brewster angle. The tan of this angle will be n for
glass.

Repaet using a small beaker of water adjusting the point D to lie in the plane of the
water surface. Record ail readings for AC and the calculations as before.

RESULT: Refractive index of water

7 7 glass
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Construction and Use of a Fabry-Perot In erfero e e

WALLACE A. HILTON*
William Jewell College, Liberty, Missouri

(Received May 14, 1962)

The const uction of a student-laboratory, Fabry-Perct interferometer is described, together
with its use in three experiments. The first is a basic experiment for making some optical
measurements. The second uses the interferometer to measure the index of refraction of a
gas, and the third uses it to observe the Zeeman effect.

AN interferometer consisting of an air _film
between two parallel plates was 'first

developed by Fabry and Perot in 1897. In this
type of interferometer, if monochromatic light
from an extended source passes through the
plates, a series of concentric circular fringes is
formed at infinity.

Tolanskyl has said that the Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer is without doubt the most versatile of
all interferometers. It has been used for absolute
measurement of wavelength, determination of
linewidths, determination of refractive indices of
qases, hyperfine structure studies, and more
recently, to measure fusion temperatures by
measuring the Doppler broadening of spectral
lines emitted by hydrogen i)lasmas.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE INTERFEROMETER

The shop-constructed Fabry-Perot interferom-
eter (which is of the type known as an etalon
is shown in Fig. 1. The housing is made of

FIG. 1. Shop-constructed Fabry-Perot interferometer
showing retaining rings, plates, and Invar spacers.

National Science Foundation Science .Faculty Fellow,
University of Arkansas, 2nd Semester, 1959-60.

S. Tolansky, An Introduction to Interferomelry (Long=
mans Green and Company, New York, 1955), p. 128.
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brass and consists of two glass plates, 11 in. in
diameter, whose interference faces are spaced
parallel by three Invar spacers contained in a
brass ring. The three spacers must be of the same
length to at least a half wavelength of the light
used. Retaining rings hold each plate firmly
against the invar spacers. Final adjustment of
the plates is obtained by turning three brass
screws which are in contact with one of the
retaining rings. The plates were purchased,2 and
then coated with aluminum by an evaporation
process3 using equipment in the laboratory of
Professor R. H. Hughes at the University of
Arkansas. The thickness of the aluminum film is
such that about 90% of the incident light is
reflected, and about 10% i6 transmitted or
absorbed. When assembled and used with a light
source, filter, achromatic lens, and eyepiece, as
shown in Fig. 2, sharp circular fringes are
observed.

The total cost includes $140 for the glass
plates, about $15 for brass stock, the shop time
for construction of the housing, retaining rings,
spacers, etc., and aluminizing the plates.

THEORY

If M is the order of interference of the nth
ring, numbered from the center of the pattern, I
is the thickness between the plates, A is the wave-
length of light between the plates, cio is the angular

LIGHT rii.m1 Faany- PEROT ACHROMAT EYUIECE
SOURCE INTERFEROMETER

Flo. 2. Arrangement of apparatus for obser ing
Fabry-Perot fringes.

2 Lineal Optical Company, Pittsburgh 14, Pennsylvania.
3 S. Tolansky, High Resolution Spectroscopy (Pitman

Pablishing Corporation, New York, 1947), pp. 128-168.
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FIG. 3. Arrangement of
equipment for measuring
the index of refraction of
a gas.
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radius of the nth ring focused on a screen in the
focal plane of an achromatic lens,' and 0,, is the
angular diameter of the nth ring and equal to 20,
then

and
2t coscb= MX (1)

(2t/X) coso.

If ct, is small, 004 may he written as:

cosck [1- (02/2)1= [1 (0,42/8)]. (2)

If d is the linear diameter of the nth ring and
is the focal length of the lens which forms the

image on a photographic film or focal plane of a
measuring microscope, then:

a ncl

if= (2t/X)[1- (d2/8P)].
Table I gives the ring diameters obtained with

a measuring microscope when a lens of 61.8 cm
focal length is used with a plate spacing of 1.04
cm. The constancy of d27--d_12 is also shown.
The monochromatic 5461-A line of mercury was
used.

TABLE I. Ring diameters of Fabry-Perot fringes.

Ring
number dr,2-4_12

1 0.6275 cm 0.3937 cm' 0.78825 cm2
2 1.0872 1.1820 0.81174
3 1.4120 1.9937 0.77881
4 1.6651 2.7725 0.81392
5 1.8938 3.5864 0.78662
6 2.0911 4.3727 0.77748
7 2.2694 5.1502 0.80782
8 2.4409 5.9580 0.79122
9 2.5960 6.7392 0.78122

10 2.7483 7.5532 0.81394

Ave age 0.795488

F. A. Jenkins and H. E. White, Fundamentals of Optics
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1957),
3rd ed., pp. 274-283.
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The change in wavelength corresponding to a
shift of one fringe may now be determined. If
d and d' represent the linear diameter of the
nth fringe of the wavelengths X and X+ AX, the
following equations may be obtained. Solving
Eq. (3) for X, we get:

X = (2t/Mn)[1. -42/81-2] (4)

X AX (2t/J11,0E1 -d"/81.2]. (5)

Subtract Eq. (4) from Eq. (5) and get :

AX = A (d- d'2)/8 f2 (6)

since from Eq. (1), X Therefore, the
value of AX for one fringe shift may be obtained
by substitutin'g the average value of 42-d,,-12,
from Table I, into Eq. (6) as:

AX (5460.74) (0.795488)/ (8) (61.8)2

0.142 A/fringe,

where the focal length of the lens used was 61.8
cm and the monochromatic source was the green
line of the mercury spectrum. If a line with a

5460n 74
X-Nd 546074-10 51142)

n 1000272
n NTP .1 000302

Fabry -Perot

Recording Inferorneter, Air
No of Fringes. 10 5 Jan 4,1961
Ternp. 23 C 3PM

_ Press . 74 3cm

FIG. 4. Record of Fabry-Perot fringes moving across
small circular slit as air slowly leaks into the vacuum
chamber and between the plates of the interferometer.

J. K. Robertson, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 9, 611 (1924)*
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satellite is photographed with a spectrograph in
series with a Fabry-Perot interferometer, Eq. (6)
permits the calculation of the difference in wave-
length AX of the satellite. This type of calcula-
tion is required in the experiment on the Zeeman
effect.

MEASUREMENT OF THE INDEX OF
REFRACTION OF A GAS

The apparatus for measuring refractive indices
of gases is shown in Fig. 3. The Fabry-Perot
interferometer is placed in a vacuum chamber
which has optically fiat glass plates at each end
so that the monochromatic light may pass in and
out or the chamber and through the Fabry-Perot
interferometer. An achromatic lens focuses the
fringes on a small circular slit. Air is pumped
from the chamber and when a vacuum is ob-
tained, a gas (air, CO2, etc.) is allowed to leak
slowly into the c'lamber. As the optical path
between the Fabry-Perot plates changes, fringes
move across the slit and are detected by the
photomultiplier tube and recorded by a strip
chart recorder as shown in Fig. 4.

The index of refraction of the gas may be
calculated by using the following equation :

(7)

where c is the velocity of light in a vacuum, v is
the velocity of light in the gas, v is the frequency
of the light, X is the wavelength in a vacuum, X'
is the wavelength in the gas, N is the number of
fringes moving past the small circular slit in front
of the photomultiplier tube as the gas leaks into
the chamber, and AX is the change in wavelergth
per fringe passing the slit. If AX is 0.142 A/fringe

ELECTROMAGNU

LENS

EAEINT-PERV SLIT
SPEETA0500pE

SOT or SPECTEOSEOPE

LENS

FIG. .5. Arrangement of magnet and Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer for observing the Zeeman effect.
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FIG. 6. Photograph of the
5400-A line of neon showing the
Zeeman effect. The line to the
left is with magnetic field. The
line to the right is without
magnetic field.

and N is 10.5 fringes for air as shown in Fig. 4,
then the index of refraction for air at a tempera-
ture of 23°C and 74.3 cm of Hg pressure was
found to be;

rt=5460.74/[(5460.74) (10.5)(0.142)1
=1.000302

which is in agreement with handbook values.

ZEEMAN EFFECT STUDIES

The Fabry-Perot interferometer has also been
used to observe and record the Zeeman effect.
The apparatus is arranged as in Fig..5. A spectral
tube containing neon is placed between the poles
of a magnet and the Fabry-Perot fringes are
focused on the slit of a spectrograph. Two ex-
posures of the 5400-A line of neon are shown in
Fig. 6. The line to the right was photographed
with no magnetic field and the line to the left
with sufficient magnetic field to show the split-
ting of the 5400-A line into two circularlv
polarized lines.

CONCLUSION

The construction and use of all economical but
high-precision Fabry-Perot interferometer for
instruction in an undergraduate optics laboratory
has been a very interesting and worthwhile
project.

Appreciation is expressed to the National
Science Foundation for financial assistance
through a Science Faculty Fellowship, to
Professor P. C. Sharrah, University of Arkansas,
who suggested the project, to Professor R. H.
Hughes, whose direction and guidance made the
project possible, and to Leo Takahashi, Art
Cunningham, and Paul Todd, students at
Willian Jewell College, who helped develop and
test the experiments and equipment used with
the Fabry-Perot interferometer.
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POLARIZED LIGHT AHD TEE FARADAY EFFECT

Mersa husetts Institute of Technology

References: Richtmeyer, Kennard
Modern Fh1cs, pp.
Describes the basic
use of the rotating

and Lauritsen, Introduction to
285 - 286. (Larmor Preceation
cause of the Faraday effect by
point-charge model of the atom.
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Rossi, Opti_qe, pp. 427 - 430. Uses rotating point-
charge liabito compute the polarization vector for
an isotropic medium.

Jenkins and White, Fundamentals_of Optics, pp. 596 -
598. The Faraday effect-from an experimental viewpoint.

Wood, Ph,sical Optics. Useful for information an
experimental techniques with polarizers and quarter-
wave plates.

If any transparent solid or liquid is placed in a uniform
magnetic field and a beam of plane polarized light is passed
through it in the direction parallel to the magnetic lines of force
(through holes in the pole shoes of a strong electromagnet), it
is found that the transmitted light is still plane polarized,
but the plane of polarization is rotated by an angle proportional
to the field intensity. This "optical rotation" differs in one
important respect with the similar effect, called optical activity,
occurring in sugar solutions. In a sugar solution, the optical
rotation proceeds in the sane direction, whichever way the light
is directed. In particular, when a beam ts reflected back through
the solution it emerges with the same polarization as it entered
before reflection. In the Faraday effect, however, the direction
of the optical rotation, as viewed when looking into the beam, is
reversed when the light traverses the substance opposite to the
magnetic field direction; that is, the rotation can be reversed by
either changing the field direction or the light direction.
Reflected light, having passed twice through the medium, has its
plane of polarization rotated by twice the angle observed for a
single transmission.

By placing the sample between two polarizers (nicols), it
can be arranged that no light is transmitted through the system in
one direction, while it can pass, eventually with undiminished
intensity, in the opposite direction. This effect is unique in
this respect; it permits the construction of an-irreversible
optical instrument with which observer A can see observer B,
while A cannot be seen by B.

Optical rotation is caused by circular birefringence. By
the latter it is meant that the propaiiTIZEVdIooity, or the
refractive index, is different for right and for left circular
polarized light. (For ordinary or linear birefringence, there is
a difference of the refractive indexes for two plane polarized
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components of light which are normal to each other. To show
that optical rotation is equivalent to circular double refraction,
we note that a plane polarized beam can always be considered
as the coherent superposition of two circular polarized components

A cos wt can
be considered as the sum of

Ey

a right circular component and a left circular component

E A sin wt Ex = -A sin wtx

Ey A cos wt E A cos wt_ _ _

If these equations represent the light incident on an active
medium, the light emerging after passing through a distance D is
given by similar equations that differ from the above only by the
fact that the right circular components are shifted in phase by
27fl1r_ DP. , while the phase shift of the left circular component

is 2rn3.D0-.. nr and nx are the two indexes and nr nl =4N is

the birefringence. The transmitted beam is therefore given by:

Ex A L4n(wt - 2rDn1/iL) - sin (t 2rDn1/AS

-2A sin PrD/A) 1/2(nr - n cos Ec-ot 2rD 1 2

Ey = Atios(wt 2rDn A.) + oos (cot - 2rDn'AI

2A cos prp") 1/2 (nr - niJ cos r-cot 2rD 1/2 (nr + ni)

These components are In phase; the transmitted light is
therefore plane polarized, but the direction of vibration is
changed from the y direction into a direction In the second
quadrant which forms with the y direction an angle -Ex/Ey tan
whence a rotation

rD(n_ n1)
r

The rotation is counterclockwise when nr

Turning now to the Faraday effect, we remember that the
refraction is the result of the Interaction of the light with the
electrons. Consider a right circular beam passing through a
magnetized medium In the direction of the magnetic field B.
For an observer looking into the beam, the light vector rotates
clockwise, and the electronic structure rotates counterclockwise
with the Larmor frequency. Ifyis the frequency of light, it
is apparent that to the rotating atom the light vector appears to
be rotating at a higher frequencyV +VI, and it will act accordingly;

that is the refractive index for this light will have the same
value as the unmagnetized medium has for light of frequency V +VL.
Hence:

+ ni)

nr")) n(11+1iL)
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where n is the refractive index as ordinarily measured without
magnetic field. In a similar way left circular light passing in
the same direction as B appears to the atoms to have a lower
frequency and, hence:

As 71/ is for visible light much smaller thanL

n(11± ) n(3)

or since,
o d
7/1 d

and we get

n
-r

NE
o dn dn
a'

dn L
2

we can write
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and finally for the optical rotation per unit length

e dn- 2 zo. B

The latter is called Becquerel's equation. 1/2 (e/m0) -A,/c)

dn/d2k) . 0 is called the Verdet Constant of the material and
is given in degrees of rotation per gauss, per cm lightpath.

The Verdet Constant is seen to depend on the dispersion of
the refractive Index. Substances that are noted for their large
dispersion; such as heavy flint glasses, and CS2, also show a
large Faraday effect, as predicted by the theory. In the visible
range,_the refractive index decreases with increasing wavelength
(normal dispersion); hence, dn/d2Lis negatiVe, and it follows that
light travelling in the direction of B has its plane of polarization
turned counterclockwise for an observer looking into the beam. The
theory explains the reversal of the rotation when either the field
or the light direction is reversed. The Faraday effect is
particularly large near an absorption line and reverses its sign
in the range of anomalous dispersion. All these theoretioal
conclustoas are confirmed by the observations. The fact that the
theory predicts the correct sign is a direct proof that the
effect is related to the motion of a negative charge, the electrons.

With the exception of some paramagnetic materials the
quantitative dbservations are In excellent agreement with m

Becquerel's equation. Typical values are: From ?ow 6 x

to 7 x 10
_5

cm, the refractive index changes by about
- 7

hence, dq/d.k mi 103, A/c 2.10
1R-, e/m 1.6 x 10 emu, and

therefore C is about 10-5, or of the order of 1/10 to 1/100 minutes
or arc per gauss per cm. With good Nicol prisms, rotations of
about one-half minute can be observed; and, since paths of several
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cm length and fields of a few thousand gauss can be used, the
Faraday effect is quite easy to observe ,^nd is measurable with
good accuracy. The experiment furnishes an outstanding example
in showing that extremely small changes in the state of matter,
which otherwise require the finest precision methods, can be
studied with simple, cheap optical instruments.

Procedure:

?ART I POLARIZED LIGHT

1. Examine the two images produced by a crystal of I eland Spar.
Study the polarization, the orientation, and direction of
propagation of the two rays.

2. Determine the effects of a half-wave plate and a quarter-wave
plate on plane and circularly polarized light. If no half-wave
plate is given, make suitable use of two quarter-wave plates.

3. Produce elliptically polarized light by means of a polarizer
and a quarter-wave plate. Then, by means of another quarter-wave
plate and analyzer, determine the following: direction of rotation,
position of the axes, and ratio of the axes of the elliptically
Polarized light. (If the-platea are not provided with scales
for measuring angles of rotation, only qualitative results will
be expected.

4. Place the piece of case hardened glass between two crossed
polaroids and observe the effecte of mechanical birefringence.

PART II FARADAY EFFECT

1. Set up the apparatus for measuring the Faraday effect. This
consists cf a monochromatic source (5 90 A.°), a polarizer, an
analyzer, a water-cooled magnet, and the material in which the
effect is to studied. The analyzer is a -Sheet of polaroid set
in a graduated ring holder to allow measurement of the rotation
of the plane of polarization. In this exueriment, the material
used is heavy flint glass in the form of blocks of varying thickne

Place the glass between the pole pieces of the electromagnet.
Polarized light is sent through the holes in the pole pieces and
through the material parallel to the magnetic field.

The magnet is water-cooled, hence be certain that the water
is running before using the magnet. It is best to send current
through the magnet only when you are taking data.

2. Keeping the magnitude of the magnetic field constant, measure
the rotation of the plane of polarization as a function of thickness
of the material.

3. Keeping the thickness of material constant, measure the
rotation as a function of magnetic field. Use the rotating coil
gaussmeter to measure the magnetic field.

8 2
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Report:

1. Describe, with a brief explanation, the results of Part I.

2. From the experimental data, develop an empirical relation
between the angle of rotationp, the magnetic field B, and the
length of the blockZ.

3. Calculate the Verdet constant for the glasa.

4. Derive the relation:
e A an

Verdet Constant wi wx 1/2
a 0

5. From the experimental value of the Verdet Constant, and
published values of du/d?L, calculate e/m0. What does this say

about the relation between the Faraday effect and the motion of
charge carriers in the glass used?
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DISPERSION AND DOUBTE REFRACTION OF QUARTZ

University of Minnesota

The equilateral quartz prism used in this experiment has its optic axis
normal to one refracting edge and parallel to one of the faces. All three
faces are polished. It is mounted on a spectrometer so ttlat light rays pass-
ing through at minimum deviation will make an angle of 60° with the optic
axis. The unused third face may be temporarily "frosted" by drying a coating
of sugar solution on it. This eliminates internal reflections that may be
disturbing.

The spectrometer is adjustea in the standard manner and the refracting
angle of the prism is measured. A mercury arc source is used behind the slit
of the spectrometer. Two spectra will be observed due to the double refrac-
tion of quartz. The spectrum with the greater deviation is due to the
extraordinary ray whose electric vibrations are in the plane of the optic
axis and the wave-normal in the crystal. This is the socalled principal
plane. With a Nicol prism or Polaroid filter one may check the vibration
direction. The other spectrum, due to the ordinary ray, is found to contain
vibrations at right angles to the principal plane.

The refractive index of the prism is measured by the minimum deviation
method for three or four wave lengths for both the extraordinary and ordinary
rays. A graph of the refractive index against the reciprocal of the square
of the wave length gives a good approximation to a straight line and checks
Cauchy's dispersion formula.

The index of refraction for the ordinary ray is the same as one of the
two principal indices of refraction of quartz. () It does not vary with
direction. The index of refraction obtained for the extraordinary ray is the
value for 60° with the optic axis,,X4e- The corresponding principal index of
refraction is the value for rays at 90° with the optic axis. This index, r
is found from the index ,z4., measured at 600 by the equation;

sly
d".

which is obtained from the index ellipsoid of quartz.

An optional exercise is to observe the circular double refraction of
quartz when light travels along the optic axis. In this case one observes a
closely spaced doubling of each spectrum line. Inserting a quarter wave
plate compensator followed by a Nicol prism analyzer in the refracted light,
one finds, by rotating the Nicol prism, that the two components of each
spectralline are converted into plane polarized components vibrating at right
angles to each other. This shows that the light in the two components is
circularly polarized in opposite senses of rotation. If the fast axis of the
compensator is known, one can find the sense of rotation for each component,
as follows. If the resultant linear vibration is 45° counter clrikwise of
the fast axis of the compensator, the light is right-hand circularly polariz d,
while if it is 45° clockwise of the fast axis, the light is left-hand circu-
larly polarized. In right-hand quartz, the clockwise rotating component has
the lesser velocity and the greater refractive index and will hence be aviated
more than the counterclockwise component.

184
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STUDY OF JuChOWAVES AS AN EXAMPLE OF WAVE PHENOMENA

University of Colorado

191

OBJECTIVE: Electromagnetic waves are used to illustrate the properties of
wave motion and some special examples of electromagnetic phenomena in wave

motion are explored.
REFERENCE: Halliday and Resnick, Physics for Students of Science and
Engineering, Chapters 38 and 39.

THEORY AND PROCEDURE:

In the mid 19th century Maxwell introduced a concept into the theory of

electric and magnetic fields which provide a basis for understanding of
electromagnetic phenomena and light in the sphere of classical physics it

must be modified in light of modern develcpment for relativistic theories
The most significant outgrowth from this theory is the prediction that both
electric and magnetic fields are propogated as waves in empty space. If an

electric charge is suddenly displaced, the change in the electric field due

to the charge does not change every where instantaneously but spreads out

with a very high but finite speed. The same is true for magnetic fields.
Furthermore as this changing electric field moves through space it is always
accompanied by a magnetic field which is set up by the changing electric

field. The two move through space together and form an electromagnetic wave.
Maxwell predicted the speed of these electromagnetic waves to be 3 x 1010 cm

sec, which is the speed of light.

If an electrical oscillator is used to cause electric charges to move
back and forth on a rod as pictured in Figure 1 below, oscillating electric
and magnetic fields are set up around the charges. Figures la and lb show
only two extremes of the continually varying configuration, but you can work
out for yourself a feeling for how the fields look at various stages of the
oscillation. The electric and magnetic fields so created propogate
away as an electromagnetic wave

MAGNETIC FIELD
WHEN CHARGE TS
EVERYWURE ZERO

energy

ELECTRIC FIELD WHEN
CURRENT IS EVERYWHERE ZERO
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If another such rod or antenna is set somewhere in space and oriented
appropriately, these fields will induce changing currents in this remote
antenna and may be used as a receiver of these electromagnetic waves.

how should the receiver antenna be oriented with respect to the
transmitting antenna in order that the maximum effect may be
obtained, i.e. to get the maximum signal in the receiver?

Hertz used such a transmitter and receiver arrangement and the inter-
ference of such waves when reflected back on themselves by a metal reflector
in order to substantiate the existence of the waves and to verify the speed
predicted by Maxwell.

When an electromagnetic wave is reflected by a conducting sheet, one
must consider the action of the electric and magnetic fields of the wave on
the electrons of the conductor. From Figure 1 it follows that the electro-
magnetic wave has associated with it electric and magnetic fields. For the
plane wave the two fields are mutually perpendicular to one another and to
the direction of propagation. The electric field acts on the free electrons
and causes them to oscillate at the same frequency but 1800 out of phase so
the wave which they generate cancel the incident wave and create the
reflected wave. Concidering the magnetic field action it is possible to
arrive at the explanation for the recoil effect which takes place when light
wave is reflected. Consider a plane wave with the E vector in the x
direction at normal incident on a perfect conductor which lies in the xy
plane. Such a polarized plane electromagnetic wave can be defined by

Exi = Ern cos (vt - z) (1)

Since the E field inside the perfect conductor must be zero E - 0 in a
perfect conductor) there must be a reflected wave so that the complete
description of the waves above the plate must include a telm for this
reflected wave, which for the moment we will designate fy fr(vt + z) so that

Ex Exi + fr(vt + z) = Em cos A(vt - z) + fr(vt + z) (2)

Because the reflecting plane is a perfect conductor Ex at 7, = 0 must vanish so

f
r
(vt + 0) = -EM co P(vt - 0) 3)

Thus changing the argument of fr from vt to vt + z we have

EX = Em cos (vt - z) Em cos (vt + z). (L+)

From the definition of the wave length of such waves we can see that fOr the
wave with frequency w to repeat with a wavelength A we must set P equal to
.21r 00_ . Then the wave above the reflector is defined by

BX EM cos (m) t - 0 z) Em cos Lift +0z)

Ey Ez 0
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Fi-om Nhxwell's equations the magnetic field associated with these E fields

will be

H = EM cos (cci z ) + cos ( t z ) where '11 "-YE

Y

- is the permeability
of the space in
which the wave
travels. .= permittvaty
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U.LAN

We have in the laboratry for this experiment the necessary equipment

to work with electromagnetic waves of a wavelength about 10 cm. This consis z

of a transmitter which is no more than a high frequency electric oscillator

connected across a small gap in the middle or short conducting rod, forming a

dipole antenna driven from the center. There is als0 a double dipole antenna

which is just two such short split rods connected by cables to the same oscil-

lator so that they can both radiate waves in phasewith each other while free

to be separated in space by up to one meter. The receiver consists of a short

rod which is grounded in the center and has a contact connected just a little

bit off center. This contact is connected through a diode and a shielded

cable to a DC meter which reads the signal level induced in the antenna by the

passing electromagnetic waves from the transmitter. There are also available
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various sheet metal reflectors, wire grids and metal sheets with appropriate
slits for interference and diffraction measurements.

First set up the transmitter with the single antenna and use
the receiver to plot the field strength of the waves transmitted.
How do the fields vary around the transmitter assuming that the
receiver meterreading is proportional to the magnitude of the E
field?

Determine the variation of field strength with distance from
the source. Try reflecting the waves with various objects.
EXplain why each reflector behaves as it does. Are there any
special ways any of the reflectors tried must be oriented?

Explain.
Is the str N3th of the reflected wave reasonable c mpared

to the incident wave in terms of your observations and
explanations?

Can you form stanaing waves with this apparatus? Why?
What is the wavelength of these waves (measure this as accurately
as possible and then check with the instructor )Y

What should be the shape of the interference pattern from
two dipole antennae which are driven in phase from the same
source? Give a derivation for this shape. Set up the two dipole
antennae and measure the interference pattern and plot it for
several nodal lines. Compare this pattern with that of one
antenna and its image in a mirror (so called Lloyd's mirror
setup.) Does this agree with what you expect?

From the dimensions of the slits in one of the metal plates,
predict quantitatively what the space plot of the maximum magnitude
of the E field should be if the metal plate were between the trans-
mitter and the receiver as shown below in Figure 3. Check
experimentally.

As mentioned before the fields from a dipole antenna are
polarized. Determine experimentally how the E field vector is
oriented at a point in the horizontal plane through the trans-
mitter dipole which is itself vertical. How could you do this
if you had no knowledge about haw the receiver antenna was
constructed.

REFERENCES:

Cpticsi C. L. Andrews
Instruction Manual, Cenco
Physics for Students of Science and Engineering,
Halliday and Resnick, Ppo. 827-834.
Physics for Engineers & Scientists, Fowler and Meyer, Chapter 25.
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MICROWAVES

chu8etts Institute of Technology

References: 1. Mimeographed Notes
2. Slater, Microwave Electronics
3. Ginzton, Microwave Measurement
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Experiment P- cedure:

I. Microwaves in free space

1. Circuit: Power supply - klystron - attenuator wavemeter
slotted section (probe in slotted section not used ) - horn pickup
probe (or loop ) galvanometer.

2. Connect voltmeter across terminals marked "reflector"
on klystron power supply. Hold pickup probe in ring stand in front
of horn. Adjust repeller (reflection) voltage on klystron to
value giving good deflection on galvanometer. (It may be necessary to
adjust the 'double stub tuner" attached to the probe). Record the
repeller voltage.

3. Use the pickup probe to find the radiation pattern from
the horn. Do this qualitatively. (A m horn away' from reflecting
surfaces).

4. Use probe and loop to find polarization of E and H fields,
near horn and two feet away from horn.

5. How does radiation from horn differ from plane wave
radiation?

6. Using the metal reflector, set up standing waves in free
space. By moving the reflector, and observing the location of
nodes with the probe determine-the free space wavelength:

II. The Wavemeter

1. Circuit: Same as in I.

2. Leave klystron repeller voltage at value in I. Adjust
probe position to give full scale deflection on galvanometer.
Very slowly and smoothly turn wavemeter knob until a sharp decrease
In deflection occurs. (This happens when wavemeter resonant frequency

klystron frequency). The decrease should be 15-20 galvanometer
scale divisions - you should see the needle "kick" when you are at
the resonance point. Use calibration curve on 3-boratory bench to
obtain corrected wavemeter reading. Add 3.00 cm to find free space
wavelength, Ao. Compare with your first result for

3. Calculate the klystron frequency.

183
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icrowaves in wave :ulde

1. Circuit:
Power supply - klyst on - attenuator - wavemeter slotted s ction

prove in slotted section connected to galvanometer) various
terminating impedances.

2. Measurement of guide wavelength

(a) The guide operatea in the TE, , mode. By terminating
the guide with a short, set up standing w"' waves, and measure
the difference in probe position between several minima to find
guide wavelength (A ). (You should use same klystron frequency,

i.e., same setting of repeller voltage and mechanical tuner, as in
Parts I and II of this experiment).

(b) If klystron frequency has been changed, remeasure with
the wavemeter.

(c) Measure the inner guide dimensions and calculate cutoff
wavelength,

C'
(d) Use (b) and (c) to compute .ig. Compare with experimental

result in (a).

3. Reflection coefficient measurements:

Measure the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR ) and calculate
reflection coefficient for waveguide terminated in short circuit,
open circuit, matched load, horn. Interpret results.

IijELYI2LL621 m°de3:
1. Circuit: Power supply - klystron attenuator wave

meter - sIZTTUsection - matched load.
2. Connect probe in slotted section to galvanometer (with

shunt crross it). Connect voltmeter across terminals marked
"reflector" (repeller) on klystron power supply. Plot relative
power output vs reflector voltage. Why do we use a matched load here?

3. Connect probe in slotted section to vertical plates of
oscilloscope. (Make sure the coax ground is connected to the scope
ground). Connect scope sweep voltage (proper terminal on back of
scope) to terminal marked "sweep" on klystron power supply. Vary
the repeller D.C. voltage and observe the klystron "modes" on the
scope. (Screw probe all the way in to get maximum power in the scope.

4. Adjust the wavemeter so that a dip appears on each of the
mode curves. Measure the frequency of the klystron as a function
of repeller voltage, establishing the voltage scale on the scope
by comparing the mode curves on the scope with the mode curves
plotted with the galvanometer.(Do this only for the strongest mode).

5. Change the setting of the mechanical tuner on the klystron.
What happens to the central frequency of the mode?
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V. Measurements on cavity

1. Circuit: Power supply - klystron - wavemeter - cavity
slotted section (with probe attached to scope ) short.

2. Turn on vacuum system and evacuate cavity. Measure pressure.

3. Simultaneously adjust klystron tuner, repeller voltage, and
probe position until you observe on the scope a large klystron mode
with a dip in it. (This dip represents absorption of microwave
power by the cavity). Turn wavemeter dial to ascertain that this
dip is the cavity resonance, not a wavemeter resonance.

4. Adjust so that cavity dip is at center of voltage mode. (You
will probably find two cavity dips; choose one of them for all your
subsequent measurements.

5. Use wavemeter dip to measure resonant frequency and approxi-
mate "Q" of cavity.

6. Turn off pump and slowly readmit air into cavity. From
the change in the cavity resonant frequency, calculate index of
refraction of air at this frequency. (see below)

7. Evacuate cavity again, isolate it from pump, and admit
NH into cavity slowly (do this by opening and closing tank valve,

then slowly opening the needle valve). Measure the index of
refraction on NH

3
at 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and 1 atmosphere.

8, Measure Q of cavity with NH3 at 1 atmosphere. How do you

account for the large absorption by NH2? (See C.H.Townes, Phy.Rev.
70, 665, 1946; D.M. Dennison, Rev. Moth' Phys., 175, 1940.

MEASURING INDEX OF REFRACTION

The basic waveguide relation between free space wavelength,
guide wavelength ( ) and cutoff wavelength is:

1 = 1 + 1

Ao 2 )-77

Since a cavity is a section of guide shorted at both ends, ex.
cavity used In Part V above, wavemeter, etc. this equation still
applies. However, while in a non-shorted guide, Ag may have any

value under the cutoff wavelength, this is not true for a cavity.
For cavities, A has only cerain allowed Values determined by

the cavity length, L, from; = L where n = 1, 2, 3, . .

If the cavity operates in the2lowest mode, n=1. Thus, sinceAg and
A are both fixed in a cavity, A o

is also fixed.

Consider a wave of frequency =F being propagated in an un-
bounded region of empty space, with velocity = c (the velocity c,?
light). The length of this wave it then: A= s/f. If the space is
now filled with dielectric, of index of refraction, n, the velocity
of propa ation is changed to v = n. Therefore, the new relation
between and f is: A = o/nf.

I al
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We apply this to a cavity. Here, A = A and is fixed by the
cavity dimensions assuming cavity is operatea in lowest Mode).
Thus we have:

f- without dielectric
1

2
with dielectric

where f = resonant frequency of cavity without dielectric, and
f = 1 resonant frequency of cavity with dielectric. Therefore,
2

nf = f n = f / f
2 1 2

Hence, from the change in the resonant frequency of the ca ity, we
may determine the index of refraction.

Note on the wavemeter: The wavemeter is a cavity of variable length,
so that A in the wavemeter may be varied. A is fixed by the wave-

meter cross section. Therefore the wavemeter may be calibrated to
read free space wavelength, o

directly. This calibration curve is
an the laboratory bench.

SPECIAL QUESTIONS:

1. (a) Generation of microwaves: Discuss briefly the operation of
the klysTTITDE7Theauding description of the kiyatron construcon,
modes, etc. What are the fine and course frequency controls on the
klystron? How can the klystron frequency be varied periodically
in time?

.(b) Detection of microwaves: Describe operation of crystal
detector. What-does the crystal measure when used as a microwave
detector?

2. (a) Using your knowledge of current distributions in a rectangular
waveguide, discuss qualitatively the effec'.5s on TE modes of a thin
slot in the following wave guides (as shown below)

z
3. Microwaves of wavelength A, are to be transmitted through a rec-
tangular waVeguide of dimensices "a" and "b" (s.7.b). Determine the
allowed dimensions of the guide (i.e., find the permissible values
of "a" and b" such that the guide transmits only the TE10 mode.



4. Consider the following two cylindrical waveguides:

a) concentric cylinders b) hollow cylinder

199 /2

On the basis of physical reasoning only, which guide will have
the lower cutoff frequency?

5. Group and Phase velocity

For a plane wave travelling in the positive Z direction,

ro(x'y)
iwtz) The "phase velocity" of this wave is

1/d$
defined as 1fp = (14s ; the "group velocity" is given by lig = dm

Show that: a)
P

= = cutoff frequency

b) ir 1r = C2
P y

Is the fact that nr .2!c consistent with the Special Theory of
Relativity?

6, Consider the "ridged waveguide shown below:

with no ridge

the cutoff wavelength is:/(c.

From physical reasoning or)ly, determine whether the cutoff wave
length for the ridged guide, /l'a 13 larger than, equal to, or less
than A

c"

7. What is a wavemeter? Does a wavemeter measure free space wave-
length or guide wavelength? What is the relation between wavemeter
reading and resonant frequency of wavemeter?
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MICROWAVE PROPAGATION 201

University of California, BerkeLey

In this experiment we will investigate the propagation of electro-

magnetic fields in free space and in bounded media. Such studies are per-

formed most simply in the microwave frequency range where the available power

in a narrow frequency range is high and where the wavelength is of the order

of convenient laboratory distances.

The most satisfactory way to develop the theory of electromagnetic

propagation is from Maxwell's equations. For this development we refer you

to your text. We will present an alternate theoretical treatment here,

which follows the results of Expe iment B-8. In B-8 we computed the in-

ductance per unit length and the capacitance per unit length for a coaxial

line and obtained the results:

4111

We chose the

Fig. 1

single line because

(2/c2) In (2h/d) (1)

C' (2 1n(2h/d)-1) (2)

In the experiment we studied the

propagation of a sinusoidal wave

on a single line near ground.

of the ease in varying the position of the

line and the accessibility of

the central conductor The in-

ductance and capacitance per unit

length for the single wire near

ground are:

Fig. 2

(2/ ) cosh-1 (2h/d)

C' (2 cosh-1 (2h/d))-1

We also developed the theory of propagation on a distributed line as a
--

Copyrighte1963 Educational Services Incorporated. No part of this manuscript
may be reproduced without written permission of Educational Services Incorporated.
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limiting case of the lumped line of Experime B-6 and B-7. We found an

equation for a voltage wave of the form:

2v/dz2
(L'C')d2V/dt2

This equation has the same form as the familiar wave equation:

(5 )

_2 1dy/dz2 = (1/u)2 d2y/dt2 . (6)

By comparing Eqs. (5) and (6) we Obtain the result for the velocity oP

propagation:
1

u = (1/1,c,)2 (7)

Substituting from Eqs. (1) and (2) or (3) and (4) we see that the velocity of

propagation in both c ses is given by

u (8)

Before discussing propagation in space we will consider one final example

of propagation on a tre.nsmission ii-e. Consider a parallel line formed fram

two conducting strips separated by a distance h short compared with their

width a. The capacitance per unit length can be computed directly to be:

C' = A'/4oh' a/4Ah

where A' is the area per unit length and i$ equal to the midth a.

Fig. 3

(9)

The inductance per unit length

may be computed once we know the

included flux. From Stoke's Law

the integral of the induction

around a closed path is given by:

f B di = 47ri/c . (10)

The induction is largely concen-

trated between the strips so that
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i.ic can write

B dl Ba (11)

where E is the value of the induction between the strips. The inductance

per unit length is given by

L' - (1/c) '/I = Bh/Ic (1/0 421h/a . (12)

By substituting Eqs. (9) and 12 into Eq. (7), we see that the

velocity of propagation is again equal to C. In fact we can prove that

for any uniform tranMmission line the velocity of propagation in vacuum is

c. For the strip line the electric field is everywhere uniform and is

simply equal to V/h. If we divide Eq. (5) by h on both sides we can

write a wave equation for the electric field:

d2E/dz2 = (1/c)2 d2 E/dt2

where E is normal to the plane of the strips.

(13 )

Let us now imagine that we increase the width a of the strips and

their separatiOn h, keeping the ratio h/a small so that the electric

field is uniform in the transverse plane. Eq. ('3) is unaffected by the

abeol'Ite magnitudes of a and h so long as the field is uniform. In

the limit that h is infinite we are left with a description of the

propagation of an electric field in a conductor-frce space. Thus Eq. (13)

provides a description of the propagation of a plane electromagnetic wave

in free space.

We begin our experimental investigation by studying the multiple

reflection of a plane electromagnetic wave by a pair of parallel plates.

In order to couple the wave into and out of the interior space we may use

metal screening or hardware cloth. Consider the arrangement shown in

Fig. (1). A microwave transmittIng horn injects an electromagnetic wave

into the space between the plates. The wave is multiply reflected by
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Fig. I.

j

1

L

the plates. The rate at which microwaves are radiated into the receiver horn

depends on the microwave level between the plates. We can expect this level

to be appreciable only if the incident microwave field is reinforced by the

field which has been reflected twice:

Fig. 5.

The two waves viii reinforce each other only if the path dlfference is equal

to an integral nuMber of wave lengths:
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o

or L = n0.0/2) (IL)

Adjust the klystron oscillator to the middle of its mechanical tuning range

and find those values of L for maximum intensity. You should be able to

produce a plot of the kind shown below:

1

Fig. 6.

3 5

From your data determine the wave length X.0 and compute the klystron

frequency v =

We next consider the propagation in the z direction of a wave bounded

by a pair of planes parallel to the electric field E as shown below. What

is the wave equation for the

electric field under these con-

ditions? We must remember that

a wave equation is a general

equation which has as its solutious

all physically possible waves.

Although we are interested in a

wave propagating along z our

Fig. 7.
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equation must reduce to Eq. (13) for a wave prcpmating along x. In this way

we are led to an equation of the form:

d2E + d2E/d (1
)2 d2E/dt2

(15)

For a plane wave propagating along x, E is independent of z so that

the second term on the left side of Eq. (15) vanishes and we obtain Eq. (13) as

required. Wtereas Eq. (13) is the analog of the vave equation on a string,

Eq. (15) is the analog of the wave equation of a diaphragm.

We could have developed Eq. (15) by starting from the delay net rather than

the delay line. A delay net is most simply formed by arranging the inductors

on a square net as shown in Fig. 3 and connecting capacitors from the points of

intersection to ground. The

rate of change of voltage

across a capacitor is now

elated to four currents

mther than two. We can consider

a pair of pdrallel plates

the limiting case of the delay

net. Ftnally we may let the

separation between the plates

increase to infinity, giving

us Eq. (15).71.g. 8.

What is the phase velocity of a wave traveling along the z direction as

shown in Fig. 7? Since the side plates are conducting, the electric field must

Vanish at x = 4- a 2 In order to satisfy the wave equation we look for a

form of E such that d2E/dX2 has the same dependence on x and z as does

E. Consider the form:

E(x,z,t) E(z,t) cos ox/a (16)

1.9B



Taking the second derivat v with respect to x obtain:

d2E(x t)/dx2 (/a)2 E(z,t) cos gx/a . (17)

Subs ituting into Eq. (15) we dbtain:

d2E(z,t)/dz2 (rf/a)2E(z,t) (1/02d2E(z,t)/dt2 (18)

Now let us Imagine that z,t) is a sinusoidal traveling wave of the

form:

E(z,t) = E0 cos w(t - z/u) (19)

Substituting into Eq. (18) we obtain

(n/a)2 = (w/c) (20)

Rearranging terms we obtain for the phase velocity

-00T the wave- length

where X
o

U _ (x0/2a)2'2

x xoni - (x0/

v is the free space wave length. There is a simple

(21)

(22)

seometrical construction which also gives the wave equation solution.

200
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can obtain a transverse electric

field of the form given by Eq.

(16) fram a pair of plane waves

criented as shown. In order for

tha net electric field to be

zero at the walls the sine of

the angle between the wavefrmt

and the normal to the plates

must be given by

sin e = N.0/2a (23)

Row the wavelength is given

from the figure by

= %

which is the result of Eq. (22).

In order to study the propagation of bounded electromagnetic waves we re=

(24)

turn to the exTerimental arrangement of Fig. 4 exzept that we add side baffles

to restrict the waves.

20A



Again, wewill expect inaxinwm transmission under the conditA.on:

L - 2 .+

]- (25)

Find several combinations of a and L which give maximum transmission.

By rearranging Eq. (25) we can obtain the expression

2a

(1/21)2 + (1/2a (1N (26)

Fig. 12.

1
21

This form suggests a simple way

of plotting your experlmental

data If (1121) and (1/2a)

are taken to be the x and y

coordinates of a point then

all points must lie on a

circle of radius (1/% ).
o-

Record your data on a plot of

this kind.

finally Lonsider the character of the propagation as a appr a hes

From Eqs. (16) and (19) we have for the electric field!

E(x,z,t) = E0 cos nx/a cos w(t z/u) (27)

where the phase velocity is given by:

u = c/[1 - 0/2a) ] 2

Note that when 2a is smaller than N.
o

the velocity becomes imaginary:

u =
)2

1]1 = iw (28)

We can find the form of E(x,z,t) very simply by reealli g that

cos w(t zfu) = Real part [el w(t

202

zfu))
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Then we have

cos w(t + iz ) = Real part [el w(t

-w z
e cos wt . (29)

Thus we see that when 2a is smaller than N.
o

we have an exponential decrease

in the field along the guide. The critical frequency is given by

V = = c/2a (30)

This freouency is called the cut-off frequency for a guided wave. It is the

lowest frequency at which electromagnetic waver can propagate down the guide.

ln order to study the cut-off of a guided wave arrange a pair of baffles

as shown below:

Fig. 13.

Gradually reduce the separation between the plates keeping than parallel.

You may note An oscillatory variation in transmitted signal because of multiple

reflections from the ends of the plates. "You will find a critical separation

at which the trensmitted signal drops abruptly to zero. This is the cut-off

condition. Enter the measured separation on Fig. 12 at (1/2L) = 0.

As we have seen from Eqs. (21) and

20a

22 the phase velocity u and wave-



length h both go to infinity as 2a approaches ho. Does this mean that

vs can signal vith infinite speed under these conditions? We vould be

very surprised if special relativity were so easily violated. This

prdblem is most simply discussed in terms of Fig. 10 whore ve have used

a pair of plane waves to represent the propagation of a guided wave. From

this figure ve see that the guide wave wavelength:

h 0

is purely a geometrIcal quantity and neither It nor the phase veloc

e 0 0 (d[1. (%0/2a)2A (32)

has any physical significance. When ve speaX of signaling vs are in fact

concerned with energy transfer. From Flg. 10 we eee that energy travels

down the guide with a velocity which is equal to the component of c on

the guide direction:

c cos 9 .4= c (1 - (hof2a)20- (33)

This veloCity v is usually called the group veloCity since it is the

VelOcity With which the envelope of a group of waves moves down the.

guide. AA the frequency v approaches the cut-off frequency 0/2a the

phase velocity u goes tn infinity. However the group velocity, which is

the velocity with which ve can signal, goes to zero. Since any wave can

be nade up out of plane vaves moving in various directions ve can easily

see that c Must be-an upper limit for the rate of energy transfer,

which is equivalent to the velocity of signaling.
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MICROWAVE DIFFRA TION

University of California, Berkeley

In Experiment B-10 we examined two kinds of simple solutions of the

two-dimensional wave equation:

d2E/ + d2E/dz2 = (1/c dt2 (1)

where E is along the y direction and is indep-ndent of y. One

solution is the familiar plane wave:

E = E cos w(t - z/s
o

(2)

-which is shown in Flg. 1. A second solution is that of a guided wave, which

is constrained to be zero at the conducting surfaces, whose planes are

designated by x = + a/2. This wave has the form:

E = E (cos A x/a] cos w(t z/u)

wbere the phase velocity is given by:

ci[i (7,0/2a)2f1"

There is another simple solution of the two-dimensional wave equation,

which has cylindrical symmetry:

and is shown in Fig.

E = E (c

Fig. 1

COS (A) ric) (5)
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How can we determine whether Eq. (5) is a solution of the wave equation as

given By Eq. (1)7 We examine this question by direct substitution of Eq.

(5) into the wave equation. In order to simplify the differentiation we note

the following relations:

If we have a function f(r) ve can write the derivative of f(r) with

respect to x in the form:

(d/dz) f(r) (z/r)(d/dr) f(r) 6)

Fig. 3.

This relation follows simply

from geometry as shown to the

left in Fig. 3. The change in

f(r) in a distance dz is

simply given by the change in

dr = (cos 6)dz. But cos e

is equal to z/r, which gives

Eq. (6).

The second derivative may be obtained from the relation:

(d2/dz2) f(r) = (d/dz)[(z/r) (d/dr) f(r))

(7)

(l/r) (d/dr) f(r) (z2/r)(d/dr)((1/r)(d/dr) f(r)1

Similarly we can write:

(d2/ ) f(r) = (d/dr) x2/r) (d/dr)((l/r) (d/dr) f(r)] . (8)

Adding these two equations we obtain:

(d /dx2 + d2/dz2) f(r) = (2/0 (d/dr) f(r)

+ r(d/dx)[(1/0 (d/dr) f(

= (l/r) (d/dr) f(r) (d2/ (9)

Letting f(r) be E(r) we obtain:
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(d/dr) E(r) (w/c) E0
5/2

cos - r/c)

(w/c) E0 (c/wr)2 sin w(t - r/c) (10

(d/d2r) E(r) . (3/4) (w/c) E (c/w05/2 cos w(t _ r/c)

(w/c) E0 (c/wr)3/2 sin w(t - r/c)

(w/c)2 E0 (/)2 cos w(t r/c) . (11)

Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (9) we obtain:

(d /dx2
d2/dy2) (4)2

(c/wr) cos w (t - r/c)

(w/c)2 E0 (c/ )5/2 cos w(t r/c) (12)

For distances r sufficiently great that

(c/wv) = (1/
)2 (xo/r)2

is small compared with one, ye can neglect the second term in Eq. (12). If

we are interested in making measurements of the transmitted power to 10

percent accuracy this means r greater than one wave length. Now the

right side of Eq. (1) is simply given by:

(1/02) (d/dt E(r) - - (w/c)
2
E
o

(c/wr)2 cos w(t r/c) (13)

which is the dominant term in Eq. (12) for r > X.

Our conclusion is that a cylindrical wave of the form given by Eq. (5)

is an approximate solution of the wave equation which is accurate to 10

percent for
o

and becomes increasingly more accurate for larger

values of r. We may expect a radiation pattern of the form of Eq. (5

to be produced by a simple vertical oscillat ry current as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Fig, 5.

In the present experiment we will be int rested in the radiation pattern

from a slit in a conducting plane of the form shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that

Eq. (5) can not describe the radiation fi ld fram a slit. Since the slot is in

a conducting plane at z = 0 the electric field must be identically zero

at z - 0 for all r. We can simulate such a solution by writing a wave

which is (c/w) times the derivative of Eq. (5) with respect to z:

/ 1
(c/w) (d/d0[(c/ ) 2 E

o
cos w(t - r/ )

(cos 9) (d/dr)[(c/wr cos w(t -

= E
o

(cos 0) (c/wr)2 [sin w(t - r/c) - i(c/wr) cos

(14)

(t - r/-)) .

Again for r > k
o

the second term is small and may be neglected. Thus we obtain

for the radiation field of a single slit it a conducting plane:

ETr,0,t) = E0(c35 0)(1wrO. cos w(t - r/c) 15)

where the angle 0 .is as shown in Fig. 3. This radiation patt rn may be gener-

ated by a pair of out of phase currents displaced from each other along the z

direction as shown in Pig. 6.

As an experimental study we vill wish to measure the detected power at a

constant distance r gram a single slit with microwaves incident fram the left
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as shown in Fig. 7. We will expect thtt the reneived power, whi h is

Fig. 6.

/ 2 N
proportional to E

2
should vary as keos 6j/r.

217

Fig. 7.

The radiation pattern from an antenna is conventionally shown in

terms of a polar plot with the radius p Iproportional to the received

power. The radiation pattern of a single slit is shown plotted in this

way in Fig. 8.

p = cos

This pattern has a single lobe directed along the normal to the plane.

We have assumed in writing Eq. (15) a slit that is narrow compared with X.
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For a slit comparable to X0 or larger than ko we must c nsider a composite

of line sources of the form shown in Fig. 8 so as to correspond to a wide slit

as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 3.0

What is the radiation field from a wide slit? We can cempute the pattern by

integrating Eq. (15). We will not carry aut the mathematics hcre although

the procedure is reasonably straight forward. What we would find is that as

the slit opens, the forward lobe becomes more pronounced. For slits wider

that a wavelength a pair of secondary lobes appear as shown in Fig. 11. As the

slit becomes still wider additional lobes develop.

2 10

Fig. 11.



To study the lobe pattern of a wide elit with a horn one must make r

sufficiently large that the angle subtended by the horn is smaller than the

angular width of the lobe.

We will examine next the radiation pattern expected from a pair of

narrow slits of variable separation as shown in Fig. 22.

Fig. 12.

Fi-om Fig. 12 for r large compared with d we have the following approximate

relation

r r d sin 0
-2

r + d sin 16)

We wish to compute a total E(r, t ) which is the sum of the electric fields

from the separate slits:

73(r,9,t) = E1(r1,01,t) + 02 ) t (17)

Az long as d is small compared with r the dominant effect of the dis-

placement of the two Blitz comes in the phase of the waves. Substituting

Eq. (15) into Eq. (17) me obtain for the net field:

E(r,O,t) E_(cos 0 )(c/_ cos w(t /e.-) + cos w(t -
o'

11

3 (18)
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From the trigonometric relation:

cos (A + B) + cos (A - ) = 2 cos A cos B

substituting from Eq. (16) we obtain:

cos w(t r
1
/c) + cos w(t - r-/c) = 2[cos(wd sin 0/c)] cos w(t (20)2

Finally substituting into Eq. (18) we obtain

E(r,0,t) = 2E0 (cos 0) [cos (64 sin e/c)] COB W (t - r/c) (21)

The radiation pattern from a dolible slit will be of the form:

p (cos2 ) [co 2(wd sin 0/c)] (22)

The first term in Eq. (22) is the single sl t pattern, which is multiplied by

the interference between the two slits. We expect from Eq. 22) that there

will be secondary lobes for:

cos (wd sin 0/c) = + 1 or 2d sin (2*)

This is simply the angle at which the two waves interfere constructively as

shown in Fig. 13. For example for 2d = (2)
o

we obtain on substitution:

Fig. 13.

sin 0 . (2) n . (24)

S n e sin 0 must be smaller

than one, there are three

allowed values of n:

n = 0, + 1,

The first is the central

lobe and the next two are the

side lobes ati-if/4 and -

In this experiment we will measure the radiation pattern for a single slit

and for a pair of narrow slits separated by a distance 2d which is larger

Zi2



then a wavelength. A suggested exTerimental arrangement for the pattern

of a single slit is shown in Fig. 14. The baffles are designed to concen-

trate the incident radiation otto the slit.

Fig. 14.

A suggested experimental arrangement for a pair of slits is shom in

Fig. 15= Here the baffles cre designed to split the microwave radiation

and concentrate it on the two slits.

)

Fig. 15.
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Measure and plot the detected power from the single and double slits as a

function of 0 at constant r. Made a plot of the radiation patterns. Compare

the single slit pattern with the theoretical pattern:

p = cos

Prom the positions of the minor lobes of the doxible slit pattern and the

measured separation 2d compute the wavelength X.
o

. Make an independent

determination of wavelength from the cut-off condition for guided waves as

shown in Fig. 13 of EXpertment B-10 and compare the two values.

If you have sufficient time you may wish to examine the radiation pattern

for more widely separated slits or possibly for a single wide slit.

If the two slits were driven by separate klystrons would you expect to

Observe an interference pattern? What kind of pattern would you expect? Mbat

does the observation of interference tell you about the electric fields at the

two slits?

If you were to interchange the receiving and the transmitting horns --

that is, to place the slits in front of the receiver and rotate the trans-

mitter -- would you expect to observe an interference pattern? Explain.





THE MILLIKAN OIL DROP EXPERIMENT

California Institute of Technolog

PRINCIPLES*: A small droplet having a
an excess charge of 1 electron, can be
field of about 1.8 x 105 Vm-1 , as may
between parallel plates with a spacing
be 900 volts. Hence the charge of the
the mass of the droplet were known.

5mass of 3 x 101--- kg., when carrying
suspended against gravity in a vertical
easily be calculated. If the field is
of 0.5 cm, the applied potential would
electron could thus be determined if

The mass of the droplet is known if its density and radius are known.
The rate of fall of a small drop in a viscous fluid follows Stokes' "Law"
which states that the viscous force F acting on the drop is given by
F = ay1' where rt is the coefficient of viscosity of the fluid,
"a" the radius of the drop and vl its velcsity**. The force due to gravity
acting on the drop is F 4/3 cit a3g( '), where is the density of
the oil of which the drop is composed and is the density of the flcid
(air ). These two forces are equal when

(1)

Since v VI, g, j andy can be measured, the radius, a, of the droplet
may thuS be found and its mass calculated. This, then, is the fundamental
principle behind Milliken's Oil Drop Experiment.

In practice it is found expedient to apply an excess electric field and
actually cause the particle to move upward. Just as the viscous drag limits
the velocity of fall, so also it limits the velocity of rise. Since the
velocities are proportional to the forces, we have

vi rng rag

q
v1 v

2

vl (2)

223

I'Thiethe magnitudes of the quantities only are considered. In these expressions
v
1

is the downward velocity, v2 the upward velocity, E. the electric field,

and q the charge on the droplet. This charge is always found to be an integral
number of elementary charges, the charge on the electron. Thus, q = eln.

Milliken found, however, that when accurate measurements were made, the
charge el found by using Eqs. (1) and (2) depended on the size of the drop,
being larger for the smaller drops. He soon realized that the trouble was
with Stoke& law of fall. When the size of the drops become compareble with
the distances between molecules of the air, they tend to fall between the

*The student should read at least some of t,e following pages of Millikan's
book, "Electrons and - etc.", Univ. of Chicago Press, 1947, pp. 54 to 124,
for a more complete description. Milliken was one of the great experimental
physicists of modern times. His description of how he stumbled onto the
single drop method together with the experimental results achieved is an
excellent example of how an experimentalist works.

**This "law" is actually not a fundamental law like Newton's laws, but is only
a name given to the relationship between retarding force and droplet radius.
The relationship can be derived by considering the flow of the viscous fluid
around the drop.
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molecules and hence fall faster than in an ideal continuous fluid. Millikan
reasoned that since the effect was sma11, a linear correction to the velocity
was probably sufficient. Such a linear correction applied to Eq. (1) would be

where p is the pressure of the air, "a" the radius of the drop and b a constant
<( pa. Hence the correction applied to the -alculated mass m, of the drop
would be

'71 ='-0

Or, if no corrections for failure
lsted by using Eq. (1), then when
raised to the 2/3 power and is pi
result. The intercept on the 012
e2/3, for the continuous fluid.
plots of his data.)

(1 + 3/ 2

of Stokes law are applied but m is calcu-
the apparent charge of the electron, el, is
_ted against 1/pa, a straight line should
axis when 1/pa 0 gives the correct value,

See Millikan's book for further details and

APPARATUS: Oil drop apparatus; light source giving an approximately parallel
beam; atomizer with oil; high voltage power upply; voltmeter; one reversing
switch; one DPDT switch; stop clock.

PROCEDURES: (1) Carefully disassemble the oil-drop apparatus to determine the
plate spacing. The calibration of the scale in the eyepiece may also be
determined at this time by using the calibrated screw provided. After
reassembling, the telescope may be focused on the region through which the
droplets will come by inserting a small wire through the small hole in the
piece inset into the top plate, and focusing on the wire.

(2) The procedure for obtaining drops is to spray the inside of a glass
bottle with oil from the atomizer, then place this over the piece in the top
plate that contains the small hole. Wiggling the bottle will tend to drive
the droplets into the space between the plates.

If all adjustments have been made properly the droplets will appear like
bright stars on a dark background.

Note the Brownian motion in the clusters of small drops. Note also the
diffraction pattern around the drops. Physics is where you find itt

(3) Finding a suitable dr A drop should contain not more than a few
unit charges to arrive at a unique value of the charge on the electron. A
suitable drop for this apparatus is one that requires from 10 to 30 seconds
to move, by gravity only, across half the field of view and requires a similar
time to rise when a potential of 1000 to 2500 volts is applied between the
plates. Why do the drops have an electrical charge?

(4) Measurements and Calculations: One should first find the mass of
the droplet without correcting for departures from Stokes' law of fall. The
"apparent" charge* el should then be found. Now locate your point on the
graph in the laboratory which gives Millikan's values of e12/3 vs 1/pa, as
stated under principles (this experiment). You need not r6ly on this graph
if you use two or more drops of different sizes.
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Discussion of Errors: In a measurement of this kind, it is important to
realize where errors creep in. If only statistical errors are entering, the

error in your final value for the charge of the electron should be consistent

with the known errors in the individual quantities involved. Is this true?

From the fluctuations in the times of rise and fall of your drop, how

many determination5 of each would you need to make to reduce the statistical

error to 1 percent? to 0.1 percent?

Coefficient of viscosity of air (20°C) = 1.8325 x 10-5newton sec per m2.

*Charge calculated using mass value uncorrected for departures from Stokes law.
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ELECTRONIC CHARCE

University of California, Berkeley
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Apparatu See reference Kunkel and Hansen.

Purpose: To measure the charge of the electron.

Method: Paths of charged oil drops are observed by photographing them with dark
field illumination. Oil drops are sprayed into the top of the settling column

and allowed to settle between two electric field plates which produce a field
in the horizontal direction. The drops are illuminated by a system of lenses

which prevents all light but that scattered from the drops from entering the
camera lena.

Source

field.

region

The oil drops will be statically charged upon separation from the main body of
oil. Charging is of the nature of a statistical variatii,n and charges of both
signs will be present equally.

Particles of the Oise observed here approach terminal velocity in less than a
milli second. Diameter and charge of particles are evaluated through direct
application of Stokes's Law from measurement of vertical and horizontal
components of velocity.

Camera lens

Stokes's Law F = q v

where q is the coefficient of viscosity, v is velocity, and d diameter.

From this we can find the diameter by

ri8 v \i/2

d -

)8'

where v
Y is the verti al compe_lent of the veioeity,

drops, and p2 the density of the supporting medium.
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The charge can be found by
5elv d 900 ier (It

----

).u.s.e
E

((e.s.u.) volts)

and thepreceding formula. Here vx is the horizontal component of velocity, t is
the separetien of the field plates, and V the potential measured in volts.
In the present apparatus vx and v are determined by

VX VTv =
x MN y

where v is the number of flashes per second, M the magnification, N the number of
intervals meesure4Kand X the horizontal and vertical measurements of the
magnified traces.

The separation of the field plates, is maintained by quartz spacers and was
measured as 7.742 t .004 mw at 25.4° C.

The chopper is run by a synchronous motor at 450 rpm.
el , the density of mineral oil is 0.8805 g/ml.

Procedure:

WARNING- Do not turn on the mercury arc lamp until the cooling wa er
is flowing at the rate of 4 liters per minute. If the lamp does not operate

after turning on the required flow of water call the instructor.

Rate of change of the apparatus temperature greatly affects the experimental

results. Therefore the experiment should be run as early in the lab. period as

possible. Afternoon temperatures are usually rising rapidly. The insulation

cannot prevent internal temperature change, but only causes a time lag and

damping of variations.

Cood conditions require an apparatus temperature constant to 0.01 C. Conditions

in the lab. may cause a temperature rise of 0.05°C between 1:00 and 2:00 p.m. and

more than double this later on.

Therefore students should completely familiarize themselves with the apparatus and

the preliminary darkroom procedure before the lab. period. For this reason you

will not expect to get the accepted value of e, but rather a value consistent

with the amount of temperature rise.

Begin by loading the magazine with 2 feet of "Tri-X" film in total darkness.

Mount the camera, open four slots in the chopper and disconnect the field source.

TUrn on and check the reqaired water flow of 4 liters per minute.

Check to see that the shutter is in place and start the arc. Start the chopper.

Carefully take the instulation from the top of the settling column, and with the
atomizer spray about 10 strong, fast squirts of oil drops into the column. Replace

everything and take a 2 sec exposure immediately to determine direction of gravity.

Do not let light into the analyzing chamber any longer than necessary for taking

the picture. Record the time, room temperature, and apparatus temperature and

keep a record of these throughout the entire experiment to be handed in with your

report.

Record the potential of the field source.

Connect the field source and take the following expqsures remembering to reverse

the switch between frames.
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After the 2nd frame you should have time to slide the focaslide up to observe the

drops on the rfround glass plate. Throv the shutter no more than 5 sec for each

partner. You should be atIc tO WO (.')
urops crossirg the field all the time.

Don't forget to replace the camera.

Elapsed time Frame Exposure
...._ -__ --

1/2 min 1 2 sec -for vertical

connect field

2 2 2 sec

4 3 2 sec

6 4 3 sec

close chopper to one op ning

9 5

12 6 :::

15 7 4 sec

18 8 5 sec

21 9 6 see

24 10 7 sec

27 11 3 sec

Continue with increasing exposures every three minutes to end of film.- if you

would like to check bhe direction of the field lines for frame 10 throw the 4 PDT

switeh one way for 3 sea and then very quickly the other way for 3 sec. After

finishing the photography you may observe the drops as long as ycu wish.

TUrn off the chopper and the arc and after a few minutes the water, and disconnwt

the field source.

35 mm roll film should be developed in the cylindrical stainle s steel can witl

the spiraled wire film holder.

Practice loading this in total darkness with exposed film. To load this cut the

corners off the tail cnd of the film and insert this tongue in the spring clear in

the center of the spool squeezing the film to make it narrow enough. Then rcll the

film around the spool, put the spool in the can and cover it. The lights mai now

be turned on for developing. :Beakers in the darkroom should be marked with tape

at the right level to just cover film in this can.

The magnification M bas been determined by photographing a standard reticle placed

in the focal plane of the optical system. This film is available and shou'ol be

placed in the negative holder of the enlarger together with a track film. Make

a 8 x 10 enlargment of both films simultaneously.
Measure traces in good focus, making an angle of 200 - 700 0 having a length of

20 dots or more for best accuracy. 20 dot traces with Y less than 1.3 cm long

should be discounted as too small (WZ7:50). 30 to 50 traces should give you a

fair statistical value for e. To speed calculations, it is suRested that you

carry through the formulas with say N = 10. Then plug in X Y1/4 equivalent to

10 intervals. Scratch the frame numbers on the shiny side of the film.
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Plot intervals of charge (in e.s.u.) versus number of particles falling within

each interval. Narh the squares with th dj.cm,Ac,: cf the drop and hand this in

with your report. From any groupings which May occur pick a value for the

unit charge which will give you the minimum average deviation.

Plot percent deviation from your value of e versus drop diameter and hand this in

with your report. Here you will see the effect of the small temperature change.

Hand in the film with your report.

Derive the formulas for d and q from Stokes's Law.

What is the upper limit of drop diameters which can be calculated by Stokes's

Law?

Why is it unnecessary to apply the Cunningham eorrec ion?

4. Plot temperature vs time on one graph showing points of beginning and

ending frames.

5. Plot distribution of charges measured in e.s.u.

6. Plot percent deviation vs. diameter. Explain the cause of the trend of the

deviation in view of the temperature change.

7. If in frame 10 you measured the angle the field makes with the vertical,

include the values and the average value. If not, tell how one would

determine this angle.

Estimate how much your potential measuring device may have changed the

potential and why.



CHARGE-MASS RATIO OF ELECTR NS 251

Oberlin College

While the idea of electrons as small negatively charged
particles is commonplace today, it is quite a recent idea
only a little more than sixty years old. In 1897 J.J.
Thomson conducted some investigations on what were then
called cathode rays; the nature of these rays was unknown,
and Thomson adopted purely as a working hypothesis the
assumption that the rays were streams of charged particles.
His experiments consisted of allowing the particles to be
acted upon by electric and magnetic fields and observing
the subsequent motions of the particles. The simple manner
in which the particle hypothesis allowed the results of
Thomson's experiments to be interpreted was one of the
first pieces of evidence that gave support to the idea of
small negatively charged particles as constituents of cath-
ode rays; later the term electron was applied to these
small particles. In this experiment you will perform ob-
servations very similar to those of Thomson, but the
details of the apparatus that you will use are different
from the details of Thomson's original apparatus. One
piece of apparatus you will employ was designed by the
German investigator, Lenard; another piece by the German
investigator, Classen. As you will see, the principles
involved in the operation of both of these pieces of appara-
tus are exactly the same; it is only the details of making
the observations that are different. The result of your
investigations will be an experimentally determined value
for the ratio of charge to mass for these small negatively
charged particles called electrons.

THEORY

The basic technique of this experiment is the sending of a
stream of fast moving electrons through a magnetic field in
such a manner that the velocity of the stream is at right
angles to the direction of the magnetic field. The result-
ing force which acts on the moving charged particles is
directed at right angles to both the velocity and the mag-
netic field; since it is always directed at right angles to
the velocity, it acts as a centripetal force causing the
particles to move in a circle without changing the speed of
the particles. If we apply Newton's second law to the
motion of an individual particle and use the usual exp e -
sion for the magnetic force, we have

= ma
v2Bev = R

This equation can be rewritten as

=
m BR
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In these equations e = the charge on the electron
m = the mass of the electron, v = speed of the electron
B = the magnetic induction of the magnetic field, R
the radius of the circle in which the electron moves in
the magnetic field. It is clear from an examination of
this expression how the charge-mass ratio may be measured.
For if the magnetic field is produced by an electromagnet,
B can be determined from the geometry of the apparatus and
the current in the magnet coils. R and v are quantities
that depend upon the motion of the particles, so that if
the motion can be observed these quantities can be measured.

In the apparatus of Lenard and that of Classen the electrons
are obtained by heating a filament of metal to incandescence,
so that electrons are given off. These electrons are then
brought to a high speed by placing near the filament a posi-
tively charged metal electrode so that there is a strong
electric field between the filament and the electrode. By
arranging a suitable hole in the metal electrode some elec-
trons can be accelerated in the electric field but still
not be captured by the electrode, since some of them will
pass through the hole in the electrode itself. If we call
the potential difference between filament and accelerating
electrode V, then the amount of work done on the electrons
in accelerating them is eV, and this is equal to the gain
in kinetic energy of the electron during the acceleration;
if the final speed of the electron is made very large, the
initial kinetic energy may be negligible in comparison with
the final kinetic energy so that we can write

or

eV -a- ray
2

In
2eVV =

If we put this expression for v Uack in the other e/m
expressions, we have

e 2V
Bli!J

The path followed by the electrons can be made visible be-
cause the electron stream will cause flashes of light if it
strikes a suitable phosphor. In the apparatus of Lenard the
filament and the accelerating electrodes are located at the
end of a rather long glass envelope. The opposite end of
the envelope is coated on the inside with a phosphor so that
a spot of light is produced where the electron beam strikes
this "screen." R is then determined by first allowing the
beam to pass through the tube with the magnetic field turned
off. The magnetic field is then turned on and the distance
the beam is displaced is observed by noticing the displace-
ment of the spot of light on the phosphor. The diagram will
make this clearer. In the apparatus of Classen the electrons
after passing through the hole in the accelerating electrode
are bent through 1800 by the action of the magnetic field and
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o fall back onto the accelerating electrode. The back
surface of the electrode has some phosphorescent material
on it so that the spot of light is clearly visible, and
the d Aeter of the circle can be directly measured by
makinLs use of linos ruled directly onto the metal electrode.

Lenard Apparatus

filament

accelerating
electrode

undeflected beam

displacemel-t
of spot
= d

screen

Classen Appara -us

R2 = L2 +(R d)2

= L2 + R2 - 2Rd + d2

2Rd = L2 + d2 L2 if d <

deflected beam

filament
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In both the apparatus of Lenard and that of Classen the
magnetic field is produced by current carrying coils. The
magnitude of the magnetic induction on the axis of a cur-
rent carrying coil is given by

where

B
poNIa

2(a2+ b2 )9/2

jL0 = 411r x 107nt/amp.

The other quantities being defined on the diagram below.
current = I

B is directed along the axis

Magnetic
Field at
this point
is B

coil

If the magnetic field is needed in the plane of the coil
(where b = 0) or if more than one coil produces the total
magnetic field in the particular apparatus, you should be
able to employ this expression for B without any diffi-
culty once you are able to see the actual apparatus you
will use.

Procedure

1. Become familiar with the apparatus, making sure that
you know how all the quantities of interest in the experi-
ment can be measured with the instruments available.

2. Make out data sheets for the determination of e/m using
Lenard's apparatus and using Classen's apparatus.

3. With the assistant's help use Lenard's method to take the
measurements necessary to calculate P, V and R from the
appropriate expressions mentioned in the theory section.

4. Calculate a value of e/m as determined with Lena d's
apparatus.

5. Take the necessary measurements and perform the necessary
calculations to determine e/m with Classen's apparatus.

6. When you haveconcluded your data taking and calculations
(not forgetting the estimated errors in the data and results)
answer at the end of your report the following questions:

Z26
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6. c_ntinued-

a. Compare the advantages and disadvantages of
Lenardls and Classan's methods for the de-
termination of e/m.

b. How could the precision of the re ults you
have obtained by these methods be improved?

What justification is there for neglecting
the kinetic energy of the electrons as they
leave the hot filament?

d. Calculate the speed of the electrons after
they have passed through the accelerating
field in both sets of apparatus you have
used. Express the results in mi/hr.

e. Calculate the energy gained by an electron in
accelerating from rest to the speed calculated
in 4. Compare this amount of energy with that
gained by a 1 kg body when it is lifted 1 m
from the floor to a table top. Does this cal-
culation give you any hint of the mass of the
electron as compared with the masses of ordinary
objects?

f. The oil drop experiment gives a value 1.60 x 10-19

coulcomb for the charge on _the electron. Using this
value and your values of e/m calculate a value of
the mass of the electron.



NM% SUREMENT CF e FOR THE ELECTRON

Dartmouth College

Tnt rod ucti

One of the important properties of a charged particle is the ratio of
its charge to its mass. This can be determined by measuring the deflection
of a particle of known energy in a magnetic field. The ratio of elm can
then be computed from the following equation:

e/m = 2V/B2R2, (1)

where V is the potential through which the particle falls, 13 the magnetic
field, and R the radius of curvature. In this experiment, this ratio will be
determined for the electron.

Apparatus

The equipment has b.:en designed after the experiment of Bainbridge. Z
The apparatus consists of a large vacuum tube supported at the center of a
pair of "Helmholtz coils. An electron gun, composed of a filament parallel
to the axis of the coils and surrounded by a coaxial anode containing a single
slit, produces a narrow beam of electrons whose paths are rendered visible
by a trace of mercury vapor in the tube.

The particular arrangement of two co-axial, circular coils of radius
"a" with their planes separated by a distance "a" is known as a pair of
Helmholtz Coils. This particular coil arrangement is useful because it
gives an almost uniform field over a fairly large region. The magnetic field
at the center is parallel to the axis of the coils and its magnitude is given
by the equation below.

B = 3ZAN I B = 8 I
1/1Z5 a

Electromagnetic System
Unrationalized

1/12,5-'s.
MKS System Rationalized

(2)

N is the number of turns in each coil, I the current, a the coil radius, and
p-0 the permeability of free space. The above equations hold for the region
directly between the coils and under the condition that the thickness of the
windings is negligible compared to a. The derivation of the above equations
is not difficult if one begins with the expression for the magnetic field on
the axis of a circular loop of wire. 3 The field off the axis is considered in
texts on electricity. The effect of the finite thickness of the windings is dis-
cussed in the article by Bainbridge.

When current flows through the coils, the resulting magnetic field
causes the electron beam in the tube to move in a circular path whose radius
decreases as the magnetic field increases. The magnetic field can be ad-
justed until the sharp edge of the beam coincides with the edge of one of the
five posts spaced at different distances from the filament.

1Sears and Zernansky, Univc..'rsity Physics (Addison-Wesley, 1955) Chap. 31
2K. T. Bainbridge, The American Physics Teacher, 6, 35 (1938)
Sears and Zemansky, op. cit. , Ch. 33.3
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Fig. 1

F filament
A anode
D one of five posts

B is perpendicular to
paper

For several reasons, the electron beam spreads as it goes around
the tube, but fortunately, because all of this spreading is toward the inside
of the circle, none of it affects the measurement of elm if the outside edge
of the beam is used. The effects which cause the spreading are discussed
below:

a. Not all the electrons travel perpendicular to B. An electron travel-
ing at an angle 0 to the direction of the field will have a component of its
velocity parallel to B equal to v cos 0. This component is unaffected by the
magnetic field. The radius of curvature for electrons moving at an angle 0
with respect to the magnetic field is

R m v sinO
(3)

and is there ore a maximum when 0 is 900. Hence the electrons at the out-
side edge of the beam are moving perpendicular to the field as assumed in
equation (1).

b. Those electrons leaving the filament perpendicular to line FD
which joins the filament and the post in the figure above will be bent into a
circle whose center lies on the line FD. Other electrons leaving at an angle
to the perpendicular will move in a circle of the same radius, but with cen-
ter not on tthe line FD. One can show that electrons leaving at any angle, ce,
positive or negative, will cross FD slightly inside those which left at ac 0,
i. e. , perpendicular to FD.

c. Those electrons which leave the negative end of the filament fall
through the greatest potential difference between filament and anode and
thus have the greatest velocity. The accelerating voltage is referred to the
negative end of the filament.

d. The electrons collide with mercury atoms in the tube thus making
their path visible. Such a collision is inelastic and results in a decrease in
electron energy and thus a spreading of the beam toward the inside.

In summary, the electrons which are found at the outside edge of the
beam lost no energy by ionization, were emitted from the negative end of the
filament, departed perpendicular to the line joining filament and posts, and
have no component of velocity parallel to the magnetic field.

A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. Z. The accelerating
voltage V is provided by a variable B+ power sepply. The filament current
is taken from the current supply (green plugs). It is half-wave rectified, and
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is controlled by a variable transformer control on the front of the cabinet.
The polarity can be reversed by a switch on the front of the cabinet, The
negative terminal is available externally (black plug) for either polarity.
The current for the Helmholtz coils is obtained from a separate circuit in
the same cabinet (white plug). This is full-wave rectified and smoothed. It
is controlled by a separate external Variac. A 0-5 amp meter on the cabi-
net can be connected in either the filament or the Helmholtz coil circuit by
means of a switch.

The number of turns N in each of the Helmholtz coils is 72.

Variac

Current Supply Voltage Supply
9

0-25 ma

Fig. 2
Procedure

Helmholtz coil

The electron beam is produced by setting the anode potential at about
50 v and then slowly increasing the filament current until the anode current
is about 6 ma. CONSULT THE INSTRUCTOR BEFORE TURNING ON THE
FILAMENT SUPPLY.
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CAL fION: Never run the filament current higher than
necessary. You may burn out the filament0
which is very expensive.

Having set the proper filament current, the 0-5 amp ammeter may be
switched into the field circuit.

The magnetic field of the earth is not negligible in comparison to the
field of the Helmholtz coils. Therefore the axis of the coils must be set
parallel to earth's field, and its magnitude must be measured and included
in the computation. (i). The direction of the earth's field is measured with
a special compass. Then the support brackets of the coils are adjusted so
their axis is parallel to it. (ii). In the absence of current in the coils, the
electron path is not perfectly straight, because of the earth's field. The
magnitude of the earth's field is found by balancing it out by the field of the
coils. That is, measure the applied field which is necessary to make the
electron path straight. It is essential to make this measurement, since
local fields often differ greatly from the handbook value look this up for
comparison).

Next send a current through the Helmholtz coils large enough to bend
the electron beam in a small circle. Reverse the filament cerrent and notice
the change in trajectory. This effect can be minimized by rotating the tube
about its axis so that the electron beam will strike the back of the anode
cylinder. It is hest to rotate it downward, so that light from the filament
is not in your eyes.

CAUTION: Always turn off the current in the Helmholtz coils
except when actually making a measurement. Do not
le- the current remain above 2 amp. for more than

one minute at a time. Otherwise you may burn out the current supply.

Now to obtain the data necessary for the computation of e/m, choose
several different values of voltage between 20 and 100 v, and for each volt-
age measure the current in the coils which causes the electrons to strike
each of the five posts in the tube. The distance in centimeters between the
filament and the outer edge of each post is given in Table 1.

,

Post Distance

1 6.48 cm
2 7.75
3 9.02
4 10.30
5 11.54

Table I
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THE ZEEMAN EFFECT (OPTICAL DETERMINATION OF e/m)

Stanford University
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Oblept,

To measure by optical interferometry the small wavelength shifts induced when
a source of monochromatic radiation is subjected to a magnetic field. For
radiations which show the simplest effects, the shift is given by

HeN.2
(1)

where H is the field strength in gauss, e is the electronic charge in emu,
and mo is the electron mass. Even for the strongest fields we can produce,
this is a small quantity, requiring ontical apparatus of high resolving
power. We use here a Lummer-Gehrke interferometer coupled to a simple
prismatic monochromatizer to select the desired optical line.

If bAand H are measured, it is a arent that this experiment can be regarded
as a determination of the ratio e

Procedure:

The interferometer is set up to observe light from the helium discharge tube
in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. Observe the patterns
formed by several of the helium lines (H = 0) noting the separation of the
orders and their resolution. Adjust the interferometer for observation of
the green line (5015.7 A) which shows the normal Zeeman effect. Turn on the
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field and observe the effect. Interpose a polariztng agent and observe and
record the results.

The discharge tube should be cooled la a blower at all times. Operate the
tube at the lowest usable intensity. At the higher magnetic fields where it
Ely be necessary to increase the tube current, do not operate continuously.

Report

1. Describe your method of magnetic field measurement and construct a plot
of H vs magnet current.

2. For the calculation ofAX you will need information about the dispersion
of the Lummer plate, and the following data from spectrometer measurements
on the plate) may be used:

406o A 1.5370
4358 A 1.5330

4916 A 1.5275

5461 A 1.5235

5780 A 1.5223

3893 A 1.5220

Plot a dispersion curve from these data and determine au/dX at the necessary
point, either graphically or numerically. The thickness of the plate is
0.1250 inch.

3. Calculate values of A for the shifts observed.

4. Calculate elm for your data and compare with a modern determination.

5. State your polarization observations and account for them by a Ample
theoretical explanation.

.234
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THE RATIO OF e/m FOR THE ELECTRON 245

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The best introduction to this experiment which can be offered
is to quote passages from the original paper on the subject written
by J. J. Thomson, Cavendish Professor of Experimental Physics,
Cambridge, and published in Philosophical Magazine, volUme 44, page
293, 1897. Before reading these passages it should be realized that
the last decade of the 19th century marked the climax of classical
physics; many physicists of that era felt that any problem could be
solved by applying to it the basic principles of physics which had
already been discovered. This feeling on their part, although
erroneous, stemmed from the many successes of the atomic theory.
Matter was supposed to be built up from some 90 different indés-
tructible elements, called atoms,-and the properties of matter were
to be explained as the dynamic motion of these atoms moving under
the influence of the forces which they exerted upon one anOther.
Certainly these ideas had scored tremendous successes in explaining
chemical reactions, and the properties of gasses as well as the
thermal properties of all matter when combined with the statistical
techniques of Maxwell and Boltzmann. Electricity and magnetism had
been unified by the greatest theoretical breakthrough of the loth
century, the formulation by Maxwell of his famous equations. The
Maxwell equations not only explained the electrical and magnetic
properties of matter in terms of polarization of the individual
atoms, but also described all of the results-of optical experiments
on the assumption that light consisted of coupled electric and mag-
netic fields propagating through space with a velocity of approximately
3 x 108 m/sec.

Thomson's experiments, then, are important because they provide
the first unambiguous evidence that atoms were not indivisible. It
was one of the first links in the Chain of evidence which ultimately
led to the concept of the modern nuclear atom, the concept according
to which all matter is composed of protons, neutrons and electrons.
Of course, it turns out that protons and neutrons also have internal
structure, and it is the object of present day high energy physics
to elucidate the relationship between neutrons, protons and electrons
and the many new particles whioh have been discovered to result from
high energy (greater than 500 Mev.) nuclear collisions.

The ExPerim nt.

II. Ao_The Qathode-Ray Tube

Thomson obtained his electrons by means of aA electrical discharge
through the residual gas contained in a bulb at one end of his ap-
paratus, see his Figure 2, and he detected the motion of his electron
beam by means of the weak fluorescence produced in glass when
bombarded by high energy electrons. Moreover, he had to produce
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his own apparatus and suoply the pumps necessary to evaeuate it.
It is our good fortune to live in an era in which mass-produced
devices are available which have provisions for producing electrons,
contain an electron sensitive screen, have built in electrodes for
accelerating the electrons and electrodes for deflecting the beam
similar to the plates D, E in Thomson's Figure 2, and are very nighly
evacuated. These devices are called cathode - ray tubes,(CRT)
and Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the internal structure of
the tubes used in this experiment. The operation of the "electron
gun" component of the cathode ray tube, by means of which a narrow
beam of high velocity electrons is produced, is described in the
Cathode-Ray Oscilloscope supolement to these laboratory notes, and
will not be repeated here.

Exercise 1.

Using simple kinetic theory arguments estimate the maximum
tolerable pressure in a vessel such that an electron has aporoximately
unit orobability of being scattered by an air molecule in traveling
50 cm. Assume a radius of 10-8 cm for an air molecule.

The dynamics of the electrons as they traverse the C.R.T. will
be described with reference to Figure 1. The initial velocities
of the electrons at F are small; their velocities are spread out
over an interval corresponding to energies from 0 to 6 electron volts.
These velocities are negligable as compared to the velecity at the
accelerating electrode D, a velocity corresponding to an energy of
the order of 1000 eleetron volts, so that all the electrons leaving
D have essentially the same velocity. From potential theory the
kinetic energy of the electrons at D, Ef, is related to their energy
at F, Fi, by

Ef = Ei = imvf a 12 = eVf

where m is the mass of an electron, and e is the charge on an electron
taken without regard to sign, Vf, Vi are the potentials at the
electrodes Dand F respectively, and vf, vi are the electron
speedb at D and F respectively. Since Vi is negligable compared
to Vf it follows that vi is also negligable compared to vf so that
the above equation reduces to

(1)

After passing through the opening in electrode D'the electrons
travel down the tube in a region of constant potential, and hence
with the constant Speed vf, until they strike the fluorescent
screen H. A bright spot appears at the point where the electrons
strike the screen.

Exercise 2,

It is fundamental to the success of this experiment that each
electron find Itself moving between electrode D and the screen in
a region free from any forces other than those known fields applied
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by the experimenter in order _o observe the response of an electron
to a known force. However, in a beam of electrons there must be
coulomb forces of repulsion acting between each electron and its
neighbors. What is the largest beam current density which one can
tolerate if the potential at an electron due to its nearest
neighbors is to be less than 1 volt? Assume an electron velocity
corresponding to a potential difference of 1000 volts. Is this
space charwe effect likely to cause any significant source of
error in this experiment?

The object of this experiment will be to investigate the
trajectories of electrons subjected to forces caused by their
interaction with a uniform magnetic field directed along the axis
of the cathode-ray tube. Since the magnetic force is given by:

F = -e(vxB),

where e is the magnitude of the charge on an electron, the electrons
must have a component of velocity perpendicular to the magnetic
field and, hence, to the tube axis. This velocity component is
produced by means of an electric field between the plates E - E.
The potential difference between these plates is obtained from the
alternating current supply of Figure 2. The plates 0 - 0 could also
be employed to provide the electrons with a transverse velocity,
but these electrodes will not be used in this experiment.

B. The MaL etic Field ofa _Solenoid.

The cathode-ray tube is mounted In a solenoid so that the
tube axis coincides with the solenoid axis as shown schematically
in Figure 3. When a current I (obtaLied from the control circuit
shown in Figure 4) flows through the solenoid winding, a magnetic
field is set up in the solenoid parallel to its axis. The direction
of the field reverses when the direction of I is reversed, and the
field at any point in space iS proportional to I. At the center of
the solenoid the field, Bs, is;

u L 1 ±-111/L)T2
_ := 11- in [,,17--7Bs ( )

where uo = 4n x 10-7 henries/meter.
N = the total number of turns on the solenoid
L --- the length of the solenoid in meters
D . the diameter of the solenoid in meters

The field on the axis decreases at either end of the region of
interest by approximately 7% of its value at the center of the
solenoid. This variation introduces a small error 1%) in the
results when the value of B given by Equation 2 is used to cal-
culate the ratio elm. In Oinciple, of course, one should Use the
average magnetic field which an electron experiences in its
journey from the plates E E to the screen of the C.R.T. The
derivation of Equation 2 Can be found in reference.(1) p. 205,

(2) p. 131
C. Electron Ballistics in_aEUniformagneIlg"

With an alternating voltage between the plates E-E the
electrons emerge from the space between these electrodes with a

237
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2r- cemponent of velocity, vf, given by Equation 1, and a component

of velocity in the y-direction, vt, which depends upon the magnitude
of the electric field between the deflection plates at the time
the electron passes between them (see Figur 3). Since the
electrons have velocities of the order of lOg cm/sec the time they
spend between the deflection plates is very short compared to the
period of the 60 c.p.s. field. Consequently, a whole spectrum of
transverse velocities, ranging from -1-v0 to -vo , is produced as

the voltage applied to the plates E - E goes through a complete
cycle. It can also_be shown that the_effect of the finite length
of the deflection plates is very nearly the same as if the electrons
were given a single impulse, i.e. a discontinuous change in transverse
velocity, midway along the length of the plates. It iS for that
reason that the origin of coordinates in Figure 3 has been drawn
at tbe center of the electrodes E E.

The only forces acting on the electrons in the region between
the deflectron plates and the screen are due to the magnetic field
because the plates have the same average potential as the screen.
Setting each component of the magnetic force equal to the mass
multiplied by tbe acceleration in that direction gives the following
differential equations when tbe field is taken to be along the
positive 2 direction:

=

Y

Z= 0
(4)

The solution of these equations when the v locity is initially in
in the yZ plane Is:

x(t) =(vt/w)(Cos wt -1)

y(t) =(vt/w) Sin wt

Z(t) = vf
( 5 )

where w = &Mai, vf = (2 e/m Vf and vt Is the initial velocity
given to the electron in the y-direction. Note that at any time t

Vilco)
2+

y2 = onst. = Oft/Cuf,

This is the equation of a circle, radius
R = vt/w, and centered at the point x = -R, y = 00 In other words
the electron describes a counter-clockwise helical orbit as seen
by an observer looking into the C.R.T. screen.

Let xs, ys be the coordinates of the point on the screen

struck by an electron whose path is given by the Equations 5.
xs and ys can be obtained from 5 by setting the time of flight, t,
equal to-t = S /vf, where S is the distance from the origin to
to the center of the screen. If = (1145/1,f, then in terms of 6

,2 38



and w

xs =(vt/w) (C-- -1)

ys --5(vt/w) Sin

As a consequence of the a.e. voltage applied to the deflection
plates there will be electrons having all possible values of vt
lying between 4-v0 and -vo. Therefore, the locus of all such points
xs, ys will form a straight line on the screen whose end points
lie at ((v0/4(Cos 6 -1),(170/w)sin 6 ) and ((-vo/wXCos 6 -1), (-vo/w)Sin 6).

(6)
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Exercise 3..

Prove that the locus of points on the C.R.T. screen given by
Equ tions 6 for initial y-velocities lying between +vo and -vo is
a straight line whose slope is:

dy
s
/dxs = Sin C5/(Cos 6-1).

It is interesting to examine the behavior of this straight
line image as the magnetic field is increased from zero. At B = 0
one has also 6 - 0 and the image on the screen is a straight line
parallel to the y-axis, and of length Lo = 2v05/vf. This result
makes sense, since with B = 0 the electrons travel in straight line
paths from the mid-point between the deflection plates to tie screen.
To obtain this result from Equations 6 it is necessary to expand
Sin 6 and Cos6 in a Taylor series, divide by w, and then go to the
limit w = 0.

Lim Cos( 5/vf) Lim (1

3 3
Lim Sin w Lim (w15/v w 5 /6v = tifvf.
W#0 w w

"I)
0

At Ji= n/2 one obtains a line rotated 450 counter clockwise,
looking into the screen, and of length L =(2 Yr/n)Lo. To obtain
this last result set w wvt. 6/5 Similarly the length of the
line on the screen and the angle through which it has been rotate
can be calculated as functions of B, or the parameter e/m)(5 /

The results of such a calcuation are listed in Table 1.

a
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Table_1

Length of the Image

14

Angle of Rotation

0 Lo = 2v- 5/vr

n/2 0.90 Lo

0.64 Lo

2n 0

2n 1- e eL0/2n

3n 0.21 Lo

4n

0

TT 4

n/2

Tf

2n where e is very
small

5n/2

2n

It is apparent thatas B increases, the line on the screen
rotates counter-clockwise, and the length of the line goes to zero
whenever Sis a multiple of 2n. Note that a positively charged
particle would give a line which rotated clock-wise as the field
was increased along the 4-2:-direction. The observation of a counter-
clock-wise rotation of the line for increasing fields consequently
constitutes a proof that electrons carry a negative charge.

Similar results to the above are obtained if the field B is
reversed in direction, except that the image on the Ecreen rotates
in the clock-wise direction as B is increased from 0.

D. The Effect of the_Earth a netic Field.

The results of the last section have been derived under the
assumption that the field acting upon the electrons is parallel
to the axis of the C.R.T. However, in the laboratory there is a
weak magnetic field due to the magnetic moment'of the earth. This
field has a magnitude of approximately 0.5 Gauss, 5 x 10-5 w/m2
and is inclined at an angle of approximately 706 to the horizontal
in the north-south direction. The effect of the earth's field when
added to the solenoid field is to give a resultant uniform field
which is tilted at an angle to the axis of the cathode-ray tube.
For the student with a mathematical bent the solution of the
equation of motion of an electron moving in an arbritrary magnetic
field is set forth in the Appendix. This Appendix also justifies
the physical arguments which will be used to describe the behavior
of the electron beam in a field which is not parallel to the C.R.T.
axis. In the laboratory you will find that the apparatus has been
oriented so that the earth's magnetic field lies in the x -Z plane,
referring to the axes of Figure 3. This in turn means that the
y-axis has been turned so that it lies in a horizortal plane.
Consider two extreme cases, both with no voltage applied to the
plates E E;

CaseAli - the solenoid current is zero. Clearly the beam will be
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To Control
Box

lOK.0

117 volt
A.C. Line

1:1 Isolat4on
Transformer

(h) A.C. Supply

Fig. 2. Deflection Voltage Supply

Cathode Ray Solenoid
Tube Q Winding

Terminals of Solenoid
Windings

(See Fig. 9)

midpoint of plates E

Fig. 3 . Arrangement of C.R.T. in the Solenoid.
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u
solenoid
te rminals

?(See Fig. 8)

Fig. 4. Control Circuit for Solenoid Current.

Plug Con-
nector to
Power
Supply J.

Focus

a

Intensity

11 pin socket E for plug
from Cathode Ray Tube.

g010a g

Oc e
0 ci e0/0

0 0
c d

R = 220 KO
Fig. 5. Control Box.

All the wiring shown above is internal. The double concentric circles repre-
sent terminals to which you will attach external leads. An eleven (11) prong plug from
the C.R.T. with all the tube connections fits into the socket. The 4 prong plug on the
left goes to Power Supply J which supplies both filament voltage and electron gun
control voltages.
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117 volt (:)
Supply J

A.C.Linri---0 400 v. D.C.

117 volt .K

A.C. Line-0

Meter A1

Plug
Connectiorr

Socket for C.R.T. Plug

"Focus"-

"Intensi

+ 0

a

Control
Box

0 el 0g1
0 0 0 0-0

g g

_

0 High Voltage
Supply K

100-3000 V.D.C.

Fig. 6. Control Circuit

To Deflection
Voltage Supply

This box actually contains a transformer, rectifier, filter, and regulator.
As far as operation of the supply is concerned, the effect is as if the box

contained a large fixed and small variable D.C. supplies as shown.

117 vol
A.C. Line

Note: All wiring ani metering shown
is internal.

Note: Nickel plated
terminal is connected
to case.

R1 = 10 meg Slt + 20 meg ± 1%
R2 = 2.7 meg it

Fig. 7. High Voltage Power Supply K.

2,44
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deflected in the y-direction as a consequence of the field component
Hx and thej-component of velocity, vf. Of course, as the beam is

deflected it developes a y-component of velocity which interacts
with Hx, , but clearly this is a very small effect if the
deflection in the y-direetion is small. It is easy to estimate
the magnitude of this y-defleetion.

y Iat2, a = e/m vfHx 104 m/see1

=4.5 cm t = Ei/vf = 3 x 10-8 see

where we have used 5= .3 m; vf = 107 _ sec corresponding to an
acceleration potential of roughly 1000 v, and Hx = :5 Gauss =

x 10-4 Weber/m2. The earth's field, then, produces a marked
effect, and this is the principal reason that theEpot, which you
will obtain on the scope screen, will be found off-center.
Case (2)- the solenoid current is large, and produces a field in
theZ-direction which is very much stronger than the earth's
magnetic field. In this case the resultant magnetic field is
inclined at some Nmall angle 0,--z-..Hx/H to the:Z-axis. Let this
direction be a nevi axis, the:C-axis. In this new co-ordinate
system one has just the description of the electron motion given
by Equations (5), in which vt = vf Sin 0 and the velocity
in the ti direction is Ny. vf Cos 0 v1 , since 0 is small.

Consequently the eoordinates of the spot on the screen will be
given by Equations 6, except that the origin_ef_coordinates_must
be taken at that point where the e axis pierces the screen. As
the solenoid current is increased the spot will gyrate according to
(6), but will approach more and more closely the intersection of
the electron gun axis ( 2:-axis of Figure 3) and the screen.

One may now inquire into the effect of a small alternating
potential difference between the plates E E. It seems reasonable,
and this is justified In the Appendix, that the resulting line on
the sereen behaves just as described in the previous section, that
is, rotates and shrinks as the solenoid current is increased, but
with this difference - the center of the line moves along a path
on the scope screen corresponding to the traversal by the beam of
all deflections intermediate between Case (1) and Case (2) above.
In particular, the ratio of e/m can still be obtained from the
value of the field required to bring the line to its first focus,

elm = 2nvf/BzS (7)

Note that Bz is the sum of the solenoid field and the Z-oomponent
of the earth's magnetic field.

III. Experimental Procedure.

The various resistors shown in the control circuits of the
C.B.T. of Figure 1 are arranged in a box called the "Control Box",
Figure 5. Make the various connections to this control box as
shown in Figure 6. A schematic diagram of the power supply K is
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shown in Figure 7. You w111 be given, in the laboratory, a
calibration curve for tha meter on supply K. Connect the A.C.
supply to the deflection ulates E E (terminals e e on the control
box), but leave the 10K ohms potentiometer set at 0. Connect the
solenoid to its control circuit, Figure 4.

When your ci cult has been checked switch on supply ci and allow
a few minutes for the tube filament to warm up. Turn on the high
voltage supply, K, and increase its output until the accelerating
voltage is of the order of 1000 volts. Adjust the intensity and
focus controls to obtain a spot on the screen. You will find that
as the intensity of the beam is increased, the accelerating voltage
drops. This occurs because of the large internal impedance of supply
K. Each C.R..T, has some optimum combination-of accelerating voltage,
focus, and intensity and the object is to find this combination
after which the controls are not changed for the duration of the
experiment.

Apply a 60 cps signal to ne deflection plates by turning the
knob on the 10K ohms potentiometer. You should see a straight
line on the screen spread out equally on both sides of the original
position of the spot. Readjust the focus, intensity and accelerating
voltage controls in an effort to obtain a narrow, well-defined,
and uniformly illuminated line. You will probably discover that
the best line obtainable is approximately 1/8 inch thick. The
settings of focus, etc. which give you the best line should not be
changed during the course of the experiment. If you experience
any difficulty in obtaining a well-defined straight line, apply to
your instructor for help.

The experiment now proceeds in two parts.

Part I - Verify the predictions of Equation (6) as listed in Table 1
by plotting the length of the image on the scope as a function of
the angle of rotation. The angle of rotation is produced by
increasing the current through the solenoid. Make a graph of the
angle of rotation of the line as a. function of the solenoid current.
The slope of the resulting line is related to elm. How? Estimate
elm from this slope.

Part_II - Increase the solenoid current until the line image on
the screen is reduced to a spot. As this focusing condition is
approached turn up the voltage applied to the deflection plates
so as to be able to determine the focusing current more precisely.

As discussed in Section (D), Part II, one has at focus

a = 2nvf and vf = (2e/m V )i (8)
m Bzt51

where Vf is the accelerating potential obtained from the meter on
supply K, S is the distance from the midpoint of the deflecting
plates E - E and the screen and is obtained from an X-ray photograph
of the C.R.T. supplied with the experiment. Scale lengths on this
photograph are obtained from the length of a 30 cm ruler which was
held in the plane of the tube and photographed along with it.

4 6
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B2 = Bs A- Bh, where Bs is the field of the solenoid caJculated

from Equation 2 and Bh is the component of the earth's field

parallel to the axis of the C.R.T. This component is unknown,
but 'ari be obtained by measuring the current necessary to obtain
a focus with the solenoid field first in one direction and then
reversed. The field corresponding to the resulting current
difference must be 2Bh. Calculate a value for e/m, with an estimate
of the precision of your measurement obtained from estimates of the
uncertainties in the individual elements which enter into Equation 7.

Finally, obtain the magnitude of the component of the earth's
magnetic f,ield transverse to the tube axis. This component may be
obtained from Equations (A2) of the Appendix, which give the co-
ordinates of the spot on the screen at focus,

xs

ys = 0

It is clear then, that if focus is obtained with the solenoid field
(4:Bz ) first in one direction, and then in the other, the spot
moves a distance x =0Bx/Bzp5 , from which Bx can be easily
obtained.

(A2)

(IV)._ The Results

Your results should include:

(1) A graph showlhg the length of the line on the scope as a
function of angle of rotation. Your graph should also include
the theoretical curve.

(2) A graph of the angle of rotation as a function of solenoid
current; both theoretical and experimental results should be included.
This graph should also have on it an estimate of elm obtained from
the slope of angle of rotation vs current.

(3) A value of elm, with its uncertainty, obtained f om the focussing
condition, Equation 7.

(4) An eStimate of the magnitude and direction of the earth's
magnetic field.

References
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Appendix_7 _The MOtionof an Electron in an Arbritrary_Magnetio Field.

Refer to the co-ordinate system of Figure 3. It will now be
assumed that an electron leaves the origin of co-ordinates with an
initial velocity in the Z -direction of vf, an initial velocity in
the y-direction of vt, and an initial velocity of zero in the
x-direction. Furthermore, the whole apparatus is immersed in a
uniform magnetic field whose components are B

1
B B . The

-)r.-equation of motion of the electron is ma = -e(4 x B). That is

-e/m(v H
x

- v H )z Y

y = -e/m(vzlix vxHz )

-e/m(v_H vY-H )x-y x
For the sake of convenience we introduce the following notation:

w = eB/m

wx = eBx/m

wy

wx = eBz/m

The solutions of the above differential equations which satisfy
the required initial conditions that

x = 0, y = 0, Z = 0, vx 0, vy = vt, vz =

y(t) =

Z(t

(wYvf w- v t (1 - Cos wt__
w

Vt Sin Wt

= 0 are:

- Sin wt)

Cos wt) w 2Wy Vt) ( Sin wt)

w3

V. sin wt + wxvt(1 - Cos wt) + (wt - Sin

3w-

These expressions, which give the position of the electron at
any time t after leaving the origin, are complicated, and therefore
uninteresting. The first element of simplification canbe introducedby rotating the whole cathode ray tube so that the magnetic fieldlies entirely in the x -z plane, lie. wy = 0. Then one obtains

t)
wzv (Cos wt -I) + w_wz vf (wt - Sin wt)
W2 W3

y(t vt sin wt wzvf(1 - Cos wt)
W2

2:(t) vf Sin wt + wxvt(1 - Cos wt) + wevf(w - Sin wt),

248
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No further simplification can be obtained except by considering
the order of magnitude of each term and simply ignoring small
quantities. Before, however, proceeding in that direction let us
note one thing: if wt = Zen, where n is an integer, and one has

Z(t) = 2rirr Luzit

Lu3

s

then the co-ordinates of the point on the screen struck by the
electron are:

e wz
X
s

=
2n

w3

(A2)
ys = °

These co-ordinates are independent of the initial transverse velocity
v
t' of the electron, consequently it Is rigorously true even in

this case that with an applied voltage between the deflection plates
E E the electron beam is brought to a focus whenever the field is
such that

B ? v2ne CPX
2 vf = 5 2ne(1)--2 f

B w(1).

For the apparatus used in this experiment
order of 10 Gauss at the first focus, given by
B is of the order of the earths' field, 0.5 g.x
Bz/B = 1 to within(2/11g. Hence to sufficient
a focus at the sereen when

S= 2nn vf
Luz

Now let us attack the equation Al. The maximum complication
arises when wzAr w, that is when the solenoid field is zero.
However, wt is then small because at the first focus art = 2n, and
the earths' field Is much smaller than the field required to focus
the electron beam. Expanding the Sin wt and Cos wt terms in Z(t),
Equation Al, there results

B must be of the
n = 1 above, whereas

It follows that

accuracy one obtains

(A3)

Z(t) = vrt + wxv t + terms of the order (wt)

2

Z(t) = vft i( t )(vt/v)].

The maximum voltage applied to the deflection plates is of the
order of 10 volts, where as the accelerating potential for the beam
Is some 1000 volts. This Implies that vt/vf is of the order of 1/10
The result isIthat to approximately 1%,we can write Z(t) = vet, and
this approximation is valid over the,whole range of solenoid fields,

2;4 9
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from zero to arbitrarily large values. The physical reason for this result
is just that if the beam deflection is small (in practice this means that
the beam image must remain on the scope screen) the distance the electrons
travel from the deflection plates to the screen remains very closely equal
to 5 . Moreover, the velocity of the electron along its trajectory must
remain approximately equal to vf (exactly vf if vt = 0) since the force

exerted by a magnetic field on a charged particle cannot alter the
particles' kinetic energy.

One can now substitute t =.5/vf in equations Al to obtain the

co-ordinates of the point where the electron strikes the screen and the
resulting expressions will be valid to within a few percent for any sole-
noid current. If the solenoid current is large enough so that in addition
one can set EL)== B /B = 1, then the co-ordinates of the spot on the
screen are:

=Xs (Cos Lot -1) + tux vft wx vf Sin tub

w7-2

vi Sin uit - Wxvf(1 - Cos wt).

a w2

The first terms of xs and ys in equations (A4) are identical to

equations (6) in the text. If an alternating voltage of amplitUde vo is
applied to the deflection plates there will be electrons in the resulting
beam having initial y-velocities distributed between -vo and + vo. These
terms in xs and ys consequently result in a line on the scope screen which,
as the solenoid field is increased, rotates and shrinks in length exactly
as described in the text for the case when the scope axis is rigorously
parallel to the direction of the magnetic field. The other terms in (A14)
represent a displacement of the center of this line as the field is
increased.
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THEORY.
When light quanta of frequency f are incident upon a KEmax eVe it
surface, electrons may be emitted. The maximum
possible kinetic energy of any ejected electron is the
energy hf of the photon reduced by an amount W where Vera s called the critical retarding poten ial.
the work function of the surface. That is,

For a given emitting surface, this maximum kinetic
energy depends on the frequency of the light, not on
its intensity. The intensity influences only the num-
ber of electrons ejected. If the incident light has sev-
eral frequencies, the highest frequency applies.

As the frequency of the light decreases, the photons
have less and less energy imtil a "threshold" frequency
fo is reached where hf = W . Below this frequency
no electrons can possibly be emitted from the surface.

When the ejected electrons reach a collecting plate
the resulting current can be detected. This current
will be reduced if a retarding, external potential dif-
ference is applied between the emitter and the collec-
tor. A sufficiently high potential difference prevents
even the fastest electrons from reaching the collec-
tor, and the current reduces to zero. If the fastest
electron just fails to reach the collector it must have
had an initial kinetic energy

Then eVerit = hf W

V =cri

A plot of Verit versus f is a straight line:

Highest Fr quency
of Incident Light

Figure (1)

The slope is h/e , the f axis intercept
the Verit axis intercept is - W/e .

2 1

is f and
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An idealized form of an experiment to measure V t
is illustrated in FIgure (2) . c

Photoelectric
h/e tube

Incident Light

Final Potential Difference V

Figure (2)

The emitted electrons gradUally charge the capacitor,
building up a retarding potential. The final potential
difference across the capacitor will be Vera .

However, in actual practice the collector and emitter
of the h/e tube are of different materials. An un-
known, but constant, "contact" potential difference
between these two materials enters into the attempt
to measure V...- . In fact, the contact potential
difference is usVally of such size andpolarity that for
visible light none of the emitted electrons ever reaches
the collector.

This difficulty can be eliminated by introducing into
the circuit a battery whose emf E just compensates
for the contact potential, Figure (3) .

+

Final Value V .

Figure (3)
Since the value of the contact potential difference is
originally unknown, an arbitrary, constant value may
be selected for E and the final potential difference
across the capacitor will be an apparent critical re-
tarding potential V .
A plot of V versus f will allow a determination of
h/e from the slope. However, the respective inter-
cepts will no longer be f and W/e . Note that the
data obtained in this experiment will not permit an
accurate measurement of I and a subsequent deter-
mination of W and the contact potential difference.
But the use of an intense, continuous spectrum light
source in conjunction with a monochrometer (in place
of the mercury vapor lamp and filters) couldpossibly
permit this determination.

The potential difference across the small capacitor
can be read with a voltmeter which draws extremely
small curr ents. Such an instrument is an electrometer
type direct current vacuum tube voltmeter (VTVM) ,
shown symbc ally in Figure (4) .

Figure (4)

The "small capacitor" is actually the input capacitance
of the VTVM , approximately 20pp.f . In the equiva-
lent circuit of the VTVM , the small generator sym-
bolizes the grid-drift current of about 10-"amperes
which exists in this type VTVM and which moves
electrons as shown.

The photoelectrons gradually charge the capacitor of
Figure (4) until a final, steady value V is obtained
for which a photoelectron current of nearly zero (10-14

amperes) just balances the grid-drift current of the
VTVM. Therefore "zero" current with this apparatus

-1is 10 -4amperes.

The final value V can also be obtained by initially
charging the VTVM to a potential difference above
V. In this condition none of the emitted photoelec-
trons will reach the collector, and the grid-drift cur-
rent will slowly discharge the capacitor until the po-
tential difference is reduced to V .

The h/e tube used for this experiment consists of
an emitting cylinder inside a collecting cylinder. It
was made following Olpint s description ( Physical
Review, 2nd Series , Vol. 36, 1930, p. 251) . The
emitter was coated in a separate chamber to avoid
any contamination of other tube surfaces which could
result in secondary emission of electrons.

A housing shields the h/e tube*from extraneous light
and also serves as an electrostatic shield. Because
of the low current, care must be taken to assemble the
circuit a sufficiently long time (several hours) before
the performance of the experiment. This allows the
dissipation of any electrostatic charges which may
have been induced in handling. The h/e tube housing
must be firmly fixed to the VTVM to prevent any
motion which may induce electrostatic charges and
may cause a variation in capacitance which could af-
fect the VTVM readings.

*Information about this tube and its characteristics can be obtained
from Madison Associates, Inc.', '207 Greenwood Avenue Madison New Jersey.
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MERCURY VAPOR LAMP

SUPPORT POST

c-

TUBE in housin
banana plug into INPUT

CONTACT POTENTIAL
COMPENSATION

PO T EN TIOMETER

BATTERY UP

"SHORTING SWITCH "

---------- Black lead to GND

TICKLER SWITCH

ROTARY SHUNT
SELECTOR

PROCEDURE.

_=1L-

DC.VTVN4

Figure (5)

Col. No. Column Heading
The following filters are available to be used with
quartz mercury vapor lamp.

Filter No. Shortest x Hg-line passed

KW-22+70 6889A°
KW-22+23A .. 5770
KW-74 5461
KW-3+4 4916

KW-45A+2B 4339
KW- 2B+2C 4048
KW-2C+32 3906
KW-38A+32 3650

KW-46 3540
KW-35 3400
KW-31 3342

1AQ 3127
3027

Pyrex 2967
2925
2893
2847

a (1)
(2-6)

Filter Number
VTVM readings at 1 mM. int' vls volts

7 VTVM zero reading volts
8 VTVM reading corrected for zero volts

(9). V App crit retarding pot. volts
(10) f Highest frequency passed cps

1. The complete apparatus, h/e tube in housing, the
VTVM , mercury vapor lamp, and contact potential
compensation battery should have been assembled sev-
eral hours before the experiment is tobeperformed.
See Figure (5).

The transmittance properties of the 1AQ glass (.75
rnm thick, clear Belgium glass) and the pyrex h/e
tube envelope are not controlled in production. Also,
their transmittance cut-off' s, which are in the ultra-
violet, are gradual and affected by the thickness of the
glass. Therefore, the effective cut-off wavelengths
will vary.

Recommended form for data sheet:

Label column headings as described below; each filter
will require 2 or 3 lines.

The VTVM should have been turned on at least an
hour before and the mercury vapor lamp at least 15
minutes before. This procedure will avoid spurious
readings due to static charges and thermal ernf' s,
reduce the zero-drift of the VTVM ( which would
make it difficult to decide that a final steady reading
had been reached), and allowthe mercury vapor lamp
to reach its maximum intensity.

Do not look directly at the mercury vapor lamp.
is ãiiuT o e eyes.

Check the wiring to see that it agrees with the circuit
diagram of Figure (4) . The collector of the h/e
tube is connected directly to the input terminal of the
VTVM inside the (light and electrostatic) shield hous-
ing the h/e tut-3. Make certain the h/e tube housing
is fixed relative to the VTVM .

2. Select the "negative" polarity of the VTVM as in-
dicated in Figure (4). For the HE-03 VTVM, this
is accomplished by holding dol.vn the "shorting switch"
while the needle is adjusted to zero at the right hand
side 'of the scale. If the VTVM has current shunts,

,,,,m,?.ke certain the shunt selector is at OPEN .
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3. With slide No. 22 AM inserted between the mer-
cury vapor lamp and the h/e tube, adjust the contact
potential compensation potentiometer on the h/e tube
housing to obtain a steady reading (wait several min-
utes) between 2.8 and 2. 9 volts on the VTVM .

4. To make certain that all static charges have been
dissipated, insert slide No, 23 - OPAQUE in place.
Press down the VTVM shorting switch and release
gently. Note that the slight strain put on the teflon
insulation of the shorting switch will usually cause a
static charge resulting in approximately a I .05volt
reading when the switch is released. This static
charge disappears in about a minute.

Movement of the needle either to the left or rapidly
to the right means that the apparatus is NOT READY
for performance of the experiment.

If all the static charges have disappeared, the needle,
due tothe grid-drift current of the VTVM, will move
very slowly (1 division in 20 secs, or slower) to the
right until it goes off scale. It is necessary to wait
until this condition is obtaMed-b-TfoY6 proceedihg
WY1 ing or a esa ic c args o isappear can be
accelerated by holding down the shorting switch for
1/2 to 1 minute intervals, repeating several times.

5. Slide the first filter, slide No. 24 - KW-22+70, in
place. However, as only a few of the h/e tubes re-
spond for this filter, it maybe desirable to start with
filter No. KW-22+23A .
6. Hold down the shorting switch of the VTVM, adjust
the zero reading, and release. Read and record the'
VTVM readings about every minute until the VTVM
reading is constant, i. e. does not change for 3 con-
secutive readings. Read to the nearest 1/10 of the
smallest scale division, .005 volts.

7. Again press the shorting switch of the VTVM .
Read and record the zero reading.

8.1n turn, repeat Procedures 5, 6, and 7 with each
succeeding filter and finally with slide No. 36 - AIR
(pyrex glass envelope alone).

(a) For any filter it can be shown that the VTVM
reading does not increase Indefinitely but does
approach a limit. To show this, slide AM in
slightly until the VTVM reads several divisions
beyond the limit reached in Procedure 6 . Now
reposition the filter and notice that the VTVM
readings decrease very slowly, approaching the
same limit as in Procedure 6 .

(b) The filters should be used in the sequence listed
above. Reversing any part of the sequence will not
alter the final results, but reaching the final, steady
limit of Procedure 6 will be delayed due to the
excess of space charge electrons between the col-
lector and the emitter.

9. Leave the VTVM and the mercury lamp ON . The
laboratory assistant will cut the power if another lab-
oratory section does not follow.

za

ANALYSIS OF DATA,
1. For each of the final, constant voltage readings,
correct the VTVM reading for its zero reading and
for the meter calibration (use calibration chart sup-
plied with the VTVM). This will give the apparent
critical retarding potential V .

2. From the value of the shortest wavelength of the
mercury spectrum transmitted by each filter, com-
pute the corresponding highest frequency f of the
transmitted light.

3. Plot a graph of V versus f Knowing that the
slope of the line will be useful, select scale factors
(consistent with good practice) to obtain a slope of
roughly 450 . Remember that the f values for the
1AQ filter and the pyrex envelope are not known
accurately and, at best, should be plotted at several
values of frequency.

Fit the best straight line to theplottedpaints, keeping
in mind several factors.

(a) With the KW-22+70 or even the KW-22+23A
filter, photoelectron emission may be very low.
This could result in values of V which are too

(b) In manufacturing the h/e tube every effort is
made to avoid depositing the emitting material any-
where but on the emitter. However, if even a very
slight amount did reach the tullector, this could
result at the highest frequencies in values of V
which are too small.

4. From the slope of the graph and the fact that the
eiementary electron charge is e = 1. 6021 x 10-19
coulombs, determine h .

5. From the steepest and the flattest but still_acceptable
straight lines through the plotted
an estimated deviation for your value of h .

CONCLUSION.
State your value of h with its estimated deviation.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.
State whether or not the range for your value of h
includes the accepted value. Cite the reference for
the accepted value, with its estimated deviation if
available.

State whether or not any of the factors mentioned in
Analysis of Data 3 were apparent and were allowed
for.
If the leakage resistance ( even a resistance of 1012
ohms across the h/e tube is a very low value that
would seriously affect the experimental results ) is
too low due to excessive humidity or other cause, the
straight line through the plotted points would be flatter.
Do the results seem to indicate that the leakage re-
sistance was too low?
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INTRODUCTION

General Principles
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Fig. I

The mass spectromete:' used in this experiment consists basically of:

(a) an ion source which emits positive ions in a beam collimated by the pair of
slits S . The ions are mostly singly charged (i.e., lacking one electron)1
although doubly charged ions also occur in small abundance. Triply and
higher charged ions are very rare. The ions have been accelerated through
a potential drop V in the ion source.

(b) a wedge-shaped magnetic field perpendicular to the paper and with apex at O.
(See fig 1). Suppose that this field is of such a strength that an tc
mass 146 and energy eV, and entering the field at right angles to the pole

boundary travels on a circle of radius R with center at 0 and emerges from

the field also perpendicular to the field boundary (central ray in Fig. 1).

Now consider a particle which leaves the source on a trajectory somewhat

higher than the ray we just considered - but again having energy eV.

Upon entering -the field this particle moves in a circle again of radius R,
but not centerec at O. Because this particle has a longer path in the field,
it is deflected tarough a larger angle and upon leaving the field intersects
the primary ray again at S2. A particle leaving the source on a lower
trajectory spends less time In the field, is thus bent through a smaller
angle and also intersects the primary ray. Detailed theory shows that there
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is a first7order focus at 82 that is the width at S2 of a pattern

resulting from loonoenergotic ions diverging from n line source at Sl

has no zero or first order terms when expanded in a power series of am,

the half angle of divergence from the source. Theory also shows that

the points Si , 0, and S2 lie on a straight line. The particular

instrument used in this experiment has a wedge angle, , of 600 and

has the source and collector arranged symmetrically with respect to the

field, but the focussing principle holds for any angle and for unsymmetri-

cal as well as symmetrical arrangements. The echnical name for this

type of analyzer is a "single direction-focussing magnetic analyzer."

cup-shaped ion collector behind the slit S2. There is a 45 volt

potential difference maintained by a battery between the alit plate and

collector. The purpose of this is similar to the suppressor grid in a

pentode - namely to repel secondary electrons (produced by ion impacts

within the cup ) back to the collector cup.

The equation governing the ions in focus at S
2

4.8 x 10

2

where M = mass in atomic mass units
= charge of ion in electron charges

B = magnetic field in gauss

R = radius is cm.

V = accelerating voltage in volts

x 10-5 = 300 e N /2c2 where N
o
= Avogadro's number.



The Vacuum and Smple System
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The vacuum and sample system is Alown in Fig. 2. (Stopeooks which the student

will not need to operate are not shown). The vacuum system consists of a mechani-

cal fore pump backing an oil diffusive pump which is electrically heated and water

cooled. Thermocouple and ion gauges are provided to read fp fore-vacuum and

high-vacuum pressures respectively. A liquid nitrogen trap condenses out vapors.

Gas samples are transferred from the bulbs to the storage bulb by manipulating

stopcocks no. 6 and no. 5. A tiny hole in a piece of thin glass serves as a leak

between the storage bulb and ion source. The storage bulb and manifold can be

pumped out when measurements are completed by opening stopcoCks no. 4 and nO. 5.
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The Ion Source_------
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The emission control heats the filament and provides a 75 volt acceleration
potential for electrons emitted from the filament. Meter A reads the total
electron emission. A small fraction of the electrons reach Lle trap. This current
is measured on meter B. Meter C measures the A.C. filament heating current.
(A new emission control is under construction. When installed this will electro-
nically stabilize the electron emission and the meters will be arranged somewhat
differently).

2
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Positive ions produced in the ion box are withdrawn by a field, due to the

drawing out plates, which peretvates eiightly through the sl:Lt into the box. The

focus plates,when adjusted to the proper potential, produce a focus of the ion

beam at the position of the slit plates. The petentials of the drawing out and

focus plates can be adjusted empirically for maximum beam current by tap switches

on the 477 megohn voltage divider. The high voltage supply is adjustable from

1000 to 1200 volts.

The Ion Detector

ccrzclir

1

0 0
e.

Fig. 14-

Fr:io-fACK

The ion detector circuit is shown in Fig. 4. Ions are detected with a 100%

feedback electrometer. If the ion current is I, the voltage input to the amplifier

is:

Solving:

e

ei + e e ---
o -G

IR
e - IR since G ie a large number such as 1000.
o I+1G

Thua the electrometer has an effective gain of unity. Its main function is that

of an impedance-changer, developing the voltage IR across a low impedance ethat

of the voltmeter) instead of the extremely high impedance of the input resistor.

A selector switch enables any of three input resistors to be used. (A shorting

switch is also provided for testing the electrometer). The "xl" range of the

voltmeter is 90 millivolts full scale on the 30 p amp meter. Less sensitive

ranges up to x 100 are provided. With most ion detectors it is usually best to

use the lowest R feasible and operate on the more sensitive voltage :eales.

In this electrometer, however, the more sensitive voltage scales are noiey. Thus
students will probably get best results by selecting an input resistor which puts

the largest peak on the x 100 scale. When desired, the output of the meter can
be recorded on a Varian self-balancing potentiometer recorder which is matched

to the muter scale.

25
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The Magnet

The magnet is an electromagnet operated from a 220 volt D.C. generator in the

basement. A current regulator is in series with the generator and magnet coils

so that the magnet current passes through a group of 6 A37 vacuum tubes in parallel.

Withi-n the current regulator, a comparator circuit compares a voltage proportional

to the magnet current with a fraction (the fraction determined by the setting of

a ten-turn holipot) of a stabilized reference voltage. The difference between these

voltages is amplified and fed to the grids of the 6AS7's. The action of the circuit

is to stabilize the magnet current at the value for which the difference voltage

is zero. Consequently the current can be varied smoothly by varying the helipot

setting. The available range is 0 to 2 amperes. Sweep motors of 1/4, 1/2, and 1

RPM are available to sweep the hulipot dial through a reduction gear and thus to

sweep the mass spectrum.

The High Voltage Supply

The high voltage supply is also electronically

1200 volts. There is a single sweep motor which

stabilized. The range is 1000 to

sweeps this voltage range in

about four minutes, thus providing an alternative method of sweeping the

spectrum.

Operating Instructions

mass

It is important to start-up and shut-down the apparatus in the proper sequence

Start-up instructions follow. Shut-down instructions will be found at the end of

the write-up.

I. Vacuum preparations

(See the teaching assistant. Some of this may have been start d for you ahead

of time).

Start the fore-pump after making sure that all stopcocks which
to the atmosphere are closed. Open stopcocks no. 4 and no. 5.

electrometer power, after making certain that range-switch on

HOFF" position. This is because electrometer needs to be well

it is stable). Check the fore pressure with tho thermocouple

below 100 microns, turn on tbc diffusion pump cooling water and
the diffusion pump.

Progress of the pumping can be followed by occas onal use of the Tessla
coil on the glass manifold. As pressUre decreases from atmospheric pressure
(no glow), the Tessla discharge will/change from strong purple about 1 cm Hg)
to light purple (about 1 mm Hg) to doft blue (less than 100 a or 10-1 mm ) to
no glow except for fluorescence of he glass (below 10-4 mm). After diffusion
pump has been on long enough to produce these changes, attempt to start the
ion gauge. If system is tight, ion gauge will soon indicate a pressure below
10-4 mm. Pour liquid nitrogen into trap. Pressure should soon fall below
10-5 mm.

vent the system

Turn on
hassis is in

Nrs.rmeduP bèore
gauge. If

then turn on



II. Ion source pruparations
When ion gauge is opera

operated.
being turned on unless the ion gauge is operating). The emission control has

a knob and a switch en the panel. (These remarks refor to the old emission

control. When the new control is installed, the student will have to consult

supplementary instructions fer this control). Turn knob all the way counter-

clockwise. Now turn on switsh. The A.C. current mjter should read, but

emission (upper right meter ) will be zero. Turn knob clockwise until emission

reaches 0.2 ma. Later the student way wish to lower this currjnt to adjust

spectrometer sensitivity. There are two knobs on the voltage divider panel.

Settings of draw-cut-2 (right switch) and focus-5 (left switch) should be

appropriate (see Fig. f)) and are recommended as initial settings. The high

voltage supply can new be turned on.

WARNING: With high voltage on, never touch loam terminals on ion source or

voltage divider panel. Eo2,-2T touch circuit elements inside emission control

circuit.

and pressure ic below 10-5 m , ion source may hi.:
271

(There is an interlock which prevents the ion source filament from

To turn on high voltage, put "D.C. high Voltage" switch in "off" position

and turn on "A.C. Power." After one minute of warm-up, "D.C. High Voltage"

switch wly be turned on. A warning light should light up near ion source.

Magnitude of high voltage is 1000 volts plus reading of panel meter on hiEl-

voltage supply (200 volts full scale). Leave "Fine voltage control" dial at

zero since it ts not needed.

IMPORTANT RULE: Never operate any stopcock on this apparatus without first

switching off emission switch on emission panel and D.C. high voltage switch
_ _

on high voltage supply. This is the "stop-cock_ rule". Failure to observe this
_ _

rule may lead to filament burn-out!

III. Magnet Operation
The magnet must be turned on properly to prevent possible damage to the windings

or to the control circuit.
Turn halipot knob (knob with arrow) all the way to left. Turn "Ext 220 v. D.C."

switch off. Turn "Inst. power" switch "ON." After 1 minute warm up, turn

"Ext. 220 v. D.C." switch "ON." (It may be necessary to turn on Safety Switch

no. 5 on bench also). Now magnet current can be controlled with helipot knob.

IV. Sample system operation
To admit a gas sample to the ion source, proceed as follows:

Don't forget "stop-cock rule!"
Close stopcork no. 5.
Cautiously "crack-open" one of the no. 6 stopcocks - - all the while watching

manometer - - until manometer begins to rise slowly. Close stopcock in question

when manometer indicates.about 5 cm pressure.

Close stopcock no. 4. open stopecel: -.1o. 5. Close stopcocl: no. 5. Manometer

pressure should now be about 0.5 cm due to expansion of gas nto storage bulb.

This is an a ropriate sample pressure. The ion gauge pressure will pr3bably rise
te Eelout 10- mm with sample in.
To remove a gas sample from the ion source:

Don' t forget" s tope o ck rule !"

Open stopco.c11 no. 4. Open stopcack no. 5. Allow 10 minutes for pump out.

2 1
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Note: When using H2S or HOt samples, much of the sample condenses on the liquid---
nitrogen trap. It is important to ).ccep tbia trap cold with these gasee. Other-

wise enormous amount of vapor may be released from the trap very abruptly when

it warms up.

V. Ion detector operation
---
With shorting switch mass spectrometer housing) in unsnorted position and

with range switch (also on mass spectrometer housing) in 1.5 x 10" ohm position,

begin to increase electrometer sensitivity with eensitivity switch on .chausis,

Zero as may be necessary with coarse and fine controls. .Ion currents should now

be Observed intermittently on meter when magnet current is increased slowly.

The Varian recorder will record the meter current when it ,s connected.

"Powernswitch on recorder can be left on throughout the 1abL:7atory period.

"Serveswitch should be on when recorder is to te,overated.or zeroed.

"Papee switch should be on "high" when spectra are being recorded. Recorder

should read the same as does meter. If it does not see teaching assistant.

Recorder may need a new mercury cell.

Experimental Procedure

Required work:_

Admit air sample.

Find highest peak. This should be mass 28. Verify as follows: With magnet current

constant, we have M1V1 = M2V2. Sue if supposed 28 peak and supposed 29 peak obey

this relation.
With spectrometer set on mass 28, now verified, measure V and deflection of

ballistic galvanometer when flip coil 1.8 suddenly pulled out of magnetic field.

Since deflection, D, iu proportional to R, we have:

K D
2

-

Calculate K Now it is possible to determine the moss of any observed peak.

Remove air sample.

Admit neon sample. Determine mass of two major isotopes (should be 20 and 22).

Make six or eight manua (i.e without recorder) determinations of the 22/20 ratio._-
Using recorder, record a sweep of the neon spectrum for each lab partner.

Optional Work: (any of the following "projecta1)

1. Using recorder make a careful recording of the mass spectrometer background from

mass 12 to mass 50. Use the maximum reasonable sensitivity for this work.

Pay special attention to mass 21. 1120 peaks (16, 17, 18) should be noticeable

in background.

2. Sweep the 21, 22 portion of the neon spectrum at high sensitivity. Mhking any

background correczions needed, calculate abundance of Ne21.

3.
_.+

Admit an Ha sample. 01, and RUI, ions vill be observed. Use either or both

to determine Ot, ,sotope abundances.

Admit an H2S sample. S
+
, HS

+
, and H2S ions will be observed. See if you can4.

+

unravel the resulting complex spectrum to determine S isotope abundances.



QUes.ticTs

1. The hole in the leak is about .001" in diameter. Is tho gas flow through this

leak effusive flow or viscous flow?

2. The flow of gas put of the ion box is effusive flow. How does the relative

density of isotopes in the ion box compare with the relative density in the
storage bab? Bow does the isotopic composition of the gas in the storage bulb

vary with time? Mako a quantitative calculation of this effect, if any, for

neon after 1 hour.

3. Estimate the over-all mass spectrometer efficiency for the 28 peak. Assume

that 5 of the ion source electrons enter the ion box and travel 1 cm there.
Take the ionizing cross section to be i0_13 cm2 . Suppose that the area through

which gas leaves the ion box ia 0.2 cul2.

4. Why are there so amy ion peaks in the background of this instrument? How

might the background be reduced?
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Shut-Down Procedure

Turn off magnet as follows: (Sequence is i ortant.)

Turn heliput all the way dom.
Turn off D.C.

Turn off A.G.

Turn off high voltage, emission control, elect e er first putting sensitivity
on "Off" position), recorder all three switches), ion gauge, diffusion pump.

Open stopcocks no 4 and no. 5.

Leove cooling water on until di fusi n pump haS been off at least 20. minutes.



THE SINGLE CRYSTAL X-RAY SPECTROMEiER

Univeroity of Pennsylvania

The spectrum of X-rays consists of a continuoue spectrum on which are
superimposed sharp lines. The continuous spectrum extends all the way from
very long wavelengths up to a fairly well defined short wavelength limit.

From Planck's equation

min kg
Emax

(1)

(2)

since h and c are constants, the quantum of X-radiation ie a maximum when it
equals the kinetic energy of the electrons boMbarding the target.

arid

(3)

hemin 1.24 x -6 12400 x 10-10 m ( 4 )= m
eV V V
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Thus the short wavelength limit depends upon the voltage accelerating the
electrons which produce the X-rays. The character of the continupue spectrum
is dependent only on the voltage across the X-ray tube. The material of the
target influences the intensity of the continuoue spectrUm at a given voltage,
but not its intensity distribution on a wavelength scale.

The lino X-ray spectrum of an element used as the target in an X-ray
tube is typical of that element, just as the optical spectrum of a substance
identifies it. Because of similarities which exist among X-ray spectra of
different elements, there is identified in each X-ray epectrum a group of
lines called the K series, another called the L series, and M series, etc.
The K series linee are the hardeet (shortest wavelength, greateet frequency,
greatest energy) and the series are named in order of increasing wavelength.
In this experiment we ehall study the continuous spectrum and the lines of
the K series.

The X-ray tubes used are of the Coolidge type having a heated tung-
sten filament as the source of electrons, and a water cooled target. There are
several different metale used as target Materials such as copper, molybdenum,
and tungsten. Find out from the instructor what kind of target is being used.
The tubes are shielded in Such a way that X-rays can eecape in only two direc-
tions through holes in the shielding. Be sure to cover one of these holes
with a lead diaphragm if only one side of the tUbe is being used. The high
voltas:e is supplied from a step-up transformer and is rectified by a valve
tUbe.

The spectrometer contains two collimating elite which define the X-rays
into a sharp beam. This beam falls upon a single large crystal and BOMB of

'264
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the X-ray photons are diffracted. in accordan e with the Bragg equation

n A = 2d sin 9

( ee section on Theory of X-Ray Diffraction

(5)

Undiffracted Beam

X-ray Sour

Collimating Slits

-Multi.lIer Tube

Fig. 1

From Fig. 1 it is apparent that in orrler to detect any diffracted X-rays the
detector must move about the axis of the rotating crystal through 'an angle 2 9
when the crystal moves through an angle G. The spectrometer is fitted with
gears to accomplish this after the position of the crystal has once been prop-
erly adjusted relative to the detector. The instructor will have made this
adjustment (a very tedious one) and it should not be changed. The detection
of the X-rays is achieved in the following way. The diffracted X-rays eater
the slit of the detector and strike a fluorescent coating on a photo-multiplier
tube. A cross section of such a tube is shown in Fig. 2. The visfble light
emitted by the fluorescent coating enters the yhoto-multiplier tube and ejects
electrons from the photocathode. The electrons are then attracted from dynode
to dynode with an increase of the number of electrons at each surface.

0 = Photocathode
1-9 = Dynodes
10 Anode

Electrons

Light Shield

Zinc Sulfide Coatihg

X-rays

Sbield
Fig. 2

The small output of the multiplier is then amplified.

WARNING: KEEP BEHIND SHIELDING WHEN X-RAY BEAM IS ON.
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Proced

(a) Make certain that the water supply is turned on

main switch to "High." Set the
kilovoltage on the KV meter to 40 KV. Warniri

Turn main switch off while
changing KV selector to prevent damac '1-Le, selec-

tor. Set the timer
switch to 2 hrs. or more. X-rays will be prod[Jceu wrior, th,1

iwy switch is turned on.

(b) Tura on amplifier and high voltage supply for photo-multiplier.

Zero the meter after it has warmed up.

(c) Investigate the manner in which the crystal and detector are

rotated and notice the ratio of the gears. In order to
determine the zero

position, the crystal is removed and the meter deflection is recorded every 6'

over a short range on both sides of the central peak. It will be necessary to

use very low sensitivity positionscn the amplifier and reduce the filament

current of the X-ray tube from the usual operating
current of 13 ma. to get on

scale deflection of the meter from the very intense direct beam.

(d) Replace crystal in holder and align it by eye, roughly parallel

to the beam direction. Rotate the band wheel about 3 revolutions clockwise.

witch on beam, set detector to its most sensitive position. Tap brass crystal

holder lightly with the back end of a screwdriver swinging
from aboVe by hold-

ing the blade between thumb and forefinger. Watch detector carefully while

tapping. Tap to maximum signal. If no signal comes after much tapping, go

back the other way.

(e) Starting on one side of the central position
(where) the un-

diffracted beam is detected), rotate the crystal and detector, taking readings

of amplifier for each degree of chamber angle. In the region of the sharp

peaks, take readings every 6' of chamber angle.
Investigate the region over

about 45° of chamber angle from the central position.

Repo

(1) Make a plot of the points taken without the crystal. Determine

the zero position by finding the center of the peak. Please note that the

center of the peak is not necessarily the point of strongest beam.

(2) Make a plot of the intensity as a function of chaMber angle over

the complete 45° range.

(3) Make an enlarged plot of the two peaks for a careful determina-

tion .72f the maxima. With the angular
position of the spectral lines thus

determined, compute their wavelength using the Bragg relation. (Eqn.5) The

grating space d for calcite is 3.03 x 10-10 m and for rock salt is 2.614 x 10

Find out the type of target used in your X-ray equipment.

10,

Compare your results with the accepted value. Note that the equipment

does not resolve the Ko.C1 and the K0(2, etc. line but gives an average of KoC

and Kk9

6



Reference:

Apparatu

CHARACTERISTIC X-RAY SPECTRA

University of California, Rarkeley

Harnwell and Livingdon, Experimental Atomic Physics, pp. 324-368

Richtmeyer and Kennard

An X-ray tube with a rotatable anode, providing six different targets:

Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Mo, and Al;
A Bragg spectrometer using a rocking calcite crystal;

Kodak Super Speed X-ray film (occlusal code DF-115);

Power supplier and vacuum pumps.

PurpoSe: To measure the characteristic X-ray wavelengths for several

verify Moseley's Law.

Method: Electrons from a hot filament are accelerated oy a high voltage towards the

anode target, thus producing the characteristic X-rays of the element of which

the target is composed, as well as a continuous X-ray spectrum. The X-raya are

elements
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and

Variable

filament

voltage

supp1y

1
mmeenmiwillwe

Pb slits
vacuum pump

Calcite

crystal

on turntable

Direct

beam

'eit37

Variable

High Voltage

Supply

60,000 Volts

WARNING: GUARD
AGAINST SHOCK
AND RADIATION
EXPOSURE.

Bragg-reflection beam

Z-ray sensitive film

developed film showing
blackened lines due to

the direct beam and to

the K and Ko lines
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collimated (see Figure) by lead slits and strike a calcite crystal, mounted on

a motor-driven turntable so as to periodically vary the angle of incidence.

X-ray wavelengths which satisfy the Bragg relation 2d sine = n X will be

reflected at an angle 20 frcm the direction of the incident (direct) beam and

will strike a photographic film, thus producing a record of the X-ray spectrum.

In the present apparatus only the first order (n 1) spectrum is recorded, and

furthermore only the Ka and the KR X-ray spectral lines are recorded. The

Ka and Ka lines are not resolvea, nor are the Kp and Kp lines. The
2

dJeloped iilm is measured,with a comparator and tie wavelengths are calculated.

Proeedure:

A high vacuum should be established in the X-ray tube before turaing on either the

filament voltage or the high (anode) voltage. The vacuum will be provided by

(1) a mechanical fore pump (which is left running continuously day and night)
and (2) a water-cooled oil diffusion pump, which will normally be turned on

by the laboratory assistants a few hours before the laboratory session. The

fore-pump vacuum should be better than50 microns before the diffusion pumps are

turned on. Allow the diffusion pumps to pump down to a vacuum better than 10-5

mm idg, as measured by the ion gauge connected to the X-ray tube. All tube

voltages must be off and the housing xedsed when making this measurement.

Rotate the anode to select the desired target element.

When a satisfactory vacuum has been obtained, disconnect the ion gauge meter and

any other auxiliary connections to the X-ray tube and close the housing. Turn

on the X-ray filament slowly and increase the current A to about 1.5 amps.

Turn on the high (anode) voltage slowly until the primary voltmeter reads about

70 volts. Readjust the filament voltage until the anode current I is about

15 ma. Use a piece of florescent screen to verify that X-rays are caming out

and cover the slit with the lead shutter. Calculate the crystal angle required

to record the first order Ka and Kp lines of the target element and set the

turntable to be varied about this angle by the large cam.

Mount a piece of X-ray film so that both the direct beam and the Bragg reflected.

beams will be incident on it. It is most convenient to use Kodak super steed

occlusal (Code DF-45) X-ray film, which is already wrapped in paper, and,

furthermore, contains two films so that each partner may have a record. The

sensitive side of the film package is the embossed side; note the embossed dot

for orientation purposes. Note that by displacing the film vertically it should

be possible to record the spectra of several elements en one film package.

Remove the lead shutter and expose the film -Mile the motor rockS the crystal.

An exposure between 5 min. to 20 min. is usually sufficient. Close the shutter
and carefUlly lift out the eatire turntable; open the shutter and expose

for the direct beam for about 1/2 minute. Turn off the tube voltages, open the

housing and ground the anode with a clip wire for safety. Rotate the anode to a
new target element and repeat the above procedure, thus recording the spectra of,

say, 3 elements on a film package. Defelop and fix this film before proceeding
to the other 3 elements. Measure the films, calculate the wavelengths and make

a Moseley plot(yririre. Z) for both Kartnd KR lines. In the report describe the
operation of an ion gauge and a thermocouplaRauge.
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CAUTION'. Use suitable precautions against the hazards of electrJ,cal shock and

X-radiatioa. Keep the learl shutter closed exce'ot duriag actual
exposure. Do not leave the apparatus unattended during exposures, but

avoid bodily exposure to the scattered X-radiation.

'269



ADSORPTION OF X-RAA'S

TJni vers ity of Pennsylvsnia

When a parallel beam of X-rays passes thret:gh matter the intensity of
the emergent beam ia less than that of the incident beam. The decrease in in-
tensity in traveling through a thickness d of the material, see Fig. 1, is
proportlonal to the thickness and the intensity I of the beam.

Th s decrease may be written as

- di = lee I dx (1)

where - di represents the decrease in intensity andp is the constant of pro-
portionality known as the linear absorption coefficient. Eqn. (1) nay be in-
tegrated at once to give

= Ioe

where I is the initial intensity of the beam.

(2)

There are several ways in which the atoms of a substance can remove
energy from the incident beam: Scattering, fluorescent scattering, Compton
scattering and pair production. The latter two are more important for ener-gies in the neighborhood of a million volts ao that their effects on beams of
low energies nay be neglected to a first approxination.

Scattering occurs because the transverse electric field associated
with the X-ray photons accelerates the "free" electrons in the material. These
accelerated electrons in turn radiate photons of the same energy (and fre-quency) as the exciting radiation. Thia radiation is scattered in all direc-
tions, although not uniformly. Absorption of this type is relatively nmre im-
portant for elements of low atomic nuMber, and neasuretents of the absorption
coefficient caa be used to determine the nutber of electrons per atom the
atonic nutber).

If the energy of the incident photon is sufficiently large, there is
the posatbility that it can eject an olectron from the atom according to the
photo-electric equation

mv2 = h h 710

270
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where imv2 is the kinetic energy of the ejected electron, h 79 ii enema of
the incident photon and h 110 the energy required to ionize the atom (i.e. re-
move the electron). This ionized atom readjusts itself with the return of one
of its other electrons belonging to an outer shell to the hole left by the
ejected electron. The returning electron has a binding ener8y hVB < h-00 <
and there is a photon born. with an energy of h -1,10 B whose frequency vo _1)B
is always less than 1..) and independent of -1.). These scattered X-ray photons
are called fluorescent X-rays and their frequency and. hence wavelength depends
only on the atomic number of the absorbin material, They are identical with
the X-rays obtained when the absorber is made the target of an X-ray tube in
which the cathode rays have an energy ye h

If h7..) is less than h there can be no absorption by the photo-
electrIc process for that particular shell. If hi"' is much greater than h 0 ,
the actual probability of the ejection of a photoelectron is small even though
there is sufficient energy for the process. As in. a great many physical phe-
nomena the probability is greatest when hj equals h110 , and resonance can be
said to occur. Like the other type of scattering, the fluorescent radiation
takes place in all directions.

two terms
The linear absorption coefficient may then be written as the sum of

+ 7-

where die the scattering coefficient and. 7- is the fluorescent absorption co-
efficient. If we consider an X-ray beam 1 ra2 in crosssection, then /a rep-
resents the total energy removed from the beam by 1 m3 of the absorber, 0-- rep-
resents the energy scattered and T represents the energy transformed. into
fluorescent radiation by this unit volume. It iP sometimes more convenient to
use the absorption coefficient per kilogram known as the Mass absorption coef-
ficient

where ie the density of the absorber in. kg/mg; or the sotion coefficient

(6)

where m is the mass of an atom of absorber. Since m= where M is the
atomic weight and N is Avogadro's number,

per atom in the path of the beam,
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absorbed by a sin1-le atam, when the X-ray beam has a crc s-,;-3ecLiohai.
1 w2.

Procedure:

The X-ray tube, controls, crystal, molAntihg and 6etector are tIIi
same a6 those useu in Experlment lu, where a aiaram of the apparatu:,; ancL

brief decription of the detector cflay be found. A large crystal is LAskJ,

provide a monocnromatic beam of X-rays

(a) Make certain that tne water supply is turned on. Throw the

main switch to "Higa." Set the kilovoltage on the KV me zo 40 KV. WARNIhG:

Turn main switch off while changing KV selector to preve damage to the

lector. Set the timer switch to hours or wor X-rays will be producca

when the key switch is turned on. Regulate the filament current to 13 ma.

(b) Turn on the amplifier and zero. The zero reading should be
checked frequently and a series of readings repeated if it is found to have

moved.

(c) Set the detector in such
of X-rays from the crystal is a maximum

ALWAYS KEEP OUT OF TBE DIRECT X-RAY BEAM.

(d) Record the X-ray
foils. Start with the thinnest
sity has dropped by a factor of
nesses will suffice. Note that
same sensitivity range.

Repo

position that the monochromatic bemi
-f. Experiment 10).

intensity transmitted through various aluminum
and proceed to thicker foils until the inten-
about ten. Ten appropriately chosen thick-
all foils of one element must be done on the

(e) Repeat for copper, nickel, tin, iron and silver.

(1) Plot th intensity of the X-ray beam transmitted through the
foils divided by I0, the intensity without an absorber on semilog graph paper
against the surface_density /0a of the foils. The surface density is the
product of the densityand the thickness of the foil. The points for small

values of the surface ensity fall upon a straight line; put a straight line
through these points.

2) Since I = =

Therefore the slope of the curve is -

= Ioe-/(1998, then JI =
To

Determine the slope for each element.

/5' s

(3) Knowing M and N compute the values ofdb(a. Plot fia against

iE , the atomic number of each of the elements. It is expected that a will

be a rapidly increasing function of Explain any discrepancy that you find.

'2 7 2 ,



(X)MPTON SCATTERIEG OF X-RAYS

M ichi setts Institute of Technology

References: Introduction to Modern Physics, Richmyer, Kennard &
LaUritsen. Bragg Scatter ng: Page 357-359. Compton Effect:
Page 386-392 (note that RK&L use notation 047>9)
X-Rays in Theory and Experiment , Compton & Allison.
Width of Modified Line: Page 248-249.

Outline of the Theo . Ey considerin X-rays as parteles interacting
wi _ree e ec rons and by using the conservation of energy and
momentum, the following equations can be derived:

(x-ray)

Before After

electron)

Figure 1 _Interaction pf_X7rays with Free Electrons

-

cot I
2

E

where a = h
m
e
c-

(1 - cosj4) (1.1a)

(1.1b)

(1.1o)

m
e

- (1

hV2a

1- a )

0052-0

(TO 775-6-2-0-

and m
e

is the rest mass of the electron

E = kinetic energy of electrons.

Action of X-rays_on Crystals

Fig.2 X-rays incidenton a crystal

If a heterogeneous source of X-rays strikes a crystal at an angle
the interaction obeys the following equations

= 91 r.21
= 2d sin 9 1.2b
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where d is the inter-atomic distance in the crystal. Equation (l.2b) is
known as Bragg's Law. These equations say that, for a given incident
angle Q, only that radiation of wavelength A= 2d sin Q

will be reflected, and that the angle of reflection 01=0. It is evident
that, if the crystal is rotated, the reflected radlation will be of a
different wavelength. Consequently this device can be used as a spec-
trometer. This is commonly referred to as a Bragg spectrometer.

Experimental Setup: The experimental apparatus is shown schematically
below. X-rays generated in the X-ray tube leave the tube and are col-
umated by slit S . They then hit the target T interacting with its
electrons. 1 From this interaction radiation is emitted in all
directions. A particular angle of observation 0 with respect to the
main beam is selected. At this angle of observation the spectrum of
the scattered

Geiger tube t-1
tube

Fig. 3 Schematic of A. H. Compton Experiment

radiation is analyzed by means of a Bragg spectrometer (crystal and Geiger
counter system). ,The entire spectrometer pivots about T, while the crystal
and Geiger tube pivot about C. A gearing system provides that the crystal
moves through Q while the Geiger tube goes through 29.

In the experiment the crystal is not flat but is bent along the
circumference of a circle. It is bent to such a radius that

Fig. 4 Bent Cryatal
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all X-rays leaving T (target ) with the same wavelength and striking the
crystal anywhere come to focus at G (Geiger tube). This arrangement is
equivalent to a flat crystal tangent to the circle at C and can be
thought of as such for all calculations. The advantage of using a
bent crystal is that is multipliea the intensity by a factor of approx-
imately one hundred.

The radiation from the X-ray tube is from a copper anode. All
wavelengths are emitted (above the short wavelength limit) but the CuKee
emission line is so intense that, in this experiment, it can be
considered as a monochromatic source of that wavelengeb. The target
material is carbon, and the crystal is LiF.

The crystal ie aligned using an irpn target in place of carbon.
This gives a very intense line (Fe Kee ) which enables one to adjust
the crystal quickly. This has been done in your set-ups.

Procedure:

1. Never put eour hands or fi -re in h X- or stand o
Sit where your body can be_expos _ e ay 1. I roce ure
followed correctly and the safety precautions observed, the experiment
ic completely harmless. When making any changes, put the lead shield
in front of the X-raer_tube windOw.

2. Before the day of the experiment come to the laboratory and
look over the experiment. Aleo, before coming to do the experiment,
calculate the first Bragg angle for Cuicee from a LiF cryetal. Calculate
the separation of the Compton peaks in minutes. (You will need these
numbers while doing the experiment.) (Compton peaks e "modified"
and "unmodified" lines).

3. Turn on the X-ray tube, Geiger tube, and power supply for
Geiger tube. (Instructione nrovided near the expeeimsnt

4. An iron rod is provided in the laboratory, and the equipment
should be zeroed earth day, and for each scattering angle The zero
of the spectrometer is set in a similar manner. Using the Fe Kee. line,

set the zero approximately by ear (1.e., by listening to the clicks in
the mechanical scaler ). Then determine zero more preciaely by counting.

5. Wait until the X-ray tube, Geiger tube, and power supplies have
warmed up for about an hour before taking relative intensity eeadings
with the carbon target. This time can be utilized in locating the zero
and getting an approximate spectrum.

6. When studying the CUKoe peaks, locate them first by scanning,
and then count over them in intervals suitable to determine the shape.
Take a sufficient number of counts at each position to minimize the
uncertainty due to statistical fluctuations in the counting rate.
As this goes as k /N/N, a decseon must be made in the lab as to the
etatistics which are needed. Always approach points from the-same
direction to avoid backlaeh in the geare. It is important that the
voltage across the Geiger tube and the intensity of the X-ray beam be
kept constant.

'2 7 a
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Report:

1. Make a plot of relative intensities vs angle of the crystal
for each 0. Make the scale such that the peaks are shown in detail.

2. Calculate the 7N of the peak at the smaller crystal angle
and the el:\ between the two peaks. Compare this with the theore-
tical values.

3. From quantum mechanics the follo-ing formula is derived:

( . 3 )

where zN v is the width of modified peak in frequency = binding
energy of electron, Et = first energy of recoil electr n, ana v
is the separation of the peaks (in frequency).

Make an estimate of the width of your modified peaks - then
compare with the value given by (1.3) to see whether you have resolved
the peaks as well as possible. (The window of the Geiger tube
subtends an angle of only 5 minutia).

Questions:

1. Derive equations 1.1a, 1,0 c.

2. The Compton effect does not explain how the original
radiation can be scattered through an angle without a change in
wavelength. Explain.

3. Explain what the effect would be as the target element is
changed in Z (going from Hydrogen to Uranium ) assuming incident
CuKa - radiation.



THE COMPTON EFFECT 291

University of Colorado

PURPOSE;

In terms of physics this experiment has the following aims:

(1) to verify the theoretical angular dependence of the energy
of the scattered photons in a Compton collision.

(2) to verify the theoretical angular di tribution of the
scattered photons.

(3) By observing the energy of the scattered electron, the
conservation of energy may be verified.

The method of observation relies directly upon the simultaniety of
the emission of the scattered photon and the emission of the struck
electron, and therefore implicitly verifies that energy is conserved
exactly in this atomic process.

The experiment performs the additional function of allowing the
student to apply what has been previously learned about pulse
electronics and pulse height analysis and to use some of the most
modern techniques and equipment that are applied to atomic and nu-
clear experiments.

THEORY:

hv

In the scattering of incident gamma radiation by free electrons,
conservation of momentum and energy requires that the scattered
photon have the energy hv given by

hv

1 +

The angular distribution (number of scattered photons scattered in
a given direction) was first calculated by Klein and Nishina and,
after appropriate averaging over all polarizations of the incident
and outgoing photons, is given by

'277
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dQ

where a

2 2 4
2 , 4 sin

(14-cos cp) 1+
1+2asin2( (1-Feos

2
cp 12asin

hv

2
M C
el

and r is the classical electron radius.

Note that as a-o this cross-section approaches the classical
(Thomson) angular distribution

APPARATUS:

Incident gamma radiation of 0.662 MeV energy is provided by a
C5-137 source of several millicuries. This source is collimated
by lead slits and the resultant gamma ray beam impinges on the

target, which is a block of plastic scentillator material (type

NE-102). Scattered photons are detected by a NaI 2"x 2" crystal
which may be moved through an angular ranged from 112P to 00 .

The light pulses are detected and amplified by a 6363 photo-
multiplier tube. The NE-102 has a low cross section for X-rays
(consisting mainly of low Z material) but stops completely the
scattered electrons. These produce light pulses which are
detected and amplified by a 6292 photomultiplier tube.

Either the output of the 6363 or 6292 detector may be an-
alyzed. The electron (6292) output pulse spectrum is a contin-
um when no coincidence requirement is made, since it includes

all electron scattering angles. The spectrum (6363) output
is also a continuum because of high counting rates of other
processes taking place in the NE-102 and in the NaI crystal.

However, when a coincidence requirement is made between the

scattered photon pulse and the electron pulse, the Compton events

stand out clearly from other events in the pulse height spectrum.

The method of analysis is shown below in block diagram form.
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PROCEDURE:

You will take both electron and photon spectra for a series
of angular positions of the NaI detector. The coincidence rate
is low, and therefore you should plan on at least 20 minutes per
run at forward angles and 40 minutes per run at backward angles.

A very short run at 0 degrees without any coincidence require-
ment is required for an energy calibration.

(a) Obtain the Cs-137 source from the instructor and
insert the base of the plastic conta:Lner firmly into the
collimator.

(b) Turn on power to the amplifiers, coincidence circuit,
preamplifiers and phototubes. Do not adjust the gain
settings, discriminators or HV settings initially, since
they have been set up already. Later, in the course of
the experiment, some adjustments may prove desirable.

(c) Check the instructions for use of the 512 channel
analyzer before turning on AC power to this unit. Note

that no switches should be thrown unless the function
switch is in STOP 1 mode.

(d) Use a meter stick or rule to measure the geometry of
the source, target and detector. NOTE: Unless these
distances are measured, you may be in trouble the second
week trying to fit the cross-section runs together. There
is no guarantee that the source collimator or the Nal
crystal will not be moved in or out during the course of
the week.

(e) At 0 degrees take a short non-coincidence run for
energy calibration.

(f) Decide on the basis of the available time how many
angles you can take data at, if the coincidence rate
requires at least 20 minutes runs forward of 90Q and
40 minutes runs back of 90°. Note that counting rate may
be sacrificed to geometrical definition, and vice versa,
by moving the source and Nal crystal.

(g) Data from two separate runs should be taken in the two
halves of the memory and may then be printed out all at
once. Make carbon copies of the output on the typewriter
for all members of th,B group since separate individual write-
ups are required.
NOTE: See special instiuctions for 512 analyzer.

(h) Note that the "CHout" jack on the Cosmic AMPL.-DISCR.
units provides a pulse which will operate the coincidence
jack whenever a pulse appears within the window setting of
that AMPL-DISCR. This will be useful if readjustment of the
discriminator settings proves necessary.
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(i) Note also that if yOLI are to check the conservation
of energy, the Nal crystal must be set at the same angles

for both photon and electron pulse analysis.

(j) In turning off power, turn off the high voltage to
the PM tubes first (Note that you must not turn the
lower supply to the negative HV position accidentally).
Then turn off all AC power switches. (The 512 analyzer
must be in STOP 1 mode wher turned off.)

RESULTS:

(1) Compare your hv (cp) with the theoretical rela i ship.

(Use graphical representation).

(2) Compare your angular distribution with the theoretical
Klein-Nishina relationship. (Use graphical representation).
Discuss any discrepancies.

Compare your valves for hv ± T with theory as a function

of angle.

QUESTIONS:

(1) Derive the energy Iry of the scattered p oton as a fun,tion

of the photon angle cp. Also obtain the angle p of the
electron associated with photons at the angle cp.

(2) Discuss the polarization phonomena connected with Compton
scattering.

) Derive from classical electrodynamics the angular distri-

bution for scattering of an incident plane monochromatic e-
lectromagnetic wave by a free electron. This is equal to
the quv.ntum result in the limit as a-.0 for the latter.



ENERGY STATES OF sop=

Lehigh Unive_sity

One of the basic concepts of quantum physics is that an atomic system,
composed of negative electrons and a positive nucleus, normally exists in
energy states which are discrete rather than continuously distributed.
Furthermore, there is associated with the atoms of each element a character-
istic set of states, referred to as an energy spectrum. The purpose of the
present experiment is to build up the energy spectrum for neutral sodium
from wave length measurements of its emitted radiation.

The connection between energy states and wave leng hs of emitted
radiation is given by Einstein's relation.

hco
hv.. = = Ei E (1)

-ij

is the frequency (cycles/sec) of the radiation emitted when the a o

changes its energy (ergs) from state E. to state E. h (e g-sec) is

Planck's constant, c
o

is the velocity (cm/see) of electrom gnetic radiation

in vacuo, and Aij is the wave length (m) corresponding to the frequency

v. For convenience, this equation may be put in a simpler form.
ij

(2)
j

-
Here, the wave number, v. (= I/A ), as well as the energy states,

lj

T.=-E71-Icahd.T.(E /hc
c

are expressed in units of reciprocal centi-
o

meters.

Ha ing measured the characteristic wave lengths, .., ef a particular

atom,andcalculatedthecorrespondingwavenumbers,vwthe problem is to

determine values for the energy states Ti. This is called a spectrum

aralysis. For most atoms, carrying out such an analysis is a far from
easy task, despite the simplicity of equation (2). In a few cases, however,
it is possible to pick out by inspection groups of characteristic wave-
lengths which form regular patterns referred to as series. When this can
be done, the series can be used as a basis for analysis, and the 'problem
is greatly simplified.

The potassium atom will be considered for D 'noses of illustration.

Energy_Levels of the Neutral Potassium Atom

Fig. 1 is a schematic drawing of a spectrogram showing the character-
istic radiation emitted by the potassium atom. For simplicity the wave
length scale has been taken as linear, although this is far from true for a
spectrogram taken with a prism instrument such as will be used in the present
experiment.

'2 2
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Series
Limit

5 6

Wave length

7

x 10
3
A

Fig. 1 Spectrogram of Potassium

It will be noted that there are two groups of doublets (marked s and d)

which have similar characteristics. In both groups the interval in
Angstroms between each doublet and the next decreases progressively in going
to shorter wave lengths so there appears to be convergence to a common

limit. Furthermore, the intensity the radiation also decreases in the

same order. These are typical characteristics of a series. Table I lists
the relative intensities and wave numbers of the "lines" belonging to the

s series, together with the relative intensity and wave number of the "lines"

marked p.

TABLE I. Intensities and Wave Numbers of Potassium Lines

-------
Identi-
fication

Relative
Intensity

Wave Number
(cm-1)

Differences
(cm`1)

P 10 12985.1 57.7

P 10 13042.8

s 8 14407.7 57.7
s 7 14465.4

s 6 17230.2 57.8
s 5 17288.0

s 4 18722.6 57.8
s 4 18780.4

$ 3 19605.5 57.8

s 2 19663.3

If the lines designated s belong to a true series they should all
originate from the same energy level (or, in this case, from the same pair
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of energy levels). Further evidence that these lines originate from the
same levels comes from the fact that wave number difference is, within the

accuracy of measurement, the same for all the doublets. On the assumption

that this is true and using equation (2), relative values can be assigned

to a tentative set of energy levels. This is done in Fig. 2, where the
lowest level has abitrErily been assigned a value of zero for convenience.

The slanting lines indicate the observed transitions.

Series Lim

Fig. 2 Energy

If these assignments are correct it should be possible to represent

the values for the energy levels to a good approximation by an equation of

the following type.

T(
)

F.

2
(h-6)

-
n*

2 (3)

T(n) is the value for the energy level measured from the se ies limit, R is
Rydberg's constant (=109,737.4cm-l), n is an integer, and d, the "quantum

defect", is approximately constant for a given series.t n*, the effective

quantum number, need not be an integer but it, as well as n, change by one

in going from one member of a series to the next.

t NOte the similarity between this equation and the equation for the energy

levels of hydrogen.
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At this stage of the analysis the values of the energy levels are given
only with respect to a level to which we have arbitrarily assigned a value
of zero and not with respect to the series limit whose position is unknown.
Let B and T(n) represent, respectively, the values for the series limit and
the energy levels with respect to the arbitrarily chosen reference level
Then equation (3) becomes,

D - T (n)

Considering the tWO lowest members of the proposed series, we have

B - 14465.4
109737.4

=

n*

4
B - 17288.0

109737.
(5)

where n* has been used to designate the effective quantum number of the
lowest member of the se:ies. These two equations could be solved simul-
taneously to obtain values for the unknowns B and n*, but this would be
tedious to carry out by direct means since n* and B must be determined to
a large number of significant figures. Fortunately, a table is available
which simplifies the task. (1) This table (Rydberg Interpolation Table)
gives values for R/n*2 as function of n*. Between the columns of this
table are given differences corresponding to R/n*2 R/(n*+1)2. Subtracting
the second of the above equations from the first, we eliminate B and obtain
2822.6cm-1 as the difference R/n*2 R/(n*+1)2. This number can be found
in the table as the difference between R/(3.807)2 and R/(4.807)2. In the
column to the left of this difference is the number 7571.6, which is the
value of R/n*2, and in the column to the right is the number 4749.0 which
is the value of R/(n*+1)2. Substituting into equation (5),

B 14465.4 = 7571.6
and B - 17288.0 = 4749.0
Thus B = 22037.0cm-1.

We are now in a position to make predictions in order to test our
assignments. Reading across the row in the table containing the difference
2822.6, we find

(n*+2)
2

(5.807)
= 3254.3

Thus T (n+2) = B + -2 22037.0 + 3254.3 = 18782.7cm
-1

This agrees
(

reasonably well with the observed value 18780.4cm-1. The assignment
19663.3cm-1 for T (n+3) can be tested in a similar way. Furthermore, we can
predict the posidons of possible energy levels in this series below To(n).
The predicted values for T

o
(n-1) and T(n-2) are

1
T
o
(n-1) = 8109cm-

-1
T
o
(n-2) = -11571em

42 8
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A transition from 8109cm-1 to the zero reference level would be in the
infra-red and would ordinarily not be observed, but it should be possible
to observe transitions from the levels at Ocm-1 and 57.7=-1 to the lower
level To (n-2). It is known, however, that in going from high to low
levels in a series the predictions based on this method of representation
become progressively worse. With this in mind, it is reasonable to
associate T0(n-2) with the p transitions 12985.1cm-1 and 13042.8cm-1.
This places an energy level 12985.1cm-1 below the zero reference level and
this turns out to be the lowest (or ground) state of the energy spectrum.

Since the ionization potential is the difference between the ground
sta e and the series limit, its value is

IP = 22037 + 12985 = 35022cm-1

= 4.341 electron-volts

Other series can be used to locate additional energy levels and to make
independent evaluations of the series limit and therefore the ionization
potential.

The steps to be followed in the present experiment are to obtain a
spectrogram of the radiation emitted by the sodium atan, to measure the
observed wave lengths and to use these measurements to build up an energy
level diagram.

Using the constant deviation spectrograph, obtain a series of spectro-
grams with sodium and mercury arcs as radiation sources. The spectrograph
is in adjustment. Do_not turn any controls. (2)

First load the plate holder. This must be done in complete darkness,
since the Super Pancro Plates are sensitive to all visible wave lengths.
The emulsion side of the plate can be determined by holding the corner of
the plate lightly between the thumb and forefinger. The thumb or finger
touching the enulsion will slip more easily than the one touching the glass.
Practice this with an exposed plate.

Turn on both arcs and allow about fifteen minutes for warm up. Then
take a series of four spectrograms, shifting the plate holder between each
exposure. Both sodium and mercury should appear on each exposure, since the
mercury is to provide standard wave lengths for measurement. When using the
mercury arc cover a portion of the slit with a card so the mercury lines can
be distinguished from sodium. The exposure time for mercury should in each
case be about 20 seconds, while those for sodium should be 1 sec, 10 sec, 1
min and 5 min.

Develop the plate for 5 minutes and transfer to a fixing bath for 10
minutes. Rinse in running water for 10 minutes, shake to remove excess water
and allow a short time for drying. Throw away the developer but pour the
fixer back into the half gallon container. Use a damp paper towel to clean
up any developer or fixer which has been spilled.

2 t
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Each of the four exposures should appear approximately as shown in

Fig. 3, where the short lines correspond to mercury and the long lines to

sodium. With magnification, it will be seen that all the sodium lines

are double.

11
ii

L 4358A
4344

4339

4916A---1 5461A

5767

5790

Fig. 3 S-ectro ram of Sodium with_Mereury StaRdards

p

234A

6123

073

Measurement and Reduction of Spec

Wave length measurements are usually made-by comparison with standards.
In this case, the standards will be taken as the wave lengths of the mercury
lines which are listed in FIG. 3.

Using a comparator, measure the positions of all mercury and sodium
lines shown in FIG. 3. (There should be at least three members of both
the s and the d series). This should be com leted b the end of the first
period.

With a prism instrument, the variation of wave length with distance along
the plate is far from linear. (2) To a very good approximation, the relation-
ship between the position on the plate, R, and the nave-length, A, is given
by the following equation.

C
A --: A + - (6)

o R-R
o

This contains three par,eter, X0, R and C which must be determined from
known vave length values for three lio nes Xi, X2 and A3.

X - OX
- 3 _ _ -2

1-0 (A - 2
-R )

6 = 3-OR3

Ro
2

- -
1-0

(k2-X
1

11
3
-R

1
)

C = (X
3
-X

0
) (R3 -41

o
) = (X -X ) (R

2
-R
o

) = (X
1
-X ) R

1
-

o2 o

For X
1

and A
3
choose two mercury lines near the ends of measurements, whose

wave lengths bracket all the measured sodium lines. A
2

should be somewhere
near the middle of the range.

287
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Having determined R and C calculate the wave lengths of all measured

lines. Deviations from he known values for the wave lengths of the remaining
nercury lines will indicate the accuracy to be expected from the measurements

for the sodium lines.

Finally, calculate the wave numbers of all observed sodium lines.

The Energy Spectrum of Neutral_ Sodium

(1) From the lines of the s series identified in FIG. 3, de ermine the
energy levels giving rise to these transitions, using the method described

in the first section of this report. Predict and identify as many lines of

this series as possible.

(2) Repeat the procedure of part (1) for the d series. How does Ihe
series limit, determined from the s series, compare with that determined from

the d series?

(3) Can you predict the positions of energy levels which uld give rise

to lines having the following wave lengths?

A
a

= 3302.3A-

b
= 3302.9A

= 2852.8A

A = 2853.0A

(4) Determine the ionization potential for neutral sodium.

(5) Draw to scale an energy level diagram and indicate all of the
observed transitions as well as the transitions given in Part (3).

(1) A "Rydberg Interpolation Table", listing values of 109737.4/(n+2p) for all

values of (n+U) from 1.000 to 11.000 in steps of 0.001, was prepared by
A. G. Shenstone, J. C. Boyce and H. V. Russell in 1934. To obtain copies of
this table write to Prof. C. W. Curtis, Physics Dept., Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pa.

(2) If the spectrum is photographed near the normal of a concave grating in a
Paschen mount, it will be almost linear in wave length and much easier to re-
duce than a spectrogram produced by a prism. A linear interpolation between

end standards, A and
V

will provide approximately correct values for the
o

wave lengths.

D = =A - DR
o

DR

This equation can be set upon a desk calculator so that values of Az
are obtained directly by entering corresponding values of R into the
machine. Accurate values of A are determined from a correction curve
constructed from differences between known wave lengths of the com-
parison spectrum and the corresponding values obtained by linear inter-
polation.
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FRNCKHJRTZ EXPERIMENT

Unlvoroity of California, Berkeley

1. Descriytion

505

The Franck-Hertz tube is used for demonstrating the inelastic collisions of slow
electrons of kinetic energy 4.9 electron volts with mercury atoms. It is a four-
electrode tube with indirectly heated cathode. There is a mercury drop in the
interior.

The tube has a seven pin socket which is inserted into a supplied tube-holder.
From the tube-holder extends a cable containing 6 different color cords which are
connected to six marked plugs.

The connections are as follows:

Eilectrode Socket Pin Colored Cord Plus Marking

Collector Electrode
Grid 2
Grid 1
Heating cathode
Heating filament
Heating filament

7
2

10
11
12
1

pink
yellow
white

brown

green

A
g2
gi

fk

f

The No. 6 pin leads ever the grey cord to the plug marked S, corresponding to
the shielding electrode inside the tube and located between collector electrode
A and 8rid 2.

The required mercury pressure in the tube is 15 - 20 mm. Therefore the entire
tube must be_kept at a temperature of approximately 200°C in an electric tubular
heater (555 al). The tube socket is separated from the glass envelope by a Lass

sleeve and remains outside the heater,

'iith insufficient mercury pressure in the tube, not all electrons of 4.9 electron
volts give up their energy to mercuiy atoms. They can accumulate higher energies
and, finally, form ions. The same effect takes place with a great stream of
electrons. Therefore small currents and a sensitive indicator must be used, for
instance,the mirrer galvanometer (532 10) with D.C. amplifier No. (532 00), which
enables the measurement of current down to 10-11 amp/mm/rn. The necessary voltages
forthe tube are as follows:

Heating voltage, 6.3 volts
Adjustable D.C. voltages between the grids and the cathode 0...4 volts and 0...30
volt,
The bias voltage between collector electrode and grid, 1 volt;
The power-supply No. 522 35a and a small dry battery or One cell of a nickel-
cadmium battery have proved to be satisfactory voltage sources.

2. The expe imental procedure

) The Franck-Hertz tube is put into the oven.

'289
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II) The temperature of the electric heater is edjue -d by a variable resistor,
(sliding rheostat, 110 ohms, 2.5 A., cat. no. (537 24) in such a way that there

are 50 volts on the terminals of the heater.

) The amplifying unit is switched on and the sensitivity of the galv
set to zero.

d) Set-up the connections according
power supply used as voltage source
up. The voltmeter (531 6)i.a) with a
performs two functions: As a member
from 0 to 30 volts to grid g2, when
The dial of the voltmeter indicates
etiar indicating instrument is used,
included in the circuit for grid g2
gas discharge in the tube.

eter is

the suggested circuit on diagram 1. The

has to be switched off during the setting
special shunt, measuring range 30 volts,
of a voltage divider, it supplies voltages
the power-supply is set to 0 - 270 volta.
0 - 30 between g2 and the cathode. If an
a resistance of at least 10,000 ohms must be

in order to limit the current in case of a

The collector electrode is connected to the terminal, "Gal. Eing.", on the
amplifying unit. The two terminals on the right side of the amplifying unit
lead to the galvanometer with an Ayrton shunt in parallel for sensitivity
reiulation.

Approximately one hour after the oven and the amplifier are switched on, the
cathode is also switched on. At this moment, there should not be any voltage
between the grids and the cathode.

f) About one minute thereafter, we determine the righa voltage for gl. The voltage

on gl determines the space-charge around the cathorle and, consequentlya also the

emission current. If there are 30 volts between the cathode and g2, no gas dis-
charge will take place is we have the right voltage on gl. In order to find

the voltage for ga, ye set the Ayrton shunt of approximately 1/10 of the full
sensitivity of the galvonometer and bring the voltage on g2 to 30 volts. Then

under continuous observation of the galvonometer the voltage on gl is increased
with caution. The current increases slowly and steadily. If ever the current
increases rapidlya a gas discharge has taken place, and the voltage on g2 must

be brought down to zero immediately. The voltage on gl is lowered and the
procedure is repeated until the gas discharge does not occur with 30 volts on
grid 2, while the greatest possible emission current flows. This voltage is in

general approximately 1 2 volt.

) Restore the sensitivity of the galvanometer on the Ayrton shunt insuch a way
that the deflection of the ealvanometer covers the entire scale. Now the

arrangement is ready for taking measurements.

h) The voltage on grid 2 is aradually increased, beginning from zero. As soon

as approximately 4 volts are reached, the electron current between grid 2 and
the collector electrode starts and reaches a maximum at ca. 7 volts. Further

maxima can be found in intervals of 4.9 volts each. (The difference between

7 and 4.9 volts may be explained by contact difference of potential.
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11_

The Franck-Hertz tube contains metallic mercury. After the tube has been
transported, there is a danger that some mercury has been retained between
the electrodes, and may cause a short-circuit. The start of operation without
T)re-heL.tinu, therefel'a encialier the'tuhe.

b) Too low heating of the filament also endangers the cathode. If for this
reason emission is insufficient, the emission of the cathode can be improved
by overheating it very briefly at approximately 8 volts.

) Apart from the space-charge, the emission current and the occurrences of the
inelastic collisions depend also npon the mercury pressure in the tube, and
consequently, upon the temperature of tbe heater. If the regulation of the
voltage on the grid gi is not sufficient, the temperature of the heater must
be changed.

Should the tube be overheated, the emission current would be mnall, and
maximas and minimas would hardly be recognized or seen at all.

For checking purposes, we take the tube out of the oven, let it cool off for
approximately 30 seconds, and then) if the tube was overheated before, an
increase in current takes place, and EAXiMEW can be found. If this is the case,
the oven must be cooled off and operated with a lower voltage.

d) When the tube is not sufficiently heated) the emission current is large and
the maximas, especially those of a higher order) can hardly be seen. Due to
low mercury pressure in the insufficiently heated tube, discharge can take
place. TO prevent the gas discharge, the voltage on gi has to be lowered to
such an extent that the emission current becomes too small and is again only
a few 10-9 amp. When this has been ascertained, the tube must be heated to
a higher temperature. However, the voltage at the oven must in no case ex-
ceed 6o volts.

In general' the adjustment of the heating temperature is not difficult. One
should change the temperature of the heater only after one has ascertained that
there is no mistake in the connections and that the facts described are really
in accordance with one of the two cases. (par. c and d). TO increase the
temperature of the oven without reason may endanger the life of the tube.

The pod. between grid 2 and cathode is not to exceed 30 V to avoid ioniza ion
by collision.

f) The life of the tube is limited by the strain the high operating temperature
puts on the cathode material. If the tube is left in the hot tubular furnace
for several consecutive hours, metal and glass parts may give off occluded
gas thus deteriorating the vacuum. However' if these points arp borne in
mind, a life of several hundred working hours can be expected.

g A detailed description of the experiment and its explanation is found in
Leybeld Physics Leaflet DC 535.352;a.



Notice:

The instructions given above are supplied by the manufacturer of the

Leybold tube. The experimental setup in the lab is slightly different.
Mainly the difference is that an electrometer is used as a current de-
tector instead of an amplifier and a mirror galvanometer. Read the
instructions carefuUy and analyze the circuit given below before attempt-
ing to take data.

The report should include the following:

1). Determination of the first excitation potential of Hg (ISo
with

error analysis and comparison with accepted value.

2). Discussion of contact potential, and of use of thermocouple to measure
temperatures.

3). Is it possible to perform the experiment with a tube that does not
have (G

1
) What is the purpose of (G

1
)?

4). Froa your data you might notice that the metastable state 3F is also
excited (potential 4.66 volts); but this transition is prohiiited by
the spectroscopic selection rules. M:plain.

5). Can the same tube be used to determine the ionizetion potential of
mercury? If yes, give an appropriate circuit diaram. If not, explain
why not.

Special Notes

Several articles in the American Journal of Physic_s will be of interest
in connection with this experiment. The reader is referred especially
to Bernheim, Gossard, and Pound, Am. J. Phys. .24, 630 (1956) and
Dewdney, Am. J. Phys. 2T, 645 (1959)

2). Several new tubes for performing experiments on the Franck-Hertz effect
are on the market. For example, a tube containing mercury and neon is
available from Klinger Scientific Apparatus Corp., 83-45 Parsons Blvd.,
Jamaica 32, N.Y., which makes it possible to observe the appearance of
spectral lines as well as the resonance peaks.
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OPTICAL PUMPING 311

University of California Berkeley

References; DeZafra, Opt_i_oparplEARL; American Journal of Physics,28
646, (1960);

_
Bloom, Cpticaljumping; Scientific American, Oct. 1960)

p.72
Knapp and Aprahamianp Optical Pumping, Special Project

Report - Physics 110D Laboratory, Nay 24, 1962

Apparatus: Rb electrodeless light source
Circular polarizer
D filter-2 _5 87
Gas cell containing Rb and Rb
Photocell and amplifier
Oscilloscope
Rf generator
Heldholtz, coils

Purpose; To study che optical pumping technique and to measure the
nuclear spins of Rb85 and Rb87, as well as. the value of

the earth's magnetic field.

Procedure; Before touching any of the experimental apparatus, you
should read carefully both reference 1 and reference 2. It may

also be helpful to read the report of Knapp and Aprahamian, who put this

experiment into operating condition. This latter report is kept near the
equipment and may never be removed from the laboratory.

During fe. first laboratory period inspect the light source to learn

its construction and to insure correct orientation of the circular polatizer.

Be very careful in handling the components since they are very costly to

replace. The filter which passes the D1 light costs about *300.

Turn on all of the equipment. Heat the oven to 50°C and then turn off

the heater While taking data. (You should assess for yourself Whether
turning off the heater is neceesary or not.) After the temperature drops to
approximately 420C, reheat the oven chadber for another series of aservations.
(CAUTION: Do not heat the oven over 55°C.) It is very dollbtful if you can

obtain resonances below 40°C because the rubidium vapor pressure is too low
at that temperature.

Ry bucking out the earth's magnetic field with the Heldholtz coils,ob-

serve the zero field resonances. The zero field condition occurs when the
resonance dips on tbe oscilloscope are eqnally spaced and of the same depth.

Observe the RbQ5 and Rb87 resonances at many values of magnetic field
produced by the Heldholtz coils. Incrementing the current through the Coils

by .2 amperes seems reasonable. Do not use tn9 large a sweep on the modula-
tion AC cur7ent, for then both the Rb55 and 1Th07 resonance patterns appear
superimposed on the oscilloscope screen. Record your results and the con-

struction of the Heldholtz coils.

Report: Using the low field approximation of the Breit-Rabi formula,

Gam that
v
1

221 +1
21

1
+1

-2

29 4
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7where v
1
and v2 are the resonance frevencies of Rb85 and Rb espectively;

85 87
I
1

and are the nuclear spins of Rb and Lb ) respectively.

From your data determine the best value of the ratio v1/v2 at
zero magnetic field. From a knowledge of the construction of tht Helmholtz

coil 6btain the approximate vagnetic gield at the resonance bulb and compute
the nuclear spins of both Rb°5 and Rbu7.(Do this at two values of coil current.)

Once I and I
2

are known use the atomic parameters and the
1

resonance frequencies to obtain the magnetic field at the bulb as a function
of current. From this graph you may determine the earthls magnetic field.
Check the direction of current through the Helmholtz coils to be sure it is
consistent with your understanding of the direction of the earthls field.

Plot a rough Breit-Rabi diagram (E vs H) for the Rb 7 atom by
using the energy and frequency tables in tle.laboratory.



ZEEVIAN EFFECT

Purdue University

Re erences: H. E. White, Introduction to Ato ic Spectra, Ch.
pages 149-170.
Richtmyer and Kennard, Introduction to Modern Physics,
75-83 and 365-386.

Pieter Zeeman found in 1896 that the emission of a light source
can be influenced by a magnetic field. The spectral lines emitted by a source
put into a magnetic field are split into several components and exhibit a de-
finite polarization, depending on the direction of observation. In moderate
fields, i. e., several thousand oersted (or gauss), the splitting, measured
in wave numbers, is proportional to the field strength. This phenc.nenon
is called the Zeeman effect.

TERMINOLOGY
The transverse effect is observed if the axis of the collimator

is perpendicular to the magnetic lines of force.
The Istrizikiak22l effect is observed if the axis of the collimator

points in the direction of the magnetic lines of force.
The normal Zeeman effect is the phenornenon predicted by the

classical theory of H, A. Lorentz.
The anomalous Zeeman effect includes all cases in which the

number of components and magnitude of splitting differs from the prediction
of classical theory.

II. THEORY
A line exhibit ng the normal transverse effect is split symmetri-

cally into three components Vo, -vo + and .1/13 6,-1/ where -../0 is the
wave number of the line without magnetic field. &"1/ is proportional to the

- -1field strength H, &-V = a H, where a e- 4.6699x10 5 cm gauss-1. The

components of this normal triplet are linearly polarized, The plane of vi-
bration of the central .component is parallel to H ( w - component ), while

-OS



that of the displaced components is perpendicular to H ( o - components),
If the light is observed parallel to H, a line shows the normal

longitudinal effect. In this case, the originally single line is split into two
components, their wave numbers being --k/ and Vo These
components are circularly polarized, the first one being left handed, the
latter being right handed circularly polarized, provided that the light- leaving
the source traveled in the direction of the magnetic lines of force, i. e.,
from north pole to south pole.

The normal Zeeman effect is found in all lines which ae com-
binations between singlet-terms. All the other combinations exhibit much
more complicated patterns and a great variety of Zeeman types, each being
characteristic for the ccmbination involved. All the types deviating from the
"nor.nal triplet" are called "anomalous types" and we speak of the anomalous
Zeeman effect.

The splittings observed with the most common combinations are
given in Table I. Table II contains the types d a uelected number of neon
lines. The splittings are given as fractional parts of the normal splitting.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DE TAILS
Since the splitting of the lines in a moderate field is very small,

it is necessary to employ an instrument of rather high resolving power,
either a large concave grating or an interferometer in connection with a
prism or grating spectroscope. For our purposes the latte- _s preferable,
since we can obtain the necessary resolving power with relatively simple
means. The setup is the same as used in Experiment % except that the
light source is located between the poles of a small electromagnet, one pole
shoe of which is provided witha bore parallel to the lines of force. In this way
it is possible to observe either transversally or longitudinally. Furthermore,
a Nicol prism can be inserted into the light path and in addition to it, a
quarter wave plate. These means enable one to carry out the investigations
of the states of polarization present in the transverse and longitudinal
effects.

IV. PROCEDURE
Use a helium Geissler tube.
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I) Line up the light source in the axis of the spectroscope.

2) Insert the objective which is to project the interference
fringes on the slit of the spectroscope.

3) Adjust the objective, centered with the collimator axis, so
that the slit is in the focus of the lens. (Method of reversed light path. )

4) Insert an achromatic lens, producing parallel lighto in front
of the Geissler tube, whose capillary must now be focussed on the slit
sharply.

5) Place the Fabry-Perot interferometer between the two lenses
and adjust it by tilting until the center of the ring system coincides with the
center of the slit.

6) Check whether the fringes appear sharp together with the
cross hair or the pointer. If not, refocus the objective.

V. OBSERVATIONS

Transverse Effect

1) Helium light. Observe and record by means of sketches
the influence of the magnetic field on the appearance of the interference
fringes of the different lines of helium (e. g., 6678, 5015, 5875 A). Trans-
late these observations into a qualitative descrii.tion of wave length changes.

2) Investigate the state of polarization by means of the Nicol
pri sm. The red and green lines exhibit the normal effect; check it.

3) Repeat (1) and (2) with a krypton light source, The green
and yellow lines should show a distinct splitting into a magnetic triplet
without the Nicol prism, if everything is in good adjustment.

4) Repeat (1) and (2) with a neon light source, In this case we
have the greatest variety of Zeeman patterns. The splittings of the different
lines are not of the same magnitude or number; furthermore, certain lines
exhibit a splitting of the parallel components, which reveals immediately
the presence of an anomalous Zeeman effect. Observe and sketch carefully
a few selected lines and compare your results with the table of splittings.

5) Employ a neon source and insert the micrometer eyepiece
in place of the ordinary eyepiece. Measure the ring system of the yellow
neon line, 5852 A, with and willow: magnetic field. Calculate the total
splitting of the outer components and find the field strength, H, of the
magnetic field employed.
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Lon.git udin al Effect

Use a helium Geissler tube for this part of the experiment.

1) Arrange the magnet in such a way that the light travels
through the pole shoe of the south pole of the magnet.

2) Determine the polarity of the poles by means of the ammeter
and by observing the sense of winding of the magnetizing coils. The light
should travel in the direction of the lines of force, from north to south pole.

3) Observe the effect of the magnetic field without the Nicolpri -m.

4) Insert the Nicol prism and, with the field on, observe the
fringe patterns as the Nicol is rotated.

5) Careful investigation will show that no change of patterns is
present. Neither a change of the shape nor of relative intensity can be found.

6) The conclusion drawn from (5) is the following:
Either, (a) the light is unpolarized or (b) the light is circularly
polarized.

7) A decision whether (6a) or (6b) is correct can be made by in-
serting a quarter wave plate (mica) into the light path in front of the hole inthe pole shoe.

8) With the "lambda quarter plate" (?\ / 4) in position it will be
found that for certain definite azimuths of the Nicol prism, the one or the
other component of the split patterns disappears. From this, one can con-
clude that the light is circularly polarized. If the light were unpolarized,
the insertion of the / 4 plate would have no effect. Check this by observing
the patterns without magnetic field.

9) Decide which component is right handed and which component
is left handed polarized. Check the theory according to which the component
having greater wave number should be left handed circuj.arly polarized.

Lambda Ouarter Plate

Circularly polarized light can be transformed into linearly
polarized light if a ? /4 plate is inserted in its path. A quarter wave plate
is a plane parallel plate cut from a doubly refracting crystal. The thickness
of the plate is such EIS to produce a path difference of a quarter of a wave
length between the ordinary and extraordinary waves traversing the A/4
plate perpendicularly to its faces. The direction of vibration of the slower
wave (i.e. greater index of refraction) usually has been marked by the
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manufacturer with an arrow on the plate.
If linearly polarized light is incident, it will be decomposed by

the X/4 plate into two waves vibrating perpendicularly to each other. These
two waves enter the plate with zero phase difference and leave the plate with
a phase difference of 90 degrees. The emerging light exhibits, therefore,
generally elliptical polarization. However, if the plane of vibration of the
incident wave makes an angle of 45 degrees with the principal section of the

/4 plate, the emerging light will be circularly polarized. The thickness
of the h bl plate can be found from the relation,

t = ( A /4) / (ni

which should be proved by the student in his report. Since the thickness de-
pends on the refractive index, a certain plate can play the role of a X /4
plate only for one wave length. Very often, commercial plates are correct
for yellow sodium light.

A A /4 plate can also be used for analysing elliptically and cir-
cularly polarized light. We discuss only the latter case since it is important
for the Zeeman effect. Circularly polarized light can be described as con-
sisting of two linearly polarized waves of equal amplitudes exhibiting a con-
stant phase difference of plus or minus 90 degrees. If the y-vibration is
lagging, the light travelling in the z-direction is left handed circularly po-
larized. If the y-vibration is leading (x-vibration lagging) the wave is right
handed circularly polarized.

Circularly polarized light traversing a h/4 plate will be trans
formed into linearly polarized light since the phase differences present in
the circularly polarized wave can be composed with those produced by the

X /4 plate and can add up to zero or 180 degrees. The linearly polarized
light produced in this manner can be investigated with a simple analyser
(Nicol prism, e.g. ). In certain azimuths of the analyser, the intensity ob-

served will be a maximum (maximum position) in an azimuth 90 degrees
different, the intensity will be zero.

It is possible to distinguish between right handed and left handed
circularly polarized light if one observes the relative position of the plane
vibration of the analyser and the arrow of the X /4 plate. One can easily
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prove the following statement:

If the analyser is in maximum position, the sense of rotation of
the circularly polarized light is determined by that sense of rotation which
brings the arrow of the ). /4 plate into the position of the analyser's direction
of vibration in the shortest way.

It is left to the student to prove this by sketches or analytical
treatment. It should be proved analytically also, that a simple analyser
(Nicol prism) has no effect upon the intenaity of circularly polarized light
traversing the prism.

Table I

ZEEMAN PATTERNS

Magnitude of Splitting Relative to Normal Spli ing,

-

Singlets
"Normal pattern"

Doublets

2s 2
1/2

2s 1/2

P I 2

P3/2
2/,

112 D3/2

2
P3/2 3/2--D

2 2_

3/2 D5/2

Triplets
3s1

1

1

3P

4wmc
-5H = 4.67 X 10 H cm

Pi-components Sigma-components
0 1/1

/3 4/3

1/3

1/15

3/3 5/3

11/15 13/15

4/15 8/15 12/15 16/15 24/15

1/15 13/15 15, 17, 19, 21 /15*

0 1/2

4/2

3 2 4/2

2/2 4/2

To conserve space the denominator is g ven only once.
30.1
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Wave Length

Table II Zeeman Effect in Neon (Transve se Effect)

Pi-components Sigma-components

5400

5852

5881

(0) / 15

(0) / 30

(SD (1) / 6

22 / 15

31 / 30

8 9 .19 /6

5544 (2) (4) / 10 11 1_3 12 17 / 10

5975 (0) (1) / 2 2 3 4 / 2

6029 (2) / 15 20 22 / 15

6074 (0) / 15 22 / 15

6096 2) (5) / 30 34 39 44 / 30

6128 (7) / 15 15 22 / 15

6143 (16) / 30 a 29 11112 53 / 30

6163 (o) / 3 4 / 3

6217 (0) (5) / 6 4 9 14 / 6

6266 (0) / 1 1 / 1

6304 (0) (7) / 3 32 37 44 / 30

6334 (11) (=.) / 30 23 34 45 56 / 30

6382 (12) / 15 lo 22 / 15

6402 (2) (1) ( ) / 6 6 7 8 9 10 / 6

65o6 (2) (5) / 15 12 17 22 / 15

6532 (0) / 3 2 / 3

6598 (69) / 30 31 40 / 30

6678 (0) (8) / 30 31 39 47 / 30

6717 (1) / 30 30 31 / 30

6929 (0) (6) / 30 31 37 43 / 30

7032 (2) (1) / 2 2 3 4 / 2

7245 (8) / 15 22 30 / 15

Strongest effects are underscored.

The number after the / mark is the denominator for fractions whose

numerators are the numbers preceding the / mark.





ELECTRICAL C_ DUCTION BY SOLIDS

Drown University

The electrical resistivity p of a material is defined as the
electrical resistance (in ohms)- offered by a unit cube of the materinl
to a current directed through the cube from one face to the opposite
one. The usual units are ohm-cm or ohm-meter. The e1ectrien1 con-
ductivity a is 1/p. Here we shall use p, not a, because the instru-
ments are calibrated to read resistance.

The resistivity of a material, and particularly of a solid,
13 of interest in either pure or applied science -- not only the
AnLnitude of p, but its dependence on such factors as temperature,
structure and purity of the material, etc. By means of such dis-
tinctions, materials are classified as insulators, semiconductors,
or conductors.

In solid insulators, the highest occupied band of energy
states, the valence band, is exactly filled with electrons -- no
empty states, no extra electrons -- and the next allowed (but un-
occupied) band is higher in energy by several electron-volts. With
no external electric field, electrons in the valence band move
equally in all directions, and there is no current. When a field
is applied, the Exclusion Principle forbids any electron's changing
its momentum or energy, because all available quantum states are
already occupied. At most,, pairs of electrons could exchange states,
which cannot produce any current. At ordinary temperatures, the
Boltzmann distribution shows that practically no electrons could be
xcited past the energy gap of several electron-volts, to the next
Liter allowed band. At temperatures approaching the melting point,
rore electrons can be so excited, and the insulator may break down.

Intrinsic semiconductors -- semimetallic elements such as
germanium or silicon, and various chemical compounds -- are like
insulators in having a full valence band, but the next allowed band
is only about 1 e-v higher. At low temperatures, p is very great,
but around room temperature, or above, appreciable numbers of elec-a
trons reach the next higher band, where they are free Ix) move (this
band never becoming filled) and so can carry current. Simultaneously,
unoccupied states or holes are left in the valence band. In effect,

a hole acts like a charge +e, which can move and carry current
(really, a neighboring electron fills the hole, but then the hole
has merely been displaced to the former site of this electron).
Thus such a semiconductor is marked by a resistivity that falls
very rapidly as the temperature rises.

304
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Pcmed semiconductors contain chosen impurity atoms (a few
parts per million, ordinarily). A donor impurity atom has one
more free or "freeable" electron than the atoms of the main solid;
thus some electrons are provided in quantum states only a'fraction
of 1 e-v above the filled valence band, and hence at ordinary tem-
peratures there are some free electrons. The result is called an
n-type semiconductor (n for "negative" -- the current carriers are
ordinary negatively charged electrons). An acceptor impurity atom
has one less valence electron than its main neighbors; therefore
it tends to take and keep one electron out of the filled valence
)--A, leaving a hole to carry current, and producing a E7slyne
semiconductor (p for "positive" -- the hole). Both n- and p-types
have rather large p's, but smaller than those for intrinsic semi-
conductors, with less sensitive dependence on temperature.

Such solid-state electronic devices as diodes and transistors
are combinations of n- and p-type doped semicondUctors. Semicon-
ductors are usefill not because they conduct -- most metalb far ex-
cel them in this respect -- but because of the poculiar ways in
which they conduct.

Solid conductors are metals and alloys. The uppermost occu-
pied band is only partly filled with electrons, and so at least
some of these (roughly 1 percent, near room temperature) are free
to move, changing their momentum and energy by going to unoccupied
quantum states. In a perfect crystal lattice of this sort, free
electrons would move with no hindrance at all -- i.e., p = O. But
no lattice is perfect: (a) thermal vibrations of the atomic particles
make it irregular at any T > 0 °K; (b) at any temperature, including
0°K, impurity atoms and defects (displaced atoms) cause irregularities.
Thus p is not zero. A conductor starts at 0°K with a finite value
oi p, caused by impurities and defects; as T rises, p first increases
slowly, and then eventually in linear fashion with T. At elevated
temperatures, p may-rise faster than T. (This description ignores
the special case of superconductivity.)

I. Metal -- 0 versus T.
The resistor used is a great length of very fine copper wire,

to have an easily measurable resistance. It is therefore gnite
fragil -- treat it careftllY. The resistance is measured with a
Wheatstone bridge, at several widely separated temperatures. Repre-
sentative cases are (a) liquid nitrogen (TREAT IT CAUTIOUSLY -- IT
CAN CAUSE CONTACT INJURY SIMILAR TO A BURN), at 77°K; solid CO2 at
1950K; the ice point '273°K); and the steam point (373°K).



For a given sample, p is directly proportional to the resis-
tance R. Measure R at each temperature, plot a graph Of R vs. T,
and discuss its form.

II. Intrinsic Semiconductor: p versus T.
The semiconductor is in the form of a thermietor, chosen to

have a rapidly changing resistance near room temperature. Thermis-
tors can detect small changes of temperature, or small quantities
of nbsorbed energy; they have other applications as well.

The thermistor and a thermometer are in a test tube of in-
stant-1,1g oil, immersed in a beaker of water (the thermistor's resis-
tance is large enough -- up to 105 ohms at 20°C -- so that conduction
by water could affect the results). Start with cold water and oil.
With a Wheatstone bridge, measure R about every 50C from the original
temperature to 300 higher. Heat the bath slowly; stir both water
and oil; and remove the heater while reaching R all to insure
temperature equilibrium.

Plot a graph of R vs. T and discuss it.

III. The_Hall Effect.
-TREEP WATCBES AND ALL IRON OBJECTS WELL AWAY FROM THE MAGNET.)

When a conductor or semiconductor is carrying current, charges
must be moving -- negative, positive, or both. Let us suppose that

only electrons are present; they
must be moving toward the end at
positive vdltage (Fig. 1). Now a
magnetic field B straight across
the line of motion (B indicated by
crosses) must cause a side-thrust
force driving the electrons to one
edge of the conductor (the layer
-e -e -e shown in the Figure,
if B is into the page. Thus a poten-
tial difference AV is built up at
right angles to the current. When
AV is large enough to repel any
more accumulation of electrons,
both the main current and AV remain
fixed: the Hall effect.

Fig.

3
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If, instead, positive charges -- holes -- were carrying the
current, their opposite charge and direction cause them te accumu-
late on the same side of the conductor, but now AV is reversed in
sign. If equal numbers of holes and electrons were present, AV
would nearly vanish (not quite, because holeg and electrons move
with different speeds). Hence the Hall effect can tell us what
kinds of moving charges are present.

The equations are simple, for a single kind of charged
p-Lrticle. If n is the number of free charges per unit volume, each
with chargé e, the current density jz (current in the z-direction,
per unit area of cross section) is

jz =nev (1)

where v is the average speed of the charges. (The derivation of
Eq. (1) is exactly the same as for a mass flux.) Let the conductor

dimensions be Ax, Ay, Az as in
A Fig. 2. Then the total current Iz

is jz Ax r =nevAx Ay. (2)

VI( The resistance R is

3 t
.1F$4.41oKi s)

Fig. 2

edr- R = p AzgAx Ay). (3)

From Ohm's law (Vz = IzR) and
Eqs. (2) (3) we have

Ez =nev p, (4)

where ez is the z-camponent of electric field intensity, equal to
Vz/Az.

The side thrust force on each charge.J3evj is balanced by the
force e 43y, where Ey = AV5r/Ay:

Bev = e Ey = e AVy/Ay. (5)

The Hall coefficient RH is defined thus:

RH Ey/(B.jz) = 1/(n (6)

rmultiply Eq. (5) through by n, and us (1)3.
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free electrons (because "en is negative). Evidently knowledge of

p! and RH (which requires measurement of Vz, AVv, Ax,Ay; Az, I, and B _-

fixes both u and v. Moreover, the direction oT B and the polarities

of V and AV show the sign of the major current-carrying charges.
z y

Note from Eq. (5) multiplied through by n that

117
A = const. BI. (

Tos:t: this relation. B is constant (permanent magnet); I -- NOT TO

EXCEED 0.3 ampere 300 milliamperes -- is varied by means of 'a

ieries rheostat, and Aliv is determined by a potentiometer (to avoid

drawing any current), V- can be read with a voltmeter of high
z

resistance.

Plot L1V, vs. I., and discuss the graph. What is the sign of
the current cal.rying charges here? Justify your answer. Compute
RHand p; then find n and v for a current of 100 milliamps. (Me
semiconductor is doped indium antimonide.)
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VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION OF linERMOELECTRONS 327

Stevens In titute of Technology

In a gas at a temperature T, the molecules exhibit a random
thermal motion. The velocities of the molecules are not uniform.
In each gas we can find very fast as well as very slow particels.
Characteristic to the temperature is, however, the velocity dis-
tribution of the particles. This tells us how many particles
can be found in a velocity interval.

v v + dv
Fig. 1 shows a velocity distribution curve for a gas at a

certain temperature. The number of particles we find at a cer-
tain instant with the velocity greater than v, but smaller than
v + v is proportional to the area marked in Figure 1. (Not a
single particle has exactly a prescribed velocity v, in the
mathematical sense, this is why we rather speak about particles
occupying a velocity interval). The law for the distribution
function of particles in a gas is due to Maxwell and Boltzmann,
and named the Maxwell-Boltx.rnann distribution function.

For the same gas at different temperatures we get different
distribution functions. The hotter the gas the larger the
proportion of fast, energetic particles. From the velocity dis-
tribution, the average particle energy can be easily determined.
It turns out that the average kinetic energy of the molecules of
a gas is simply proportional to its temperature. In other words
the temperaWre is the measure of the internal energy of the gas.

The form of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function
is the following:

mv2
2 2 IraC v T e Ay

(1)
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where An is the number of particles in the velocity interval Av ,

C is a factor characteristic to the gas. The temperature T is measur-
ed in degrees Kelvin, m is the mass of the particles, v velocity
and k the Boltzmann constant.

A metal heated to sufficiently high temperatures emits elec-
trons. This is the so-called thermionic emission and the cathodes
of the vuum tubes operate on this principle. The electrons
leaving the filament act like a gas. The distrkbution function
in such an electron gas is again described by Eq. (1). As the
electron gas surrounding the cathode is in thermal contact with
it, their temperatures are roughly equal.

Imagine a cathode filament emitting electrons, surrounded
by a cylindrical anode (Figure 2). If the anode is kept negative
with respect to the filament, electrons have to move "uphill's
against an electric force in order to reach the anode.

anode
cathode

electron gas
Fig. 2

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that some very energetic particles
are always present in a gas. These particles in the "Maxwell
tail" will reach the anode and produce a current in the anode
circuit (Fig. 3).

The minimum kinetic energy an electron has to have in order
to contribute to this current is determined by:.

12 m v2 = eU
(2)

where e is the electron charge and U the r arding potential.



In calculating the electron current flowing to the cathode,
the distribution function can be used, taking into consideration
the distribution of the orientation of velocities as well. The
resulting current is:

eU- --
A T2 e k T

where A is a constant. The log of Eq. ( yields:

logj log A + 2 log T e U
k T

(3)

(4)

Plotting log J as a function of the retarding voltage at a
constant temperature, we obtain a straight line. The slope of
this line is

d log J -
d1.1 kT

(5)

From this plot therefore e , or knowi g T, .9- can be deter-
mined. kT Ic

PROCEDURE

A diode is used to perform the experiment. In order to
avoid a voltage drop to develop on the cathode, a tube with in-
direct heating is used. The primary of the filament transformer
supplying the heating current is regulated by a series resistor.

The retarding voltage in the cathode - anode circuit is
supplied by a battery, regul ted by a potentiometer and measured
by a voltmeter. The anode currents are measured with a wall
galvanometer. An Ayrton shunt permits a wider range of currents
to be measured by varying the sensitivity (Fig. 4).

11.01r f ilament
AC transformer anode

Ayrton
shunt
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330 The temperature of the cathode is measured with an optical
pyrometer. The principle of its operation is based on the fact
that the radiation emitted by a body is characteristic of its
temperature. In the optical pyrometer, we compare visually
the light emitted by the cathode and an incandescent-lamp fila-
ment, built into the instrument. The light to be seen comes
through a filter which transmits only a small wave length range
from both sources. The temperature of the incandescent lamp
can be varied by changing the heating current. If both filaments
can be seen with the same brilliance, their temperatures are
equal. The heating current of the built in filament is calibrat-
ed in a temperature scale and can be directly read on the instru-
ment.

By taking measurements you are to follow this procedure:

1) Select a cathode temperature by setting resistor R.
Caution: Don't overheat the cathode! Stay below the point
marked-on the resistor.

2) Measure filament with the optical pyrometer.

3) Starting with the largest retarding voltage available,
measure the current with the galvanometer. Caution: Start
always with the least sensitive shunt position, a.r..d increase
sensitivity step by step until you get a current reading. You won't
need to calibrate the galvanometer, the readings can be taken in an
arbitrary unit. At each current reading disconnect the voltmeter.

Decrease retarding voltage by 0.1. V steps and take
readings.

4) Plot logJ as a function of V on log paper. The
curve should be a straight line according to Eq. 4.

current

resulting

5) Repeat this procedure at 3 different temperatu,.es.

Questions to be answered

1) Show on the basis of Eq. (5) that no calibration of the
galvanometer is necessary in order to determine e/kT .

2) Explain, why do you have to disconnect the voltmeter if
you measure small currents on the galvanometer.

WRITE UP

I) Measure the slope of the log J (U) curves for each
temperature value. Determine d/k. Your log paper has a
scale, while Eq. (5.) contains loge. Don't forget to use the
conver ion factor.

logic)

2) Compare the different values of e/k obtained, with the
accepted value.

3) Taking the accepte value of elk calculate the temperature
values for your curves.
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SEMICONDUCTOR T&NPERATURE COFICIENT OF RESISTANCE 331

University of Minnesota, Duluth

Object: to determine the temperature coefficient of resistance and the forbidden
energy gap of an intrinsic semiconductor.

Apparatus. A post-office box Wheatstone bridge and a thermocouple connected to a
potentioneter'are used to make measuremsnts of resistance at different temperatures
of a semiconductorl'over a tenperature range of arouna 200 C to 950 C. The semi-
conductor is placed in a 2.5 am by 7 am test tube containing mineral oil. The
thermocouple is soldered directly to the end of the semiconductor. The temperature
of the semiconductor is stabilized, while measurements are being made, by insulation
about the test tube and the mineral oil which acts as a thermal inertia. A variaR
is used with an isolation transformer to control the heating current.

Theory. Semiconductors have been defined2 as electrical conductors with a finite
forbidden energy gap between the valence and the conduction bands. In a metal such
as copper there is an overlapping of the full and partially filled bands. This makes
copper a good conductor because the outermost electrons are free to migrate with an
electric field. While iu an insulator the valence band is completely filled with
electrons and the conduction band is empty.

The electrons of the atoms of which a solid is composed occqpy certain allowable
energy levels or bands. The band widths are limited and the bands may or may not
overlap.

Semiconductors also have a high negative temperature coefficient of resistance. A
study of this property of a semiconductor permits the determination of the width of
the forbidden energy gap. The temperature coefficient of resistance is defined as:

R. 4,T
(4IT) is a change in temperature.

(AR) is the corresponding change in resistance.

(R0) is the resistance at sone initial temperature.

The charge carriers in an intrinsic semiconductor are produced by thermal excitation
of electrons from the valence band to the conduction band; i.e., across the forbidden
gap. The energy-band structure of an intrinsic semiconductor is shown below, Fig. 1.
The expression for the resistivity,e, of an intrinsic semiconductor is:

AdF-

f =:/lEr- Tra Ohm cm

(A) iS a slowly varying function of the temperature.

(6E) is the width of the forbidden energy gap.

(k) is the Boltzmann's constant.

(T) is the Kelvin temperature.

This expression may be rewritten with (RT =p) and (A - 0). (RT)is the resistance

of the semiconductor at any Kelvin temperature T). (B0) is the resistance of the
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semiconductor at room temper ture. Therefore to a fair approximation one -may
compute the energy gap, AE , for an intrinsic semiconductor from the slope of the
plot: 1:1(m00) vrs.j4.

AE == T (ln RT/Ro) 2k

Procedure. The arrangement of the apparatus is shown below, Fig. 2. Measure the
temperature of the mineral oil at the very begillning of the experiment 9nd set the
ratio dial of the potentiometer so that 4 units on the 10 turn dial repr.ents a
L,emperature difference of 10 C between the thermocouples. Set the veriqc l*r values
of heating currents of .05, .1, 12, .3, etc., up to I amp. Use 10 to 12 intervals,
holding the current constant at a particulsr value for several minutes. Throw
switch, S11 connecting the Wheatstone bridge into the circuit, and carefnny measure
the resistance and the temperature simultaneously. BE SURE the circuit is wired
as shown, in order to protect the Wheatstone bridge from the A.C. potential supply-
ing the heating current. The heating current must be WATCHED very carefully se
that it does not run away as the temperature changes. The change in resistance with
temperature is an inverse relationship and it is not linear.

When RT has been measured at the highest value of T used, transfer the test tube
with the nineral oil and the semiconductor to a vessel of boiling water (a no. 2
tin can with a wire frame to hold the test tube). Measure the temperature of the
boiling water to .2° C and compute the ratio of units 0C for the ten turn dial on
the potentiometer.

Write7np. Compute the temperature coefficient of resistance for this semiconductor
.and conpare the value with the handbook value given for a metal such as copper.
Compute the energy gap between the valence band and the conduction band. The energy
gap of an intrinsic semiconductor should be around lev .

SEMICONDUCTOR

TE 5T TUBE
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To 15OLATION
TRAN5FOCEIER
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WH E AT5 TONE

DRIDOE.

-11

FoRBIDD EN
E N ERG)/ GAP

ki/7- 1/ rAIJ-NCE /IAN

LOC ATiON IN
FIG. a 501 icoriDuCTOR

1. The semiconductor used in this experiment is a globar resistor, often called
a surgistor; Model FR9, list $.55 each, manufactured by Workman Electronic
Products, Inc., Sarasota, Florida (.6 am thick and 1.8 cm in dieneter).

2. Goldsmid, H. J., Applications of Thermoelectricity; p. 24, John Wiley & Sons,
New York, New York, 1960.
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DRIFT MOBILITY OF CARRIERS IN GERMANIUM

Purdue University

Purpose

The determination of the drift mobility of minority carriers (electrons or

holes), in a germanium sample by a direct measurement of the drift velcity

of the minority carriers.k

Introcluction
-The values for the mobilities of the majority carriers in a semiconductor can

be obtained as an indirect result of the measurement of the resistivity and

the Hall coefficient (see exp. 3). In the present experiment the drift-velo-

city of carriers will be measured directly.
Consider a n-type sample of a semiconductor to which two probes A and B, a

distance d apart, are attached. Suppose a number of electrons is withdrawn

from A. An electric field between A and B
13.

) drives this charge per-
:

tubation in the original distribution towards B, (See fig. 1)

Injection of electrons at A in the case of a p type sample will result in a

transport of the injected negative space charge to B under reversed potential

conditions.
On observing the Errival at B and measuring the time interval connected with

the travel from A to B the observed drift velocity v = d/t leads to the-
value of a drift mobility given by

g

a = v E = Vt (I)

The conventional but often misleading terminology defines the probe at point.

A as the emitter, that at point B as the collector.
It is obvious that a single injection of a space charge is difficult to ob-

serve. In the actual experiment this injection is repeated with time inter-
vals long compared to the duration of the injection (pulse time) and the
value of t. For example:

4
Time between repetitions: 4.v

FN
11 sec.

Pulse time:

Possible value of t:

1 p, sec.

2
10 p, sec.

The shape of the pulse is not so important, a square wave pulse is conveni-

ent. The shape will change during the transit from A to B, the carriers are
subjected to diffusion and normal temperature scattering.' A time interval

can be measured without error by the observation of the traveling time of the

maximum amplitude of the pulse.
The injection of the space charge at A will result in a momentarily change of
the potential at B. When B is connected with a scope, the injection at A and
the passage at B of the space charge can be observed on the screen, when the
time base is properly adjusted.
The measurements are carried out at room temperature and some higher tempera-
tures. A large field between A and B will improve the observation and the
measurement of the drift mobility. The reason is, that the traveling distance
of the space charge in the observed time should be larger than the diffusion
length of a minority carrier during its lifetime.
For example, for E = 0, the diffusion length of a hole in a n7type sample

equals

P P P
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Using D"-.' 45 cm2 sec-1 -150 [t sec, than L_ '011 cm. Taking d 0.5 cm,
than with p.._1500 cm2 vol sec a field of 3 vAt cm 1 between A and B is
required togobserve a reasonable travel time of 100 i sec.

Equipment

A pulse generato (General Radio Model 1217) feeds voltage pulses of a

chosen duration for example, 0.5 Asec) vith an adjustable repetition
rate into the emitter. For a n-type sample the pulse polarity should
be positive, and the direction of the de current such that yAn
(positive direction).

The polarity of the pulse and the current are controlled by the adjustment of
knobs on the front panel of the control box.
The observation will be made with a scope, that has a highest voltage sensitivi
of 50 v/cm, and a pass band in the mega cycle range.
1. Make the following connections for the observation of the operation of

the generator. Generator (-) terminal with isolated ground;
Generator (+) terminal with signal input terminal on the

scope: generator bare ground terminal with scope ground terminal: genera-
tor synchronization terminal with scope trigger input terminal.
Check the operation of the generator by varying the pulse duration and
the pulse repetition rate.
Adjust the trigger freouency and amplitude dials on the scope in such a
way, that for pulse duration 1000 p sec and 100 p sec the full horizontal
scale corresponds to the above intervals. In this way the time base of
the scope is checked against the oscillator circuits in the pulse genera-
tor. Remove all connections between generator and scope, except for the
synchronization connection. In particular, remove the jumper connection
between the output (-) terminal and the isolated ground terminal on the
generator panel.

2. Check the tungsten probes on the probe stand in the furnace. Re-etch, when
necessary. Some p-type and n-type samples are provided for the experiment.
Choose a n-type sample, etch when its surface looks contaminated. It ia
also recommended to etch for 10 minutes in a 50% HNO3 solution after the
CP 4 etch. This supposedly removes surface states. Solder two current leads
and two potential leads (5 to 10 mm apart) to the sample and place it on
the mica strip on the copper plate of the stand in the furnace. Solder the
leads to the proper terminals. Lower the tungsten probes gently on the
sample, adjust their distance equal to or within the distance betwen the
soldered potential leads.

3. Connect a dc voltmeter, having at least 20,000 ohm/volt with the banana
plug inserts on the control panel, and adjust the current through the sample
so that a 2 volt potential difference between the probes is adjusted.
The circuit i5 now complete fig. 1) and the following checks have to be
made.

a. Shape of the pulse. Set scopesensitivity rango at 1 or 0.5 v/cml time base
at 1 p sec/cm.
For a pulse time of 5 p sec, the follow:Jig trace will be observed:

0

Note that approximately 0.4 p sec elapses between the triggering of the
rope at the start of the pulse in the generator t 0 at a) and the
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observation of entrance at the e itter by the potential drop over the collector.
For travelling times of the order 100 p sec this difference may be neglected.
See that the generator output dial is adjusted in such a way that the pulse is
not deformed.

b. Arrival of pulse at collector.
Change time base on scope to 50 p sec and sensitivity to 50 MY/M. The trace
has to be something like:

The light dot a corresponds agajAn with t = 0, a travel time of 3.7 x 50 4 sec
is illustrated.
Always move with the horizontal beam displacement knob spot a at zero: the
vertical beam displacement knob is very suitable for finding in the best pos-
sible way the minimum at t.
A pulse repetition rate of 60 sec-1 will avoid vertical oscillations of the
trace due to 60 c interference.

c. Determination of a suitable field range. The current through the sample will
warm it up. For a given temperature it follows from (1) that t d2/p V and the
upper_limit for V can be found by measuring t as a function of V. As glong as
taV1 is satisfied for constant pulse time and pulse amplitude no appreciable
heating effects occur. Check this for a 5 p sec pulse in the voltage range 0
to 3 v m. Also the resistance of the sample has to remain constant, check this.

Measurement
The injected charge cloud upsets the field in the sample. One corrects this

in first approximation by extrapolating the measured travel times to zero pulse
amplitude and zero pulse width.

a. Adjust a pulse of 10 p sec, maximum amplitude. Measure t. Reduce amplitude
(measured in v/cm or scope screen) and measure t. Extrapolate to zero amplitude.

b. Repeat this for several pulse times (for example 6, 4, 2, 1 and 0.5 p sec). Use
the values for zero amplitude to plot and extrapolate to zero pulse time.

4. Proceed in the described manner to take data at least 4 temperatures above room
temperature to about 609C. It is very important to wait for temperature equili-
brium. Plot the thermometer readings as a function of time (say every 5 min.)

5. When the experiment on a sample is finished check the influence of light.
6. When time allows and when interested, repeat the experiment for a p-type sample.

This i5 not required, it is better to have the best possible results for a n-type
saRple.

Evaluation of Results

The carrier mobility p will be equal to or larger than the drift mobility
(group mobility) derived from the experimmt. Read the paper by Prince

ref b) and calculate the correction and the corresponding p-values. Determine
from the value for the resistivity at 300K the calTier concentration from the
sheet attached to the instruction for experiment 3.

Report

7, Attach to the report the extrapolation curves.
8. Plot p and p versus T in a double logarithmic plot.
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9. Determine the slopes and compare with the standard expression AT7372

10. What effect will a transition to the intrinsic range have on the observation
of t?

11. Describe the mechanism that enables the obse vation at the collector of the
pulse entrance at the emitter.

12. Explain the effect of illumination in terms of the carrier concentration con-

sidering Princets results.
13. Why should p.;,, ?

References
g

a. J. R. Haynes and W. Shockley, Phys Rev., 81, 835 (1951)

b. M. B. Prince, Phys. Rev., 91, 271 (1953)

c. M. B. Prince, Phys. Rev., 92, 681 (1953)

1. W. Shockley, Electrons and Holes in Semiconductors, (1953) pp. 66-71,

and Section 12.5.
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THE USE OF TEE HALL EFTECT TO STUDY TEE FORCE
ON A CHARGE MOVING IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

University of Colorado

OBJECTIVE: The Hall effect is used to illustrate the force on a charge
moving in a magnetic field and to illustrate some phenomena of current
conduction.

REFERENCES: Halliday and Resnick, Physics for Students of Science and
Engineering, Chapter 33, Sec. 5

THEORY AND PROCEDURE: The Hall Effect, which is investigated in this experi-
ment, can be described in the following way. When a current carrying con-
ductor is placed in a magnetic field which has a component perpendicular to
the current, a voltage is developed across the specimen in a direction
mutually perpendicular to the current and the magnetic field. This voltage
is the Hall voltage and is proportional to the cross product of the current
and the magnetic field. Consider the simplified case shown in Figure 1
where the current is in the x direction and the magnetic field B is in the
positive z direction. The charge carriers making up this current will
experience a force Fm

=civxB (1)

where ci is the charge on the carriers and v is their velocity. This force
causes the carriers to crowd to one side or the other (depending on the sign
of their charge). Thus a. net charge accumulates on the top and bottom sur-
faces of the specimen creating an elecric field in the y direction which
produces a force Fe=gEH to counteract Fm.

Figure 1

When this electric field, EH, called the Hall field, is sufficiently large so

!320
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that no further charge separation occur- then -F - F ande

e = -v x B

The direction is opposite to the magnetic force.

(2)

The current density or current per unit cross sectional area, j, is given by

3=nqv
where n is the number of charge carriers per unit volume, q the charge per
carrier andI is the average velocity of the carriers. Then

_1
_s

EH- x Bnq

This is written

(3

= jB (4)

where FRH is called the Hall coefficient and is equal to 177. If the current is

not perpendicular to the magnetic field, the Hall field is given by:

EH = EH j X B.

When a steady state has been reached, the charge carriers drift in the x
direction that is j is in the positive x direction, although the total
electric field is in a direction e off the x axis. This fall angle is usually
small and can be given as

EHe (5)
Ex

Is this situation a violation of Ohm's law = CE?

Now from the dimensions of the sample we can see that if two probe con-
tacts were placed opposite each other at the top and bottom faces and the
voltage between them is measured the Hall field could be found by the relation

V

a

where a is the thickness of the sample.

Also from dimensions we see that for a total current I the current density j
will be

j ac

but from Ohm's law j = C Thus the Hall coefficient can be found from

V
-He= Ey

How could you determine the Hall angle from the
volta s and dimensions of the sample?



341
Set up the apparatus.

In lab there is an electro-magnet, a Hall plate of Bi, and current
supplies for each. The Hall plate consists of a strip of Di with
known dimensions. Check the apparatus for the value of a, b and c.
Contacts are provided to supply current in the la_ direction and
sense the Hall voltage across the width (c). Instead of only two
contacts to measure VH there is one fixed contact probe (probe P1
on one side and two on the other side

'
P2 & P

3' stradling the posi-
,

tion opposite the first probe (see Figure 2). Across P2 and P one
may connect a potentiometer R2 and by adjusting the potentiometer
wiper arm A the position of a fictitious probe P may be set any where
along the line joining P2&P3. Po may be set exactly opposite P1 by
adjusting A so that there is no voltage between A and P1 when B = 0
and I O.

AYVVV\AA/v

A

Figure 2

The electromagnet has a coil resistance of about 850 ohms and should
be supplied a current which can be varied from 0 to 300 milliampers.
DO NOT EXCEED 300 ma. The field B can be measured with a flux meter
which is provided. The current through the Bi strip should not exceed
I amp. To measure VH a wall galvanometer may be used providing the
sensitivity and resittance of the galvanometer are known. (If galvan-
ometer is not marked ask your instructor for the values.)

RH as a function of both B and j, and plot.
Is R constant? Discuss any variations.
Measure

The Hall angle may also be measured in another way as a check on our work.
Consider the sketch in Figure 3. Let Ro be the fraction of the potentiometer
resistance between P

2 and the wiper arm A when the fictitious probe is at Po
directly opposite Pi, thus giving a galvanometer reading of zero when B = O.
When the field B, is applied, we adjust the wiperA to give again a zero reading.
Let the resistance between P2 and A be denoted by R' and let the position of the
fictitious probe be denoted by P'. Then the angle between the lines P1P0and
P1P' will be
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From the geometry and our knowledge of electric fields and potentials we can
see that for small angles

= 9= EH
Ex

Figure 3

Thus we can measure Q from the potentiometer readings. Compare this
value with that measured earlier for the same value of B. Is it within
experimental errors? Which value do you feel is the more accurate?
Why? Compare the value of R obtained for bismuth with that for copper
assuming there is one conduction electron per atom in normal copper.

Can the Hall effect be used as an analogue multiplier?
How?

Can the Hall effect be used as a means to determine the sign of the
charge carriers in the bismuth?

3



RESISTIVITY AND HALL EFFECT

Purdue Univer

A. The measurement of the resistivity and the Hall-voltage of different
Germanium samples.

Purpose

Experiment

Procedure

This is an exploratory experiment in that its results will demonstrate
the differences between the n-type and the p-type samples. Also,
when the impurity concentration in the high-resistivity p-type sample
s of the right order, one might expect to find a marked difference

in the values for the Hall-voltage at room temperature and at the
temperature of liquid nitrogen.
The measuring circuit used in this experiment is an introduction to
the more precise technique that will be used in experiment 3B.

The sample to be investigated has to be mounted on a holder that can
be placed between the polefaces of an electromagnet. A small dewar
around the sample will protect it against draft during the room
temperature measurements or can filled with liquid nitrogen.
A simple potentiometer (Rubicon Model 2760) is used for the measure-
ment of voltages. The requirements for the electric circuit are
twofold. See fig. 1 for the circuit.
a) One wants to measure the resistance of the sample between two

"resistance" probes;
b) One wants to measure the Hall voltage between two "Ha II" probes.
For a) the sample resistance will be compared with a prope-ly
chosen standard resistor in series with the sample, by a comparison
a the voltages over them. As long as the potentiometer is linear,
and the currents are constant during this comparison, the absolute
values of voltages and currents are of no interest for the computation
of the result.
On the other hand, for the measurement of the Hall voltage (b ) an
accurate calibration of the scale of the potentiometer in volts is
required. For this purpose the standard cell is used. The current
through the potentiometer should be adjusted so that with dialsetting
1.0193 the galvanometer is at zero.
It is recommended that before doing the experiment the instruction
for the Rubicon Model 2760 potentiometer should be read. The
resistivity and Hall voltage of the 4 samples should be measured
at room temperature and in the liquid nitrogen.

a) Solder 6 38 copper sire ! to each sample as shown in the figure:
2 4

1
1/3 1/3 1 3 x length.

The distances between the probes should be measured as accurately
as possible with a measuring microscope.

6
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b) Mount each sample on a bakelite sample hold r wi h a small strip
of Scotch tape.
c) Solder the leads to the pinson the miniature socket, watch for
corresponding numbers. The wiring in the supports is such, that
the current lead closest to the socket is supposed to be wire 5.
d) Insert the holder in the socket ota the support for the fixed temp-
eratures (room temperature and 77 K). The support is placed on
the top of the magnet.

When ttie elecbic connections ar e. made, adjust the cui.i.ent Lhrough
the potentiometer by changing the resistance in the resistance box.
Realise that as long as there is no compensation, there is a drain
on the standard cell. Therefore, use the sensitivity regulator and
the galvanornetar key.
With the reversal switch that controls the direction of the sample
current in the position marked +, the current in the samples flows
from lead 5 through the sample into lead 6.
The direction of the magnetic field can be determined with a small
magnetic compass. Remember that the potentiometer circuit reads
the voltage V12 and V34. Also remember that the nortu geographic
pole of the earth is a magnetic south pole.
You should include in your report a sketch or an explanation of how
you determined the proper orientation. Also take one set of Hall
coefficient data for a P-type and an N-type sample and determine
which Hall probe (1 or 2) is closer to the top of the sample.
When making Hall measurements measure the sample current with
the magnet on, since sample magnetoresistance can influence the
sample current. Also check the value of the sample current in both
current directions. Check regularly the adjustment of the potentio-
meter current against the standard cell.
After the room temperature measurements on all four samples are
finished, repeat them at the temperature of liquid nitrogen.
A few remarks should be made about the use of liquid nitrogen as
a coolant. As any liquid, its temperature depends on the pree,7-eire
of the vapor above it. Determine the barometric pressure in the
room and using the supplied P(T) curve for liquid nitrogen find the
temperature of the boiling liquid. When an open dewar with liquid
nitrogen has been exposed to the air for a long time, oxygen will
condense into it. Though not of too great an importance for the
present experiment, one should remember that continuous use of an
open dewar (tkat i s with free access of the air) will lead to a
continuous chaeige of the composition of the liquid, consequently to
a continuous increase of its temperature. Also, because of the
paramagnetic properties of oxygen, the liquid can no longer be used
in a magnetic field.

rport
The evaluation of the results should be included in the report for
experiment 3B.
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B. The study of resistivity and Hall effect of a high resistance p- ample
in the extrinsic and the intrinsic range.

Purpose
By determining the value of the Hall voltage, one might, with a pro-
perly chosen p-type sample observe the transition from p-to n-type
The combined measurement of Hall-voltage and resistivity results
in the determination of the carrier mobility is the extrinsic range.

Theory
First of all, the student should make himself familiar with the
different galvanomagnetic and thermornagnetic effects.
See L. L. Campbell Galvanornagmetic and Thermomagnetic Effects

(Results in this monograph are of course far from recent
See W. Shockley, Electrons and Holes in Semiconductors Ch. 8

F. Seitz, Modern Theory of Solids
A. J. Dehker, Solid State Physics Sect. 13. 8
A.H. Wilson, The Theory of Metals. Sect. 8.5

For an intrinsic semiconductor, having n electrons/rn , p holes/rn3

each electron and each hole having an average mobility a. n and
the conductivity and the Hall coefficient R can be calculated under

P'the f'urther assumption that the drift velocities vn, pE of a
carrier have a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution.
One finds:

-cr= e n + e p (ohm 1

n 2 - pZ3ff
R "ra- (np.n po.p)21-

(1)

(m3 coulomb-l) (2)

The presence of two kinds of carriers, electrons and holes, implies
that the thermal energy is large enough to excite electrons from the
valence band into the conduction band, where they can move freely:
The holes, left behind in the valence band, contribute also to the
current when an electric field is applied.
At lower temperatures the thermal energy is not large enough to
excite electrons from the valence band into the conduction band
(See figure 4 and 5). The thermal energy is sufficient, however,
to excite electrons from the donor states into the conduction band
in n-type material. The holes left behind in the donor-states are
bound and cannot move and the free charge carriers are only the
electrons in the conduction band.
By substituting p = 0 or n 0, the equations (1) and (2) reduce to:

Experiment
The measuring technique is essentially the same as in exp. 3A. The
difference is in the use of a more sensitive and more accurate
potentiometer (Rubicon Model 2780). Read the instructions of this
potentiometer before using it.
The resistivity and Hall vogage of theohigh resistivity p-sample are
to be measured between 77 K and 370 K. For this purpose a cryostat
sketched in the figure Z, is available in which the sample has to be
placed. The vacuum chamber isolates the coaling liquid from the
inner or sample chamber, that can be heated with the sample to tem-
peratures above the temperature of the bath.

cr= e.n n
3-17-

-r7

respectively,

e p ap
3,7' 1R = + Be p

for n-type, for p-type
samples in the extrinsic range.

(3)

326
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The temperature of the sample is measured by a copper-constantan
thermocouple, one end is mounted close to the sample, the other
is at room temperature outside the cryostat. Measure the voltage
of the coule with the potentiometer. Cd.librate the thermocouple
when the system is at equilibrium at 77 K. Determine the bath
temperature using the vapor pressure reiltion. Apply the correction
pro zata to the standard calibration.

Procedure
1)- Mount the sample holder in the cryostat. Check whether he

sample and the contacts have survived -by checking the
resistivity (and eventual Hall voltage) at room temperature.
exp. 3A

2) pump both chambers with the mechanical oil pump. Fill the
outer chamber with, say 5 ern helium gas, fill the inner chamber
with atmospheric pressure of helium gas.

3) Measure the resistivity and Hall voltage. Compare the results
with those obtained with the sample in experiment 3A.

4) Remove the rubber stop on top of the inner chamber and pour 1
plastic funnel full of liquid nitrogen in the chamber. Immediately
start filling the outer dewar.

5) Pour another 3 to 4 full plastic funnels of liquid nitrogen in the
inner .chamber. Close the rubber stop and start pumping the
inner chamber down to 1/3 of an atmosphere.

6) Watch the temperature by reading the copper-constantan thermo-
couple voltage.

7) When the temperature of liquid nitrogen has been reached,
measure the resistivity and the Hall voltage. When the results
agree and the circuit is in order evacuate the outer chamber, but
calibrate the thermocouple first.

8) The outer chamber should be pumped down so far that the
properly adjusted Pirani gauge indicates a pressure reading in
the middle of the most sensitive scale. The pressure is then
around 10-3 mm, the gas acts as heat leak of a useful magnitude.
Try to maintain this pressure during the experiment.

9) Heat up the sample in about equal steps of 1000/T (TX 78.100,
120, 160, 250, 300, degree K, or otherwise when resistivity and
Hall coefficient are changing rapidly.

10) When room temperature is reached, remove the Dewar flask with
the liquid nitrogen.

11) Continue msasurements z, intervals of approximately 20°. Do not
exceed 100 C since melting of the soldered contacts would follow.

See the laboratory instructor or technician before switching off the
apparatus.

Evaluation and Report

( Include the results from experiment 3A.)
1) Calculate the Hall coefficient and the resistivity and plot the log-

arithm of these two quantities against the reciprocal of the
absolute temperature for all four samples.

2) Indicate on your graphs the intrinsic range and the e3diaustion
range. Define the terms "intrinsic range" and'bxhaustion range.".

3) Calculate the quantity R/s and plot It logazithmically z.gainst the
logarithm of the absolute temperature. Indicate on your graph
the temperature range in which R/9 is proportional to the
temperature.
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4) Assume a temperature dependence of the mobility as p. = At-x.
Calculate A and x from your curves and compare them with the
values published by Morin and Maita in Phys. Rev. 94, 1525
(1954):

3 -1.66 2 -1 -1= 4. 9 x 10 T (m volt sec).
-= 1.05 x 105T-1.33 (ma volt-1 sec 1 ).

5) What value for x is expected from theory? Give a brief and
simple derivation for this value. In metals the mobility depends
on temperature as }J. = CT 1. What is the reason for the
difference in the power of T between a metal and a semiconductor?

6) Calculate the concentration of the charge c rriers in the exhaustion
range. Is the following statement correct: "The concentration of
impurity atoms is equal to the concentration of the charge carriers
in the exhaustion range'? If zit,. under what conditions would
the above statement be correct, or how would you phrase it so
that it is correct? Can you calculate the impurity concentration
in the high resistivity p-type sample?

7) Calculate the average drift velocity v,4 of the charge carriers
in your n-type sample at the temperalure of liquid nitrogen using
the electric field applied at that temperature. Compare the drift
velocity with the average thermal velocity vth of the charge
carriers at the same temperature.

2-17v--th m*

k = Boltzmann constant

Where m* = 114 mo m* = effective mass

m = mass of electron

Is the assumption concerning the magnitudes of vd and vth justified?
8) From your measurements calculate the intrinsic energy gap.
9) Determine the accuracy of your measurements of R, S. and T.

How would you increase the accuracy?
10) A Pirani Gauge has good sensitivity only within a limited pressure

range. Specify the pressure range and give reasons for its
limitations, for the upper limit and the lower limit.

11) Suppose you have reached equilibrium in the cryostat at 200°K.
Suddenly the barometric pressure drops from 770 mm to 740 mm.
How would this affect your measurement?

12) For what reason will the liquid nitrogen become contamimted with
liquid oxygen when the nitrogen is in an clever open to theo air
(normal boiling temperatures: nitrogen 77 K. oxygen 90 K).
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Electrical Circult for the Measurement of Resistivity
and Hall Coefficient

urrent
Select
Circuit

Standard
Resistance
Selector

Rs =ohm

IRs

3
l

2

Voltage
Selector

Tre f

SI =Current Reversing Switch
Sv: Voltage Reversing Switch

Figure I

Standard cell

Galvanometer
3 Volts



The Cryostat

Heater Leads

Pump

Figure 2

3 49

Glass Seals for
Electric Connections

330

Inlet Helium Gas

Inner Chamber

Vacuum Chamber

Monel Tubes

Brass Tube

Liquid Nitrogen

Copper Tube with Heater

Sample Holder

Sample

Thermocouple
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Electrical Circuit for Heate in Cryostat

30

115 v

Variac Tr
5:1

HeateroslOn

Switch Position A 1.5 a tc Raise the temperature
Switch Position B: 0 to la to Maintain Epuilibriurn

Figure 3
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THERMOELECTRIC POWER OF GERMANIUM AGAINST COPPER 355

Purdue University

Purpose 1. The determination of the sign of the charge carriers in the sample.
2. The study of the relation, in particular for a p-type sample, between

the thermoelectric power and the carrier concentration.
Preparation

Irg thermoelectric power at a certain temperature is the slope of the
curve of the thermoelectric voltage against temperature:

= (1)
4T-4 AT

For small values of T, or for a slowly varying V (T) curve one is allowed
to take for Q the ratio between the voltage measured between the cold and
the hot junction and the temperature difference. At room temperature it is
in most cases accurate enough to take T of the order 1°C. For electrons

for holes Q,o. Read the literature, in particular reference 1 in
order to get an idea about the behavior of Q that can be expected to exist
for your samples. This knowledge will save time in doing the experiment.

1..vipment A stand for mounting a sample between 2 plates having different tem-
peratures is provided. It consists (figure 1) of a 10 m.m. thick red
copper disk, L, that can be heated to a certain temperature by the lover
plate heater EL. A rod in therm: contact with the heating element HU of
a soldering pencil acts as an upper plate. A copper constantan thermo-
couple Cl registers the temperature difference between U and L, another
courie C2 registers the temperature difference between L and room tem-
perature. C1 is electrically insulated from plate L and connected to body
U; C2 is connected with L. Copper leads to L and U are necessary to
measure the thermovoltage in the copper-germanium couple. A copper tube
C, resting on L, protects the sample against draft. All leads go out at
the top, through a hole in a transite cover on the copper tube.
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Procedure

Before setting up the measuring circuit make the following preparations:
a, Etch the sample to be in vestigated. Be sure that no solder lumps will
prevent the sample to lay flat on a flat surface.
b- Clean with rine emery paper the copper surfaCes that will be in contact
with the samples.
c. The copper constantan thermocouples have to be electricall insulated
from the plates. Check this.

The circuit to be used is sketched in figure 2. The dotted lines indicate
units that are mounted. The voltages to be measured are supplied to the
measuring circuit by setting the boxed (thermo voltage free) switch in the
positions 1, 2 and 3. Position 0 breaks the contact for all voltages and shorts
the measuring circuit. To facilitate a continuous check on the temperature
of the lower plate, a millivolt meter is connected with the lower plate
thermocouple C2 in the positions 0, 1 and 2..

The resistors RI and R2 are secondary standard resistors 11 and 1.1 ohm,
respectively. Value's from 0.1 ohm upward can be connected to the boxed
switch terminals within the 1.1 range. Use in the measuring circuit a
precision current meter. It is recommended to use this meter for all
measurements in one current range and to vary the standard resistance values
accordingly.

The voltages to be measured can be rather small. The total resistance in
the copper-germanium circuit, on the other hand, may turn out to be rather
large. The sensitivity for the voltage measurement then, will turn out to
be rather low. Still, with patience and skillfull operation of the circuit
good results can be obtained.

Make the following steps:

1. Without a sample in the stand, check the circuit. After observing the
true zero of the galvanometer, with the boxed switch in the 0-position, and
a shortening lead between the two switch output terminals, check the measuring
circuit. Then measure the voltages, if any, in the positions 1, 2 and 3 of
the boxed switch. These voltages should be not larger than See
whether a small heat surge through H U gives a deflection in 'the galvanometer.

2; Start with an etched low resistance sample. Put it on L and lower U
gently. The samples can stand a rather large pressure, they break under
impact. Hold L at room temperature but heat U so high that the temperature
difference between U and L in somewhere between 0.5 and 1 degree C. Wait
for equilibrium and measure all voltages. Do not forget to note the room
temperature.

3. The Q values have to be determined up to 100°C. Besides room temper-
ature, more temperature settings are sufficient for those samples in which
the Qvalues do not vary more than 20% in this temperature region. When a
sample has shown (exp. 3) a transitian to the intrinsic state, spend a
laboratory period to measure that transition (to be expected for high
resistance p-samples) accurately in steps of 10°C or 15°C ambient temper-
ature. First keep the current for H U the same and heat up the lower plate
to about 100°C, selecting the current from the graph supplied for the stand
displaying the final temperature Of L as a function of heating current.
Notice that the temperature difference between U and L plate changes Sign.
Slowly increase the temperature of the upper plate, aiming at about 1°C
difference. Decide for which temperatures below 100°C the sample should
be measured.
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4. Check on the polarity of all the voltages. Determine the sign of Q
for the samples. Note that for copper-constantan couples the copper
lead to the cold junction is negative with respect to the copper lead
to the hot junction.

Evaluation and Report:
1. Indicate clearly in your report the calculation of the actual
thermoelectric voltage, of the sample temperature and the (4 values by
giving a sample calculation. Summarise the results in tables. Plot
Q as a function of the sample temperature. Determine the accuracy
of the Q values, considering that the accuracy of the resistors is
0.04% and the accuracy of the meter is given on the instrument.
2. Make a table of the final results of the sam:les investigated:
Code number, the room temperature value for the sign of the carrier

the resistivty, the hall coefficient, the thermoelectric Power.
Indicate the approximate temperature of the transition from impurity
to intrinsic conduction.

Remark on the theory.

For a p-type sanple the Hall and Q reversals do not occur
at the same temperature. Reason: in first approximation the
electron density, where reversal occurs is determined by the
factor:

2 2
1 n1 -A n2 for the Hall effect2

and

al ni -,A2 a2 for the thermoelectric effect

ubscript 1 for electrons, 2 for holes).

.3. Taking the effective mass m*= mo (the free-electron mass), neg-
lecting the effect of impurity scattering and using the relation between
the carrier concentration and the hall coefficient R for the exhaustion
range, then (Ref. 2):

Q = + .e(l_n(R T
3/2

) 5.32 (2)

(k is the Boltzmann constant).
Checik- for those samples, which at room temperature are still in the
exhaustion range, how much the measured values of Q differ from those
calculated with (2) taking R as measured in experiment 3.
A. Discuss briefly how Q should be effected by light when a sample
is photo conductive.

erences:

Besides the general textbooks, see in particular:

1. K. Lark-Rorovitz "New Electronics" in:
The Present State of Physics, Am.Ass. for the Advancement of
Science, 1954.

2. V.A. Johnson and K. Lark Horovitz, Phys. Rev L)2 258 (1946)
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COLOR CENTERS 559

Dartmouth College

When the alkali halides are exposed to 2Eereess they turn a deep color
which is cheracterlst)c of eaoh type of cryetal For example, Wi turns
magenta, KaCl yellow; etc, The color of each crystal is determined by a
chsracteristic absoretion band uhose maximum lies ill or near the visible
spectrum. This effect is also obeerved when the alkali halides are sub-
jected ta ionizing vadiations, or when they are heated in the vapors of
their alkali metalreor when an electric currer la paseed through them
while they are healed. The absorption band is called. the Fehand and the
color centers in tee cryetels F-eentere. We will use the last mentioned
method (electrolyais) to color our samples.

When an eleetric current is passed through A eemole in such a way.
that the net effect is eo eeplace some of the negative ione by eleetronss
color centavo axe: observed., It has been shown that an F-center iss in
facts an electree trapped in negatiee ion vacancy, so that under ideal
conditions eact electron eetering the crystal will combine with a vacancy
to form one F.-eel:ter. Therefore, by seeing the diffusion of a cloud of
F-centers you are seeing the diffusion of electrons, The reversing switch
is provided to see the electrons "sucked" back out of e crystal when the
polarity of the electredes 'le reversed.

References:

Dekker, Solid,3tate Ph 51.ce (Prentice Halls 15i), Cht, 15
Seitas Z.;:mgod. Ps0 ? 0 7 (1954), 10 II, V.
Mote and Gurneys ElectronieeProcesses in Xonie Cryta le, 2nd ed.

G, Reiland, Z2 Phyelk 127., 1114 (1950).
W, T, Doyle, Flees, Rev 111stefitg 1072(1958)

AP.Pan4u0'

A, For culoratione
furnerle, power supple', milliammetee electrodes, rerereing ewitche 0G1 is

B. For absorption data;
monochromeZer, light eources Hg and H sourceos tbnsohron with rede
and hale-sensitive probees crystal holder and attachment for Oa
densieheeei lenses

C, Miscellaneous;
single edged razor blades
HiCle and Ur)

tongs, sample crystals (Eris

Direetionss

Sinee it is difficult to color the seeplee uniformly by eleceeaysi
start with somewhat larger crystals end oleaee away the sides to fit the
sample holders for the Densichron after they are:colored. It is a good
idea to practice cleaving before ynu actually stiit'to color the eamples.
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To colors place the eanple on top of the eilver eleeteode in the fur-
nace end place the poinhed electrode on tap ef it with a slight preselect

(provided by the 'brass weight). As the crys'eal is heateds keep checking
for the currelat. (at high potential) but do not turn on the power for good
until the current, exteeam ma. The sample will he colored well by the
t5me the cpT-Pert Arovet-o'f .7r3 5 mn onc'. chovid be (..Tto! tz!.:21/ 0,2.4: to b-

qpenched in CC14.

Colloides lea addition to Fecenteres will form if the sample is not
qpenched. The foemation of the colloids in Mel can be seenaclearly by
heating the colored sample a fewheefted degrees (agy to 300-0).

Calibrate the monochrorater after setting the prism at a reproducible
position. Recheck the calibration several tines during the course of the
experiment. Check whether the red and blew/ probes give the identical read-
ings at the sane wave length setting. Make sure that the entrance and the
exit slits are peralled. The source and the eptical system ohould be areanged
so as to achieve the maximum light output from the mouochromteeer. The intensity
should be such that it le possible to get reasonable deflection oe the Densi-
chron absorption peaks; i,e. Do not get stuck ou the moat sensitive mca/e.
EVOUL with thin precaution, the absorbance will probabiT have to be calculated
from the %-tramaission readings near the absorption peaks rather than being
read off directly. (whiCh mey not be a disadvantage.) Plot the eeneitivity
of the two probes as a function of weeelength to determine the creseover point.

Measure the absorption spectra of the colored samples against the un-
colored references. Plot the absorbance against wame 3ength and energy. The
absorbanee is useally defined to be ln(I Aa)s ebere I is the inteneity of
transmission without absorption due to alof centers afld ye the lartensitg
of transmission through the sample, Note that the readingd on the "optical
density° scale of the Derniehrondiffers from this definition in that it le

1°614 (ioilt)'

Vote: Avoid touching the samples with your hands at all times. This is for
the same reason that the samples are quenched in CC14instead ofp mars

Questionssfig=a,

1. Are the charges comeerved in the crystal durirg colora ion by elece
trolysis? Whet havens to the alkali and the halogen ions?

2. What are colloids?

3. What is the relation between the traquency at the peak of the F-band
and the interionic distanee for the alkali helides? Can you . gime a
crude explanation for tilde?
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GEIGER COUNTERS AND SCALING SYSTMMS

Oak Ridge Institute of Nueleal. Studies

OB CTIVES:

1. To determine the proper operating voltage of a Geiger Counter.
2. To demonstrate the variation of counting rate with distance.
3. To determine the half life of a radioactive isotope.
4. To determine the resolving time of a Geiger Counting system.
5. To determine the half value layer for a gamma emitting isotope.

REFERENCES:
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Chanter 2.
INTRODUCIORY IqLTERIAL:

The G-NI Counter Tube

The Geiger-Mueller counter is a sensitive instrument fbr the de-
tection and measurement of radiatian. The counter tube consists of
two electrodes, a fine metal wire, the anode, surrounded by a hollow
conducting cylinder, the cathode. The two electrodes are enclosed in
a glass envelope containing gas at low pressure. A potential differ-
ence is maintained between the electrodes only slightly below that
which will produce a discharge. The tube normally has a thin wall
or window section to permit the entrance of soft radiation into the
chamber. By- increasing the thickness of the wall or by placing a
metal shield around the G-M tube, the softer and weaker radiations
can be filtered out.

When ionizing radiation penetrates the 0-1q detector, it collides with
the gas molecules in the tube and ionizes them. The electrons released
quickly move toward the anode and due to ti-le hieh electrical field
near the anode wire produce there(by multiple collisions with other
moleculeS)a large number of secondary e lectrons. When operated in
one region of counter tube voltage the multiplication near the wire
yields a collected electron charge per pulse which is proportional
to the number of electrons released in the initial ionization event.
In this voltage region the counter tube is classified as a proportional
counter tube.
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At higher counter tube voltages,the multiplication near the wire becomes
so great that the positive ions produced actually reduce the electrostatic
field near the wire and limit the amount of multiplication. This limiting
action is in proportion to the number of secondary electrons released near
the wire and, therefore, will be more pronounced for large initial ionizing
events than for small initial ionizing events. This tends to make all out-
put pulses nearly the same size. As the counter tube voltage is increased,
a voltage is reached where all output pulses are limited by the positive ions
and all are the same size regardless of the size of initial ionizing event
(one ion pair or one handred thousand). This voltage poimt is known as the
Goiger-Mueller threshold. Above this voltage point for approximately 20
to 30 percent more than the threshold voltage, the pulse height increases
linearly with counter tube voltage. This voltage region is known as the
Geiger-Nueller region. (This region is characterized by the "plateau" in
the curve of counts per minute versus counter tube voltage.) The positive
ion cloud which limits the pulse size also prevents formation off a second
pulse by a succeeding ionizing elient until the cloud moves out a certain
distance toward the outer cylindrical electrode. Then, for an additional
period of time, it reduces the possible multiplication of a succeeding
pulse. The first time interval is known as the dead time of a counter tube
and the second time interval the recovery time. (The action of a quenching
gas in G-M tubes will not be discussed here since it does not contribute
to the detected pulse. It merely prevents the formation of a succeeding
pulse if the positive ions from the first pulse are not neutralized in
the correct manner.)

The Output Plase from a Counter Tube

T:',1 output pulse from a G-M counter tube may be described as follows:
Let us assume that the counter tube is operated at 1100 volts, which is
100 volts above G-M threshold. Further, let us assume that the electrical
charge produced in the gas in each pulse is one billion electrons (and a
corresponding number of positive ions, of course), and that the electrical
capacity of the G-M tube and leads going to the pulse-forming resistor is
100 micro-micro-farade. A typical input circuit of a G-M counter instru-
ment is shawn below.

IPositive High Voltage Supply

Pulse forming
resistor

Coupling capacitor

Ioutput pulse

output resistor



If the 0-7A tute was charged up to 1100 volts and then the pulse-forming
resistor was disconnected from the circuit, each pulse in the 0-M tube
would reduce the voltage across the 0-M tube by an amount V =
which applies to condensers. As assumed above,the capacity of the 0-M
tube and leads is 100 micro-micro-farads and the charge collected per
pulse is 109 electrons. From this:

V = -;SQ = (109)(1.6_x 10=19) coulombs = 1.6 volts
100 x 10-12 farads

Each pulse will change the voltage across the G-M tube 1.6 volts,and
100 pulses will cause a change of 160 volts across the isolated 0-M tube.
The remaining potential of 940 volts will place the 0-M tube below 0-M
threshold and the G-M tube will have to be connected to the high voltage
supply again to return it to the operating voltage.

The pulse-forming resistor (connected between G-M tube and High voltage
supply) must be small enough so that the G-M tube voltage does not change
too much at high count7ing rates but not so small as to prevent the pulse
reaching its maximum amplitude because of too rapid leakage. With 1 megohm
as the pulse-forming resistor and with 100 micro-micro-farads as the G-M
tube and lead capacity, the product of the resistance and the capacitance
(R x C) will approximate the time in seconds for the charge to drop to 37%
of its initial value (100 microseconds in this case). 63% of that remaining
after 100 microseconds will leak off in the next 100 microseconds, and so
on. If the pulse height builds up to 95% of maximum in 10 microseconds, the
pulse height is in effect independent of the RC time constant as long as it
is greater than 100 microseconds. This is indicated below for the above
conditions.

)300

Time in microseconds from initiation of G-M tube pulse

0 100 200

1299

Voltage on 1

G-M tube
centtal electrode

RC m 40 sec

RC approaches infinity
)

Pulse decay time _
Pulse formation

time

However, RC time constants of less than 100 mIcroseconds will reduce the
pulse height,since charge will leak off at the same time as it is building up.

Let us now consider the input circuit of a G-M counter instrument as shown
on the previous page. If the RC time constant of the coupling condenser
and the output resistor is larger than the RC constant of the counter tube,
leads, and pulse-forming resistor, then the output pulse will be the same
shape and size as that shown above. However, the voltage will drop from
zero or ground potential to minus 1.6.vb1ts and return to ground rather
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than between the limits of 1300 to 1293.4 volts on the central wire of the
G-M tube. The output pulse size is thus negative 1,6 volts with a build-
up time of approximately 10 microseconds and a decay time of approximately

100 microseconds.

The output pulse in numbers of electrons per pulse is characteristic of
the G-M counter tube and the voltage at which it is operated. At 100 volts
above G-M threshold the Anton Halogen G-M counter tube, Model 210 T, yields
about 1.6 x 1010 electrons per pulse. This is about 16 times as many as
used in the calculation above. Therefore, with an input capacity of 100 micr
micro-farads and a pulse-forming resistor of 1 megohm, the pulse height will

be 1.6 x 16 or 25.6 volts. If now a long connecting cable was used between
the G-M tube and the input circut of the scaler, the capacity of the G-M
tube circuit might be increased to 1000 micro-micro-farads. Under this
condition the pulse in the above example would be reduced by a factor of
ten to 2.56 volts.

The Anton Model 220 T G-M counter tube has an organic gas as a multiple
pulse quenching agent and gives about 1/3 the number of electrons per pulse
that the halogen gas quenched tube yields. Other counter tubes may even
give pulses oneetenth to one twenty-fifth that of the Anton 210 T Halogen

G-M tube.

In the plateau region, cn the curve of the counts p,r minute versus counter
tube voltage, the number of electrons collected per pulse varies linearly
with the voltage increment above Geiger-Mueller threshold. For example,

if a G-M tube has a G-M threshold at 1200 volts, the electrons collected
per pulse at 1250 volts will be one-third as many as those collected at

1350 volts. However, just below G-M threshold, the pulse height starts to

decrease rapidly with decrease in voltage. The pulse height (proportional
to electrons collected per pulse) may decrease more than 100-fold for a
one hundred volt change in G-M tube voltage below G-M tube thresheld in

the tubes discussed above. If the pulse height was 2.5 volts at G-M
threshold, it may be 0.025 volts for the largest pulses at 100 volts be-
low G-M threshold.

Nearly all G-M tubes yield pulses greater than 0.25 volts at G-M tube
threshold. This, of course, is dependent upon the capacity of the leads

connecting the G-M tube to the input of the recording instrument. The
high voltage supply for the G-M tube is never an absolutely stable source
and, in some cases, gives variations of 0.25 volt or more, but of a slowly

changihg nature (not one of 10 to 100 microseconds, but of longer duration
Therefore, the input circuit of a recording instrument usually consists of

an electronic device that will respond only to the G-M tube pulses and not

to electrical interference pulses. This device is called a discriminator,
and its sensitivity is set such that the counter tube pulses must be the

size almost equal to that at G-M threshold before they trigger the dis-
criminator.

The Complete Counting System

A radiation counting system is composed of a radiation detector with
shielding and a counter (scaler) which electronically records the numbe,:

of electrical pulses produced in the detector, In this exveriment, the
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radiation detector is a Geiger-Aueller tube of cylindrical shape, filled
with a quenching gas mixture. As stated previously, the G-M tube is a gas-
filled two element tube or diode which, when operated in the proper voltage
range, yields an output pulse of uniform size regardless of the energy or
type of radiation which triggers the tube. The output pulses from most
G-M tubes when operated in the Geiger region are usually 0.25 to 10 volts
high, with a duration of from 100 to 200 microseconds. The counter scaler
may be described using the following block diagram.

G-M
I Detector
-

) : High Voltage'l
1 f Supply 1

Discriminator ---

wleva

...oeme

Electronic
i

SCALER

Counter

The high voltage for operating the G-M detector is supplied by a regulated
direct current power supply which is normally incorporated in the scaler.
This voltage is continuously variable from 500 to 1500 volts and is read
on a meter mounted in the panel. In order to count only the pulses comIng
from the detector, and to reject all other signals, such as electrical noise,
a circuit called a discriminator is used to separate these signals. This
control circuit sets the iuout sensitivity of the scaler and allows it to
select only signals above a certain predetermined amplitude with the rejection
of all others. At the same time, this circuit behaves as a pulse shaper to
properly-prepare the signal so it can be "counted" by the electronic counter.
In the laboratory, there are several types of electronic counters in order
to allow the participants to become acquainted with the types of instruments
which are commercially available. The original "scale of 2" type of instru-
ment is the simplest and most reliable, but it requires more calculation in
order to interpret the results, and errors often arise in these calculations.
The vertical read-out scales of 10 are actually four scales of 2 with auto-
matic feed-in of 6 pulses for every 10 pulses from the discriminator or
previous scale of 10. These circuits are now well perfected so that they
can be reliable, although not as,reliable as the scale of 2. However, the
ease of read-out usually outweighs the lover reliability. The glow-transfer
tube decades merely transfer a gas discharge glow around a ring of ten
stages, and can be quite reliable except for driver-tubP malfunctioning.
An electro-mechanical register is often added after a few stages of
electronic counters, since it is cheaper than two stages of a scale of 10.

The main purpose of electronic scaling is to allow for fast counting.
Most electro-mechanical registers will record no more than twenty uniformly
spaced electrical pulses per second, whereas the electronic counters can
respond to 10,000 or 1,000,000 uniformly spaced electrical pulses per
second, depending upon the type of electronic counter.

with the discriminator sensitivity preset, the high voltage to the counter
tube should be turned on and slowly raised from 500 volts towards 1200 volts.
Small electrical pulses will be produced from the counter tube at first
because of the lower tube voltage. The &iplitude of these pulses increases
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rapidly with increases in counter tube voltage up to the G-M threshold.
However, as longas the counter tube pulses are less than the discriminator
setting, which is usually 0.25 volts, no counts will be recorded on the

scaling units. As soon as the counter tube pulses are larger than 0.25

volts, a point is reached where some of the larger counter tube pulses

are recorded. A further increase in counter tube voltage finally results

in G-M threshold operation, and all pulses are the same size. An operating

region is then readhed where counting rate VE. voltage is relatively con-

stant within a few percent. This region is called the plateau, and ex-
tends for a range of about 200 volts. At counter tube voltages of NO or

more volts above G-M threshold, inadequate quenching action allows multIple

pulses to be formed from one ionizing event,and the counting rate starts

to rise.

A good counter should exhibit a plateau slope of less than 3% per 100 volts

on its counting rate. However, for many applications (e.g. relative measure-

ments) counters with relative plateau slopes up to 10% per 1C0 volts are

acceptable, provided the voltage source is sufficiently well stabilized

and the counters are periodically checked with a standard source. The length

of the plateau should be approximately 30% of the operating voltage.

Counter Resolving Time: The number of counts recorded by a counting system

is, in general, less than the number of particles which produced ionization

in the detector. The difference is caused by the failure to resolve closely

spaced events in (a) the counter tube, (b) the amplifier, discriminator

and scaler, and (c) the mechanical register. Taectronic scaling circuits
trmally can respond to pulses spaced two to five microseconds apart.

(Some circuits can respond much faster and others much slower, particularly

the cheaper glow transfer tube electronic counters.) Although mechanical
registers usually cannot respond to uniformly spaced pulses faster than
10 to 20 per second, electronic scaling stages can be added in series to

reduce the rate of arrival of pulses at the mechanical register below this

rate. It is good practice never to use the register at counting rates where

the counting losses caused by the register are greater than 1%. The use of

a sufficient number of electronic scaling stages can eliminate the register

as a factor in setting the maximum counting rate. On page A2-2 of this
experiment, there is a discussion of the dead time and recovery time of

counter tube caused by the action of the positive ion cloud or sheath.

After the development of a pulse in a G-M counter tube, the space charge

of the positive ion sheath depresses the electrostatic field at the wire

so as te make any further multiplication by-collision impossible. A

second particle entering the counter at this time will not produce a

pulse. As the space charge moves toward the cathode, the electrostatic

field increases again. It becomes sufficiently large so t hat a second
particle may produce a small pulse after a certain time, td tr, tr being

called the recovery time. Following the split sample method as outlined
in procedure E of this experiment, the resolving time,7; of a counter system

may be calculated by means of the following relation: (Lapp & Andrews, p.458)
n1g21 m ni n2 nl aut. 2

2n1 n2

ni = the count rate obtained using source number one
n2 = the count rate obtained using source number two
al.2= the count rata obtained using sources one and two together

nl&2

3 47.
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and the resolving time,r, will bo in minutes if ni, n2, and n1 and ? are
obtained in counts per minute. It will be in seconds if the respeotive
counting rates are obtained in counts per second.

ni and n2 must be at least 20,000 c min.

A slightly different formula for the resolving time calculation is given in
other texts based on the same basic equation used in deriving the above
formula. However, slightly different approximations were made in simplifying
the formula. The formula suggested above under-estimates the resolving time
by 5% to 25%, whereas the formula in other texts over-estimates the resolving
time by 11% to 58% for the same counting rates and resolving times fitted into
the formulas.

Half Value Layer: The half value layer or the "half thickness" is often used
to characterize the energy of x- or gamma radiation. It is the thickness of
an absorbing material which reduces the count rate to half its initial value.
In principle, absorption measurements may be made with any type of material,
although as a practical matter, lead is used with gamma rays because of its
high density and high atomic number.

Half Life: The half life of an isotope is the time interval during which the
activity is reduced to half of its initial value.

LABORATORY PROCEDURE:

A. Plateau and Operating Voltage

Check to see that the high voltage switch if off and turn the H.V. contro_L
as far as it will go in a counter-clockwise direction. Turn the master (power
switch to ON. Insert an ORINS prepared counting sample having a red label,
on the second shelf from the top of the counting chamber. (Caution: Do not
use the Co60 samples marked with the men band. All of the counting samples
7111 be in the plastic boxes located around the counting room or in the wall
cabinet. The sources should be in these plastic boxes when not in use.)

Turn the count switch to ON position.

Turn the H.V. awitch to ON position.

Slowly turn up the high voltage control (clockwise) until the electronic
counter lights just :mgin recording counts. This is called the "threshold
voltage". Starting at the nearest 50 volt mark above which counting begins,
take one minute counts every 50 volts up to a maximum of 300 volts above the
counting threshold. (Cautioni Do not turn the high voltage above the red
mark on the glass of the H.V. meter.) The number of counts is read directly
from the electronic counter or, on the scale of two counter, it is deter-
mined by noting the reading of the register (assuming it is reset to zero
before each count is made), multiplying o the scale selector setting, and
adding in the values shown on the interpolation lights. When a count has
been completed, the reset switch will reset all the scalers to zero and,
in some instruments, will reset the mechanical register.
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Make a plot of counts min. vs. voltage. Select the midpoint of the flatt st
part of this curve. This voltage is called the "operating voltage". The
instrument should be set at this particular voltage when a sample is counted.

Each day the "threshold voltage° should be determined by placing a source in
the shield and noting the voltage at which counting begins. The source should
then be removed from the shield and, starting with the voltage at the threshold
value, gradually increase the H.V. by 300 volts. There should be only a aight
increase in background counting rate. If there is a considerable increase,
another count-rate Irs. voltage curve should oe prepared.

Counting Rate vs. Distance

Place the same counting sample used above on the lowest shelf in the counting
chamber and measure the counting rate at the operat:ing voltage as determined

above. How does the counting rate compare with that on the second shelf?
Explain.

C. EaSIEEED212nq

Remove the sample from the counting chamber and, wf_th the high voltage set
at the proper operating voltage, take a 10 minute count. Calculate the
number of counts per /Tel-lute. This is called the background count, and must
be subtracted from the sample count in order to obtain the true sample
counting rate. The background count should be checked several times a day.

D. The Half Life of a Gamma-Emitting Isotope

The laboratory supervisor will take some pieces of metal from the exposure
chamber of the neutron source located in a corner of the counting room. He
will mount the metal pieces on eardboard holders. Each source will be shared
by two adjacent groups.

Record the number en the sample which you receive and place the sample on the
top shelf of your counting chamber. Make certain that the metal is on the
top side of the sample mount. Take a two-minute count on the sample. Note
the time at the center of the counting interval.

Remove the sample from your counting chamber and pass it to the neighboring
instrument, or keep it until your neighbors ask for it. Take a two minute
count at approximately each twenty-minute interval for the next hour, noting
the times at the centers of the counting intervals. Make a semi-log plot
of log count rate (minus background) versus tine on one or two cycle paper.
Calculate the half-life of the isotope.

E. Resolving Time of a Counter System

With the Geiger counter set at its proper operating voltage and using a scale
of 100 or more, place half of one of the split radioactive sources on the
first shelf of the counting chamber. Take a one minute count (the counting
rate should be between 20,000 and 40p000 c/min.) Call this ni Place the
other half of the source on the counting card without altering the position
of the first source. Tdke a one minute count. Call this n18f2. Remove from



the counting card the first source without altering thc position of the
second. Take a one minute count and designate it n2. Calculate the re-
solving time using the relation given in the INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL
(page A2-7).

F. Gamma Ra Abso tion Calculation of Half Value Layar (HVL)

Place the Co60 sample (marked with the green band) on the third shelf from
the top of the counting chamber. Piece an aluminum absorber, 80 to 150 mg/cm2

on the next higher shelf, and leave it there for this entire procedure to
absorb the beta particles from the source. Determine the counting rateswith
varying thicknesses of lead. (Use the 21" by 3ft lead sheets 1/16" thick and
stack them directly on top of the aluminum absorber.) Prepare a semilog
plot (counts/min. minus background on the log axis vs. absorberthickness in
inches (or gm/cm2) on the linear axis), and determine the "half thickness"
or "half value layer".
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SCINTILLATION COUNTER

ssec huse cts Insti tute uf Technology

7,71

References:

1. Harshaw Scintillation Phosphors by the Harshaw Chemical Co.
ITPT-c73-----E.esof-tis reference are available at the
office of the Junior Lab. One need not spend too much
time on the multitude of details in this reference.

2. Experimental Nucleonics by Bleuler & Goldsmith, pp. 175-178,
30515. This is required reading.

3. Introductory Nuclear Fh-sics by Halliday, sections 7.10-7.16
This is nbt-rqUired reading.

4. Junior Lab instruction sheet on the use of the Tektronics
Scopes, Pulse Height Analyzers, etc. You must be able to
handle this equipment properly.

5. Beta and Gamma Ray_Spectroscopy by Siegbahn, pp. 24-51,
137-149, 151159- Chapter 7, sections 1,2,3,4,7. This
book is more advanced in its treatment of theory and
experiment. It is not required reading, but will be of
interest to some students.

6. The Atomic Nucleus by Evans. This has some information
on counting statistics.

Introdw ipn:

Since its development in 1944, the scintillation technique for
the detection of ionizing radiation has become the most favored
method for the investigation of charged particle reactions. This
experiment will show the methods utilized in these investigations
as well as demonstrate two of the types of experiments possible
with scintillation equipment.

In general, scintillation detectors consist of three basic
elements: a crystal, plastic or liquid scintillator which emits
light when it is traversed by a charged particle, a highly sensitive
photomultiplier tube to detect these few photons of light, and
an amplifier to amplify the small signals produced by the photo-
multiplier. The intensity of the light output of the scintillator,
and hence the pulse output of the amplifier if the system is
linear, will be proportional to the energy of the particle if the
particle comes to a atop in the scintillator. Thus it is possine
hot onIj to detedt-but-to deTiFthine the energies of the charged
particles.
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Two investigations are to be carried out. In part one, we
shall use a single sodium iodide scintillation detector with two
single channel pulse height analyzers to study the pulse height
spectra of two radioactive sources. In part two, we use two such
detectors in conjunction with a coincidence circuit to study the
angular correlation of the two gamma rays produced by electron-
positron annihilation.

The two parts of this experiment are set up as separate
pieces of experimental apparatus. You will be expected to perform
each part in one regular laboratory period, while two other
students perform the other part. Therefore, you may not do the
parts in the order given here. Nevertheless, an adequate under-
standing of either part will require that you be familiar with the
characteristics of both as given in this write-up as well as in
the references.

Notes of Caution: 1) High voltages are used to power photo-
multipliers in this experiment. Do not
come into contact with these voltages.
Before high voltage is applied to any piece
of equipment, be sure it is properly
connected.

High gain photomultipliers of the type used
here may be permanently damaged if too
great a voltage is applied or if any high
voltage is applied while they are exposed
to room light. The National Radiac
detectors used in parts one and two operate
from 900-1200 volts; 1000 volts is recommended.

I. For the determination of pulse height spectra, equipment should
be connected as follows:

With a source in place, the output of the detector at point A
will be short duration negative pulses of amplitude about
0.1 volts and greater, depending on the energy of the particle
detected and the setting of the photomultiplier high voltage.
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The linear amplifier is a variable gain, non-overloading
device. Its output may be adjusted to provide pulses in the range
of interest. Pulses which would appear at point B to be over
100 volts are in the amplifier's saturated region and have been
limited by the amplifier. Obviously pulses in this saturated
region cannot be analyzed, therefore, the gain control must be
set so that the output pulses of interest will not be limited.
This is best done by observing the output at point B with an
oscilloscope. The pulses observed will be positive and will look
like:

Nm"
The left hand trace above is an approximation of the Na22 output.
It is good practice to adjust the amplifier gain so that the most
energetic photo peAk of interest produces pulses of about 80 volts
amplitude. Reference one contains some sample spectra for the
sources available, and some time can be saved in finding spectral
shape if the highest photo peak is "normalized" to correspond to
the arbitrary units used In these plots. The right hand trace
above represents the cs137 output and shows the "smear" of

pulses caused by Compton scattered electrons.

Sources may be calibrated against each other for energy
determinations by leaving gain settings constant.

The pulse height analyzers work as follows:
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An input pulse whose amplitude is greater than the voltage sett ng
of the baseline discriminator will cause a pulse to appear at
point b. If its amplitude is greater than the baseline setting
plus the channel width setting a pulse will also appear at a. The
anticoincidence circuit will produce an output if and only if
there is a single pulse at point b. Thus if the baseline is set
at 20 volts and the channel width setting is one volt, pulses which
are in the "window" between 20 and 21 volts will cause output
pulses which may be counted by the scalers.

The particles observed (like all radioactive processes) obey
Poisson statistics, so that best practice requires taking a
counting time and a channel width which will produce points of
reasonable statistical precision in your final plotted spectrum.

The output pulses from the analyzers (points C) are about
10 volts negative, so the pulse height discriminators on the
scalers may be set at about five volts to eliminate noise and
insure accurate counting.

souroe5 of Cs137 , Na22 and Co
60

are available. You should
understand the radiations from these sources and the mechanisms
of their detection. It is suggested that spectra for the first

two sources be obtained first and the Co6c)
spectrum be taken if

time allows. Since the two analyzers and scalers are independent,
you can measure the pulses at two different "window" settings
simultaneously.

Notes: Cs137 is a source of a single monoenergetic gamma at
0.661 mev. (Thefl- particle is stopped in the detector
case.) Na22 is the source of an annihilation gamma at
0.51 mev and a 1.276 mev gamma. Measure the Cs137 photo
peak with the amplifier gain calibrated for this source.
60co is the source of four garma energies (see attached

scheme sheet.)

It should be noted that although the appended scheme sheets
show the standard format for representing decays, the changes in
atomic energy levels shown are accompanied by the particle
releases shown on their respective arrows. In other words for Na22:

Z+
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emissions shown represent that the change in level indicated
is simultaneous with the release of the positron, but the positron
itself is not undergoing that change in level.

II. In this part of the experiment we wish to study the angular
correlation or distribution of one with respect to the other
of the two annihilation gamma rays which result from positron
annihilation. In the center of mass coordinate system of positron
and electron, the gamma rays come out at a 180° relative to each
other, from the conservation of momenta. The angle may or may not
be 1800 in the laboratory system depending on the speed of the
positron when the annihilation occurs. If the angle is very near
1800 in the laboratory system, we know that the positron has been
slowed down to a speed small compared to the speed of light.
Three quantum annihilation may also occur. With the apparatus
set up as shown this type of annihilation will not be differentiated
from two quantum annihilation. Three quantum annihilation is
improbable in comparison with two quantum annihilation.

The apparcAus should be aet up as shown:
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The coincidence circuit is a high-speedo transistorized and battery
operated device. It requires no warm-up time but care must be
taken to ensure that it is switched off when not in use. Since
the callicidence TITZVITE-16FITTFTIFt light, aaTIF4171T7iEk7 atize it is
switched off when not In use and before you leave. The equipment
hex, a triple coincidence capability and may be set by a switch on
top to act either as a double or triple coincidence unit. In the
apparatus diagram shown above, it is being utilized as a double
coincidence unit so that the switch should be eet accordingly.
When and only when pulses appear simultaneously at all the inputs
being used (one and two, or one, two and three) an output pulse
of about -3 volts will appear at the coincidence output. Thus
the pulse height discriminator on the scaler must be reduced to
about two volts to ensure counting these pulses.

You may wish to demonstrate to yourself that actual coinci-
dences are being counted by counting first with two unshielded
detectors then shielding one with lead bricks and counting again.
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Enough extra equipment is proveded so that three detectors may bo
arranged in coincidence. After first investigating the angular
correlation with the equipment arranged as above, you may use
either the double or triple arrangements to investigate any back-
ground or special affects you think would be interesting or
pertinent to the experiment.

A table is provided to control the geometry of the experiment.
It should be set up as shown:

3/DE VIEW

The source to detector distance d is 8 inches.

Determine and plot the angular correlation of the annihilation
photons.

Write_Up: You should present data and graphed results, including
error, for both sections of the experiment. For your write-up
select one section and prepare a thorough report on it. Wrrite as
if you were going to submit the paper to a journal for publication.
In diacussing theory you must decide what details are pertinent
and present them clearly. It is as serious an error to fill your
paper with irrelevant detail as it is to leave out pertinent
facts. Error analysis must be rigorous as you must be prepared
to vouch for the reproducibility of your results within the
error limits you specify.



Questions: The following are some questions which need not be
ansWered explicitly but should aid you in assessing your under
standing of the experiment.

1. Since ganma rays are not detected directly, what are
the mechanisms of their detection in scintillators?

2. If ionization (light output) is greater for slower moving
particles how can we say that pulse height is proportional
to energy?

How can the annihilation ganmab in part two be produced
at any angle other than 180°?

What do you think the effects of three-gamma annihilations
and "accidental" coincidences are in part two? How would
you eliminate them?



RANGE OF ALMA PARTICLES

N rth Carolina State College

References:

Price, Nuclear Radiation Detection, p. 6.
Kaplan, Nuclear Physics (1963), p. 307.
Singh and Saha, Nue. Inst. and Methods 13 321 1961).

Purpose:

To measure the range of alpha particles in air.

III. Ap aratus:

Rosenblum spark counter, alpha particle source, scaler
with high voltage (to 5 Ky at I Ma).

IV. Theory:

Alpha particles are emitted from certain heavy nuclei at dis-
crete energies which are characteristic of a given radionuclide.
For transitions which originate and terminate with the ground
state of the parent and daughter, only one alpha particle energy
is observed. Transitions which originate with the ground state
of the parent but terminate with excited states of the daughter
may produce several distinct alpha particle energy groups with
gamma radiation associated with the decay of the excited states.

In the case of certain alpha emitters of very short half life,
alpha decay may originate from the excited state resulting in the
emission of the "long range" alpha particles with energies in
excess of 10 Mev.
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A convenient method of determining the energy of alpha particles
is to measure their range in air or some other suitable medium.
When an alpha particle traverses matter it interacts electro-
magnetically :,ith atomic electrons causing excitation and
ionization. The energy lost in an individual interaction is
relatively small but the process goes on until the alpha
particle can no longer ionize. The distance traversed is
called the range. The average energy loss per ion pair in
air is about 35.5 electron volts. Due to the variation in
energy losses per event and the statistical fluctuations in
the number of events, there is some spread in the ranges of
alpha particles of equal energy. This effect is called
"straggling" and for natural alpha particles amounts to about
0.5 per cent of the range. The straggling parameter is defined
as the differen e between the mean range and the extrapolated range.
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These quantities can readily be obtained from a plot
of the integral number-distance curve and its derivative.

V Procedure:

The Rosenblum spark counter consists essentially of a
wire anode parallel to a plane or convex cathode. The
distance is usually about 2 mm in free air. A positive
potential in the range of 3000 to 4000 volts is applied
in the manner indicated below. If a highly ionizing
particle passes through the region between anode and
cathode, a,visible and audible spark occurs. The
specific ionization required to initiate the spark is
much greater than that produced by electrons. The
counter is thus virtually insensitive to beta and
gamma radiation and therefore lends itself to the ccunting
of alpha particles and heavy ions.

Direction of
radiation

anode
cathode

High Voltage ( 3 - 5 Icy)

SCALER

Fig. 1. Spark counter schematic.

There are two methods of using the spark counter in
determining the range of alpha particles. In the first
method) the counter is operated in free air and the
distance between source and counter is varied and the
integral number-distance curve is established. The
disadvantage of this method is the fact that the change
in distance introduces geometry changes which are
difficult to evaluate. In the second method, the counter
is enclosed and the air pressure is varied. This
method was u;ed by Morgan in determihing the range of
the alpha particles of the B10(n, CPC Li7 reaction.

Method A. Air at atmospheric pressure--distance varied.

1. Place the alpha source so that the distance
between it andc-44a counter is well within the
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range of alpha particles. Determine the character-
istic curve for the counter by measuring the
counting rate at 50 volt intervals until the
counting rate show an appreciable rise (not over
10 per cent).

Choose a suitable operating point from the plot
of the data obtained above and measure the
counting rate at one millimeter intervals con-
tinuing until the counting rate becomes essentially
zero.

Method B. Distance fixed--air pressure varied.

1. Obtain the source-counter distance from your
instructor. Reduce the pressure until a suitable
counting rate is observed (about 3200 volts).
Determine the characteristic curve of the counter
by measuring the counting rate as a function of
voltage in 50 volt- intervals continuing until the
counting rate shows an appreciable rise (not
over 10 per cent

2. Measure the counting rate eta a function ef air
pressure increasing the pressure in 1 cm Hg in-
tervals until the counting rate becomes essentially
zero.

VI. Problems:

1. Plot the characteristid curve for the counter as deter-
mined in V-1.

2. Plot the counts vs.distance curve as obtained in V-2.
If method B is used, plot the counting tate vs. pressure
curve and calculate the equivalent source-counter distance
at each pressure. Plot the counting rate against this
distance.

Determine the mean and extrapolated range. The extrap-
olation of the curve forVI-2 yields the extrapolated
range directly. The first derivative of the same durve
yields the mean range.

4. Estimate the energy of the alpha particles from the range-
eLergy table in the appendix.

5. Discuss the sources of error in your experiment.
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RANGE OF ALPHA PARTICLES

Appendix A

The recent development of semiconductor radiation detectors makes
possible the alternate experimental arrangement indicated below. It is,

however, necessary in this case to have the experimental chamber light
tight inasmuch as the detectors are damaged by exposure to light.

Pre-amplifier

Semiconductor Detector

Manometer

Vacuum Pump

Source

Experimental Arrangement

Linear
Amplifier

Discriminator

Scaler

The following instruments have been used successfully in this
experiment:

Fre-amplifier - HamnerN358A
Amplifier - Discriminator - Hamner N-371
Detector - Ortec SBFJ100-60

The other components are not criti al.



THE ABSORPTION OF GAMMA RAYS IN LEAD

University of Colorado
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The purpose of this experiment is to give the students an opportunity
to use techniques which are employed where unknown gamma rays are to be
identified as to the relative numbers present and their energies. Exper-L-

ments such as this are used to identify ilamma rays from artificial emit,7ors
produced by cyclotrons, nuclear reactors, and othe "atom smashing devices.

Tht(212

When a parallel beam of monochromatic X er gamma radiation passes
through matter, the following relation is observed to hold between the
incident intensity in quanta per square centimeter per second (Id and th'
transmitted intensity (I) in the same units, where the radiation is pass-
ing through a thickness x of the absorbing material,

AAXe0
In this equation,AA is the absorption coefficient, and it is a quantity
that is characteristic of both the type of mateial (element and density)
doing the absorbing, and of the wavelength or energy of the radiation
being absorbed. If x is measured in centimeters, then ..A.A is the linear
absorption coefficient, and it has the dimensions of 1/cm0 Quite com-
monly equation 1) is written in this form

1)

2) =

where cr- h4AP and t airID x. The quantity (10) is the density of the
absorbing material in grans per cubic centimeter, Then T is called the
mass absprption coefficient and has.,the dimensions of cm-/gram, while the
thickness t is measured in grams/cm'. This representation has the advan-
tage of being independent of the physical properties of the absorber.
Certainly AA would vary for water depending on whether it was in the fon
of a liquid, solid or gas, whereas 401' is a constant for water independ-
ent of its physical state. If one .looks up the density of an absorber
such as copper, one will find small variations in the tabulated densities
depending on the method of manufacture. For each density there would have
to be a corresponding value of 44 for that element, because one eentimeter
of dense copper would do a more effective job of absorbing than one
centimeter of less dense copper. Hence 1 At is common and preferable to
use mass absorption coefficients and to express thicknesses in grams per
square centimeter.

Suppose a gamma ray source emits several monochromatic gamma rays.
For instance, suppose three wavelengths Al, A ,, and are omitted.
The expression for the transmitted intensity (1) then becomes

=
3) e. ± ee 2 + 3o

a -2

In equation 3). 110 is the incident intensity..pf gamma ray number one
in quanta per square centimeter per second, andlis the mass absorption
coefficient of this particular wavelength in the absorber under study.

Our experiment is to observe I as a function of t, and the followi
analysis allows us, in theory at least, to determine all of the Io's aud
all of the 0, 's. Once we know the 01- 's w idonsult tables to de-
termine the corresponding gamma ray energies'..
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Oir analysis will be a graphical analysis in which we start with
large scale semilogarrthmic plot of intensity I vs. thickness t. In orde
to bettor understand what has to bo done, let us examine some of the

properties of semilogarithmic pT!ats of
exponential functions.

A semilog plot of I vs. t ir etT)9.-
n 2) is shown in Fig. 1.

If now we take the data of Fig. 1
and adc '. a constant to each point ,4 e have
the following equation, where B is the
added constant, and is the constant
background count.

I=Le. ± 13
A semilog plot of equation 4) is shown
in Fig. 2. Note that no part of this c
is a straight line. At large values of
t, the curve becomes asymptotic to the
horizontal line I B, and at small
thicknesses, the line is asymptotic to
the line -8-t

e-0

Laboratory data on the absorption ci _
monochromatic gamma ray beam would re-
semble Fig. 2. Analysis of Fig. 2 would
be as follows. At large values of t, one
evaluates B. Then B is subtracted from
the data at each thickness t and the
difference I' is plotted

I-3 Io
This is shown as the dotted line. The
slope of the dotted line allows one to
evaluate , and the intercept I° is a

_gltmeasure of the incident intensity of the
gamma ray beam. 0,-* is evaluated from
equation 2) as follows.

cr

Su pose one had two gamma raye present
so that

rye
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-076
5) 1- ID/ *-roz

- 6

A plot of equation 5) is shown - n 'g. 3.
knalysis of Fig. 3 would be as fo
a) When the curve levels off at
values of t, we have I = B.
) Wo now plot I' vs. t, where T' is
_./ e` -

T--- c 02.
Th_is plot is shown in Fig. 4., and
suppose we designate the more easilz7
absorbe'J gamma ray as gamma ray No.

thiokaes3es of absorber, the trnnn
d ilitea5ity ,-7t eomma ray N. i
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reduced to a very small value, and the
only gamma rays coming through the absorber
in appreciable quantities are the No. 2
gamma rays. Thus at large values of t,
the plot of I' vs. t should approach the
straight line

_cr-*
e0

just as if gamma ray No. I was not present
at all.
c) On Fig. 4, one draws a straight line
(shown dotted) whose slope is determined
by the curve of I' vs t at large values
of t. This straight line has the equation

37--OL

and from it we may evaluate both 0-1: and
I --
20'

d) From Fig. 4 we may read off values of
I"

/ a -6
01

and these may be plotted vs t as shown in
Fig. 5, from which both 110 and 07 may be
evaluated.

The theory of this process may be
extended to the determination of the 10'6
and 0-'s of any number of gamma rays in a
beam. Practical difficulties limit it to
the separation of only 4 or 5 gamma rays.

We have assumed that I
10'

I
20

and I
30

etc0 are in incident intenGities
of the gamma rays of the monochromatic groups 1, 2, 3, etc. This would be true
if our detector (geiger counter tube) was 100 percent efficient, giving one
count for every gamma ray that passed through it. Unfortunately this is not
the case, the geiger counter may only give one count for every 100 or so gamma
ray quanta that pass through it. The geiger tube is not only very inefficient,
but more important, the efficiency of the counter for detecting gamma rays is
a function of the gamma ray energy. The student should understand the reason
for ths variation of geiger counter efficiency, because it is closely relaed
to the reasons for this experiment: Thus we can say,

6)

I_
10

I
20

130

.

=

I_
1

I_
2

13

1

2

6

where I and 1
29

and I are the true gamma ray incident intensities in IAanta
1'per square Centimeter Or second, and &2, and e , are the efficienciee

of the geiger counter for the numbered gamma rays. Th6 work of two groups of
investigators, (references 1, and 2) indicates that in the range from 0.3 Mev.
to 2.9 Mev0 the efficiency of a geiger counter with a brass or copper cathode
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is approximately proportional to tho lthoton energy. We may assume froT
in (2) that the efficiency of the geiger counter 6 is approximly
tional (to within about plus or minus 10 percent) to the energy of
rays, as given in the following equation.

7) G 0.0054 E

where E is the photon energy in Mev, Cur data plus equations 6 and 7 allow
an evaluation of the I0c. The relative intensities so deterined will be more
accurate than the absolute intensities, because we are not using a brass or
copper cathode counter tube.
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A t a

Laboratory Instructions, General

The gamma ray source used in this experiment is 4.26 milligrams of radium
in equilibrium with its disintegration products. The source is in a platinum
needle of 0.5 mm. wall thickness, and is seald in a plastic plug at the lower
end of a thin wall brass tube, This tube is ',rapt inside a cylindrical lead
safe and should not be removed for any purpose whatsoever without permission
of the instructor. The axial hole in the lea. safe provides a collimated beam
of gamma rays with which the experiment is performed. Two boxes of lead absorbers
are provided. (handle these with care, careless dropping or otherwise damaging
them is the unforgivable sin!!) All the absorbers are of the same area, 91.1
cm.2, and they are numbered and their weight in grams is stamped on each one.
Also provided are some thin lead foils about 0.002 inch thick. These should
be weighed, their area measured, and an average grams per square centimeter
determined for them. You may assume that all are of the same th4okness.

The geiger counter is placed axially in a cylindrical shield that is in
line with the collimated beam of gamma rays from the source. The lead shield
serves to reduce the random background count from other sources around the
room, and it helps make certain that only photons which have passed through
the absorbers can reach the tube.

Labs atory Instructions

a) Read the instructions for operating the scaling circuit you will use.
b) Take the plateau of the geiger tube you will use, plotting each counting
rate before you take the next higher rate, being very careful not to let the
tube go into a continuous discharge. Check your plateau graph with your
instructor, and plan to operate the tube in the middle of the plateau.
c) Remove the lead plug that fills the collimating hole in the cylindrical
lead safe, and insert the plug in the brass tube that is provided for its
protection. Put the plug a_Ay where it will not be damaged.
d) The absorbers will stand on edge on a flat board on which graph paper haa
been pasted. The source shield and the counter shield should be separated
b-just the width of this board.

The counter tube should be carefully placed in its 1/8 inch wall cylindrical
lead shield and this assembly should then be placed in the large lead shield
to be clamped in place with the tube about midway in the length of the shiel.
THE COUNTER TUBES HAVE A FRAGILE THIN WALL AND CARELESS HANDLING COULD CAME
THESE TUBES TO CAVE OR FOLD INWARD. BE CAREFUL.
f) Make a quick determination of the counting rate of the tube with no
absorbers in the gamma ray path. The chances are that the rate will be quite
high, so high in fact, that the finite dead time of the geiger tube will
cause some counts to be lost. The true count will then be higher than the
observed count. Review the instructions of experiment No. 40 on the charac-
teristics of geiger tubes and scaling circuits, and proceed to determine tha
dead time 11° of this counter tube by using two of the cobalt sources that
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are mounted in the brass rods. Bring two sources to approximately equal
distances from the tube, the distances being determined so that the counting
rates from the two sources individually are approximately equal, and the count-
ing rate with the two sources together is approximately equal to the counting
rate you just observed. Determine the dead time /: of the geiger counter
tube just as you did in Experiment No. 40.
g) In all your counting rate observations, make a dead time correction to
get the true rate from the observed rate whenever the magnitude of the cor-
rection would be larger than half of the probable error of the rate.
h) Proceed to take data of counting rate vs. lead thickness in grams m 2

For the first few points, use the thin lead foils in groups of three or fear.
When you have used all 18 foils, remove them and use the 1/16th inch sheet
from the calibrated set, adding additional sheets until the entire two boxes
are in use. Data should be taken in 1/16th inch steps at the start, up to
1/2 inch intervals in the middle of the range, and down to 1/4 inch intervals
near the end of the two boxes. This data taking is tedious, and only one
partner need be in the laboratory at a time. You may take turns watching
the apparatus, and you may want to let it run over night, or through morning
class periods. Make arrangements with the instructor for this.
i) The probable error of each point should be calculated, and in general each
point should be taken to a probable error of less than two percent. When ths
counting rates are high it is easy to take data to a very much smaller
probable error, and this is quite profitable.
j) The important parts of the curve are the start, near zero thickness; the
region around 130 to 170 gm./cm.2; and the background rate at large lead
thicknesses.
k) After all the lead of the two boxes has been used, remove this lead care-
fully, measure the length of the lead plug for the source, and insert this
plug over the source. Take a data point for this lead thickness, add aboUt
half.the stack of lead plates, take a point, and finally put the second plug
in over the counter tube, and add the rest of the lead plates, and take a
rate which will be the background rate. Here it would be convenient to let the
apparatus run for a period of several hours to get better accuracy on the
background rate. (turn a blower on the scaler tubes to help keep them cool)

The pport:
-175-Your data sheet should show in tabular form,

The number or other designation of the lead foils in place.
The grams/cm.2 of lead oVer the source.
The number of counts observed.
The time elapsed for this count.
The calculated counting rate.
The counting rate corresSsed for the deaitime loss (the true rate).
The probable error of each rate.
The rate corrected by substraction of the backgsund (see below)

2) With a large expanse of semi-log graph paper, a sharp pencil, and drafting
equipment (available in the laboratory), you should plot a large scale graph of

a) Your data of correeted countng rate vs. lead thickness. Show the back-
ground level on this graph.

b) On this graph plot the corrected rate
c) Extrapolate the straight line portion

thickness of lead.
d) Proceed with the aaalyais discussed in

absorption coefficients, energies, and

minus the background.
of this graph back to zero

the theory to determine the
relative intensities of as

many gamma rays as you can separate. You should tabulate each
absorption coefficient, each relative intensity with a clear state-
ment of exactly what it is, and then look up the corresponding
energies on a graph of absorption coefficient vs. energy.

e) Compare this with the tabulated restl2tE for radium, and comment or the
discrepancies, if any.
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Nob% Each graph point should be a point, a circle should be drawn around
it to show where it is, and a vertical bar with cross bars at the ends of
the vertical bar would show the magnitude of the probable error.
Also Note: You should show your calculations clearly with enough __planation
so that the person reading the report can tell that you understand what you
are doing.

Optional Part B.
Determine am upper limit to the 2.1111sy of the geiger tube. Have the
instructor give you a burned out or damaged tube of the same type that you
were using to detect the gamma rays. Place this tube in the beam of gamma
rays with its axis at right angles to the beam and determine by what percent
the tube reduces the intensity of the transmitted beam. Write a paragraph in
your report to explain why this gives an upper limit to the sensitivity rather
than giving the actual sensitivity. To do this you must understand the proc-
esses by which a gamma ray may discharge a geiger tube.

Optional Part C
Determine the variation of absor tion coefficient with atomic number.

In addition to the lead sheets, there are available some absorbers of carbon
(graphite), aluminum, copper, iron, an alloy of copper and aluminum, and perhaps
others. These should be measured with the vernier calipers and weighed in a
balance to determine the grams/cm.2 for each absorber. They are of different
sizes.

One may work in the direct beam from the source, or if one is interested
in having a more monochromatic radiation, one can place one half to one inch of
lead over the source to absorb the softer radiation. Now carefully determine
the counting rates with the various thicknesses of each absorber in place
over the bare source, or over the lead filter. Plot your results in the form
of an absorption curve, determine the mass absorption coefficient for each
element, and plot these coefficients as a function of the atomic number and
comment on the results.

ALL STUDENTS NOTE. When you have completed the experiment the long lead plu7
should be reinserted over the source, the lead sheets should be carefully put
back in their case, and the geiger tube should be returned to the shelf.
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When a nucleus is bombarded by a particle such as a proton, neutron,

deuteron, or alpha particle, there is the possibility that the -arget nucleus

may capture the bombarding particle to form a compound nucleus. This compound
nucleus immediately breaks up into a light particle or a photon plus the ap-
propriate heavier nucleus necessary for the conservation of charge and the con-

servation of mass plus energy. These heavier nuclei may be stable, but usually

are not in which case they are known as artificially radioactive nuclei.

Neutrons, because they possess no electric charge, have proved to be

very effective in penetrating the positively charged nuclei, thereby producing

nuclear transformations. In this experiment we shall use slow neutrons as bom-

barding particles. The source consists of radium which gives off alpha parti-

cles and beryllium which captures the alphaparticles and gives off fast neu-

trons. A nuclear reaction can be represented by an equation analogous to an

equation for a chemical reaction. The equation for this reaction is

4Be9 +2Fie4_3.(6C13)_4..6c12 40111 (1)

where (6013) is the compound nucleus. Note that the upper index is the mass,

the lower one is the charge. The neutrons pass out of the lead container into
the paraffin surrounding it. Here the neutrons collide with hydrogen nuclei
losing large portions of their energy with each collision. After many such
collisions, they have an average energy which is equal to the energy of thermal

agitation equivalent to 1_ electron volt at room temperature.
40

49111115 on1__4,.491n116

0 116
0"n 4-

represents an electron.

(3)

The rate at which a particular radioactive material disintegrates is

a cons ant independent of all physical and chemical conditions. Given a large

number of atoms of any one radioactive element, the number dN that will disin-
tegrate in a small time interval dt is found to be proportional to the number

of atoms N present at the time t; that is

-dN = 2LNdt

where A is a constant for the particular radioactive el tent known as the

decay constant. This equation may be integrated at once to give

N = No-
,

369

(4)

(5)
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where No represents the number of atoms present at the time t = O. When

N = No, half of the original nuMber of atoms present will have disintegrated.
The time in which this occurs is called the half-life T. We use Eqn. (5) to

find T

-AT
No

(6)

T - .6 -93
3k

16
The half-life of Inl

49
is about 54 minutes. The average lifetime Ta of a

single atom may be computed by multiplying dB the number of atoms disintegrat-
ing by the time t during which they existed, summing these products over all
the atoms and then dividing by the total number of atoms at the start No

= 0
cNcptdN

.---

c5:3

Not (-No ?le 2"dt)
Ta = (7)

No No

The reciprocal of the decay constant Nis thus the average lifetime of a
radioactive atom. If the half-life is known from experimental data, then the
average lifetime lean be computed from Eqn. (6).

2\

The presence of the radioactive indium is detected by means of a
Geiger counter which is sensitive to gamma rays and high speed electrons and
positrons. The counter consists of a wire mounted co-axially within a metal
cylinder. This assembly is placed in a glass envelope which is filled with a
combination of gases at a pressure of 0.10 m of Hg. One end of the glass en-
velope is made very thin to allow the high speed electrons to penetrate into
the tube. The electrical connections are shown in Fig. 1.

wi e

_ylinder

1000 volts
1- 0

Amplifier

Fig. 1

Counter
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The voltage between wire and cylinder is n rmally 1000 volts and this
voltage is not quite high enough to produce an arc. However, if some ions are
produced between the cylinder and the wire they will be accelerated in the
strong electric field and gain enough energy so that they in turn can form more
ions and the process cascades until soon a large current is flowing through the
resistance R. The resulting voltage drop from the current flowing through the
resistor lowers the potential difference between the wire and cylinder until
the arc can no longer sustain itself. Once the arc is extinguished the voltage
will rise again until it reaches its maximum value. The tube will remain in
this static condition until some more ions are formed, and it goes through the
cycle again. When a photon or high speed electron passes through the tube it
will produce enough ions to form the cascade which produces the arc. Every
time this arc is formed the voltage of the point C changes greatly and this
voltage pulse is amplified by vacuum tube circuits until it has sufficient
energy to operate a counter. The number or counts per unit time is proportional

to the number of 49Inl16 atoms present.

The number of counts per minute is not very large and since this is a
purely random matter large statistical fluctuations are to be expected. The
fluctuation to be expected is about V N where N is the number of counts. This
means that if we repeat the measurement of the number of counts under identical
conditions for the same length of tine, the probability is 2 out of 3 that the
two N's will disagree by less than the square root of either one. (In proba-
bility theory this is called the "standard deviation%) If the first result
were 25 counts, many repetitions of the same experiment would give us a number
somewhere between 20 and 30 about two-thirds of the time. Thus, considerable
scattering of the experimental points may be expected.

Procedure:

(a) Place several indium foils in the center of the paraffin slabs
surrounding the source of neutrons.

(b) Have the instructor demonstrate the equipment. The first parti-
cle detected by the Geiger tube causes a small light to flash on. The second
particle causes this light to go off and a second to go on. The third particle
detected causes the first light to go on. The fourth particle causes both
lights to be turned off and a third light to go on. Five lights are able to
count up to 64. At the 64th count a mechanical counter is activated. Some
counters also operate on a scale of 10.

(c) Even with no radioactive sample near the Geiger tube, counts are
recorded. This is known as 'background count" and is caused by cosmic rays,
residual ions from the X-ray machines or radioactive sources around the labora-
tory. Any "measurement" of a radioactive sample then includes this background
which must be subtracted from the measurement to give a true value of the
radioactivity of the sample. Determine this background by finding the time
required to make 500 counts. Repeat this determination and use the average as
the background count in counts per second.
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(d) Remove the indium foils from the paraffin and place it under the
Geiger counter. Record the readings of the counter for two minute runs waiting
one minute between runs. Thus you will start runs at t = 0, 3, 6, 9 ... and
stop runs at 2, 9, 8, 11 ... Follow the counting rate for one hour.

Report:

(1) Tabulate the counts per two minute intervals after bac_L,Yround
is subtracted. Consider this the true value of the counting rate at the mid-
point of the interval.

(2) Plot the log of these numbers against time or use semilog graph
paper. Indicate the expected spread of values by drawing a vertical line from
N +15F to N --V1 and short horizontal lines at the end. Draw the straight
line that is the "best" fit to the experimental points. This line should cut
about half of the vertical lines of the graph.

(3) Find the time at which the counting rate falls to half v-,lue.
This value of the time is known as the half-life. Determine the slope of the
line. Compute the half-life from the slope using equation (6). Estimate the
error from your uncertainty in determining the slope of the line. Which method
of finding the half-life is better? Why?

(4) How much time is required with a sOurce Of neutrons of constant

intensity to form 90% of the maximum possible amount of 491n 116 ? Take the
half-life to be 54 minutes.

(5) Find and explain the meaning of the av
What is the value of the decay constant?

rage lifetime of 491116 .

(6) How can the accuracy of this experiment be improved?



THE ACTIVATION OF COPPER

North Carolina State College

References:

Friedlander and Kennedy, Introduction to 1.1t.:1.1c..122.zinistr,

Ch. 5, p. 127.
Evans, The Atomic Nucleus, Ch. 15, p. 470.
Bleuler and ColdsmIth, Experimental Nucleonics, Ch. 4, p. 105.
Price, Nuclear Radiation Detection, Ch. 9, p. 261.

Purpose:

To it.leasure the build-up of Cu6 and the decay of Cu66 andu
III. Apparatus:

395

Thin wall GM counter (Victoreen IS85 or equivalent), scaler
with high voltage, timer, neutron source (yield of about 10 n sec
with paraffin moderator fitted with central port for source and
sample, Cu cylinders with inner diameter of about 25 32 inches to
fit over OM tube and a length of 3 inches.

IV. Theory:

The build-up of activity of a given isotope as the result
of a nuclear reaction offers, if the reaction rate is constarr
a good illustration of secular equilibrium. The equation
describing the process is

dN _p - NA
dt

where p is the production rate, N is the number of atoms
present and A is the decay constant. If the isotope is
produced by neutron bombardment

p 5: V4

where is the macroscopic activation cross section,
V the volume of the sample, and the neutron flux. We

may write equation (1)

dN
77.-t v

The solution of the above equation is

N A .

-Z.., V 4) t. - t)
. '

(1)

(2)

(4 )
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where t is the irradiation time. This may be written
as

A = vit - e (5)

where A represents the activity of the sample.

In the case of copper, there are two stable isotopes
having mass numbers of 63 and 65. The irradiation of
copper with therMal neutrons produces the following
reactions:

Cu63 ) Cu64

Cu65 n, cu66

The decay of these IsOtopes is as follows:

Cu66 (0) za166 Ti
2

cu64 (6-) Zn64 (39%) Ti
2

or
cu64 (p4) wi64 (19%)

or cu64 e.c Ni64(42%)

12.8h

Each of these isotopes will build up according to equa-
tion (5) until a saturation value is reached at which
time the decay rate equals the production rate. It is
popsible, by using short irradiation times, to ma4e the
Cuu° activity the dominant ope. If, on the other hand,
irradiation is prolonged, both isotopes are readily de-
tectable from the decay curve.

Frocedure:

1. Expose copper cylinders near the neutron sourCe in
the paraffin moderator for periods of 1, 2, 5, 10,
and 20 minutes. Measure the relative activity of
these samples by counting each sample for 100
seconds. The time between the end of the ir-
radiation and the start of the counting must be
kept constant.

2. Measure the decay of the copper cvlinder which has
been activated for about 10 minutes. Take a 25
second count every 30 seconds. Continue until
the counting rate approaches a constant value.

3. Measure the decay of a copper cylinder which has
been irradiated for about 24 hours. Take readings
for about 30 minutes or until the counting rate
approaches a constant value. Record the total
activation e and decay times.

374.

(6)

(7)
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VI. Problems:

1. Plot the build-up curve for Cu
66

together with the
theoretical curve, based on a half-life of 5.1 minutes.

2. P194 the de y curve and determine the half-life of
CuQ° and C11

Determine,3he relagve saturation coUnting rates due
to the COI° and Cuvm' activity.

4.
66 64Calculate the relative activity of Cu and Cu

from the adtivation cross sections and the irra-
diation time. Does this confirm the results of
(3)? Explain. What factors need to be considered
in the calculation?

373



COINCIDENCE MEASUREMENTS

North Carolina State College

References:

Siegbahn, Beta and Gamma Ray Spectroscopy, Ch. 7, p. 20].
Bleuler and Goldsmith, Experimental Nucleonics, Ch. 22, p. 320.

Purpose:

1. To measure the resolving time of a coincidence circuit.
2. To use the coincidence method to obtain information on

decay schemes.

Apparatus:

Two scintillation detectors with associated preamplifiers,
amplifiers, and high voltage supply; coincidence circuit; ad-
justable support for scintillation counters; gamma ray sources.
(Detail inblock form under Section VI.)

IV. Theory:

The coincidence method is useful in determining the decay
scheme of a radionuclide and in determining absolute source
stren5ths. Basically, the coincidence circuit is one which
delivers a response only when pulses appear at two or more
inputs within a time,9r,called the resolving time. In the
subseouent discussion, we shall assume two-fold coincidence
systems. For purposes of discussion, let us assume two
detectors viewing a sourceone being a beta counter and
the other a gamma counter. The counting rate at each counter
will be given by the relations

Ns= 11 Eft

Nr= No cc K

where 04 and (..,0 y- represent the solid angles subtended by the
counterst; and cy the efficiencies of the counters. X re-
presents the number of gamma rays per disintegration and No
the number of disintegrations per second. The true coincidence
rate is given by the relation

The chance or accidental coincidence rate is given 6
Noh7: 2TNSNr

2
2Tho !. WiEptrK

Combining'equation (3) and 00 we obtain

Nch
2TN0.

376

(3)

(4)

(5)

399
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The resolving time may be measured by means of equation 4 .

The two detectors should be separated at some distance and
independent sources used near each detector. The single and
coincidence rates are measured and T is thus obtained. A
somewhat more convenient method involves the use of an arti-
ficial delay in one of the two inputs. If the delay exceeds
the resolving time the only coincidences observed will be
chance coincidences.

Once the resolving time has been determined the absolute
strength of a source may be calculated from equation (5).

Much information on the decay scheme of nuclides emitting
complex gamma ray spectra may be obtained from r-r and g-Y
coincidences. Various cases are discussed in the first
reference.

V Procedure:

a

Arrange the two scintillation counters in the support with
gamna counters in each channel.

Cat hode

Follower
! Linear
Amplifier Delay

a

1

Coincidence
Circuit

Linear
Amplifier

Experimental arrangement

Delay and coincidence circuit are incorporated in Beva 201
Pulse Analyzer. Source is supported on optical bench and is
free;to move along line a - a.



1. Measure the resolving time of the coincidence circuit by
determining the singles and chance coincidence rates.
Obtain the chance coincidence rate by inserting a delay in
one of the channels.

2. Place a Na22 source at a point midway between two Nal
scintillation counters. Measure the total and chance
coincidence rates. Move the source along a line perpen-
dicular to the axis of the crystal. Repeat the measurement
at 2 mm intervals, continuing until the source lies well
beyond the cylinder defined by the Nal crystals.

3. Repeat the measurements using a Co6° source.

4. Repeat the measurements using a Cs137 source.

5. Determine the al,solute strength of Au198 source by the
method described above. Use a stilbene scintillation
counter for the beta detector.

VI. Problems:

1. Calculate the resolving time of the coincidence circuit.
Include its standard deviation.

2. Plot the results of (2), (3) and (4) on the same graph
and give a qualitative discussion of the results.

3. Discuss the origin of the coincidences produced when the
Cs137 source is used.

4. Calculate the strength of the Au198 sou ce giving the
standard deviation of your result.



NUCLEAR INDUCTION

University of CaLifornia, Berkeley
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=ences:

Fretter, Introduction_to Experimental Physics, pp 266- 7_.

Barnwell, Princi-les of Electricit and Electromagnetism, 2ad ed., pp 366-371.

Fake, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, Amer. Journal of Physics, i8, 438, 473, (1950).

Bloch, Hansen aad Packard, Phys Rev., 12, 474 (1946; Bloch, Phys.Rev.70, 460(1946).

Appa atus:
Large permanent magnet

Nuclear induction apparatus and power supply

Frequency meter (BC 221)

Oscilloscope

Sweep coil transformer, Variec, and phaee shifter.

Purpop .

To observe the nuclear induction signals from protons in water, to study relaxa-

tion times, and to compare the gyromagnetic ratios of Hi ame-F3-9.

Method:

In this experiment the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance is observed

using the technique of nuclear induction. A sample of the nuclei under investigation
(e.g.,theprotona in water contained in a test tube) is placed in a D.C. magnetic
field Ho, which is perpendicular to the paper of Figure 1. If the nuclei have an
angular momentum bi "spin" of I ii, and a magnetic moment a, they will individually

precess in this field at a frequency given by the gyroscopic equation

03 -
toriae o Yll (1)

o angular MOMeritUM I

This frequency m is called the Larmor frequency or the nuclear resonance frequency

of the nuclei in°the field H ; )( is the gyromagnetie ratio. The nuclear spins

are also in thermal contact &th the water at temperatures T and this establishes
in a characteristic time T a net magnetization ven by the Curie formula:

2 ,
1

14.4.

3kT 7-
,
"0

where N is the number of nucleijec

We aim to observe the voltage induced by this macroscopic magnetizatien. This is

done by applying with an oscillator a radio-frequency field HI cos wt to the sample

along an axis mutually perpendicular to both H and to the reteiver coil axis (see

Fig. 1). If m is made approximately equal to 8,, the r-f field will effectively
produce a rotating component of Min the plane 6f the receiver coil and there gill

be induced a measurable voltage at the frequency mo. Bloch has solved this problem

379
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indetailandhefindstherecvercoilVto be of the following form for the
case of H

1
very small:

Vn a u sin

0)

u

2

1-2

1 4. T
2

2

Mo

r HITA

Here, TI is the "total" relaxation time (or the inverse line width) due to all
processes which broaden the resonance line: thermal relaxation processes; spin-spin
effects, i.e., the effects of neighboring nuclei on each other via their magnetic
moments; and non-uniformities in the field H. The component of the receiver coil
voltage in phase with the rf field has the shape of a classical dispersion curve;

the out-ofephase component has the shape of an absorption curve. This should seem
reasonable when we recall the analogy between the nuclear spin system and the classi-
cal driven damped oscillator. In the latter there are two components of the dis-
placement (the dispersion and the absorptio which vary in amplitude as one goes
through resonance like the u and v components or "modes" of the receiver coil
voltage. Instead of varying the frequency to go through resonance we can periodically
vary the field Ho by superimposing on the D.C. field an A.C. field from the sweep
coils.

V =
2

14-_Omee
o

T2

MIK Mk - (4)

In the present apparatus it is possible to observe either or both modes by ad-

justing the magnitude and phase of the"leakage" voltage VL which is induced into
the receiver coil by the r-f field H. This may be done by the paddles A and B
(Figpre 1). Usually VL >>. V. If VL = k sin cut, then the resultant of Vn VL
is essentiallY u k; and ir V = k coset, the resultant is esseutia134Y v k.
The magnitude of the leakage k is measured by the meter tube circuit, which

simply measures the D.C. voltage developed by the diode detector. The u and v
components of the diode voltage vary with time at the sweep freqpency rate, and
these are amplified by the audio amplifier and applied to an oscilloscope which
thus writes a picture of either a nuclear magnetic absorption or dispersion curve.

Preeedure:

Before operating, take off the cover of the r-f head and examine the consexu
ion. Paddle A is a loop of copper wire which couples the oscillator and receiver
coils by an amount dependent on the angle of rotation, which may be 3600. Padd_le
B is limited in rotation to a few degrees (caution, don't force it) and gives
out-of-phase coupling by virtue of the resistance of the nichrome wire. For
protons I e 1 2, p = 2.7925 p, where

eh
------- n clear m gneton.
14-eMc

The magnet field Ho = Woo. gauss. Tune the oscillator and transmitter to the
resonance frequency and ebserve the signals for protons in water plus one molar
MhC12. (MhC12 is added so that the paramagnetic 4-+ ions will shorten Tl to Ea

380
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value much shorter than the sweep period, which is assumed in equations 2, 3, 4.)
A communication receiver is a convenient frequency meter. Observe both the dispe'siot
and absorption modes by adjusting the paddles. Observe the effect of varying the
sweep amplitude and the phase of the scope sweep. Observe the effect of moving the
head in the magnet gap. The field is very uniform near the center, but becomes non-
uniform off-center; this broadens the resonance. Calibrate the x-axis of the oscil-
leecope picture in terms of gauss by making a measured increment in the oscillator
frequency and obeerving the shift in the position of the resonance. Measure the width
of the resonance absorption curve in gauss. Observe the signals from the other H20
samples containing less Mnet,,,; the rapid oscillatione (the "wiggles") are due to
the inability of the spins t8 follow the r-f field because of the longer thermal
relaxation time; a beating effect results (Phys. Rev. 73, 942, 1948). Use the sample
containing HF (Caution) to measure precisely the resonance frequencies of both H1 and
F-0 in the same magnetic field R. If the frequency meter sensitivity is inconvenient
ly low, observe the zero beat viR the nuclear induction receiver, which is extremely
sensitive.

Report:

1. Make a simple derivation of equation (1).

2. From your measurements of tha line width in the H
2
0 1 molar

n 2
calculate the total relaxatIon tine T2.

3. Calculate exactly the field Ho.

4. Calculate exactly the magnetic moment of FI9 in units of the nuclear magneton:

compare to published values.
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MOSSBAUER EFFECT

California Institute of Technology

T-107

PURPOSE: To measure the line width in the recoilless resonance absorption

of 14.4 kev gamma rays from Fe57* .

PRINCIPLES:

The emission and absorption of electromagnetic radiation by classical

oscillatore, such as bound electrons, is the basis cif the electron theory of the

optical properties of dielectrics. The absorption is a maximum at the "natural"

frequency coo, and the "natural line width" Ace is intimately related to the mean

decay time T of the oscillator damped by radiation loss only.

Atomic oscillators are quantized so that radiation can only occur

for discrete frequencies defined by = E E However, due to the uncer-
mn

tainty principle the "discrete" energies are not precisely defined, so that the

emitted radiation still has a spread In energy (or frequency) r = PfLo. This

spread, or "natural line width" is related to the lifetime T of the excited

(upper) state by

r T = V = 0.66 x 10-15 e.v.-sec. (1)

Thus, for a typical atomic state lifetime of 10
-8 seconds, the natural line-

width is 0.66 x 10-7 e.v. . a very narrow energy spread indeed! In actual

practice "lines" for atomic spectra are broadened due to thermal motion (Doppler

effect) of the emitting sources, pressure broadening (collisions between atoms),

etc.

Nuclei also have quantized levels and emit electromagnetic radiation

(gamma rays) at discrete energies. In general gamma-ray energies (a few kev to

several Mev) are greater than optical or X-ray energies, and the lifetimes of

excited nuclear states decaying by gamma emission may be very short (thus the

levels may be many e.v. wide). However, due to selection rules, some states
57decay slowly; the 14.4 key level in Fe , for example, has a lifetime of

1.4 X 10-7 sec. Prior to 1958 the very narrow natural line widths of such

nuclear radiations were considered unobservable due to the Doppler broadening

caused by the recoil motion of the emitting nucleus. Although the velocity of

the recoil nucleus is small, the kinetic energy Er absorbed is much greater than

r; i.e.
2 g 2

P y-
E =
r 2M 2m

For E = 14.4 kev and Fe57 nucleus, Er = .002 e.v.

(2)
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In 1958 M8ssbauer showed that for atoms bound in solids (lattice structures

such as crystals), the entire lattice absorbs the recoil momentum. Thus "M" is

many orders of magnitudes larger (number of atoms in a microcrystal) and Er

becomes correspondingly smaller. The fraction of atoms thus bound is not 100 per

cent, and the strength of the lattice bonds relative to the recoil forces is

important, but a large number of radioactive substances are now known to exhibit

the "Mgssbauer effect".

The extreme sensitivity of resonance emission and absorption is dramatically

shown by Doppler-shifting the gamma-ray frequency by moving the source (or

absorber). For example, the entire "tuning curve" for Fe57 spans a relative

velocity range of less than 1 ram/second. (It is fairly difficult to construct a

drive which maintains constant velocity to within 5 percent of this figure.)

The Doppler shift of photon energy is

Et = Ef(1-p)/)1+p)]
1 2

(3)

where p = v/c; if p « 1, (E-E1)/E p. Thus v = 0.3 sec. corresponds t

AE/E = 10-12.

Such energy resolution makes it possible to utilize the M8ssbauer e feet

for investigations of very small shifts in photon energies, such as the gravita-

tional "red shift", nuclear Zeeman effect, internal magnetic fields, and many

other problems in general relativity, nuclear physics, and solid state physics.

(See References).

In this experiment the Influence of the environment (e.g., magnetic field

at the Fe57 nucleus produced by neighboring electron current density) is seen by

the shift of the absorption peak-when a copper backing is used instead of a

stainless steel "L Acing for the source. In addition, use of a pure iron absorber

(in place of stainless steel) shifts the resonance peak. Application of a

moderately strong external magnetic field to the iron foil will split the

absorption line intc (6) Zeeman lines (a possible further extension of the

experiment).

References:

(a) The Mlissbauer Effect, by Hans Fraunfelder. (Benjamin, Inc. "Frontie s

in Physics" lecture notes and reprints).

(b) S. De Benedetti "The M8sebauer Effect", Scientific American, 202,

72 (April 1960)

Decay Scheme of Fe 57

The radioactive source used here is Co57*, which decays by electron

capture (the nuclear net charge Z decreasing by one) to the 137 kev excited



state of Fe

57*

91

h7;1114.37 kev T = 1.4 X 10-7 second.

0 Ground state of Fe57

137 kev

7270-day Co5

electron capture

4O9

Only 9 percent of the excited state atoms decay directly to the ground state by

emitting a 137 key gamma-ray; 91 percent decay first to the 14.37 Rev level

(emitting 123 Rev photons) and then to the ground state. Subsequent decay from

the 14.37 key level does not always yield a gamma-ray; the gamma-ray is "intern-

ally-converted" (i.e. knocks out an electron, from the K-shell) approximately

15/16 of the time (a = internal conversion coefficient). A 6-key X-ray follows

each internel conversion. Thus there are 15 6-kev photons for each 14.4-key

photon, and 15 conversion electrons.

PROCEDURE:

(1) Understand the electronics block diagram and the function of each

item of equipment. (See notes attached to the equipment.)

(2) Turn on power switches to equipment.

(NOTE: turn on filament power to pre-amp first, then B+; fInally HV to counter.

Sem to 2500 volts.)

(3) Test ihat the pulses counted are primarily due to the source.

(4) With source stationary, observe pulses on oscilloscope. (Use positive

pulses at "low level" output of linear amplifier, and trigger scope internally.)

You should be able to see a large number of 6-kev pulses, a noticeable grouping of

the 14.4 key pulses, and a sprinkling of other pulses due to interactions of the

140 kev gamma-ray in the counter.

(5) Now trigger the 'scope externally with the pulse-height analyzer

(PHA) output. Adjust the minimum acceptable pulse height ("baseline") to cut



out the 6-key pulses but leave the 14.4 kev pulses. Adjust the "window" aperture

to accept just above 14.4 kev. This will reduce unwanted pulses. If this is

satisfactory, you are ready to run,

(6) Make sure that the lead shield is centered on the counter window

(thin beryllium -- care!). The stainless steel absorbers (4 to 6 sheets each

.00016" thick) should be mounted over the window.
57*(7) Mount one of the Co sources on the Brush "Surfindicator" constant-

velocity piston drive. Set the amplitude to about 10 mm, and the "near" position

of the source a few mm. from the absorbing foils. The entire absorption peak is

less than 1 mm/sec. in width, so that the drive will have at least 10 seconds in

each direction. Measure velocity by timing a known amplitude. It is best to

keep the amplitude constant to avoid changes in average solid angle. The "zero

velocity" points should be very long period runs.

(a) Measure counts/second as a function of velocity, collecting data

for ("toward") and - ("away") velocity separately. (The M8ssbauer peak may be

shifted from zero velocity if the atomic environment -- due to the backing

material -- is not identical for source and absorber.)

(9) Plot your data as you go in order to foresee the best points for

additional data. The sources available are:

Co 57* in stainless steel backing

Co57* in copper backing.

Each shows 20 psrcent change in intensity at the peak abso:ption.

A thin iron absorber is also available to compare effects of changing

absorbers.

(10) Summarize yow results as follows:

Absorption peaks observed:

Percent absorption (max)
Peak velocity (mm/sec) = v
Width of peak (full width at half ma in

mm/sec. (Av)

Using the Doppler shift in energy of the photon (1)4.4 key y-ray) express the

observed results (for .7r and Av) in electron-volts.

How does the observed width compare with the natural line width of the

14.4 key. transition? (Ask your instructor how to calculate natural line width.)



BETA RAY SPECTROMETRY 411

Oak Ridge Institute cf Nuclear Studies

Scintillation counting has come into a wide spread use Jiir gamma ray
analysis in the last several years. Gross counting of low energy betas
dissolved in suitable liquid scintillation mixtures have also been widely
used. The use of scintillators for beta ray spectrometry has, however, been
somewhat neglected.

When electrons or beta particles pass through a scintillator, a number
of low energy photons (in the blue and ultra-violet regions) are emitted which
is proportional to the energy absorbed. Sodium iodide is not a useful crystal
for beta spectrometers because (1) its high efficiency for gamma ray inter-
actions results in a masking of beta spectra when gammas are also present,
and (2) beta particles which enter the crystal are likely to be scattered
out due to the high atomic number of iodine. To make a good crystal beta
ray spectrometer one should choose a scintillator of low atomic number.
Anthracene is one of the best choices for several reasons; (1) it is readily
available in a number of sizes, and is fairly inexpensive, (2) the quantum
efficiency is relatively high (the quantum efficiency of a crystal is the
ratio of the total energy emitted as light to the total energy absorbed),
and (3) its low atomic nuMber minimizes the scattering out of beta particles
and affords a relatively low efficiency for gamma ray interactions.

Chapter 5 of "Beta- and Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy" by Kai Siegbahn has a
discussion of the scintillation methods utilizing anthracene in the deter-
mination of beta spectra. Although this chapter describes various shapes
and mountings of crystals, we have found that a flat piece of anthracene
mounted directly on a photomultiplier tube gives useful results. A major
disadvantage of all scintillation detectors is their rather poor energy resolu-
tion. An analysis of the cperation of the scintillation-photomultiplier tube
combination shows that this is largely due to the relatively small number of
photo-electrons which are ejected from the photocathode of the tube as the
photons produced in the scintillator pass through to the photocathode. That
is to say, the quantum efficiency or the photocathode is low. Since the
quantum efficiency of anthracene is of the order of 0.02 and that of the photo-
cathode is of the order of 0.05 to 0.1, it can he seen that a very small
percentage of the total energy absorbed is used in producing a pulse.

The photocathode surface is not always uniformly deposited. Thus, the
quantum efficiency of one section of the surface maybe different from that
of another section. The quantum efficiency may vary by a factor of 2 or 3
from the highest to the lowest value. Obviously, the beta spectrometer would
have the best resolution if the region of highest quantum efficiency could be
chosen as a site on which to place the detector crystal. In order to deter-
mine the location of such a region, a source of monoenergetic electrons is
required. A "mapping" of the photocathode surface can be done with a point
source of Cs137 mounted on a J4-- inch cUbe of anthracene. The mapping crystal
need only be large enough to completely stop the 0.624 Mev conversion elec-
trons of the CslYI source. See Figure 1. The anthracene may be mounted
directly on the photomultiplier tube face using Dow Corning stop-cock grease
as an optical joint between the anthracene and the tUbe face. A small amount
of the grease should be used, and the anthracene should be pressed firmly

!,
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down on the tube face in order to squeeze out the excess grease. Care
should be taken that no air bubbles or other foreign matter are trapped
under the crystal.

The photomultiplier tube can be mounted in the place of that used with
an ordinary gamma ray spectrometer. However, care must be taken that the
photomultiplier tube and crystal are completely shielded from light when-
ever the high voltage is applied to the tube. EXposure to even low levels
of light may permanently damage or destroy the phototube. One way of keeping
the phototube in the dark is to tape it from the base up to the end with a
double layer of black electrical tape. A 2 inch cylindrical box is useful
to cover the scintillator. See Figure 2. But the joint between the box
and phototube should also be sealed with black tape. With the high voltage
and amplifier gain fixed, a series of spectra can be dbtained for different
posittons ru the photoW4e face. It is only necessary to run the conversion
line portion of the Cs-LJf beta spectrum for this part of the experiment.
A "map" consists of a plot of pulse height of the conversion line versus
position in polar coordinates, positions of equal pulse height being
connected by contour lines. The location of the mapping crystal which
yields the highest ralse height is the one at which a full-size crystal
should be permanently mounted, provided that the site also displays uni-
formity of quantum efficiency as indicated by the contour lines of the map.
If the quantum efficiency or its uniformity is too poor, it may be necessary
to select another phototube.

Once the scintillator has been mounted as directed above, obtaining the
spectra is quite simple. Counts are made as with a gamma spectrum to obtain
data from which a count rate versus pulse height curve maybe plotted.
Should beta energy measurement only, be required, it is not necessary to
construct a Kurie plot. For this purpose, one can plot the square root of
count rate versus pulse height. Typical spectra dbtained in this manner are
shown in Figure 3. Such measurement3are possible to a fair degree of
accuracy since the count rate appears in a Kurie plot to the power. It
will be noted that there is on each of the spectra a straight line portion
on the high energy end. If this straight line is extrapolated to the pulse
height axis, a pulse height corresponding to the maximum beta energy may
be obtained. If one then plots the maximum energy versus pulse height
corresponding to that energy for two or more differing energies, a straight
line is obtained at the high energy end as shown in the figure. Unknown
beta energies can then be obtained from such a calibration curve.

If beta energies must be measured with greater precision a Kurie plot
must be made. This process requires that the daughter product be known
for the isotope whose beta energy is to be determined. In addition, the
calibration of the spectrometer energy dial must be accurately known, and
arriving at this accuracy is perhaps the most difficult part of the process.
This difficulty arises from the variation of resolution with beta energy
and the fact that the resolution is never very gooq4for example, the
resolution of the 0.624 View conversion line, of Cs-L , full width at half
maximum, is of the order of 12 to 15 percent under the best of conditions,

The Kurie plot is derived from the theory of beta decay, for which
there are many references. The discussion contained in Siegbahnl Chapters



9, 10 and 11, together with the Appendix in this reference will be found
to be most useful. From Chapter 9 it can be seen that a description of
a beta spectrum is given by the expression

1
2

K(Wo W)

N = counts
F(Z,W) = Fermi function
P = electronic momentum
W = total energy of particulate beta
Wo = maximum enercy
K = constant independent of energy

(1)

If a plot is made of the quantity on the left of the above expression
versus Wo an allowed spectrum will yield a straight line which may be
extrapolated to the W axis and Wo may be obtained from the intersection.
For ease of calculation, a modified Fermi function, G(Z.,W) where G is
equal to EF may be used. When the latter expression is inserted in Equation

one obtains 1
Z,W) K(Wo W)tr-G(

N(W)
(2)

It should be noted that W = E + 1 where E is kinetic energy in units of mc
2

CoMbining this expression for W with Equation 2 givesr
N(E) j_ ic(E, E)

G(z.,14)

E . kinetic energy
E0 = maximum energy

After obtaining the spectrum data and plotting a smoothed curve of count
rate versus pulse height, the following steps may be followed in order to
construct a Kurie plot:

1. Convert pulse height to kinetic energy from calibration curves.*

2. Divide each point on the kinetic energy axis by me
2
to yield

it dimensionless.

3. Calculate the total energy W for each point above from W = E + 1.

2 2
4. Calculate the momenum P from the expression P = W - 1) . This

momentum will be in dimensional units.

5. From Appendix 2 of Siegbahn obtain the modified Fermi function G
from the momentum and atom!e nuMber of the daughter of the beta
decay. For example, the daughter of Cs137 is Ba137 which has an
atomic nuMber of 56. If a 2 of 0.4 were obtained, the corresponding
G value would be 0.6778) (10) or 6.778.

*If one is interested only in the maximum beta energy and not necessarily
the shape of the lower energy portion ofe spectrum, it is necessary
only to plot the last ten or fifteen points'of the spectrum.
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6. Plot -the quantity 1 N(E) versus E.
OCZ, _

The straight line portion extrapolated to the E axis then yield E0,
the maximum Xinetic energy of the beta emitter. See Figure



THE RUTHERFORD SCATTERING EXPERIMENT 415

Massachusetts InstItute of Technology

Introduction

When we observe with cur eyes the size and shape of an object,
we are performing a scattering experiment with light. Our eyes
serve as detectors and our conditioned minds interpret the data
and register such features as size, surface character, and color.
As freshmen you performed an experiment where the size of a cylinder
could be determined by the angular distribution of the scattering
of steel pellets. From the character of this distribution one could
also have examined the shape of the cylinder; that is, whether it
was round, rectangular, etc.

Much of our information in physics about the size and shape of
molecules, atoms, and nuclei Comes from such scattering experiments
where the projeotiles have known interactions with the objects
under study and thus predictable scatter patterns. In other cases
the character of the scattering is used to show the nature of the
force between particles. In this experiment we use this technique
to determine the spatial distributien of matter and charge in an
atom. The projectiles used in this experiment are a-particles
(doubly ionized helium atoms) and the atom we study is gold. The
a-particles are obtained,from the radioactive decay of Po210 and
have about 5 Mev (5 x 10° ev) of kinetic energy.

The essential idea of Rutherford's theory is to consider the
a-particle as a charged mass travelling according to the classical
equations of motion in the coulomb field of a nucleus. The dimen-
sions of both the a-particle and nucleus are assumed to be small
compared ts atomic dimensions (10-5 of the atomic diameter). The
nucleus was assumed to oontain most of the atomic mass and a charge
Ze. On this picture the Z-electrons which make an atom neutral
would not contribute much to the deflection of an impinging a-
particle because of their small mass.

Other models had been proposed for atoms at this time (J1911)
to account for features such as optical spectra. One of these
(Thomson's Model) pictured the atom as a continuous distribution
of positive charge and mass with the electrons imbedded throughout.
This model predicts a very small amount of scattering at large
angles compared to the Rutherford theory since the a's traversing
this atom rarely see much charge concentrated in a large mass.

A derivation of the prediotions of the Rutherford theory as
well as discussions of other atomic models may be found in the
references below.

References

1. Bitter, Currents. Fields. and Particles, Chapter 3.

2. E. Rutherford, The Scatter1ng4C a7_and 13:-Particles_12X_Mq_I-
Ig_r_fitaa_kle_qtructure of the Atom, Phii-Mag 6, 21 (1911).
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References (continued)

3. Semat, Introduction_to LLERISPAL§1,-SE.

4. Richtmyer, Kennard, and Lauritsen, Introd.uctiono Modern
Physics.

5. Born, Atomic_Physics.

6. Bleuler and Goldsmith Experimental_NucleonicS.

Description of Experimental Auaratus

Figure 1 is a simplified cross section of the scattering
geometry located in the vacuum system, and a block diagram of the
apparatus.
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The a-particle eource is a circular foil of 1/4" diameter and
the detector Is a 3/8" diameter circle of ZnS powder located on
the face of a 5819 photomultiplier. The scattering foil is an
annulus located coaxially with the a-source and detector with inner
and outer diameters, 4.6 and 5.4 cm respectively. The angle 13 is
determined by the fixed distance from source to scattering foil.
The scattering angle 9 is varied by °hanging the distance from the
scattering plane to the plane of the detector. The metal stop
prevents the direct beam of a-particles from striking the detector;
however, it can be removed to perform intensity and range measure-
ments.

A scintillation counter is used to detect the a-particles.
this type of counter the detecting area is covered with a thin
coating of zinc sulfide. When an a-particle strikes a crystal of
zinc sulfide, it emits a flash of light. The number of light quanta
emitted is approximately proportional to the energy lost by the a-
particles in the crystal. If the initial energies of all the a-
particles were the same, the number of light quanta emitted for each
incident a-particle would be nearly constant. However, small varia-
tions in the kinetic energy of the a-particles, variations in the
efficiency with which the emitted light is converted into electrical
signals and variations in the energy of the a-particles lost in the
ZnS orystals give rise to a fairly broad distribution in the size
of the pulses from the detector.

The light quanta emitted from the ZnS impinge upon the cathode
of the photomultiplier and electrons are emitted (the photoelectric
effect). The number of electrons omitted by this process is not
sufficient for direct electronic detection so that they are first
put through an electron multiplier mounted within the tube itself.
In the multiplier the Process of secondary emission is used to
generate a cascade of electrons which increases from electrode to
electrode. The photoelectrons are accelerated to a dynode main-
tained at a higher potential than the cathode. The dynode emits
three or four times as many-electrons as are incident on it, and
the emitted electrons are accelerated to the next dynode. This
process is repeated ten times, whereupon an amplification of from
10,000 to a million is achieved (depending upon the voltage between
dynodes). Since the number of electrons emitted in the original
photoelectric process depends upon the number of incident light
quanta, the number of electrons collected at the final anode of the
phototube will be proportional to the amount of scintlalation light
collected. The scintillation light is emitted by the zinc sulfide
crystal in about 10-4 seconds. The transit time of an electron
cascade through the multiplier is less than 10-7 seconds. A pulse
of current may therefore be observed at the output of the phototube
for each a-particle incident upon the zinc sulfide, although the
a-particles arrive in rapid succession.

may
The pulse of current from the photomultiplier charges a ca-

pacitor at the input to the amplifier. The amplifier further in-
creases the size of the pulse and modifies its shape, so that it
may be detected and counted by the counter. The proper settings of
the amplifier and of the high voltaffemeter for the phototube will
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be given in the laboratory. They must be chosen so as to give
adequate amplification, but not so much that the desired pulses
are too large for the amplifier to handle properly.

In any electronic circuit electrical "noise" (unwanted signals)
is always present due to the random motions of the electrons in tho
circuit. In this particular circuit a more important souroe of

noise is the thermionic emission of electrons from the photocathode
which gives rise to signals at the anode that look like small
scintillation pulses. A discriminator is used at the input to the
counter to prevent these unwanted signals from being counted. The
variable potentiometer on the discriminator controls the bias
voltage on the grid of a vacuum tube. The bias voltage is adjusted
so that the tube does not conduct unless a pulse of a certain mini-
mum amplitude is applied to the grid. When such a pulse does occur,
this tube conducts and the discriminator circuit generates a pulse
that is recorded by the binary scaling oircuit of the counter*

If the pulses were all approximately of the same amplitude,
the counting rate would be constant over a range of discriminator
settings. When the discriminator is set too low the counting rate
will increase rapidly because of the noise. If the discriminator
is set too high, most of the desired pulses will not be counted.
In practice, the desired pulses have a range of sizes so that no
perfectly constant "plateau" can be found. However, a range of
settings can be found where the counting rate changes only slowly
with discriminator setting, and the proper position for the dis-
criminator during the experiment is at the high counting rate end
of the plateau (see Figure ). With this setting almost all of

the desired pulses will be
counted. The discriminator set-
ting may be adjusted by turning

4.)
the calibrated dial located on

-Operating Point
the upper left-hand corner of

Disc Setting

Figure 2

the counter.

In air the a-particles lose
energy rapidly by ionizing col-
lisions with air atoms. In
order to avoid this loss, provi-
sion has been made for evacuating
the air from around the scatter-
ing apparatus. To keep out stray
light, the photomultiplier is
covered with black tape.

The radioactive decay of 100210 and the scattering of the a-
particles at some angle are random phenomena. This means that
having measured a counting rate of n counts/min at some angle, we
have measured a relative probability. If we were to make this
measurement many times, we would see that n would be different
each time. It may be shown that, if we were to repeat such an
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experiment in which we had previously obtained N counts, we have
about a 68% chance of obtaining a numbr of counts which fall in
range N ±\/N . Obviously, the larger the number of counts, the
better the percentage accuracy. This subject of statistical fluc-
tuations is discussed in many texts. A possible reference is:
Evans, The Atomic Nucleus

Precautions

1. Always turn off the high voltage before releasing vacuum
or exposing the phctomultiplier to room light. Exposure to even
low levels of room light will destroy these photomultipliers which
are very expensive.

2. Do not open the vacuum system to air without consulting
your instructor.

3. Trt,at the scattering foil and mounting with care to avoid
breaking the delicate foil.

4. P not touch the Po210 source witil_E.nyttlna.

Come to the laboratory with a brief outline of the expe iment
you intend to perform.

The student may assume that the following quantities are known

independent of the experiment:

Amu2 the energy of the a-particle
2

Ne . total nuclear charge of each s a tering atom

E the charge of the a-particle

The thickness of the foil will be given in the laboratory.
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Supplementary Notes - Rutherford Scattering Exper&ment

Relation between the dtfferent±al cross_section and_the expected
rate

Definition

( 9 )d

of differential scattering cross section:

number of particles scattered at angle 9 in a
solid angle, d-57/.-rer unit time
number of particles Incident per unit area
per unit time (incident flux)

Note the dimension of Qr(8)d51 is area. From the literature

cr(e) 72e_2_z2e2 cosec4 9/2
16E2

where Ze = charge of the scattering center
ze = charge of the incident particle
E = kinetic energy of the incident particle

and 0 is the angle between the incident and scattered beams. The
coefficient of cosec4 8/2 should be calculated before the experi-
ment.

Geometry (Chadwick geometry)

Source
)

r

Scatterers, e

I

Figure_la

4S.SZ1 = Average solid angle subtended by the gold annulus at the
source.

Ei2

92

Average solid angle subtended by the detector at the
scatterer. ( = dn_ above in the definition of

0- (8) .)

Anproximatelx

A II a

Alcoseo

111

Aacps92

R22_

396

Check to see how good this
approximation is for various
81ngles.
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A2

1

AG
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total number of particles emitted by the source per unit
= area of the detector solid angle per unit_time
. area of the scattering (gold foil) material
= density of the scattering material
= thickness of the scattering material
= Avogadro's number
= atomic weight of scattering material

n = Alt = total number of scattering ce tersAG

Ni = total number of particles reaching Al per unit time
= No A5-7-1

AR.dent flux - N No
A oos90 Alcoselo R12

= total number of particles reaching A2 per unit time
(expected rate)

N2 '= (incident flux) xcrr(e)L522 x n
nNo nN0A2c0s02

r(e)Z-11.2 = 2 <5-(;1)R1 R12R2-

=

= O

Q = Q2 +

sin02 a
nN0A2cos(32sin 82Expected rate =

2 2
ro

t=-

The easiest parameter to measure for different values of the
angle Q is the perpendicular distance between the gold annulus
and the detector. Let it be y.

N2 =

y = R2cos92 = r0cote2

[i

a_ a 2
nia A2 -2 2 4 I4otir z z e cotO2sin392

sin4G/2Ill ro 16E

a+

NoG f(Y)

Exercises and Preparation

1.
estimate
distance

Using the values of the parameters given in the notes,
G, assuming t = 10-4 inches (thickness of gold); fixed
in Figure 1 = 3 inches; Eavg 2.5 Mev (why so low?).-

2. f(y) should be plotted versus y before the experiment.

3. Having found G, estimate what No should be for this ex-
periment to give minimum precision (20%) within the time allotted
(2i hours), Remember you will need several points to establish
the angular distribution. The curvp'-f:(i) vs y will give you an
idea of how to space your points.

3a 7
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4. Why is this geometry advantageous even though it intr
duces extra angular dependence into the expected rate?

5. Think about how you are going to measure No. You are
provided with a brass shield that blocks a-particles scattered
from the gold. There is a hole in the center of this shield,
0.016 inch in diameter, which allows an unscattered beam to im-
pinge on the detector.

6. What are the possible sources of systematic error?

Pr cedure

1. (30 minutes) The student should test for a plateau set-
ting on the discriminator j counting at several different settings.
It is suggested that the solid metal plug be used for this process.
The height of the voltage pulse is a function of the energy and
the discriminator should be adjusted so as to count those a-
particles which have lost considerable energy by traversing the
gold foil and still discriminate against noise.

2. (60 minutes) The dependence of the differential cross
section on (the scattering angle) can now be found by adjusting
the relative position of the foil with respect to the detector.
The student should plot the expected shape of the intensity vs y
(the perpendicular distance from the scintillator to the plane
of the gold foil) assuming Rutherford scattering to be valid.
It is suggested that in the laboratory the student select 6 or 8

positions covering the entire range of y. For best results, the
student should take about 500 counts ( 5% statistics) for each
position. (For most apparatus, this should take about 5 minutes
per position.) If time permits, irregularities in the plot of
intensity vs y can be investigated.

3. (15 minutes) The strength of the source should be deter-
mined, using the brass blocking plate.

4. Optional. (45 minutes) Distribution ofCounts. Take a

group of I5-second counts and plot the number of times each spe-
cific count is obtained. In 30 minutes you can get about 100

countings. Check and see how many counts lie within N +/N_ .avg- avg-
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Precautions and- Direct&ons on Rutherf- d Soatterin

1. (a) H.V. OFF when opening phototube to light. (Switch for this

is on the back of the phototube box.)

(b) Keep fingers off Po210 source.

2. Treat gold foil with care:

(a) Put plug in from inside.
(b) Let air in slowly (make sure system is closed offfrom

pump).

3. Don't touch face of phototube with anything.

(a) Keep rulers, etc, away from the tube.
(b) Make sure plug will not hit tube.

4, Keep away from the following hot spots:

(a) H.V. Supply
(b) Internal part of phototube box
(c) Terminals on isolation transformer

5. Be sure that (-) negative terminal of battery is hooked up to
the proper terminal on the box.

Tests for_ Proper_Operation

1. Letting air in (slowly) should stop counts.

2. Raising H.V. a little should not increase nor decrease counting
rate.
3. Raising bias discri-inator (clock ise) should not decrase
counting rate.

4. Shutting H.V. off should stop counting rate.

5. If discriminator bias run glves no flat portion, raise H.V.

NOTES: Run phototube H.V. at about 40 on the H.V. p,tpply meter
for all units except 11 and 12 which are to be run at about 60-65.
Some, units might need higher voltage. If so, notify instructor.

Make all geometrical measurements on sample unit on front table,

except for length of steel rod.
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SCATTERING OF ALPHA PARTICLES 4254G,

Stanford University

References

Rutherford, Chadwich, and Ellis, Radiation from Radioactive Substances
(The MacMillan Company, London, 1930), p. 191 ff.

Geiger and Marsden, Phil, Mac. g15, 604 (1913)

Oblect

To measure the absolute differential cross section for Rutherford scattering

of 6.1144ev Cm242 alpha particles by palladium, and to compare with theory,

Comments

1. The Palladium foil is VERY FRAGILE. Handle with great care; let the

vacuur . chamber down to air gently to avoid possible wind damage.

2. Set up to count all scattered alphas and minimize background rat

3. From the angular resolution of your geometry and multiple scattering in the

foil, estimate the way in which the counting rates will vary with es where

the data should measure Rutherford scattering and where deviations set in.

Plan your data-taking accordingly.

Show that setting the plane of the foil and slit so as to bisect the angle

between Incident and scattered particles simplifies the data reduction

and otherwise improves the experiment.

5. Check your alignment by counting ith 0 on both sides of 0 and checking

for symmetrY.

6. The source is VERY DANGEROUS in case it is spilled. It is mounted in its

holder and fixed by fusing into a ceramic backing. The radiation is not

dangerous, but in case of a spill the danger lies in possible ingestion.

Before and after the experiment check the bench and equipment for contamina-

tion, with the monitor provided.
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COLLISION OF PARTICLES

a,rtmut,h Col1et7e

Introduction

The principle of conservation of momentum is essential in the analysis of
all scattering problems. If the condition that no external force acts on the sys-
tem of particles is satisf'ed, no exception to this conservation law is known. To
use the principle, some momenta (or energies) must be known. One way of ob-
taining these quantities is from "range-energy" curves If, outside the region
of the collision itself, a particle loses energy by interaction with the matter
through which it is passing, measurement of its range in the matter will yield
its initial energy, provided the relation between range and energy is known by
some means. A nucleus or other charged particle, in passing through a photo-
graphic emulsion loses energy by ionizing the atoms of the matter through which
it is passing. This ionization "exposes" the grains of tho emulsion, so that the
path of the particle is visible (under magnification) as a "track" after the emul-
sion is developed. Such emulsions are an extremely important way of observing
and studying nuclear events. An exact analog on the macroscooic level of the
nuclear collisions in an emulsion exists in collisions between coins sliding on
a table top. The collisions obey the same energy - and momentum - conserva-
tion laws, and the energy loss in the "medium" outside the collision region is
due to friction with the table top.

This experiment is divided into two parts. In the first part of the experi-
ment collisions between pennies are investigated. Since only two-body collisions
are studied, the fact that pennies slide on a table top is not restrictive. The bom-
barding coin has known energy -nd the energy of the scattered coin and recoil
coin is obtained from experimentally determined range-energy curves. The col-
lisions are endoergic1, and the Q of the reaction can be obtained. The statisti-
cal uncertainty in the energy obtained from a range measurement is large, be-
cause of range "straggling" but is small enough to obtain a rough value for Q.

The second part involves analysing an actual nuclear particle scattering
event from a vastly enlarged photograph of a nuclear emulsion.

Apparatus
The "accelerator" is a hammer, pivoted at its upper end. The hammer

is displaced and released so as to strike a penny placed at the edge of the table.
The hammer is suspended so that when hanging freely the center of the face of
the hammer-head just touches the upper edge of the table top. TS the hammer is
initially drawn back an angle e its angular velocity at the bottom of the swingo'is given by conservation of energy:

e z = 2 (mgd/I) (1 - cos 00),

1R. T. Weidner and R. L. Sells, Elementary Modern Physics (Allyn and
Bacon, Boston, 1960, 373 ff.
Blanchard et al. , Introduction to Modern Physics (Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, N. J. 1958). P. 32h.
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where m is the mass of the hammer, d is the distance from its center of gravity
to the pivot, and I its moment of inertia. From this, the linear velocity of the
head can be obtained if the length is measured. The quantity (mgd/I) is simply
the square of the angular frequency of small oscillations. 2 The velocity impart-
ed to the penny will be just twice the velocity of the hammer head, if the approxi-
mation is made tlit the inertia of the hammer is infinite and that the blow is per-
fectly elastic.

Procedure
First, the experimental range-energy cu.rve is obtained. For a given

initial velocity (angular displacement of the hammer), the coin's range (about
45 cm) should be measured about 50 times. This can be done quickly, as it is
necessary to measure the range only to the nearest centimeter. This procedure
should then,be repeated for another initial velocity (range about 15 cm). Plot
histograms' of number versus range for the events belonging to the two differ-
ent energy groups; these give a picture of the spread in the data. Take an addi-
tional (but smaller) set of data at an intermediate range (about 30 cm). The mean
range is found for each angular dib,-lacement, and converted to energy using the
above equation. Next , from the mean ranges and calculated energies, the range-
energy curve is plotted. Derive a theoretical relation between range and ener-
gy, and compare with your experimental curve.

The experiment to be performed is the inelastic scattering of pennies by
pennies. Show that for this case where all the masses involved are equal that

Q = 2 (E1 E2)2 cos ch

where Ei and E are the energies of the reaction products and (4) is the angle
between their paths. Q is to be found experimentally from a measurement of
E1, Ez and 15 . The bombarding coin is accelerated toward a target coin at
rest a few centimeters away. The positions of bolh coins at the instant of col-
lision and the final positions of the pennies are marked on the table, and these
points are joined by lines, whose lengths and included angle are measured with
meter stick and protractor. In measuring the angle 4), it is important to note
that the positions of the two coins are not the same at the
instant of collision (Fig. 1). The energy E0 which the inci-
dent coin brings into the reaction must also be found, and
the result expressed as the ratio
Emulsion Analysis

At the conclusion of the laboratory period you will
be given an enlargement of a nuclear emulsion4 which con-
tains among other things a nuclear particle scattering event,
similar to that shown in Fig. Z. Be sure that before you leave
the laboratory you fully understand just which tracks in your
photograph are important. Assume that the scattering is
ZIL S. Stephenson, Mechanics and Properties of Matter (Wiley, N.Y. , 1952)
pp. 191-3.

Fig. 1

C. M. G. Lattes, P. H. Fowler, and P. Cuer, Proc. Phys. Soc. A59, 883 (1947).
4Weidner and Sells, op. cit. , pp. 278-80.
Blanchard et al. , op. cit. , p. 306 ff, p. 326 ff.
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Fig. 3 Range-energy curve for oc -particles in Ilford G5 emulsions.
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Fig, 4 Range-energy curves for protons in Ilford G5 emulsions.
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elastic and be sure to include in your analysis such things as initial energy of
the incoming particle in ev, agreemegit of the included angle measurement with
the theoretical value, etc. Examples of such analyses can be found in
abundance in the Physical Review and other scientific periodicals.

Range-energy curves6 for protons and cc-particles in Word G5 emul-
sion are to be found in Figures 3 and 4.

Energy loss of charged particles in a given length of trajectory depends only on
charge and speed. The energy of a proton is half the energy of a deuteron of
the same speed. The particles carry the same charge so that the loss in energy
of the deuteron will be twice that of the proton for a given reduction in speed.
Therefore, the range of a deuteron is twice that of a proton of the same speed,
i. e. twice that of a proton of half its energy.

5See for example Schaeps, Fry, and Swami, Phys. Rev. 106, 1062 (1957)

6Powell and Occhialini, Nuclear Physics in Photographs Clarendon Press,_Oxford, 194'7).
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LIFETIME OF THE MU MESON

Massachusetts Institute (IT Technology

References:

1. Principles of Modern Physics by LeIghton pp. 633-635
iieTii-Fed reading.

2. itLiglimLIEL.KI,n1__ELt by Rossi pp. 151-172, 179-192.

3. Rossi and Nereson, Phys. Rev. Vol. 62, Nos. 9 & 10
PP. 417-422, Nov. 1942. This is one of the original
papers in which this experiment is discussed. A copy
is available in the Junior Lab Office.

Notes on Statistics for Ph siclsts by Orear UCRL-8417.
Max mum e oo me os.

At sea level about half of the cosmic radiation obServed
consists of mu mesons. These particles are radioactive and
decay according to

-6in about 2.2 X 10 seconds. These energetic particles are created
in the upper atmosphere by decaying pi mesons. We wish to measure
their mean lifetime and will use an apparatus set up as follows:

PIc Te relvt_TIpt.1ER.
AND ArAP "A"

1_

I-1 I Gli
VOLTAGE

row EPA
bvpPL.,1

PIGTG WonT IPLJEA
AND ?Rs- NAP "13"

DefuL
.4.14

R61 I Fr: xs
CI VIP UT

V

E &TKO t

OscILLG 503PE

LiJL
B1CT.

(Pns )

Dimsmsions of scintillators:
A - 8" Dia. x 8" high

- 14 1/2" OD, l_VT high
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A large quantity (A) of plastic scintillator* is surrounded
by a cup (3) of similar material. We wish to observe mu mesons
which stop in A and their subsequent decay electrons. This is
accomplished by connecting the vertic?.1 deflection input of a
Tektronix scope to the amplified output of photomultiplier A and
then triggering the scope from the output of an anticoircidence
circuit. Thus when a particle is stopped in A, an output appears
from the A detector only, and the anticoincidence circuit provides
a positive triggering pulse. The anticoincidence circuit is such
that if it senses a simultaneous pulse from both A and B, as
would happen if a particle traversed both detectors, no trigger
pulse is produced.

In the notation we are using, the logic for this experimental
apparatus may be expressed as:

kE = trigger**
A output

You should understand how this logic eliminates triggors from
particles which do not stop in A.

When the scope triggers an an anticoincidence pulse we see:

By setting the oscilloscope sweep at a known value (one microsecond
per centimeter is a good starting value) we may photograph these
pulses and the surerimposed oscilloscope reticule and get the
decay time by measuring the distance from the trace origin to the
leading edge of the decay pulse. The oscilloscope reticule is
graduated in centimeters so times can be measured directly from
the photograph. The amplitude of the "A" output pulses will be
about 1 volt and the trigger pulse will also be small, so the
oscilloscope should be 5et accordingly.

*This is a miaterial consisting of special scintillation
materials dissolved in clear plastic. It is inexpensive to
manufacture and can be machined easily, so it finds many appli-
cations in experiments of this nature.

read "not B"; indicates no pulse from B.



The photomultipliers used in this experiment are Dumont
type 6364 and operate from 900-1500 volts. 1300 volts is the
recommenied high voltage.

Except for the high voltage supply, scope, and counter,
all electrical circuits used with this experiment are transis-
torized and require no warm up time. Diagrams of these transistor
circuits are available in the Junior Lab Office. Since the
transistor circuitry has no pilot light, be sure tp_turn it off when
not in use. In addition: the first stag-iiopT7-7Ei photeMultiplier
pre-amplifiers are very sensitive to surge pulses created when
the high voltage is switched on and off. Power should not be
a lied to the transistor circuitr when switchi the hi-h volta
on an_ o or adjus Ang I . T is means a g vo age powe

-before switching power on and transistor power
must be removed before switching the high voltage off.

Since the mu meson decay pulses are relatively infrequent
and since you will find that only about 1/4 of the triggers will
actually be mu mesons decaying, the best procedure is to open the
camera shutter after setting the oscilloscope, then leave it open
until about 20 triggers are indicated on the counter connected to
the scope. After this the photo may be examined for mu decays.
Take photos until you have a representative number of decay times
and then plot them integrally as shown below.

N
(wo OF SON$

DE.C-PVIN NFIER
TIME s%-kowN)

OffC-AV TIME_

The theoretical equation for the above integral plot is
N No 7 t/T

where T is the lfetime. Thus the lifetime can be obtained
directly from the slope of the semi-log plot. A maximum likeli-
hood error analysis yields

n = total # of decays.

as the standard statistical error in the lifetime. This statistical
error may be added to your ordinary measurement error as follows:

0'1

to give the total error estimate. Remember that an error limit
of plus or minus one standard deviation represents a confidence
interval of about 68.
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Write Up:

In your research you should try to answer the questions below.
Your write-up should be concise and informative. Be sure to
discuss the error in your value of the lifetime. Remember that
the results of an experiment is always accountable, if enough is
known about the experiment to estimate error, both systematic and
statistical, correctly. If your mean value does not agree with
the best published measurement an estimate of your error should
be able to account for the difference. In making this comparison
you should realize that the best published value also has an error
associated with it.

Questions:

1. What are the properties of p, mesons?

2. How are they created? How do they disappear in matter?

3. Why is the layer of lead absorber useful?

4. How do negative mu mesons affect your results?

5. What is the mean lifetime?

6. How do mu mesons created at the top of the atmosphere
"live" long enough to reach sea level?



MESON DEGAY: ANALYSIS OF BUBBLE CHAMBER EVENTS

Columbia University

References.: Wehr and Richards, Sections 9- 5-12, and Chapter 12.

Thorndike, Mesons, McGraw-Hill,

*2121e2L: To measure the approximate masses of the pion and muon
(v-and 11-mesons) from analysis of photographs of the
bubble chamber in which they decayed.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Introduction

When nuclei are bombarded by high energy particles which are
found as cosmic rays or are produced by large accelerators, a
variety of unstable 'elementary' particles may be produced.
Most of the experiments performed In the past twenty years with
beams from the growing number of cyclotrons and synchrotrons have
involved the discovery of new particles and the determination
of their properties, e.g, mass, charge, mean life until decay,
decay products, interaction with other particles, etc,

Vioual Detection Techniques

Electronic detectors such as Geiger counters or scintil-
lation counters, are particularly useful for recording large
fluxes of charged particles (as in Experiment 24) or for accurate
timing measurements, Where more accurate spacial measurements
are needed, however, 'visual' detection techniques, such as
photographic emulsions, cloud chambers, or bubble chambers, or
the recently developed spark chambers may be used. All of the
visual devices record the trail of ionization left in the wake
of a charged particle. In a bubble chamber, small bubbles,
which form along the trails of ionized molecules, are illuminated
and stereoscopically photographed milliseconds after the passage
of the particle. The detailed tr&Jectory of the particle can
be examined on the photograph, if the chamber was in a strong
magnetic field, the momentum of the particle can be determined
from the curvature of its trajectory in the plane normal to the
field. If the particle comes to rest in the liquid, its kinetic
er.Jrgy can be determined from its range. Since slower particles
ionize more heavily, an estimate of the velocity can be made
from the density of bubbles alOng the* :track.

* Arrangements have been made to supply copies of original bubble chamber
photographs (on 35 mm film strips) and of transparent templates for measure-
ment of track curvature. For information on obtaining this material, write
to Professor A. NI. Sachs, Pupin Laboratory, Columbia University, New York 27,
N. Y.
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:Relativistic_Kinematics

For particles travelling near the speed of light (c) the
relations among rest mass (m0),velocity (v = Pc) momentum
p = mv), kinetic energy (T), and total energy (E = mc2) must
be derived from the special theory of relativity. (See Wehr and
Richards, Chapter 5.)

The most useful of the derived results are:

and

E2 (pc)2 (m0c2

E = T ( c2)

(pc)2 = T2 -I- 2T(m0c2)

P = = pq/E.

(2)

(3)

(4)

Note that E, T, pc, and m,c2 have the dimensions of energy,
and it is customary particl physics to express each of them

it units of MeV, (10° electron volts),

Momentull Measurements

If the momentum, pa_

in a plane perpendicular
the radius of curvature,
to the classical result:

, of the particle with charge e,

to the applied magnetic field,
R, is given by an expression iden cal

eB eB

The quantities in equation (5) must,
in a consistent set of units. Converting
to a system where pl is expressed in Mev

-4
P 3 x 10 BR DeV

where B is expressed in gauss d R in cm,
tO prove_this,in your report,

(5)

of course, be expressed
from mks or cgs units
c, it follows that

(6)

(You are expected
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In the more general case where the angle between the initial

momentum, p and magnetic field direction, B, is 9 (rather than

90°), the particle travels in a helix and

P sink?
(7)

In a complete research experiment, stereoscopic photo-
graphy (using two, or sometimes three cameras), permits recon-
struction of a track in space, and thus gives a value of 9
for each track, You# will measure only one view in the present
experiment, giving only the projection of the track in the

0 = 900 plane, For a single track, you will be able to find

only pi_ , not p, if a large number of tracks are measured,

however, the average momentum will be the average value of p

divided by the average value of sin 9,

Assuming that all directions of momenta are equally
probable (as they are from the /lsotropict decay of a r-meson
at rest), the averaging of sin 9 is performed over area elements
of a unit sphere; i.e. elements of solid angle

440_ /A; d)A

sin G d
sin 9 =-5dJL

r2r

(10 sin2 9 d

(Integration's are over the
unit sphere.

= .785
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.i121-1grEjleasurement for stom.g.A_EAEIlgItE

A charged particle loses energy in ionizing the material
through which it passes. It can be shown that, to a good
approximation, the energy lost per cm. by a charged particle
traversing liquid hydrogen in a bubble chamber is

dE 2 1 Me7/cmdx
P2

9)

where p is the density of the liquid in m3 and p = v c,
This energy loss is directly related to the number of bubbles
per cm produced by the particle. Thus a particle traveling
at almost the speed of light will produce a relatively sparse
track, while a slow particle will produce a heavy, almost
solid track. This, combined with knowledge about the
momentum = mv obtained from the radius of curvature, makes it
easy to tell mesons from electrons and often mesons from pro-
tons. For example, a 10 MeVc electron has a speed very close
to c, while a 10 MeWc meson has a speed about 0,1 c, so that
its track would appear much heavier.

Consider a particle which is created and also loses all its
energy Inside the bubble chamber so that its measured track
length, L, corresponds to Its range in liquid hydrogen. Then

L = cT sizar T dT (10
0

)dE 2.10

from equation 9). For a non-relativistic particle

T = m v2 = 1 m p2
2 2

if m002 is expressed in MeV. Therefore:

and

2L 2.1m c aP0 r

T = -42.1 mitOL =

Again the measured track length, Li

actual track length, L, by

TdT

L sin Q

414

(n)

(12)

is related to the
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If a large number of tracks are measured, L is related to the
average of the measured track lengths, Li_ by

L = 171 0.785 (14)

using the same argument that was used to derive equation (

7-u-e DECAYS

Introduction

The 7+ meson (pion) decays, with a mean lifetime of
-8

2.5 x 10 sec., into a u+ meson -nd a neutr no:

(15)

The emission of a single neutrino (a neutral particle with
zero mass) is assumed to balance the constant value of momentum
of the muon observed in all decays of pions at rest. (Inter-
actions of these neutrinos have been recently observed in
giant spark chambers by Lederman, Schwartz, Steinberger and
co-workers at Brookhaven.)

+The 4 meson (muon) then decays, with a mean lifetime of

2.2 x 10-6 sec., into a positron (positive electron) and two
neutrinos:

+ e+ + + lyi (16)

The emission of two neutrinos is assumed, since positrons are
emitted with a continuous spectrum of energies from decays of
muons at rest, indicating that energy and momentum is shared
among 3 decay products, (The neutrinos have been shown to be
of two different kinds in the recent experiment referred to
above.

Measurement of

The rest mass of the muon (approximately one hundred MeV)
is much larger than that of the positron-(0,5 MeV), so that
m c goes almost entirely into the kinetic energy of the decay
ou

products:

c2 E + E. + E
217

+ P2iO + p _

41,

(17)
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The three fllghtT decay products are thus on an almost
equal footing, and if no special law were acting in the reaction,
each might be expected to receive, en the average, 1/3 of the
total energy, (The interaction among the decay products is
'weak', and detailed experimental results indicate that this
expectation is valid to a good approximation.) In any one
decay event, the visible positron track can receive any energy
from zero up to E prove this), but averaged over a large

number of events:

Pee P E = m01c /

Equation (18) serves as the basis for the measurement
in thl,s experiment.

Measurement of m

In the decay (15)
energy yields:

(18)

a pion at rest, conservation of total

or ,

c2 02 (m
op

c2)2 n
(19)

But, by conservation of momentum in the two-body decay:

Therefore

(2o)

_c=1-6-pc-1-(rit_c- )2 --E. p c. (21)

The unique value of 117, the kinetic energy of the decay muon,
can be determined by Wquations (12) and (14) from the measure-

ment of Id_ - the average of the projected range of the muon

tracks from a large number of decays,

From_T , and a knowledge of m , a valt,e for p can be
,-11

obtained; substituting pp and mop in equation (21) yields a

value for m .or
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PROCEDURE

ELpe.EImmt.kkjlimmejnglat
The bubble chamber photographs to be scanned were taken

using the 385 MeV proton synchrocyclotron at Columbia's
Nevis Laboratory. Pions were produced by collisions of
accelerated protons with a copper target inside the vacuum
chamber of the cyclotron. The pion beam emerged through a
thin window, passed through a hole in the surrounding
shielding, and was allowed to enter a liquid hydrogen bubble
chamber.

The experimental arrangement is indicated in Fig, 1 ,

An absorber was placed in the pion beam, so that a sizeable
fraction of the incident pions come to rest in the liquid
hydrogen. The emerging muon travels a short distance before
coming to rest, and the final positron makes a long, lightly
ionizing track, passing through the hydrogen until it leaves
the chamber. If the positron leaves through a side of the
chamber which is parallel to the picture plane, the track
will appear to stop at an arbitrary point in the projected
view,

Pion Beam

Bubble Chamber

Camera

Fig. 1. Arrangement of bubble chamber and auxilliary equipment.

Measurements

You are to scan the actual
glass screen, For a large number of identifiable 71--11-e events,
you are to measure:

5- film projected on a ground

417
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1) The radius of curvature of the posItrons, from
whi h the average positron momentum and, finally, the macs of
the muon are derived.

(2) The length of the muon tracks, from which the muon
momentum and, finally, the mass of the pion are derived.

The radius of curvature of a track is measured on the
screen by the use of a template, a transparent sheet on which
there are drawn a series of circular arcs of different radii.
The length of a track is measured with a plastic ruler. In
order to convert measurements on the screen to actual distances
in the bubble chamber, a scale factor must be determined from
three crosses scratched on the front glass plate of the chamber.
The crosses are at the vertices of an equilateral triangle,
22,4 cm on a side, To compensate for a possible distortion
in the projection system an average should be taken of measure-
ments made between the three pairs of crosses.

A correction to the scale factor of 43/40 is necessary
since the average track is 43 inches from the camera compared
to the 40-inch distance from the camera to the glass plate.

In using the average value of sin 9 for the average of
the large number of events measured, it is assumed that there
is no scanning bias - i.e, that you are as likely to identify
and measure one event as another. Although this goal is unlikely
to be achieved, try not to favor events in the picture plane
by failing to measure events in which the projection of the
track is short,

:Calculations

Constants: B = 8800 gauss

of liquid hydrogen = 7 gm/cm

Find the average radius of curvature of the positrons,
corrected for the measured scale factor. From this, calculate
the average momentum of the positrons and the mass of the
muon, Compare your result to the accepted value of
m_ C2 = 106 WV,
OP

Find the average projected length of the muon track, and,
from this, calculate the muon momentum and the pion mass.
Compare your result to the accepted value of m0rc2 = 140 MeV.

Question

Why does the radius of curvature of each positron decrease,
along the track?
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Positive pions enter from the upper left. Decays of pions at

rest show a short muon track and a less dense (positive) electron

track. Note that the long electron spiral originates from a

heavy track that is much longer than the usual muon track -

probably a more energetic muon that has decayed from a pion in

flig21L. The heavy truck above it with two "kinks" is a pion

that scatters in the liquid hydrogen
before coming to rest and

decaying into a muon.



ANALYSIS OF A K-1- MESON DECAY IN NUCLEAR EMULSION

University of California, Berkeley

1447

References:

1. Brown, Cenerini, Fowler, Muirhead, Pewel and Ritson, "Observationewith

Electron-Sensitive Plates Exposed to Cosmic Radiation " Nature (London),

163, 82 (1949).

2. Gell-Mann and Rosenfeld, "Wperoos end Heavy Mesens: Systematics and Decay",

U.C.R.L. Report No. 3799.
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Reference 1 describes the discovery of theeeson. Reference 2 is an up-to-date

summary of our knowledge of K nesons, The article is quite technical but parts of

it may help the student. Reference 3 contains a description of the set-up by which

the emulsion stack used in this experiment was exposed at the Bevatron. Reference

4 contains range-energy and range-momentum curvez and tables of massee. It will

be indispensable in preparing the report. Copies of refereaces 2 and 4 have been

placed on 2-hour reserve in the Physics Library. Reference 5, in the teeebbook,

should be read in full, especially the sections concerning range-energy relations.

Purpose: To become familiar with some of the types of measurement whieh can be

made in nuclear emulsions and to use these techaignes to analyze the

decay of a K -meson.

Cautions; Since the emulsion stack used in this experiment is irreplaceable, the

glass-backed plates mot be handled with the utmost care. Students must
observe the following rules:

(a) Handle the plates carefully.

(b) Never have more than four plates out of the boxes at any one time.

(c) Always wipe off the immersion oil with Kleenex before replacing the plates
in the box.

(d) Fut all plates back in the humidified boxes when finished for the day.

A student will not be penalized just because a plate gets broken- accidents will
happen. But students who are observed to violate any of the above rules ray
be barred from completing the experiment.

When working near the top edge of the plates, it becomes necessary to remove
from the turret the objective lenses not in use, since they will not clear the
microscope stage. Fastening and unfastening these lenses is a hazardous

operation in which it is very easy to drop and Gnash a $150 lens. However, a
simple rule will avoid accident: Always use both hands and never release the
lens unless it is completely screwed in.
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Introduction

At the time of exposure, the emulsion sheete eithout elass - were compressed

into a block or "stack." The stack Was exposed to a bean of positively charged

particles emerging from'a Devatron target. The beam had boon maeneticelly analyzed

ana was roughly hemoeenocus as to momentum about li-oo Mev/c) but contained protons,

K mesons and A mesons (plus a few m mesons). Viewing a plate with the brass "II'

at the upper right hand corner, the particles entered at the richt. The protons

stopped at a distance of one inch from entry where a very noticeable celanGe in

blackeninG can be observed with the naked eye. Thu range of the n-nee7aes was such

that they did not ond in the stack (unless they interacted in flieht). The rela-

tively rare K-mesons could be picked up by scanning the emulsion just beyond the

proton endings

the background

this way cou3i

to rest. A K

where the Grain density of the K tracks was appeeciably higher than

n tracks (because of the lower velocity of the K's). K's found in

then be followed until they interacted-in-flight or until they cane

meson at rest is prevented from entering the nucleus by coulomb

repulsion and thus decays accordinG to one of a variety of schemes. In about six
+ -

percent of the cases, the K decays into three t mesons two n 's and one n .

K mesons decayine by this mode were originally called-r(tau) mesons and the

nomenclature nas survived. The 7 deew is most distinctive since the three n mesons

are coplanar, carry off a unique amount of 1Veletic energy among them, and have

themselves very distinctir endinGs. ( A n meson usually stops and+then decays

according to the scheme n + p + v. In this two-body decay, the m is ecittel

with a unique energy and has a unique range. The p
+
decays to a positron at the

end of its range. n- mesons usuallyeeoduce a nuclear disintegration or "star" at

the end of their ranGe since they are attracted to atomic nuclei.) The experiment

will consiet in checking a"7'decay for coplanarity, in followinG 2 or more of the

n-mesons to the end of their rance, and in determininG the errrgy release or

" value of the disintegration from which the mass of the K meson can be

determined.

Apparatus

1. The Xeroscopo

The illumination system has been lined up and adjusted to Give clear, bright

images under all three oil-immersion objective lenses. Don't adjust the illumination

system other tban to move the condenser up and down ( laree knurled knob beteath

the stage at left) for optimum illumination of the field of view. If you suspect

that the microscope has become mis-aligned Get one of the instructors to adjust it.

Familiarize yourself with the controls which move the stage) with the coarse and

fine focus adjustments, with the left ocular focus, with the binocular spacing

adjustment and with the goaiometer in the right collier. Note Clat all of the Leitz

objectives reqnire immersion oil. The X20 objective requires rather a lot of

immersion Oil to function clearly since the working distance is long for an oil-

immersion lens. Use only the non-hardening oil from the polyethylene squeeze bottlet

When leaving the microscope for the day, al,eays wipe off the immersion oil from

lenses and stage using Kleenex, turn off the lamp, and cover the instrument against

dust.
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2. The Plat

At the time of exposure., the stack Was a sraid blck of emulsion-- composed of

slices 600 microns thick. :,fter exposure, the slicos were separated and mounted

on glass for processing. The plltes are numbered and are arranged in the boxes in

the sane relative positions they originally occuied in the stack. The plates

were positioned in the stack by rods passing through holos punched in the emulsion.

At the tine these holes were punched, a 1 mn !:rid was photographed on the bottom of

the emulsion slices. Corresponding points en adjacent emulsion slices can nOW

be located by observation of the numbered crid squares. Under the microscope a Grid

square appears thus: -
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The upper or "x" coordinate increases as

you move to the right in the field of view.

The lower or "y" coordinate increases as
126 you move down in the field of view.

The plates are positionod in the plate

upper right corner. When positioned by these, theholder by the brass "L" at the

same grid square on all plates in the stack should be under the microscope lane.

Techniques

1. "Following through -- If a track is to be followed for any distance it must be

be pursued from one plate to the next. The grid can be used for this purpose

if a map is made showing the exits and entrances of the tracks from the plates.

Plate 434 Plato 14_

S(urface G(lass

034 036 036 036
+ i

+

152 154 154 154.

For example the track mapped here is goinc.., down in the stack (from "surfs e" to

"glass" in each plate). In plate 43 it moves from square 034/152 to 036/154

being scattered somewhat in the process lote the change of direction). To

follow it into plate 42, the observer would align the eyepiece reticle

parallel to the track, insert the new plate, focus on the grid, center the

reticle on the anticipated spot, then focus on the surface and look for a

track parallel to the reticle near the center of the field. In the example,

the track was found very near Where it was expected. "Steep" tracks should

not be displaced in going from' one plate to the next by more than the "grid

error." "Flat" tracks will be displaced somewhat along the line of motion

duo to the motion through the slight air cap between plates. Whenever

following tracks, keep maps of this typo. The "idle" lab partner can propare

the blocks in the notebock in which the observer enters the maps. As a rule

the X20 ohjoctive is recommended for following the gls in this experiment.
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2. Range measurements

The range of a particle can be cemputed if x, y, z coordinates are record d at

occasional points along the track -- especially at placee whore the track

undercoes marked scattering. The grid maps discussed above are suitable for

x and y coordinates since the grid lines are accurately (within a few percent)

1 mm apart. Note that numerals and crosses within the grid lines are not

accurately icceted. To make distance measurements within a field of view or when

special accuracy is desired, the reticle scale is used. The scale must be

calibrate againat one of the screws which propel the stage ( a separate

calibration being reqeired for each dbjective lens.) These screws have

backlaeh but arc accurate whenadvszced,' consistently in the same direction.

"z" coordinates can be determined frc= the scale on the fine focus screw (there

ie backlash here, too). Thu 1 micron per divlsion scale on this screw refere

tomechanical motion and does not copal depth in the emulsion since the

refractive index of various media are Involved. Thus the scale divisions

should be taken as arbitrary and the scale calibrated in turns of the

oricinal 600 micron emulsion thickness (the emulsion shrinks by about a factor

of two durine the development process). When reading depth measurements it is

best to fasten the plate to the stage with modeling clay. Otherwise the plate

may be dragged up and down eith the oil immersion objective.

3. Angle measurements

Projected angler (i.e. the angle in the x-y plane.) are easily measured with the

coniometer provided. Dip angle for a track is measured by measuring the

change in "z" corresponding to a convenient_number of reticle divisions --

from which the tangent of the dip angle can be computed. Work fairly close to

to the star always (since tracks scatter in dip as well as in projected angle)

under the X100 objective lens. Again, use modelinc clay.

4. Other measurements possible in nuclear emulsions are ionization measure ente

(by grain counting) a measure of particle velocity -- and multiple scattering

measurements -- principally a measure of particle momentum. These types of

measurement are not required for this experiment.

Procedure

Obtain from the instructor the coordinates of a decaying 1 meson together with

any special instructions for studying the event. rollow the n tracks to their end,

making observatione durina the process from which the range can be coTtted. Sketch

the endings of the n's, showing any n-e-0 events fvend at the end of n tracks and

showing any disintegration stars found at the end of n- tracks. Measure the range of

any fieund. Wasure carefully the projected angles and dip angles of the outgoing

lc's. From these angles, calculate the space angles between each two n's. From these

results, determine the decree of coplanarity of the event. Use the tables in

Reference 4 to determine the energy and momentum of the n's followed to rest. If

three 7cls were followed to rest, check to see if the momentum triangle closes. If

only two gls were followed, use the momentum triangle to infer the momentum of the

third. Calculate the mass of the 10- meson and compare with the value given in

Reference 4 Also compute from Reference 4 (assume zero rest mass for the

neutrino) the expected range of the Wei in g decay and compare with your measured

values.
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--stions

1. If the tables in Rofero -- 4 have b,en used to infer both momentum and

ktnetic enermr from the ranLI;e of g's, verify by direct cLaculation that

these quantities do correspond.

2. Wolud the event yolil have analyzed bp a cxod one to includo in a precision

determinatin of K mass? Explain.
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